
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
MARKET WORKING GROUP MEETING 

April 5-7, 2010 

AEP Offices / Dallas, TX 

 
• Summary of Motions • 

 
1. Agenda Item 4a: Protocol Review, ii. DA and RT Make Whole Payment – Gene Anderson 

(OMPA) motioned to alter the definition of “Start-up Offer” in the Protocols to include the costs for 
the operating periods from Sync-to-Min and Min-to-Off.  Jessica Collins (Xcel) seconded the 
motion.  The motion was approved with four oppositions: Darrell Wilson (OGE), Rick McCord 
(EDE), Richard Ross (AEP), Shah Hossain (Westar), and two abstentions: Randy Gillespie 
(Kelson Energy) and Rick Yanovich (OPPD).  
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
MARKET WORKING GROUP MEETING 

April 5-7, 2010 

AEP Offices / Dallas, TX 

•  M I N U T E S  •  

 
Agenda Item 1 – Call to Order, Proxies, Agenda Discussion 
 
Keith Sugg (AECC) called the meeting to order at 11:00 a.m.  The attendance was recorded and proxies 
were announced (Attachment 1 – MWG Attendance April 5-7 2010).  The agenda for the meeting was 
reviewed and no changes were made.  (Attachment 2 - MWG Agenda April 5-7 2010_v2).  The proxies 
for the meeting included Roy Klusmeyer (WFEC) for James Liao (WFEC), Cliff Franklin (Westar) for Shah 
Hossain (Westar) on Tuesday, Jessica Collin (Xcel) for Randy Gillespie (Kelson) on Monday, and Matt 
Moore (GSEC) for Michael Wise (GSEC) on Wednesday. 
 
 
Agenda Item 2 –  Mid-Level Design Elements Escalated for MOPC Document 
 
Debbie James (SPP) presented the Mid-Level Design Elements Escalated for MOPC Document 
(Attachment 3 – MOPC Escalated_Future Market_Design_Items (2010_04_02)) for the group to review 
one last time before the presentation to MOPC on April 13th.  Members debated the changes David 
Charles (Basin) contributed to the Grandfather Agreement section.  Members discussed the language 
and decided to clarify the definition of a “carve-out” and add a bullet explaining the MWG’s assumption 
that the special treatment, or “carve-out”, of Grandfather Agreements may create uplift to the entire 
market.  After further review of the entire document the MWG decided it was ready for presentation to the 
MOPC.  
 
Agenda Item 3 – Variable Energy Resources FERC Filing Discussion 
 
Patti Kelly (SPP) provided an update to the group on the Variable Energy Resources FERC Filing 
discussion.  The Inter-RTO Council will be filing comments with FERC next week regarding Variable 
Energy Resources.  SPP is currently deciding whether or not to include additional comments related to 
the filing.  Members asked for SPP comments to be consistent with direction of the Future Markets 
Design.  It was noted in the meeting that SPP Operations staff put together comments for input regarding 
the filing and the comments were consistent with the Future Markets Design elements.   
 
Agenda Item 4 – Protocol Review 
 
MWG Feedback on Previous Red-Line Protocol Sections 
Wayne Camp (Accenture) presented the latest protocol revisions from the previous meeting for 
discussion (Attachment 4 – Future Market Protocols 4-02-10 Draft RL).  The group reviewed the revisions 
and focused on the specifics of the Day-Ahead and Real-Time Make-Whole Payment language.  Several 
members felt the current protocol language did not adequately protect the costs of generators during the 
sync-to-min and min-to-off times (Attach 5 – RT Make-Whole-Payment AEP Questions and Attach 6 – 
SPP RT Make-Whole-Payment). Others felt a start-up profile may help mitigate the concerns.  The group 
debated at length and brainstormed several possible solutions.  Gene Anderson (OMPA) motioned to 
alter the definition of “Start-up Offer” in the Protocols to include the costs for the operating 
periods from Sync-to-Min and Min-to-Off.  Jessica Collins (Xcel) seconded the motion.  The 
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motion was approved with four oppositions: Darrell Wilson (OGE), Rick McCord (EDE), Richard 
Ross (AEP), Shah Hossain (Westar), and two abstentions: Randy Gillespie (Kelson Energy) and 
Rick Yanovich (OPPD).  It was noted the approved motion would have significant impact on the Make-
Whole Payment as it is currently written in the settlements sections of the protocols in that the Sync-To-
Min Time and Min-To-Off Time would not be included within the Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period 
(both DA Market and RTBM). The group continued to review the previous red-line protocols sections and 
made only minor changes.  Wayne Camp (Accenture) will present the revised sections at the April 18-21st 
MWG meeting for review. 
 
Agenda Items 5-6a – Pre-Day-Ahead Activities 
 
Wayne Camp (Accenture) presented the Pre-Day Ahead Activities section of the protocols (Attachment 4 
– Future Market Protocols 4-02-10 Draft RL) and asked representatives from the groups that provided 
feedback (Attachment 7 – Compilation of MLD Feedback and Attachment 8 – Compilation of MLD 
Feedback (2010.03.17)) to the Mid-Level Design on Pre-Day Ahead Activities to raise their concerns so 
the group could address the issues.   
 
Agenda Item 5a – Pre-Day-Ahead Activities – Must Offer Requirements in RTBM and RUC 
Discussion focused on the requirement for Market Participants to offer units in the Day-Ahead RUC and 
Real-Time Balancing Market.  Some members cited not all units should be required to offer, especially if 
certain units rarely run.  Others argued it may be difficult to acquire gas intra-day and the cost for that 
energy would be difficult to estimate for an accurate Offer to the Market.  Others raised questions 
regarding whether a unit should be compensated for buying gas after being cleared in the RUC but then 
never being asked to turn on during the Real-Time. The issues were debated but no language requiring 
Market Participants to offer units in the Real-Time Balancing Market was changed.  Only minor 
clarification and edits were made to the protocol section.   
 
Agenda Item 5a - Pre-Day-Ahead Activities – Reserve Markets 
Next, a member raised questions regarding the need for language for Resources to be certified to offer 
Contingency Reserves in the Market.  Some members argued that SPP may need to offer a test for 
participants to use or the possibility of a self-certification process.  After discussion the group decided that 
no specific testing requirements would be needed but SPP would have the capability to do random 
testing.  Wayne Camp (Accenture) will add the random testing capability language into the Market 
Registration Section. 
 
Agenda Item 5a – Pre-Day-Ahead Activities - Resource Offers and Resource Status 
Next, the group debated the Resource status and Offer definitions.  Language related to intermittent 
resources was changed to reflect Variable Energy Resources (VERs) and it clarified that VERs can be 
dispatched according to a schedule or SCADA.  It was also decided that VER units should have the ability 
to input a minimum deployment level and be treated similarly to any other unit within the footprint in 
regard to SPP respecting the minimum output capabilities.  Wayne Camp (Accenture) will change the 
language in the Protocols based on the input from meeting. 
 
Agenda Item 5a – Pre-Day-Ahead Activities - Joint-Owned Units  
Wayne Camp (Accenture) presented to the group the latest language regarding Joint-Owned Units 
(JOUs) for the Future Market Design.  Considerable discussion took place regarding how to permit JOUs 
to participate in the Market and several members cited the language in the protocols would not work.   
The language would allow for a minority share owner to be cleared and have the unit committed even 
though the owner did not have rights to full minimum output requirement of the Resource.  To the extent 
there was a gap between the owners share and the minimum level of the unit, the Market Participant 
would receive URD.  Some members felt this language should not be allowed because the minority owner 
does not have a right to run a Resource at a level above its ownership share.  Others argued this type of 
language could lead to operational challenges: the Market would only clear the MW it needed yet the 
actual output of the unit would be entirely different.  Lengthy discussion took place and many ideas and 
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possible solutions were expressed.  Some members decided it may be best to simply force JOUs to offer 
as one unit only or self-commit with individual Offer information.  Others argued it may be possible to 
allow JOUs to offer separately into the Market and allow the model to aggregate the Offers into one.  
Richard Dillon (SPP) presented to the group a settlement scenario where three owners offered into the 
Market separate Offer curves.  He illustrated how it is possible for this type of design to work in the model 
but there can be Make-Whole Payment requirements to the owners that would result in uplift.  The group 
debated the possible ramifications of the aggregate design and chose to remove the existing language in 
the protocols and have Wayne Camp (Accenture) include a design that would allow Offers to be 
aggregated for JOUs in order for SPP to make the commitment decision (i.e. all shares committed or 
none based on aggregated, Start-Up, No-Load and Energy Offer Curve).  The new language will be 
presented at the April 19-21st MWG Meeting.   
 
Agenda Item 5a – Pre-Day-Ahead Activities – External Regulation 
The group reviewed and discussed the language related to external regulation. Clarifications were made 
regarding the modeling differences between pseudo-tied external regulation and dynamically scheduled 
external regulation.  One member expressed the idea of limiting the amount of external regulating 
Resources allowed in the Market.  The group debated the possible risks with having a significant portion 
of regulation being provided externally.   Some members argued that pseudo-tied external regulation 
should be the only type permitted in the new market as long as the entire Resource was Pseudo-tied in 
and that existing, dynamically tagged external regulation should be grandfathered in the Market.  After 
considerable debate, the existing protocol language was not changed at this time. 
 
 
Agenda Item 6b – Protocols Review – Day-Ahead Activities 
 
Wayne Camp (Accenture) presented the Day-Ahead Activities section of the protocols (Attachment 4 – 
Future Market Protocols 4-02-10 Draft RL) and asked representatives from the groups that provided 
feedback (Attachment 7 – Compilation of MLD Feedback and Attachment 8 – Compilation of MLD 
Feedback (2010.03.17)) to the Mid-Level Design on Day-Ahead Activities to raise their concerns so the 
group could address the issues.   
 
The first feedback item: “Voluntary Day-Ahead Market Generation Offer Requirement” will be discussed at 
the MOPC on April 13th so the group decided table the item.  The other feedback item: “Timing of Day-
Ahead Market” was raised by several members.  One member asked for the group to brainstorm a better 
solution than the current protocol language regarding how to best time the Day-Ahead Market in relation 
to the gas markets.  Concerns were raised about Market Participants buying gas for Resources and then 
not being cleared in the Day-Ahead Market later in the day.  Some members posed the idea of allowing 
SPP to notify Resources two days out based on the Multi-Day RUC results to enable Market Participants 
to better estimate gas requirements.  The idea prompted considerable debate on whether posting that 
type of information on a public board or posting it in the applicable Market Participants would instigate 
possible market power situations.  The Market Monitoring Unit (MMU) will analyze the potential impacts of 
sharing the Resources that are likely to be committed based on the Multi-Day RUC results.  If the 
information can be shared, the MMU will determine if it can be posted publicly or only shared with the 
applicable Market Participant.  The MMU will report back to the group at a future MWG meeting. 
 
Next, the group reviewed the remainder of the Day-Ahead Activities section of the protocols.  The group 
discussed the order of de-committing Resources cleared in the Day-Markets.  Only minor edits were 
made to the section; Wayne Camp (Accenture) will clarify some of the language surrounding the status 
definitions and bring the revised language back to group at the next meeting. 
 
Agenda Item 6c – Protocols Review – Operating Day Activities 
 
Wayne Camp (Accenture) presented the Operating Day Activities section of the protocols (Attachment 4 – 
Future Market Protocols 4-02-10 Draft RL) and asked representatives from the groups that provided 
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feedback (Attachment 7 – Compilation of MLD Feedback and Attachment 8 – Compilation of MLD 
Feedback (2010.03.17)) to the Mid-Level Design on Operating Day Activities to raise their concerns so 
the group could address the issues.    
 
Casey Cathey (SPP) raised the concern related to the feedback item “Ancillary Service (A/S) Co-
Optimization and Deliverability of A/S around RT Constraints.”  He gave an example of the co-
optimization engine possibly dispatching a Resource down to mitigate a constraint yet allowing the same 
Resource to pulse up as a result of it being cleared for Regulation-Up.  The members agreed this type of 
scenario could be problematic and suggested the example be raised to the vendor to learn more about 
the logic of the model and what considerations are made regarding Regulation deployment.  The group 
continued to review the protocol language and made minor changes.  The Operating Day Activities 
section will continue to be reviewed at the next MWG meeting on April 19-21st. 
 
Agenda Item 6d-7 – Protocols Review – Transmission Congestion Rights 
 
Due to time constraints these agenda items were not discussed and will be moved to the next MWG 
meeting agenda for April 19-21st. 
 
Agenda Item 8 – Review of RSC Question about Third-Party Participation in the TCR Markets 
 
Richard Ross (AEP) discussed with the group some of the RSC concerns regarding third-party 
participation in the TCR Market.  In response to the RSC concerns, Richard Ross (AEP) put together a 
proposal for SPP Staff to review that would place limitations on third-party participation.  In the proposal, 
a Market Participant would be allowed to purchase TCRs for any monthly period up to the number of MW 
of Firm Transmission Service under contract by the Market Participant, in addition to meeting the credit 
worthiness requirements.  He offered a few examples: (a) a network customer with 800 MW of Firm 
Network Transmission Service would be eligible to purchase up to 800 MW of TCRs during any period,     
(b) a point-to-point customer that has no long-term Firm Transmission Service would not be eligible to 
purchase any TCRs during an annual or monthly TCR auction, and (c) if the same customer under item 
"b" above, purchases short-term Firm service for a particular day they MAY be eligible to receive a TCR 
for the day/period of their short-term firm service.  He also added that if purchasing any of the TCRs 
causes the parties to exceed their credit limitations their purchase of TCRs would be denied for 
inadequate credit or until additional collateral is provided to SPP.   Some members voiced concerns this 
kind of structure would limit liquidity in the TCR markets.  Another member voiced that this type of 
proposal would be sufficient for keeping third-party participation to a minimum.  Some argued the 
language requiring “Firm” transmission service may prevent a load serving participant from acquiring a 
hedge in the TCR Market.  An action was created that SPP staff will report back to the group a legal 
opinion regarding the idea of limiting participation in the TCR Auction to the number of MWs of firm 
transmission service at a future MWG meeting. 
 
Agenda Item 9 – Review of Motions, Action Items and Future Meetings 
 
Motions 

1. Agenda Item 4a: Protocol Review, ii. DA and RT Make Whole Payment – Gene Anderson 
(OMPA) motioned to alter the definition of “Start-up Offer” in the Protocols to include the costs for 
the operating periods from Sync-to-Min and Min-to-Off.  Jessica Collins (Xcel) seconded the 
motion.  The motion was approved with four oppositions: Darrell Wilson (OGE), Rick McCord 
(EDE), Richard Ross (AEP), Shah Hossain (Westar), and two abstentions: Randy Gillespie 
(Kelson Energy) and Rick Yanovich (OPPD). 

 
 
Action Items 
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Minutes No. 131 
 

6 

1. Agenda Item 6b: Protocols Review,: Day Ahead Activities, 2 – Timing of Day-Ahead 
Market: The Market Monitoring Unit (MMU) will analyze the potential impacts of sharing the 
Resources that are likely to be committed based on the Multi-Day RUC results.  If the 
information can be shared, the MMU will determine if it can be posted publicly or only shared 
with the applicable Market Participant. The MMU will report back to the group at a future MWG 
meeting. 

 
2. Agenda Item 6c – Protocols Review – Operating Day Activities - SPP staff will discuss the

concern related to co-optimization and deliverability of Operating Reserves with real-time 
transmission constraints with the vendor. 

 

 
3. Agenda Item 8: Review of RSC Question about Third-Party Participation in TCR Markets: 

SPP staff will report back to the group a legal opinion regarding the idea of limiting participation 
in the TCR Auction to the number of MWs of firm transmission service at a future MWG meeting.  

 
 

Future Meetings 
 
April 19, 2010 (11 a.m. - 5 p.m.)  
April 20, 2010 (8:15 a.m. - 5 p.m.)  
April 21, 2010 (8:15 a.m. - 2 p.m.)  
Location: AEP Offices 
Room: 8th Floor 
 
May 3, 2010 (12:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.)  
May 4, 2010 (8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.)   
Location: WebEx/Teleconference 
 
May 17, 2010 (11 a.m. - 5 p.m.)  
May 18, 2010 (8:15 a.m. - 5 p.m.)  
May 19, 2010 (8:15 a.m. - 2 p.m.)  
Location: AEP Offices 
Room: 8th Floor 
 
The MWG agreed to cancel the meeting session scheduled for May 5th due to the SPP Leadership 
Conference being held that day.  The May 3rd and 4th session will be a conference call instead of a face-
to-face meeting.  The May 3rd session will be scheduled from 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. and the May 4th 
session will be scheduled from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.  SPP staff will post the updated schedule to the 
SPP website. 
 
Agenda Item 10 – Adjournment 
 
With no further business, Keith Sugg (AECC) thanked everyone and adjourned the meeting at 1:47 p.m. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Debbie James 
Secretary 
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
MARKET WORKING GROUP MEETING 

April 5 – 7, 2010 
AEP Offices / Dallas, TX  

 
•  A G E N D A  •  

 
Day 1 – 11:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 

 
1. Call to Order, Proxies, Agenda Discussion (5 minutes) ..................................................... Richard Ross 

2. Mid-Level Design Elements Escalated for MOPC Document (1 hour) .............................. Debbie James 

3. Variable Energy Resources FERC Filing Discussion (30 minutes) .......................................... Patti Kelly 

4. Protocols Review (1 hour) .................................................................................................. Wayne Camp 

a. MWG feedback on Previous Red-line Protocol Sections 

i. Real-Time Operating Reserve Cost Allocation Charge Type 

ii. DA and RT Make-Whole Payment 

iii. TCR Uplift Funding 

iv. Misc and RNU Charge Types 

v. Settlement Statement Process 

vi. Introduction and Design Overview – Sections 2 and 3 

vii. SPP Systems Requirements – Section 4.1 

 

5. Protocols Review ................................................................................................................ Wayne Camp 

a. Pre-Day-Ahead Activities – Section: 4.2 (2.5 Hours) 

i. Feedback topics on Mid-Level Design related to Pre-Day-Ahead Activities 
(representatives from each item should be available) 
 

1. Combined Cycle units 
2. Commitment status 
3. Dispatchable bids and offers in RTBM 
4. External contingency reserves 
5. External regulation 
6. Generation from Qualified Facilities 

Relationship-Based  •  Member-Driven  •  Independence Through Diversity 

Evolutionary vs. Revolutionary  •  Reliability & Economics Inseparable 
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7. Joint – Owned units 
8. Multi-day RUC inputs 
9. Nomenclature requests – Convergence Bidding Market 
10. Offer submittal 
11. Regulating Reserve market 
12. Resource Offer parameters 
13. Resource status 

 
 

Day 2 – 8:15 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
 

 
6. Protocols Review ................................................................................................................ Wayne Camp 

a. Pre-Day-Ahead Activities Continued – Section: 4.2 (2 Hours) 

b. Day-Ahead Activities (2 Hours) 

i. Feedback topics on Mid-Level Design related to Day-Ahead Activities 
(representatives from each item should be available) 
 

1. Voluntary Day-Ahead Market Generation Offer Requirement (Raised to 
MOPC) 

2. Timing of Day-Ahead Market 
 

 
c. Operating Day Activities (3 hours) 

i. Feedback topics on Mid-Level Design related to Operating Day Activities 
(representatives from each item should be available) 
 

1. A/S Co-Optimization and Deliverability of A/S about RT Constraints 
2. Ability for OOMC Units to Set Price 
3. Ability to Update Dispatchable Range Once Committed by RUC 
4. Ramp Sharing 
5. Reliability Unit Commitment 
6. Uninstructed Resource Deviation 

 
d. Transmission Congestion Rights Markets Process (1 hour) 

i. Feedback topics on Mid-Level Design related to TCRs (representatives from 
each item should be available) 
 

1. Grandfather Agreements (Raised to MOPC) 
2. Balancing of Planning Period Auction 
3. Definition of Market Participant 
4. Long-Term Transmission Rights 
5. Nomenclature Requests - Financial Congestion Rights 
6. Prioritization of Long-Term Transmission Service in Allocation 
7. Restriction of TCRs to 95% of Transmission Capability 
8. TCR Annual Auction 

Relationship-Based  •  Member-Driven  •  Independence Through Diversity 

9. Third-Party Participation in TCR Market (Raised to MOPC) 
 

Evolutionary vs. Revolutionary  •  Reliability & Economics Inseparable 
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Relationship-Based  •  Member-Driven  •  Independence Through Diversity 

Evolutionary vs. Revolutionary  •  Reliability & Economics Inseparable 

ii. TCR Day-Ahead Market Congestion Revenue Surplus/Shortfall Distribution 

iii. Third-Party Participation in the TCR Auction and Ownership of TCRs  

iv. Nomination Cap for ARRs 

v. Reduced Transmission System Capability in the ARR Allocation and TCR 
Auctions 
 

Day 3 – 8:15 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. 
7. Protocols Review ................................................................................................................ Wayne Camp 

 
a. Transmission Congestion Rights Markets Process - Continued (5 hours) 

 
8. Review of RSC Question about Third-Party Participation in TCR Markets ........................ Richard Ross 

9. Review of Motions, Action Items and Future Meetings ..................................................... Debbie James 

10. Adjournment ....................................................................................................................... Richard Ross 
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 X April 5-7, 2010
 ℡

 *
Attende Attend Attend Full Name Company E-mail Business Phone Other Phone
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3
 ℡ X X Richard Ross (Chair) AEP rross@aep.com (918) 382-9285 (918) 284-8702

X X X Keith Sugg (V-Chair) AECC ksugg@aecc.com (501) 570-2413
X X X Debbie James (Sec.) SPP djames@spp.org (501) 614-3577
X X X Aaron Rome Midwest Energy (785) 625-1431

 ℡ X X Ann Scott Tenaska ascott@tnsk.com (817) 462-1514
X X X Darrell Wilson OGE wilsondw@oge.com (405) 553-2773
X X X Gene Anderson OMPA geneaengr@aol.com (405) 645-2280

 ℡  ℡  ℡ James Liao WFEC j_liao@wfec.com (405) 247-4286
X X X Jessica Collins Xcel Energy jessica.l.collins@xcelenergy.com (303) 571-7740 (303) 910-7960
X X X Lee Anderson LES

X * Michael Wise Golden Spread Electric Coop mwise@gsec.coop (806) 379-7766
X X X Patty Denny KCPL patricia.denny@kcpl.com (816) 654-1702
*  ℡  ℡ Randy Gillespie Kelson Energy randy.gillespie@kelsonenergy.com (443) 542-5137
X X X Rick McCord EDE rmccord@empiredistrict.com (417) 625-5129

 ℡  ℡  ℡ Rick Yanovich OPPD (402) 514-1031
 ℡ *  ℡ Shah Hossain Westar Shah_Hossain@wr.com (785) 575-6453
 ℡  ℡  ℡ Andres Lucas PCI alucas@powercosts.com (405) 447-6933
 ℡  ℡  ℡ Bart Tsala PCI btsala@powercosts.com
 ℡  ℡ Bill Nolte SECI bdnolte@sunflower.net

 ℡  ℡ Brenda Harris Oxy brenda_harris@oxy.com
Bruce Walkup AECC bwalkup@aecc.com (501) 570-2639

 ℡  ℡  ℡ Bryn Wilson OGE wilsonwb@oge.com
Carrie Cooper ETEC carrie.cooper@gdsassociates (770) 715-7189

X X X Carrie Simpson SPP csimpson@spp.org
X X X Casey Cathey SPP ccathey@spp.org (501) 614-3267
X X X CJ Brown SPP cbrown@spp.org

Chris Casale Iberdrola chris.casale@iberdrolausa.com
 ℡  ℡ Cliff Franklin Westar

 ℡  ℡ Cody Parker SPP cparker@spp.org
David Charles Basin Electric Power Co. dcharles@bepc.com (701) 557-5631

 ℡ David Harlon
Eric Jensen AREVA

 ℡  ℡  ℡ George Fee AEP
George Kelly Accenture
Gordon Scott EPIC Merchant Energy (281) 760-4562

 ℡ Holly Black TEA
 ℡  ℡ James Fife PSI/EPV jfife1@entergy.com (281) 297-5406
 ℡  ℡  ℡ Jim Krajecki Customized Energy Solutions jkrajecki@ces-ltd.com
 ℡ Jim Stevens PSI/EPV jim@psisoft.net (713) 253-9396

X X X John Hyatt SPP jhyatt@spp.org
 ℡ John Stonebarger WAPA stonebarger@wapa.com

Market Working GroupIn Person =
By Phone =
By Proxy =

 ℡ John Sunneberg NPPD jmsunne@nppd.com
X X X Joshua Kirby WFEC j_kirby@wfec.com (405) 247-4403 (405) 317-3790

 ℡ Kevin Galke TEA
 ℡  ℡ Kristen Rodriguez Electric Power Engineers/Wind Coalition krodriguez@epeconsulting.com (254) 399-8676

X X Mak Nagle SPP mnagle@spp.org
X X X Mary Jo Montoya Xcel Energy mary.j.montoya@xcelenergy.com (303) 571-7191

 ℡ Matt Johnson TEA
 ℡ X X Matt Moore Golden Spread Electric Coop
 ℡  ℡ Matt Pawlowski NextEra
 ℡  ℡  ℡ Matt Wolf Entergy EMO

Mike Mushrush OMPA mmushrush@ompa.com (405) 359-2558
Narasimham Vempati Nextant nvempati@nexant.com

 ℡  ℡ Patti Kelly SPP pkelly@spp.org (501) 614-3381
 ℡ Randy Root GRDA rroot@grada.com

X X Richard Dillon SPP rdillon@spp.org (501) 614-3228
Ron Chartier SECI rchartier@sunflower.net (785) 623-3379
Ron Thompson NPPD rfthomp@nppd.com (402) 845-5202
Roy Klusmeyer WFEC

X X X Roy True Aces Power Marketing (APM) royt@acespower.com (317) 695-4146
Russ McRae ARVEA
Sam Ellis SPP sellis@spp.com

 ℡ Shari Brown SPP sbrown@spp.org
Stacy Rodgers SAIC stacy.l.rodgers@saic.com (214) 587-5197
Steve McDonald Aces Power Marketing (APM) smcdonald@acespower.com (317) 344-7113
Tom Fritsche SPP tfritsche@spp.org
Tony Alexander SPP talexander@spp.org
Trey Fleming SAIC trey.s.fleming@saic.com (713) 345-0753

X X X Walt Shumate OG&E waltshumate@sbcglobal.net (512) 496-7704
X X X Wayne Camp Accenture wayne.camp@accenture.com (856) 204-0298
X X X Wendell Drost AREVA wendell.drost@areva-td.com (318) 410-0034
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Mid-Level Design Items Escalated for MOPC Guidance

Marginal vs. Average Losses
Voluntary Offers vs. “Must Offer” Requirement in the DA Market
Third-Party Participation vs. Transmission Customers Only in the 
TCR Auction
5-Minute vs. Hourly Settlements
Zonal vs. Average Cost Allocation for Operating Reserves
After-The-Fact Single Settlement of Reserve Obligation vs. 
Demand Bid based Operating Reserve Market
Revenue Neutrality Uplift vs. Cost Causation AllocationRevenue Neutrality Uplift vs. Cost Causation Allocation
“Carve-Out” vs. No “Carve-Out” of Grandfathered Agreements
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Marginal vs. Average Losses

The Mid-Level Design advocates using an optimal 
fl d i i th S it C t i dpower flow design in the Security Constrained 

Economic Dispatch (SCED) that would solve using a 
marginal losses approach.g pp

The result will produce a dispatch and have Locational
Marginal Prices (LMPs) that reflect the relative impact that an 
asset has on losses.asset has on losses.

This design reduces production cost by reducing real 
power losses incurred when more expensive 
generation close to the load is dispatched in favor of 
distant generation that has a cheaper offer price but 
ultimately requires additional output to supply the

SPP.org 3

ultimately requires additional output to supply the 
losses necessary to reach the load. 
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Marginal vs. Average Losses

The MWG advocates the marginal losses approach for 
th f ll ithe following reasons:

The total Market should expect to see approximately 0.1% to 
0.5% of production cost savings annually which translates p g y
roughly to $5-$25 million per year.
LMPs should reflect the increased costs of losses to and from 
remote locations.remote locations.  
o This will result in the most efficient dispatch.

Solution capabilities and techniques have been improved and 
l i t ti R lt f t hi hno longer require static Resource penalty factors, which was 

the main cause for the misrepresentation of actual results in 
previous applications .

SPP.org 4
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Marginal vs. Average Losses

The MWG advocates the marginal losses approach for 
th f ll i ( t’d )the following reasons: (cont’d…)

All U.S. electricity markets currently use marginal losses 
solutions except for the SPP EIS Market and ERCOT .p
The marginal losses approach is more complex but not 
“bleeding edge.”  

Thi i th t d h d b th j it f tho This is the accepted approach used by the majority of the 
Markets.

o This approach has minimal risk and negligible system cost from 
an implementation perspectivean implementation perspective.

SPP.org 5
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Marginal vs. Average Losses

However, others oppose the marginal losses approach 
f th f ll ifor the following reasons:

The use of the marginal losses approach will result in revenue 
over-collection by SPP which must be rebated to Market y
Participants.  
o Designing a mechanism for distributing loss over-collection is a 

highly subjective area and different approaches can yield very g y j pp y y
different results.

o The average losses approach does not have an over-collection.

There is concern that simplifying assumptions in the marginalThere is concern that simplifying assumptions in the marginal 
losses approach may negate the accuracy and effectiveness.
Market Participants are familiar with the average losses 
approach and understand it well

SPP.org 6

approach and understand it well.
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Marginal vs. Average Losses

However, others oppose the marginal losses approach 
f th f ll i ( t’d )for the following reasons: (cont’d…)

Existing transmission systems are not necessarily built 
robustly to support small municipal and co-op loads that are y pp p p
often remote; they will likely incur greater losses impacts 
under the marginal losses approach.
The marginal losses approach is much more complex.The marginal losses approach is much more complex. 
There is concern about how residual load will be calculated; 
this is not currently clear in the marginal losses approach.
There is no debate that dispatch should be more efficient with 
marginal losses approach, but some do not believe that the 
cost/benefit of this approach is justified.

SPP.org 7
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Mid-Level Design Items Escalated for MOPC Guidance

Marginal vs. Average Losses
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5-Minute vs. Hourly Settlements
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Demand Bid based Operating Reserve Market
Revenue Neutrality Uplift vs. Cost Causation AllocationRevenue Neutrality Uplift vs. Cost Causation Allocation
“Carve-Out” vs. No “Carve-Out” of Grandfathered Agreements
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Voluntary Offers vs  “Must Offer” Requirement in the DA Voluntary Offers vs. Must Offer  Requirement in the DA 
Market

The current Future Markets design does not call for any 
t f “ t ff ” i t i th DA E dtype of “must offer” requirement in the DA Energy and 
Operating Reserves Market.
The only stipulation is that any Resource that qualifiesThe only stipulation is that any Resource that qualifies 
to provide an Operating Reserve product and does 
voluntarily submit an offer for Energy must also offer 
th O ti R d t it lifi tthose Operating Reserve products it qualifies to 
provide.

SPP.org 9
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Voluntary Offers vs  “Must Offer” Requirement in the DA Voluntary Offers vs. Must Offer  Requirement in the DA 
Market

The MWG advocates voluntary offers in the DA Market 
for the following reasons:for the following reasons:

The DA Market is primarily a financial market and should 
provide incentives through design for suppliers to participate 
without being requiredwithout being required.
The majority of the time, Designated Resources will far exceed 
the load of a Network Customer.  They should not be required 
to offer excess Resources if they do not want toto offer excess Resources if they do not want to. 
Cannot force those with intermittent Resources to take a 
financial position in the DA Market, even if those Resources 
are considered Designated Resourcesare considered Designated Resources.
Resources that are placed on reserve shutdown/cold standby 
should not be required to offer when the Resource is not 
available within the three-day Reliability Unit Commitment

SPP.org 10

available within the three day Reliability Unit Commitment 
(RUC) process.
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Voluntary Offers vs  “Must Offer” Requirement in the DA Voluntary Offers vs. Must Offer  Requirement in the DA 
Market

However, others oppose voluntary offers in the DA 
M k t f th f ll iMarket for the following reasons:

Without a “must-offer” requirement, the DA Market may be 
short of capacity to supply bid-in demand.p y pp y
o This will result in high prices for load and the potential need for 

SPP to reduce fixed bid-in demand.

If supplies are low the total MW cleared is reduced and DAIf supplies are low, the total MW cleared is reduced and DA 
congestion impacts are not comparable to those in the RTBM.  
TCRs settled in the DA Market will be reduced in value, leaving 
load exposed to RT congestion.load exposed to RT congestion.
RUC commitment objectives are different than that of the DA 
Market:  

RUC ill i i l i h d h E ff

SPP.org 11

o RUC will commit, in general, without regard to the Energy offer 
curve and only minimize start-up and no-load expenses.
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Voluntary Offers vs  “Must Offer” Requirement in the DA Voluntary Offers vs. Must Offer  Requirement in the DA 
Market

However, others oppose voluntary offers in the DA 
M k t f th f ll i ( t’d )Market for the following reasons: (cont’d…)

If significant Resources are committed in RUC, there is more 
exposure to RT make-whole payments and decreased price 
convergence between the DA Market and the RTBM.    
RUC commitments will also be on a shorter lead time which 
may eliminate some resources from being able to be 
committed at the best times due to start-up and notification 
times.
All other markets have put some level of “must-offer” 
requirement in place for the DA Market.  
o Those with Installed Capacity (ICAP) or Local Installed Capacity 

(LICAP) markets require those resources cleared in the capacity 
ff

SPP.org 12

markets to offer.  
o MISO requires all designated resources to offer.
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Voluntary Offers vs  “Must Offer” Requirement in the DA Voluntary Offers vs. Must Offer  Requirement in the DA 
Market

However, others oppose voluntary offers in the DA 
M k t f th f ll i ( t’d )Market for the following reasons: (cont’d…)

Prefer to enforce a Designated Resource “must-offer” 
requirement and allow Independent Power Producers (IPPs) q p ( )
and otherwise undesignated Resources to be voluntary for the 
DA Market.
The Generator Outage Scheduler design is expected toThe Generator Outage Scheduler design is expected to 
continue to allow reserve shutdown or cold standby as an 
option as long as such outage is approved by SPP.  
o If so this would be an acceptable reason to submit the “Outage”o If so, this would be an acceptable reason to submit the Outage  

commitment status and not require other offer information for 
those resources.

SPP.org 13
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Mid-Level Design Items Escalated for MOPC Guidance

Marginal vs. Average Losses
Voluntary Offers vs. “Must Offer” Requirement in the DA Market
Third-Party Participation vs. Transmission Customers Only in the 
TCR Auction
5-Minute vs. Hourly Settlements
Zonal vs. Average Cost Allocation for Operating Reserves
After-The-Fact Single Settlement of Reserve Obligation vs. 
Demand Bid based Operating Reserve Market
Revenue Neutrality Uplift vs. Cost Causation AllocationRevenue Neutrality Uplift vs. Cost Causation Allocation
“Carve-Out” vs. No “Carve-Out” of Grandfathered Agreements
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Third-Party Participation vs  Transmission Customers Only Third-Party Participation vs. Transmission Customers Only 
in the TCR Auction

The current Future Markets design allows for those 
ti th t T i i C t f SPP tparties that are non-Transmission Customers of SPP to 

participate in TCR auctions and obtain TCRs through 
the secondary market.y

SPP.org 15
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Third-Party Participation vs  Transmission Customers Only Third-Party Participation vs. Transmission Customers Only 
in the TCR Auction

The MWG advocates third-party participation for the 
f ll ifollowing reasons:

The additional liquidity in the congestion hedge market should 
be an enhancement to the market and result in higher overall g
payments to ARR holders.
There is a credit risk that must be mitigated, but these parties 
should be allowed to participate.should be allowed to participate.
All other markets allow third-party participation for the 
additional liquidity.  
o Market Monitoring and market development staff of other markets 

support third-party participation as vital to the success of their 
congestion hedge markets.
Th d t f th k t ill lik l lt i i t ti

SPP.org 16

o The precedent of other markets will likely result in interventions 
and FERC requiring this participation.
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Third-Party Participation vs  Transmission Customers Only Third-Party Participation vs. Transmission Customers Only 
in the TCR Auction

However, others oppose third-party participation for the 
f ll ifollowing reasons:

Credit exposure is significant and default by one of these 
parties would result in those costs being absorbed by other p g y
Market Participants.
o The credit policy with regard to participation in the TCR Market 

and the overall Energy and Operating Reserves Markets has not gy p g
been vetted at this time.

To the degree these entities are successful and profit from the 
congestion hedge market, they would be directly or indirectly g g , y y y
removing revenue from energy supplying Market Participants, 
resulting in increased rates to their customers. 

SPP.org 17
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Third-Party Participation vs  Transmission Customers Only Third-Party Participation vs. Transmission Customers Only 
in the TCR Auction

However, others oppose third-party participation for the 
f ll i ( t’d )following reasons: (cont’d…)

One option discussed and supported by some in opposition 
was a delay to allowing these parties until the SPP Future y g p
Market was operational for a year or two and Transmission 
Customers had a better understanding of and experience with 
the new concepts of ARRs and TCRs.

SPP.org 18
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Mid-Level Design Items Escalated for MOPC Guidance

Marginal vs. Average Losses
Voluntary Offers vs. “Must Offer” Requirement in the DA Market
Third-Party Participation vs. Transmission Customers Only in the 
TCR Auction
5-Minute vs. Hourly Settlements
Zonal vs. Average Cost Allocation for Operating Reserves
After-The-Fact Single Settlement of Reserve Obligation vs. 
Demand Bid based Operating Reserve Market
Revenue Neutrality Uplift vs. Cost Causation AllocationRevenue Neutrality Uplift vs. Cost Causation Allocation
“Carve-Out” vs. No “Carve-Out” of Grandfathered Agreements
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5-Minute vs. Hourly Settlements

The settlement period of the Real-Time Energy and 
Operating Reserves Market is designed coincident withOperating Reserves Market is designed coincident with 
the Dispatch Interval (5-minutes).
This settlement applies to generation, load and pp g
transactions.
Settlement meter data may be submitted as a 5-minute 
integrated meter value or as an hourly integrated meterintegrated meter value or as an hourly integrated meter 
value.
If submitted as hourly, SPP will profile the hourly 
amount based on the shape of the RT SCADA received 
or, if RT SCADA is not available, based on the State 
Estimator values.

SPP.org 20
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5-Minute vs. Hourly Settlements

The MWG advocates 5-minute settlements for the 
following reasons:following reasons:

As 5-minute LMPs change within an hour, the use of an hourly 
average price can dilute the price paid to a generator such that 
if the Resource follows its Dispatch Instruction the revenueif the Resource follows its Dispatch Instruction, the revenue 
received may not sufficiently compensate for the incurred 
production costs stated in the offer.
RT Co-optimization of Operating Reserves is another factorRT Co-optimization of Operating Reserves is another factor.  
As Operating Reserves carried on a unit may change from 
interval to interval, it is important to capture the settlement of 
those services as they were cleared.
Not settling the Operating Reserves on an interval basis would 
likely result in a barrier to sub-hourly technologies being 
developed that can supply reserves but for shorter periods. 
( fl h l )

SPP.org 21

(e.g. flywheels)
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5-Minute vs. Hourly Settlements

The MWG advocates 5-minute settlements for the 
f ll i ( t’d )following reasons: (cont’d…)

This provides improved incentives for generators to follow 
Dispatch Instructions during price spikes.
Improved settlement of Resource supply using 5-minute 
settlement granularity will result in revenue mismatches (even 
under perfect knowledge) if load and transactions are not also p g )
settled on the same basis.  This mismatch would fall to RNU.
Believe that Electronic Quarterly Reporting (EQR) can be 
provided to FERC still on an hourly basis similar to the NYISOprovided to FERC still on an hourly basis similar to the NYISO 
approach.
NYISO, and MISO to some degree, both settle supply at a 5-
minute granularity

SPP.org 22

minute granularity.  
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5-Minute vs. Hourly Settlements

The MWG advocates 5-minute settlements for the following 
reasons: (cont’d )reasons: (cont d…)

MISO settles Energy supply hourly with hourly time average LMPs but 
performs Operating Reserve using quantity weighted average 5 
minute MCPs The Operating Reserve results are equivalent to 5-minute MCPs.  The Operating Reserve results are equivalent to 5-
minute Settlement with a resulting reported hourly MCP that may be 
somewhat meaningless.
MISO also performs RT MWP calculations at the 5-minute level whichMISO also performs RT MWP calculations at the 5 minute level which 
requires similar level calculation detail as performing the overall 
Energy Settlement on 5-minute basis.
Recognition that data volumes and complexity are increased and that g p y
shadow settlements will be more difficult.  
o However, shadow settlement vendors are already required to process sub-

hourly data to shadow other markets such as MISO accurately.  

SPP.org 23

o Hourly statement data is not sufficient.
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5-Minute vs. Hourly Settlements

However, others oppose 5-minute settlements for the 
f ll ifollowing reasons:

There are concerns regarding any requirement to change out 
meter capabilities in order to provide 5-minute meter values.  p p
There are concerns about using SCADA or especially State 
Estimator values to profile any hourly submitted meter data.
B th f th b b ll t l ti l l t th L d id fBoth of the above bullets apply particularly to the Load side for 
those with concerns about the 5-minute settlements.
Some could go along with the settlement of the generation on a 
5-minute basis but Load on an hourly basis similar to NYISO.  
o In this case, they are willing to live with potential RNU as the 

reality of not having perfect knowledge on the load side will still 

SPP.org 24

likely result in errors in accuracy of the profile and result in some 
RNU anyway. 
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5-Minute vs. Hourly Settlements

However, others oppose 5-minute settlements for the 
f ll i ( t’d )following reasons: (cont’d…)

Increased data volumes and complexity will make it more 
difficult to accurately reflect shadow settlement to reconcile y
against the Market settlement.
EQR questions still have not been answered and many 
interpret FERC language as requiring reporting on the basis asinterpret FERC language as requiring reporting on the basis as 
when settlement prices change.  
o With 5-minute settlements, that would be on a 5-minute basis.  

SPP.org 25
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Zonal vs. Average Cost Allocation for Operating Reserves

The MWG selected a hybrid zonal approach for the primary cost 
allocation to collect for the Operating Reserve payments toallocation to collect for the Operating Reserve payments to 
suppliers.
The Load in each zone will be charged its Load Ratio Share (LRS) 
for the Reserves cleared within each zone at the zonal Market 
Clearing Price (MCP) from the DA Market.
Any remaining obligation within a zone will be charged at the 
weighted average MCP of the Reserve Zones with cleared g g
Reserves in excess of zonal obligation from the DA Market.
In the Real-Time Balancing Market (RTBM), any net revenues 
collected from or paid to generators will be allocated to each Asset 
Owner on a LRS basis.
The net revenues in the RTBM can be from settlement of supplier 
deviations from the DA Market, penalties incurred, or increased 

i t b SPP
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reserve requirements by SPP.  
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Zonal vs. Average Cost Allocation for Operating Reserves

The MWG advocates the hybrid cost allocation approach for the 
following reasons:following reasons:

Load in non-constrained zones will pay more than their Zonal MCP for 
their obligation under an average cost allocation.
If M k t P ti i t ith l d i t i d l d itIf a Market Participant with load in a non-constrained zone cleared its 
own Resource capacity equal to its obligation and was paid the zonal 
MCP, that would be a net loss when the load obligation was charged 
the higher average rate.the higher average rate.
o Example: 

Non-Constrained Zone Spin MCP = $5/MW.  
Average Spin Cost =$7/MW to pay all suppliers in all zones.  g p $ p y pp
MP 1 has 20 MW of obligation in a non-constrained zone and clears 20 MW of 
reserves on its Resources in that zone.  
MP1 is paid $100 for supply but charged $140 for obligation, even though his 
own supply matched his obligation
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own supply matched his obligation.
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Zonal vs. Average Cost Allocation for Operating Reserves

The MWG advocates the hybrid cost allocation 
h f th f ll i ( t’d )approach for the following reasons: (cont’d…)

Most MWG members agree that the average approach could 
force a self-supply option to avoid risk and potentially reduce pp y p p y
the efficiency of the Market.
Accepted a straight Load Ratio Share allocation of RT net 
revenues as those should be very small compared to the DArevenues as those should be very small compared to the DA 
settlement component; the added complexity to settle RT on a 
zonal basis did not seem justified.
Although zonal boundaries may change those with networkAlthough zonal boundaries may change, those with network 
service and load and generation in separate zones may use 
physical transfer of obligation from one zone to the other in 
order to maintain their obligation in the same zone as their

SPP.org 29

order to maintain their obligation in the same zone as their 
Resources.
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Zonal vs. Average Cost Allocation for Operating Reserves

However, others oppose the hybrid zonal approach for 
th f ll ithe following reasons:

Prefer a straight average rate based on the total cost to 
procure the Reserves.  p
Believe that Reserve Zone constraints should be maintained 
for Reliability, but the Reserves are for the good of the Market 
as a whole and should be allocated with a single rate.as a whole and should be allocated with a single rate.
Zones are only necessary due to inadequacies in Regional 
transmission.  As the transmission system is expanded and 
enhanced reserve zones should reduce to essentially havingenhanced, reserve zones should reduce to essentially having 
an average rate since it will be a single zone.  We do not need 
to complicate the design when average will ultimately be the 
point we reach.
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point we reach.
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Zonal vs. Average Cost Allocation for Operating Reserves

However, others oppose the hybrid zonal approach for the 
following reasons: (cont’d )following reasons: (cont d…)

The average zonal approach is a much simpler calculation from a 
Settlement perspective.
B d th lt f th k t O ti R C tBased on the results of other markets, Operating Reserve Costs are 
typically small compared to energy costs. 
o The cost allocation should not be designed with such complication if the 

differences in zonal prices are minimaldifferences in zonal prices are minimal.

Market Participants will have no control over the zonal boundaries as 
set by SPP and therefore may be burdened by where their loads fall as 
the boundaries change.g
Physical transfer of obligation from one zone to another is allowed but 
that may lead to further complex rules and/or increased risk to 
deliverability resulting in decreased transmission capability for 
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energy in order to maintain deliverability of Reserves.  This will further 
reduce the efficiency of the Market.
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After-The-Fact Single Settlement of Reserve Obligation vs  After-The-Fact Single Settlement of Reserve Obligation vs. 
Demand Bid based Operating Reserve Market

The cost allocation approach described earlier for 
O ti R tili th M k t P ti i t (MP)Operating Reserves utilizes the Market Participant (MP) 
actual loads to determine the load ratio shares to 
assign each MP.g
The Operating Reserves are also fixed demand side 
quantities set by the RTO and as such are 100% cleared 
i th DA M k t ll i th R l Ti B l iin the DA Market as well as in the Real-Time Balancing 
Market (RTBM).
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After-The-Fact Single Settlement of Reserve Obligation vs  After-The-Fact Single Settlement of Reserve Obligation vs. 
Demand Bid based Operating Reserve Market

The MWG advocates after-the-fact pricing of Operating 
R f th f ll iReserves for the following reasons:

The SPP requirement for Reserves should be procured in full 
as a part of the DA Market.p
The complexity of putting in bids to buy Operating Reserves in 
the DA Market does not seem justified given the magnitude of 
MW and expected prices.MW and expected prices.
Reserves are a reliability requirement and should be cleared in 
full in the DA Market.
Believe that the allocation ratio should be consistent with load 
consumption in the time period in which the Reserves were 
procured.
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After-The-Fact Single Settlement of Reserve Obligation vs  After-The-Fact Single Settlement of Reserve Obligation vs. 
Demand Bid based Operating Reserve Market

However, others oppose after-the-fact pricing of 
O ti R f th f ll iOperating Reserves for the following reasons:

There is a desire for Market Participants to know their 
requirement prior to clearing (not just estimates) in order to q p g ( j )
properly hedge through their offers and other contractual 
arrangements.
There is risk of inflated rates in cost allocation if usingThere is risk of inflated rates in cost allocation if using 
estimated obligations to set zonal limits prior to the DA Market.
o This can occur if a zonal obligation determined from actual load is 

less than the zonal minimum or greater than the zonal maximumless than the zonal minimum or greater than the zonal maximum 
set prior to the DA Market.

Some would prefer a design in which those with obligation 
could bid into the DA Market
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could bid into the DA Market.
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Revenue Neutrality Uplift vs. Cost Causation Allocation

Revenue Neutrality Uplift (RNU) will continue to be a part of the 
SPP market.SPP market.
RNU will be allocated as a charge or credit to all Market 
Participants based on their MW volume of activity in the Market.
Identified items in RNU include the following:Identified items in RNU include the following:

Rounding errors;
Inadvertent Interchange;
Emergency Interchange Transactions;
RTBM congestion;
RTBM Net Regulation Adjustment; 
Make-Whole payments for Out-of-Merit Energy; and
Miscellaneous Charges/Credits.
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Revenue Neutrality Uplift vs. Cost Causation Allocation

The MWG advocates Revenue Neutrality Uplift (RNU) 
f th f ll ifor the following reasons:

There will always be some level of error in the settlement 
process and SPP must remain revenue neutral.p
The MWG made its best effort to assess cost/causation in 
areas where revenue insufficiency may be incurred and 
allocate costs to those parties that contributed to theallocate costs to those parties that contributed to the 
insufficiency.
The items remaining in RNU in the Future Market design are 
those items that the MWG believes identifying partiesthose items that the MWG believes identifying parties 
“responsible” is either not plausible at all or is not cost 
effective.
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Revenue Neutrality Uplift vs. Cost Causation Allocation

However, others oppose Revenue Neutrality Uplift for 
th f ll ithe following reasons:

Some members cannot support design items that rely on 
general uplift for SPP to remain revenue neutral instead of g p
direct assignment to cost causers.
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“Carve-Out” vs. No “Carve-Out” of Grandfathered Agreements

The design does not call for any special treatment of 
G df th d A t (GFA )Grandfathered Agreements (GFAs).
Parties to GFAs will be allowed to nominate for ARRs 
and bid/offer in the TCR auctionand bid/offer in the TCR auction.
Parties must decide which entity – Transmission 
Customer (TC) or Transmission Owner (TO) – will ( ) ( )
register the GFA with SPP and be eligible to nominate 
for ARRs.
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The MWG advocates the no “carve-out” of 
G df th d A t f th f ll i

“Carve-Out” vs. No “Carve-Out” of Grandfathered Agreements

Grandfathered Agreement for the following reasons:
The current design does not force conversion of grandfathered 
service to SPP service or abrogate the rights of the g g
Transmission Customers who hold them.
This approach recognizes the fact that a Transmission Owner 
may have to negotiate some true-up mechanism with themay have to negotiate some true up mechanism with the 
Transmission Customer to maintain the terms of the contract 
or take on the congestion risk itself.
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However, others oppose the no “carve-out” of 
G df th d A t f th f ll i

“Carve-Out” vs. No “Carve-Out” of Grandfathered Agreements

Grandfathered Agreements for the following reasons:
For the case where a non-SPP Transmission Customer inside 
the SPP Market is also an owner of non-SPP transmission 
inside the SPP Market Balancing Authority but also has 
grandfathered service across an SPP Transmission Owner:
o SPP Market load served from external sources using the non-SPP o S a et oad se ed o e te a sou ces us g t e o S

transmission cannot involuntarily be subjected to congestion and 
losses charges due to the market .
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“Carve-Out” vs  No “Carve-Out” of Grandfathered Agreements

However, others oppose the no “carve-out” of 
Grandfathered Agreements for the following reasons 

Carve-Out  vs. No Carve-Out  of Grandfathered Agreements

(cont’d…):
o It is suggested that some sort of “carve-out” similar to that in 

MISO is necessary.y
Carved Out load would continue to pay their transmission usage and 
losses per pre-existing wheeling agreements with the SPP TO.
Carved Out load is modeled & registered in the Market and pays SPP 
hourly energy between Day-Ahead schedules & Actual metered 
usage.
o Carved Out load may pay SPP hourly ancillary services (if unable 

to self-supply from external resources) Market rule undefined atto self supply from external resources). Market rule undefined at 
this time

Carved Out load served from external resources would be scheduled 
and tagged similar as today and included in SPP’s Market flow for 
LMP l l ti

SPP.org 44
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“Carve-Out” vs  No “Carve-Out” of Grandfathered Agreements
However, others oppose the no “carve-out” of 
Grandfathered Agreements for the following reasons 
( t’d )

Carve-Out  vs. No Carve-Out  of Grandfathered Agreements

(cont’d…):
o It is suggested that some sort of “carve-out” similar to that in 

MISO is necessary. (cont’d…)
Carved Out Loads must meet SPP’s Resource Adequacy and 
Reliability requirements 
Settlements for Carved Out Load would be exempt from Congestion, 
Losses de iation penalties and Uplift charge/creditsLosses, deviation penalties and Uplift charge/credits.
Based on the type of GFA arrangement, Carved Out loads may be 
served from transmission considered Excluded from the Market
o Excluded or “Out-of-Market” transmission serving loads areo Excluded or Out-of-Market  transmission serving loads are 

exempt from Day-Ahead & Real-Time Administrative charges. 
MP’s (LSE’s) with Carved Out transmission serving Loads from 
external resources may Settle directly with SPP under the Day II Tariff

SPP.org 45

o LSE’s serving Carved Out loads from External Resources do not 
own/hold ARRs/TCRs.
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However, others oppose the no “carve-out” of 
G df th d A t f th f ll i

“Carve-Out” vs. No “Carve-Out” of Grandfathered Agreements

Grandfathered Agreements for the following reasons: 
(cont’d…)

Some Transmission Owners argue that precedents set in FERCSome Transmission Owners argue that precedents set in FERC 
Orders regarding this issue will require that SPP cannot force 
non-jurisdictional entities to abrogate the contract of the 
Transmission Customer or force an existing SPP Transmission g
Owner to absorb additional risk in order to uphold the terms of 
its GFAs.
o In this case, a “carve-out” mechanism will be necessary., y
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1. Glossary 
Aggregate Price Node (APNode) 

A collection of Price Nodes (PNodes) whose prices are averaged with a defined 
weighting component to determine an aggregate price. 

Asset Owner 

An owner of any combination of physical assets (Resource, load, Import Interchange 
Transaction, Export Interchange Transaction, Through Interchange Transaction),  
Transmission Congestion Rights or any combination of financial assets (Virtual Energy 
Offer, Virtual Energy Bid, Financial Schedules) within the SPP Region.   

Auction Clearing Price (ACP) 

The prices generated at each source and sink Settlement Location in each round of the 
Annual TCR Auction and Monthly TCR Auction based upon the TCR Offers and Bids 
submitted. 

Auction Revenue Right (ARR) 

A financial right that entitles the holder to a share of the revenue generated in the 
Transmission Congestion Rights auctions. 

Balancing Authority 

As defined in the SPP Tariff.  

Balancing Authority Area 

As defined in the SPP Tariff.  

Bid 

A commitment to pay a specific maximum price for a quantity of Energy such as a 
Demand Bid, Virtual Energy Bid and/or an Export Interchange Transaction Bid.  

Block Demand Response Resource 

A controllable load, including controllable load of an aggregator of retail customers, that 
is not a Dispatchable Resource that can reduce the withdrawal of Energy from the 
transmission grid when directed by SPP. 
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Central Prevailing Time (CPT) 

Clock time for the season of a year, i.e. Central Standard Time and Central Daylight 
Time. 

Commercial Model 

A representation of the attributes of and the relationships between Market Participants, 
Asset Owners, Resource and load assets and Pricing Nodes for use in the Energy and 
Operating Reserve Markets and Transmission Congestion Rights Markets. 

Common Bus 

A single bus to which two or more Resources that are owned by the same Asset Owner 
are connected in an electrically equivalent manner where such Resources may be treated 
as interchangeable for certain compliance monitoring purposes. 

Contingency Reserve 

Resource capacity held in reserve for Resource contingencies which is the sum of 
Spinning Reserve and Supplemental Reserve. 

Contingency Reserve Deployment Instruction 

An instruction issued by SPP to Resources cleared for Contingency Reserve in the Real-
Time Balancing Market to deploy a specific MW quantity of Contingency Reserve as 
communicated as a component of the Setpoint Instructions. 

Contingency Reserve Deployment Period   

The ten-minute time period following the issuance of a reserve sharing event within 
which a Resource has to deploy Contingency Reserve. 

Current Operating Plan 
The hourly Resource commitment schedule for the Operating Day resulting from the 
various Day-Ahead Market and Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment processes and 
updated, as required, during the Intra-Day RUC process that is used as input into the 
Real-Time Balancing Market. 

Demand Bid 

A proposal by a Market Participant associated with a physical load to purchase a fixed or 
price sensitive-amount of Energy at a specified location and period of time in the Day-
Ahead Market.   
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Demand Curve 

A series of quantity/price points used to set Operating Reserve Market Clearing Prices 
when there is a supply shortage of Operating Reserve. 

Demand Response Load 

 A registered load identified in the registration of a Dispatchable Demand Response 
Resource or a Block Demand Response Resource.  

Designated Resource 

 As defined in the SPP Tariff.  

DA Market Commitment Period 

 The contiguous period of time that a Resource with a commit status of “Market” or 
“Reliability” is committed by SPP in the DA Market.  

Day-Ahead  

 The time period starting at 0001 and ending at 2400 on the day prior to the Operating 
Day.  

Day-Ahead Market (DA Market) 

 The financially binding market for Energy and Operating Reserve that is conducted on 
the day prior to the Operating Day.  

Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment (Day-Ahead RUC) 

The process performed by SPP following the DA Market and prior to the Operating Day 
to assess resource adequacy and communicate commitment or de-commitment of 
Resources as necessary.  

Desired Dispatch 

A MW value calculated from a Resource’s RTBM Energy Offer Curve that represents the 
cost point at which the Resource’s incremental cost is equal to the Resource’s RTBM 
LMP. 

Dispatchable Resource 

A Resource for which an Energy Offer Curve has been submitted and that is available for 
dispatch by SPP on a Dispatch Interval basis. 
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Dispatchable Demand Response Resource 

A controllable load, including behind-the-meter generation, that is a Dispatchable 
Resource that can reduce the withdrawal of Energy from the transmission grid when 
directed by SPP. 

Dispatch Interval 

The period of time for which SPP issues Dispatch Instructions for Energy and clears 
Operating Reserve in the Real-Time Balancing Market. The Dispatch Interval is currently 
5 minutes. 

Dispatch Instruction (DI) 

The communicated Resource target energy MW output level at the end of the Dispatch 
Interval. 

Electrical Node (ENode) 

A physical node represented in the Network Model where electrical equipment and 
components are connected. 

Emergency  

As defined as Emergency Condition in the SPP Tariff. 

Energy 

An amount of electricity that is Bid or Offered, produced, purchased, consumed, sold or 
transmitted over a period of time, which is measured or calculated in megawatt hours 
(MWh). 

Energy and Operating Reserve Markets 

The Day-Ahead Market and Real-Time Balancing Market. 

Energy Management System (EMS) 

The software system used by SPP for the real-time acquisition of operating data and 
operations. 

Energy Offer Curve 

A set of price/quantity pairs that represents the offer to provide Energy from a Resource. 

Export Interchange Transaction  

Deleted: E
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A Market Participant schedule for exporting Energy out of the SPP Balancing Authority 
Area. 

Export Interchange Transaction Bid 

A proposal by a Market Participant to purchase a fixed or price-sensitive amount of   
Energy in the Day-Ahead Market or a fixed amount of Energy in the Real-Time 
Balancing Market for delivery outside of the SPP Balancing Authority Area at a specified 
External Interface and period of time.   

External Contingency Reserve 

The sum of External Spinning Reserve and External Supplemental Reserve. 

External Interface 

A Settlement Location representing a physical interconnection point (s) between the SPP 
Balancing Authority Area and an External Balancing Authority Area. 

External Spinning Reserve 

Spinning Reserve contracted by a Market Participant that is being supplied from an 
external BA to a Reserve Zone within the SPP BA for the purposes of meeting the 
Market Participant’s Spinning Reserve obligation within the Reserve Zone. 

External Supplemental Reserve 

Supplemental Reserve contracted by a Market Participant that is being supplied from an 
external BA to a Reserve Zone within the SPP BA for the purposes of meeting the 
Market Participant’s Supplemental Reserve obligation within the Reserve Zone. 

Financial Schedule   

A financial arrangement between two Market Participants: (1) designating the buyer, 
seller, MW amount and Settlement Location for Energy transactions or (2) designating 
the buyer, seller, obligation percentage and Reserve Zone for Operating Reserve 
obligation transfer transactions. 

Firm Point-to-Point Transmission Service 

As defined in the SPP Tariff. 

Deleted: Contingency Reserve contracted by a 
Market Participant that is being supplied from an 
external BA to a Reserve Zone within the SPP BA 
for the purposes of meeting the Market Participant’s 
Contingency Reserve obligation within the Reserve 
Zone.¶
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Hub 

A Settlement Location consisting of an aggregation of Price Nodes developed for 
financial and trading purposes. 

Import Interchange Transaction  

A Market Participant schedule for importing Energy into the SPP Balancing Authority 
Area. 

Import Interchange Transaction Offer 

A proposal by a Market Participant to purchase a fixed or price-sensitive amount of 
Energy in the Day-Ahead Market or a fixed amount of Energy in the Real-Time 
Balancing Market for delivery into the SPP Balancing Authority Area at a specified 
External Interface and period of time.   

Interchange Transaction  

Any Energy transaction that is crossing the boundary of the SPP Balancing Authority 
Area and requires checkout with one or more external Balancing Authority Areas.  This 
includes any Import Interchange Transaction, Export Interchange Transaction and/or 
Through Interchange Transaction.  

Intermittent Resource 

A Resource powered solely by wind, solar energy, run-of-river hydro or other 
unpredictable energy source for which a Market Participant cannot reasonably forecast 
output on an hour-ahead basis or control the Resource in real-time.  SPP will determine 
whether a Resource qualifies as an Intermittent Resource based upon review of the 
Market Participant’s request.  [This definition will need to be revisited in the Market 
Protocols]. 

Intra-Day Reliability Unit Commitment (Intra-Day RUC) 

The process performed by SPP following completion of the Day-Ahead RUC and 
throughout the Operating Day to assess resource adequacy and communicate 
commitment or de-commitment of Resources as necessary.   

Jointly Owned Resource 

A Resource that is owned by more than one Asset Owner. 
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Locational Marginal Price (LMP) 

The market clearing price for Energy at a given Price Node which is equivalent to the 
marginal cost of serving demand at the Price Node while meeting SPP Operating Reserve 
requirements.  

Market Clearing Price (MCP) 

The price used for settlements of an Operating Reserve product in each Reserve Zone.  A 
separate price is calculated for Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve and 
Supplemental Reserve. 

Market Participant 

As defined in the SPP Tariff. 

Maximum Daily Energy 

The maximum amount of Energy, in MWh, that is available to be produced in an 
Operating Day from a particular Resource. 

Maximum Daily Starts 

The maximum number of times a Resource can be started within a rolling 24-hour period. 

Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit  

The maximum MW level at which a Resource may operate under normal system 
conditions. 

Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit 

The maximum MW level at which a Resource other than a Block Demand Response 
Resource may operate under Emergency system conditions. 

Maximum Quick-Start Response Limit 

The maximum amount of Supplemental Reserve that can be provided by a Quick-Start 
Resource from an off-line state.  
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Maximum Regulation Capability 

A Resource’s Maximum Regulation Capability for the purposes of calculating the 
minimum Regulation-Up requirement and minimum Regulation-Down requirement 
within a Reserve Zone is equal to that Resource’s Ramp Rate multiplied by the 
Regulation Response Time. 

Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit 

The maximum MW level at which a Regulation Qualified Resource may operate while 
providing Regulation Deployment. 

Maximum Run Time 

The maximum length of time a Resource can run from the time the Resource is 
synchronized to the time the Resource is off-line. 

Maximum Weekly Starts 

The maximum number of times a Resource can be started within a rolling seven-day 
period. 

Megawatt (MW) 

 A measurement unit of the instantaneous demand for energy. 

Mid-Term Load Forecast 

A Settlement Area Load forecast developed by SPP on a rolling hourly basis for the next 
seven days for input into Reliability Unit Commitment. 

Minimum Down Time 

The minimum length of time required for a Resource to begin operations at Minimum 
Economic Capacity Operating Limit following shut down. 

Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit  

The minimum MW level at which a Resource may operate under normal system 
conditions. 

Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit 

The minimum MW level at which a Resource other than a Block Demand Response 
Resource may operate under Emergency system conditions. 

Deleted: ¶
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Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit 

The minimum MW level at which a Regulation Qualified Resource may operate while 
providing Regulation Deployment. 

Minimum Run Time 

The minimum length of time a Resource must run from the time the Resource is put 
online to the time the Resource is shut down. 

Min-To-Off Time   

The time required for a Resource to de-synchronize from the grid starting from the 
Resource’s Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit. 

Multi-Day Reliability Unit Commitment (Multi-Day RUC) 

The process performed by SPP beginning four days prior to the Operating Day to assess 
resource adequacy and communicate commitment or de-commitment of Resources as 
necessary.  

Net Actual Interchange  

The algebraic sum of all metered interchange over all interconnections between two 
physically adjacent Balancing Authority Areas. 

Net Scheduled Interchange  

The algebraic sum of all Interchange Transactions between Balancing Authorities for a 
given period or instant in time. 

Network Integration Transmission Service 

As defined in the SPP Tariff. 

Network Model 

A representation of the transmission, generation, and load elements of the interconnected 
SPP Transmission System and the transmission systems of other regions in the Eastern 
Interconnection. 

No-Load Offer 

The compensation request in a Resource Offer, in dollars, by a Market Participant 
representing the hourly fee for operating a synchronized Resource at zero (0) MW output.  
For a generating unit, No-Load Offers are generally representative of the fuel expense 
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required to maintain synchronous speed at 0 MW output (i.e. the resource is operating 
under a “no load” condition).  For a Dispatchable Demand Response Resource or Block 
Demand Response Resource, No-Load Offers are generally representative of a 
combination of the fuel expense required to maintain synchronous speed at 0 MW output 
for behind the meter generation (i.e. the resource is operating under a “no load” 
condition) and/or ongoing hourly costs associated with manufacturing process changes 
associated with a reduction in load consumption.   

Offer 

A commitment to sell a quantity of Energy at a specific minimum price such as a 
Resource Offer, a Virtual Energy Offer and/or an Import Interchange Transaction Offer. 

Off-Peak 

As defined under Schedule 1 of the SPP Tariff. 

On-Peak 

As defined under Schedule 1 of the SPP Tariff. 

Operating Day 

A daily period beginning at midnight.  

Operating Hour 

A 60-minute period of time during the Operating Day corresponding to a clock hour 
typically expressed as hour-ending. 

Operating Reserve 

Resource capacity held in reserve for Resource contingencies and NERC control 
performance compliance which includes the following products:  Regulation-Up, 
Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve and Supplemental Reserve. 

Operating Tolerance 
The MW range of actual Resource output above and below the Resource’s Setpoint 
Instruction at the end of the Dispatch Interval where the Resource will not be subject to 
charges associated with Uninstructed Resource Deviation.  

Post-Operating Day 

 The time period starting with the day immediately following the Operating Day.  

Deleted: Notification Time ¶
The amount of time required by a Resource prior to 
the initiation of start-up procedures or prior to the 
initiation of demand reduction procedures.¶
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Power Transfer Distribution Factor (PTDF) 

 In the pre-contingency configuration of a system under study, a measure of the 
responsiveness or change in electrical loadings on transmission system facilities due to a 
change in electric power transfer from one area to another, expressed in percent (up to 
100%) of the change in power transfer.  

Pre-Day-Ahead 

 The time period starting six days prior to Day-Ahead and ending midnight on the day 
prior to Day-Ahead.  

Price Node (PNode) 

A node in the Commercial Model where Locational Marginal Prices are calculated.   

Quick-Start Resource 

A Resource that can be started, synchronized and inject Energy within ten minutes of 
SPP notification. 

Ramp-Rate-Down 

A curve specifying MW/minute ramp rates applicable between Resource operating ranges 
that is used to dispatch Resources in the down direction and to clear Regulation-Down in 
the Real-Time Balancing Market. 

Ramp-Rate-Up 

A curve specifying MW/minute ramp rates applicable between Resource operating ranges 
that is used to dispatch Resources in the up direction and to clear Regulation-Up and 
Spinning Reserve in the Real-Time Balancing Market. 

Ramp Rate 

A single MW/minute value that is used to determine Resource Energy and Operating 
Reserve quantities in the Day-Ahead Market and all Reliability Unit Commitment 
processes. 

Real-Time 

The continuous time period during which the RTBM is operated. 

Real-Time Balancing Market (RTBM) 
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The market operated by SPP continuously in real-time to balance the system through 
deployment of Energy and to clear Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve 
and Supplemental Reserve. 

Reference Bus  

The location on the SPP Transmission System relative to which all mathematical quantities, 
including shift factors and penalty factors relating to physical operation, will be calculated.  

Regulation Deployment  

The utilization of Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down through Automatic Generation 
Control (“AGC”) equipment to automatically and continuously adjust Resource output to 
balance the SPP Balancing Authority Area in accordance with NERC control 
performance criteria. 

Regulation-Down 

Resource capacity that is available for the purpose of providing Regulation Deployment 
between zero Regulation Deployment and the down direction. 

Regulation-Down Offer 

The price at which a Regulation Qualified Resource has agreed to sell Regulation-Down 
in dollars per MW. 

Regulation-Only Resource  

A Regulation Qualified Resource that cannot be cleared or dispatch for Energy or cleared 
for Contingency Reserve.  

Regulation Qualified Resource  

A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Regulation-Up Offers, 
Regulation Down Offer, or both into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.  

Regulation Response Time  

The maximum amount of time allowed for a Resource to move its output from zero 
Regulation Deployment to the full amount of Regulation-Up cleared or to move from 
zero Regulation Deployment to the full amount of Regulation-Down cleared. 
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Regulation-Up 

Resource capacity held in reserve for the purpose of providing Regulation Deployment 
between zero Regulation Deployment and the up direction. 

Regulation-Up Offer 

The price at which a Regulation Qualified Resource has agreed to sell Regulation-Up in 
dollars per MW. 

Reserve Zone  

A zone containing a specific group of Price Nodes for which a minimum and maximum 
Operating Reserve requirement is established.   

Resource 

 An asset that is located internal to the SPP Balancing Authority Area or that is Pseudo-
Tied into the SPP Balancing Authority Area that injects Energy into the transmission 
grid, or which reduces the withdrawal of Energy from the transmission grid.  

Resource Offer 

For a Resource, the combination of its Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer, Energy Offer 
Curve, Regulation-Up Offer, Regulation-Down Offer, Spinning Reserve Offer and 
Supplemental Reserve Offer. 

Reliability Unit Commitment (RUC) 

The process performed by SPP to assess resource adequacy and communicate 
commitment or de-commitment of Resources as necessary.    
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RUC Commitment Period 

The contiguous period of time between a Resource’s RUC Commit Time and RUC De-

Commit Time.  

RUC De-Commit Time 

The time specified by SPP in a de-commit order at which a Resource with a commit 
status of “Market” or “Reliability” that was committed by SPP in any Reliability Unit 
Commitment process should begin de-synchronization procedures.  

RUC Commit Time 

The time specified by SPP in a commit order at which a Resource with a commit status of 
“Market” or “Reliability” that was committed by SPP in any Reliability Unit 
Commitment process should be synchronized and at Minimum Economic Capacity 
Operating Limit. 

Scarcity Price 

The LMP and MCP price levels determined by Demand Curves when there is insufficient 
Operating Reserve available to meet the Operating Reserve requirement and/or 
insufficient Resources available to meet Energy requirements. 

Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED) 

An algorithm capable of clearing, dispatching, and pricing Energy and Operating Reserve 
on a simultaneously co-optimized basis that minimizes overall cost while enforcing 
multiple security constraints. 

Security Constrained Unit Commitment (SCUC) 

An algorithm capable of committing Resources to supply Energy and/or Operating 
Reserve on a simultaneously co-optimized basis that minimizes capacity costs while 
enforcing multiple security constraints. 

Setpoint Instruction 

The real-time desired MW output signal calculated for a specific Resource by SPP’s 
control system on a specified periodicity that is equal to the current Dispatch Instruction 
plus the Regulation Deployment instruction (which may be positive or negative) plus an 
adjustment to the Dispatch Instruction for Energy to account for Contingency Reserve 

Deleted: that a Resource with a commit status of 
“Market” or “Reliability” is committed by SPP in 
any Reliability Unit Commitment process

Deleted: . ¶

Deleted: RUC committed Resource 

Deleted: receives a de-commit order by SPP
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Deployment Instructions.  The Setpoint Instruction represents the desired output level of 
the Resource. 

Settlement Area  
A geographic area within the SPP Balancing Authority Area for which transmission 
interval metering can account for the net area Load within the geographic area.  

Settlement Location 

 A location defined for the purpose of commercial operations and settlement.  A 
Settlement Location is the location of finest granularity for calculation of Day-Ahead 
Market and Real-Time Balancing Market settlements.  

Settlement Statement 

A statement of the SPP Markets charges and other tariff charges related to the settlement 
for a Market Participant.  

Shadow Price 

A price for a commodity that measures the marginal value of this commodity, that is, the 
rate at which system costs could be decreased or increased by slightly increasing or 
decreasing, respectively, the amount of the commodity being made available. 

Short-Term Load Forecast 

A Settlement Area Load forecast developed by SPP on a rolling 5-minute basis for the 
next 120 Dispatch Intervals for input into the Real-Time Balancing Market. 

Spinning Reserve 

The portion of Contingency Reserve consisting of: (1) generation synchronized to the 
system and fully available to serve load within the Contingency Reserve Deployment 
Period following a contingency event; or (2) load fully removable from the system within 
the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period following a contingency event. 

Spinning Reserve Offer   

The price at which a Spin Qualified Resource has agreed to sell Spinning Reserve in 
dollars per MW. 

Spin Qualified Resource   

A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Spinning Reserve 
Offers into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets. 
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SPP Holidays 

New Year's Day, President's Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, 
Thanksgiving Day, Day After Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve, Christmas Day. 

SPP Markets 

The Energy and Operating Reserve Markets and the Transmission Congestion Rights 
Markets. 

SPP Region 

As defined in the SPP Tariff. 

Start-Up Offer 

The compensation required by a Market Participant for bringing an off-line Resource 
on-line or for reducing consumption of a Dispatchable Demand Response Resource or 
Block Demand Response Resource.  Start-Up Offers are generally representative of the 
out of pocket cost that a Market Participant incurs in starting up a generating unit from an 
off-line state through synchronization at zero MW.  For Dispatchable Demand Response 
Resources and Block Demand Response Resources, Start-Up Offers are generally 
representative of a combination of out-of-pocket costs that a Market Participant incurs in 
starting up a behind-the-meter generating unit and/or out-of-pocket costs associated with 
preparing for manufacturing process changes in preparation for reducing load 
consumption.  

State Estimator  

The computer software used to estimate the properties of the electric system based on a 
sample of system measurements.  

Start-Up Time 

The time required to start a Resource and synchronize to the grid following receipt of a 
start-up order from SPP. 

Supplemental Qualified Resource   

A Quick-Start Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit 
Supplemental Reserve Offers into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets. 

Deleted: , 

Deleted: and reach the Minimum Economic 
Capacity Operating Limit
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Supplemental Reserve 

The portion of Operating Reserve consisting of: (1) off-line generation capable of being 
synchronized to the system that is fully available to serve load within the Contingency 
Reserve Deployment Period following a contingency event; or (2) load fully removable 
from the system within the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period following the 
contingency event. 

Supplemental Reserve Offer   

The price at which a Supplemental Qualified Resource has agreed to sell Supplemental 
Reserve in dollars per MW. 

Sync-To-Min Time   

The time required for a Resource’s output to reach Minimum Economic Capacity 
Operating Limit following synchronization to the grid. 

Synchronized Resource 

A Resource that is electrically connected to the grid as evidenced by the closing of the 
Resource circuit breaker. 

Through Interchange Transaction 

A Market Participant schedule submitted between two External Interfaces for use in the 
DA Market or RTBM for moving Energy through the SPP Balancing Authority Area. 

Transmission Congestion Right (TCR) 

A financial right that entitles the holder to a share of the congestion revenue collected in 
the Day-Ahead Market. 

Transmission Congestion Rights Markets 

The Auction Revenue Rights annual and monthly allocation processes and the annual and 
monthly Transmission Congestion Rights auctions. 

Uninstructed Resource Deviation (URD) 

The MW amount of actual Resource output at the end of a Dispatch Interval above or 
below the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction at the end of the Dispatch Interval. 

Variable Energy Resource 

xxxxxxxxxx 

Comment [WRC1]: Check with Patti.  New 
FERC NOI on wind Resources called “Variable 
Energy Resources.” 
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Virtual Energy Bid 

A proposal by a Market Participant to purchase Energy at a specified price, Settlement 
Location and period of time in the Day-Ahead Market that is not associated with a 
physical Load. 

Virtual Energy Offer 

A proposal by a Market Participant to sell Energy at a specified price, Settlement 
Location and period of time in the Day-Ahead Market that is not associated with a 
physical Resource. 
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2. Introduction 
SPP Market Protocols complement the Governing Documents, as defined in Exhibit I, through 
documentation of detailed procedures that implement their provisions.  Exhibit 2-1 shows how 
the Market Protocols interact with the Governing Documents and business practices related to 
the transmission markets. 

Exhibit 2-1: Document Relationships 
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2.1 Purpose  

The Market Protocols developed by SPP provide background information, guidelines, business 
rules, and processes for the operation and administration of the SPP Markets and the Reliability 
Unit Commitment processes, including market settlements, billing, and accounting requirements. 
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3. SPP Markets Overview 
As a Regional Transmission Organization, SPP is mandated by the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission to ensure reliable supplies of power, adequate transmission infrastructure, and 
competitive wholesale prices of electricity.  In order to ensure reliable operations and 
competitive wholesale electricity prices, SPP operates and administers Energy and Operating 
Reserve Markets and Transmission Congestion Rights Markets.  The SPP Markets do not 
supersede any Market Participants’ obligations with respect to any other capacity or ancillary 
service obligations.  The responsibilities in regards to capacity adequacy, reserves, and other 
reliability-based concerns do not change as a result of this market. 
 
The Energy and Operating Reserve Markets processes include voluntary Market Participant 
participation in a price-based Day-Ahead Market (“DA Market”) with Transmission Congestion 
Rights providing the hedge against transmission congestion costs in the DA Market, mandatory 
Market Participant participation in a price-based Real-Time Balancing Market (“RTBM”) and 
mandatory participation in all Reliability Unit Commitment (“RUC”) processes.   
 
The DA Market provides Market Participants with the ability to submit offers to sell Energy, 
Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve and Supplemental Reserve and/or to submit 
bids to purchase Energy.  The RTBM provides Market Participants with the ability to submit 
offers to sell Energy, Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve and Supplemental 
Reserve.  The RUC processes are reliability based and are needed to ensure that the physical unit 
commitment produced from the DA Market is sufficient to meet SPP projected capacity needs 
during the Operating Day.  Exhibit 3-1 provides an overview of the key Energy and Operating 
Reserve Market functions. 
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Exhibit 3-1: Overview of Key Energy and Operating Reserve Market Functions 
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Market Locational Marginal Price producing an over collection due to congestion 
(congestion revenues) and marginal losses (marginal loss revenues). 

7. TCR holders are paid (or charged) for the TCR path MW at the difference between the 
DA Market Marginal Congestion Component at the TCR sink and the DA Market 
Marginal Congestion Component at the TCR source using the congestion revenues; 

8. Losses are settled financially using the marginal loss revenues.  Losses must be settled 
financially because the total amount of cleared Energy supply MW will not match the 
total amount of cleared demand MW because system losses are not included in the 
cleared demand MW, thus producing an under collection of revenue needed to fully fund 
the required Energy supply payments; 

a. Any excess marginal loss revenues remaining are refunded to Asset Owners with 
physical and/or virtual Energy withdrawals in proportion to the amount of 
marginal loss revenue collected from that Asset Owner. 

9. SPP committed Resources are assured recovery of their Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer 
and actual incremental Energy costs as defined in the Energy Offer Curve subject to 
certain eligibility criteria; and 

10. Operating Reserve procurement costs are allocated and collected on a Reserve Zone 
basis. 

  Key features of the RUC processes and Real-Time Balancing Market include: 

1. For the RUC, it is mandatory that Market Participants submit offers for all of their 
Resources that are not on a planned, forced or otherwise approved outage; 

2. Financial Schedules for Energy and Operating Reserve accommodate internal physical 
bilateral transactions by removing their impact from the RTBM settlement; 

3. The RTBM operates on a 5-minute basis and calculates Dispatch Instructions for Energy 
and clears Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve and Supplemental 
Reserve on a least cost, co-optimized basis and accounts for each Resource’s marginal 
system losses, congestion, and Energy cost to minimize the overall production cost; 

4. Cleared Operating Reserve product settlement is performed on a 5-minute basis.  Charges 
and credits are calculated as the difference between the RTBM Operating Reserve MW 
cleared and the DA Market Operating Reserve MW cleared amount multiplied by the 
applicable Reserve Zone Operating Reserve Market Clearing Price. 
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5. Resource settlement is performed on a 5-minute basis.  Energy  charges and credits are 
calculated as the difference between the Resource actual output and the Resource DA 
Market cleared MW amount multiplied by the Settlement Location RTBM Locational 
Marginal Price; 

6. Load settlement is performed on a 5-minute basis.  Energy charges and credits are 
calculated as the difference between the load actual consumption and the load DA Market 
cleared MW amount multiplied by the Settlement Location RTBM Locational Marginal 
Price; 

7. Import, Export and Through Interchange Transaction settlement is performed on a 5-
minute basis.  Charges and credits are calculated as the difference between the real-time 
scheduled MW amount and the DA Market cleared MW amount multiplied by the RTBM 
Locational Marginal Price of the appropriate External Interface Settlement Location; 

8. Losses are settled financially using the over collected or under loss revenues derived 
from the settlement under 6, 7 and 8 above (marginal loss revenue).  Losses must be 
settled financially because the total amount of actual Energy supply MWh will not match 
the total amount of actual load consumption MWh because system losses are not included 
in the load meter data, thus producing a mismatch in settlement between actual Energy 
supply charges/credits and actual load consumption charges/credits; 

a. Any over collection or under collection of marginal loss revenues remaining are 
credited/charged to Asset Owners with net Energy withdrawals in proportion to the 
amount of marginal loss revenue collected from that Asset Owner. 

9. SPP committed Resources are assured recovery of their Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer 
and actual incremental Energy costs as defined in the Energy Offer Curve subject to 
certain eligibility criteria; 

10. Charges are imposed on Market Participants for failure to deploy Energy, regulation and 
Contingency Reserve as instructed; and 

11. Operating Reserve procurement costs, net of penalty revenues received for regulation and 
Contingency Reserve deployment failure, are collected from Market Participants on a 
real-time load ratio share basis. 

Exhibit 3-2 provides a timeline-based illustration of the sequencing and interaction of the key 
Energy and Operating Reserve Market functions for a representative Operating Day (1/31).   
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Exhibit 3-2: Energy and Operating Reserve Markets Processes Timeline 
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2 3
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(weekly)
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The structure of the TCR Markets includes annual and monthly nomination and allocation of 
Auction Revenue Rights (“ARRs”) to Eligible Entities followed by annual and monthly TCR 
Auctions.  Eligible Entities include Transmission Customers with firm SPP transmission service 
and entities with firm non-SPP transmission service (commonly referred to as a “grandfathered 
agreement or GFA”) into, out of, within or through the SPP Region that have identified such 
service during the Annual ARR Registration Process.  Entities with firm non-SPP transmission 
service (GFA) must agree between the parties as to which party is eligible to nominate ARRs, 
otherwise, the entity that is a Transmission Customer under the SPP Tariff will be eligible to 
receive the ARRs. 

Key features of the annual ARR Allocation include: 

(a) Eligible Entities nominate ARRs separately for On-Peak and Off-Peak periods each 
month of the annual period in a three-round process (50%, 75% and 100%); 

(b) Nominated ARRs are awarded up to the amount that is simultaneously feasible; 
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(c) ARRs are of the obligation type which means that the awarded ARR could result in a 
payment or charge to the ARR holder; 

(d) The SPP transmission system capability is limited to 75% of available capacity (all 
transmission line ratings are multiplied by .75 prior to assessing feasibility of the 
nominated ARRs in each round). 

(e) Holders of ARRs receive revenue (or pay if the ARR is associated with a path providing 
counterflow) remaining from the annual TCR Auction based on the amount of ARR 
MWs held and the annual TCR Auction clearing prices associated with the ARR paths.   

Key features of the annual TCR Auction include: 

1. Any Market Participant that meets the applicable credit requirements may submit TCR 
Bids to purchase or TCR Offers to sell TCRs (for which the entity is the owner of record) 
separately for On-Peak and Off-Peak periods in the annual TCR Auction for each month 
in the annual period; 

2. TCRs are of the obligation type which means that the awarded TCR could result in a 
payment or charge to the TCR holder in the DA Market settlement; 

3. The annual TCR auction is a three-round process that makes 50%, 75% and 100% of the 
available SPP transmission system capability available respectively; 

4. Consistent with the annual ARR allocation process, the available SPP transmission 
system capability is limited to 75% of rated capability (all transmission line ratings are 
multiplied by .75 prior to assessing feasibility of the TCR Bids and TCR Offer in each 
round). 

5. Market Participants that have TCR offers cleared in the annual TCR Auction will receive 
revenues (or pay in the case of a counter-flow TCR) based on the amount of offered TCR 
MWs cleared and the annual TCR Auction clearing prices associated with the source and 
sink of the offered TCR.   

6. Market Participants who have TCR bids cleared in the annual TCR Auction will be 
charged (or get paid in the case of a counter-flow TCR) based on the amount of TCR 
MWs cleared and the annual TCR Auction clearing prices associated with the source and 
sink of the offered TCR.   
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The monthly ARR nomination and allocation process allows registered Transmission Customers 
and other registered entities to nominate any remaining ARRs on a month to month basis in a 
single round process.  The SPP transmission system capability is limited to 95% of available 
capacity (all transmission line ratings are multiplied by .95 prior to assessing feasibility of the 
nominated ARRs). Consistent with the annual ARR nomination and allocation process, holders 
of monthly ARRs awards receive revenue from the monthly TCR Auction based on the amount 
of ARR MWs held and the monthly TCR Auction clearing prices associated with the ARRs. 
 
The monthly TCR Auction process allows any Market Participants that have met the applicable 
credit requirements to submit TCR Bids to purchase additional TCRs or TCR Offers to sell 
currently held TCRs in a single-round process.  Consistent with the monthly ARR nomination 
and allocation process, the SPP transmission system capability is limited to 95% of available 
capacity (all transmission line ratings are multiplied by .95 prior to clearing the TCR Bids and 
TCR Offers). 
 
Exhibit 3-3 provides an overview of the TCR Markets structure. 
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Exhibit 3-3: Overview of TCR Markets Structure 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The TCR Markets are operated in parallel with the timeline depicted in Exhibit 3-2 to ensure the 
Market Participants are able to obtain TCRs prior to DA Market operation.  A representative 
timeline for the TCR Market processes is shown in Exhibit 3-4.  
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Exhibit 3-4: ARR Allocation / TCR Markets Processes Timeline 
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The Energy and Operating Reserve Markets processes are described in detail in Section 3 and the 
TCR Markets processes are described in detail in Section 4. 
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4. Energy and Operating Reserve Markets Processes 
Energy and Operating Reserve Markets processes consist of activities required beginning six 
days prior to the DA Market (Pre-Day-Ahead), activities required the day prior to the Operating 
Day (Day-Ahead), activities required during the Operating Day (Operating Day) and activities 
required following the end of the Operating Day (Post Operating Day).  All time referenced 
throughout this Section 4 is Central Prevailing Time (“CPT”).  A detailed description of the 
activities in each of these four periods and key market design elements for the Energy and 
Operating Reserve Markets functions depicted in Exhibit 3-1 are provided in the following 
subsections. 

4.1 SPP System Requirements 

Prior to and in parallel with the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets processes, SPP performs 
several related activities as follows. 

4.1.1 Reserve Zone Establishment 

SPP establishes Reserve Zones to ensure the deliverability of cleared Operating Reserve 
throughout the SPP Balancing Authority Area.  Reserve Zones are established on a semiannual 
basis as follows. 

(a) SPP identifies the need for Reserve Zones within the SPP BAA through Reserve Zone 
studies that identify constrained areas within the SPP BAA which may require a minimum 
amount of Operating Reserve procurement or may be limited to a maximum amount of 
Operating Reserve procurement to ensure system-wide procurement of Operating Reserve 
is deliverable when deployed.     

(b) Reserve Zones may be added or reconfigured between semiannual updates to address 
significant changes in system conditions that would cause adverse reliability impacts 
absent the Reserve Zone addition or reconfiguration.   

(c) Each Reserve Zone is defined through identification of the Pnodes that are contained within 
that Reserve Zone.    
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4.1.2 Forecasting 

4.1.2.1 Load Forecasting 

SPP develops Short-Term Load Forecasts and Mid-Term Load Forecasts for each Settlement 
Area.  The Short-Term Load Forecast produces values every 5 minutes for the next 120 minutes 
and is used for dispatching Resources in the RTBM.  The Mid-Term Load Forecast produces 
hourly values for the next hour through 7 days and is used in all of the RUC processes.  Load 
forecasts are derived through a combination of conforming load and non-conforming load 
forecasts for each Settlement Area.  The Settlement Area short-term and mid-term forecasts are 
then summed up to SPP Balancing Authority Area short-term and mid-term forecasts.  These 
forecasts include an estimate of losses that must be removed prior to execution of the Market 
applications in order for the dispatch to reflect losses appropriately under the marginal losses 
approach.  Once the estimated losses have been removed, the load forecast is distributed to the 
Pnode level for modeling purposes for use in the RUC and RTBM processes.  The DA Market 
relies on bid-in demand so the Load forecasts do not affect that process.  

4.1.2.1.1 Conforming Load 

Conforming load is load that changes in a reasonably predictable, uniform ratio that is 
environmentally driven (i. e. changes in temperature as) as opposed to process driven (i. e. large 
industrial or irrigation processes ).  SPP uses a neural network forecasting model to produce the 
mid-term and short-term load forecasts for conforming load within each Settlement Area.  These 
models use historical actual conforming load values as well as temperature, wind speed, dew 
point and any other environmental variables determined necessary to accurately forecast the 
conforming load within each Settlement Area.     

4.1.2.1.2 Non-conforming Load 

Non-conforming load is that load that is more process driven and not as dependent on the 
temperature or weather.  It can be very stable or very volatile depending on the process using the 
energy but it may not have a predictable pattern that can be forecasted through a neural network 
forecast model.  Market Participants with Non-Conforming Load are required to submit hourly 
load forecasts of Non-Conforming Load consumption to SPP by 1100 Day-Ahead for the 
Operating Day and for six days following the Operating Day.  Market Participants must update 
their forecasts of Non-Conforming Load on a rolling 10-minute ahead basis.  The submitted non-
conforming load will be added to the conforming load forecasts to create the total Settlement 

Comment [WRC2]: Need to define 
parameters around what constitutes a non-
conforming load. 
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Area forecast.  Estimates of Non-Conforming Load must be subtracted from the submitted actual 
load total of a Settlement Area. 

4.1.2.1.3 Losses 

Both the short-term and the mid-term load forecasts for each Settlement Area are originally 
calculated including an estimate of losses.  To allow for the correct dispatch using a marginal 
losses approach, the losses estimates from the original forecasts must be removed before 
distributing the forecast load to the loads at the individual Pnodes.  

For the RTBM, SPP determines the average system loss percentage by dividing the solved losses 
of each Settlement Area in the last interval solution by the total load plus losses of each 
Settlement Area in the last interval solution.  SPP then multiplies the short-term load forecast 
including losses of the Settlement Area by that (1 – average system loss percentage) prior to 
summing them up to the SPP BA Short-term Load Forecast. 

For each RUC execution, SPP multiplies (1 – average system loss percentage) by the Mid-term 
Load Forecast of the Settlement Area prior to summing them up to the SPP BA Mid-term Load 
Forecast for use in RUC.  The average system loss rate in this case is the historical loss rate 
calculated for use in the RTBM for the short-term load forecast that most closely matches the 
mid-term load forecast.   

4.1.2.1.4 Energy Storage Load 

Energy Storage Resources replenish the supply of their energy source (water, compressed air, 
battery or flywheel) through withdrawal of Energy from the system.  During these times, these 
resources become loads, although the generation Resource and the Load are at the same location.  
Energy Storage Loads will be required to register as a separate Load Settlement Location and 
will also be required to submit a consumption forecast as a non-conforming load which will then 
be incorporated into the final Mid-term and Short-term Load Forecasts of their Settlement Area.  
SPP models will include a separate pseudo-load asset that will represent the Energy Storage 
Load.  It is switched on-line in the Network Model when consumption occurs. 

4.1.2.1.5 Demand Response Adjustments 

SPP will perform a gross-up adjustment in real-time for deployed Demand Response Resources 
in order to continue to forecast the total Load to be served by the Market.  SPP will gross-up the 
Settlement Area actual real-time load received via SCADA by adding the real-time Actual 

Comment [WRC3]: Work with Casey on this 
wording. 

Comment [WRC4]: May need to modify 
based on 719 compliance filing. 
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Resource Production of any deployed Demand Response Resource to the Settlement Area Actual 
Load where the DRR resides. 

4.1.2.1.6 Load Distribution 

SPP uses historical hourly load consumption patterns at each Pnode within each Settlement Area, 
as determined by the State Estimator from a reference day, to allocate the Settlement Area Mid-
term Load Forecast down to the Pnode level within each Settlement Area for all RUC processes 
and the study models used to establish the daily Reserve Zone Limits.   

Once the Pnode load forecasts are developed, SPP will sum up the load forecasts at each Pnode 
in a Reserve Zone for each Settlement Location to determine the amount of load for each 
Settlement Location within the Reserve Zone. These Settlement Location amounts within each 
Reserve Zone will be used in determining each MP’s estimated Reserve obligation within the 
Reserve Zone. 

For the DAM, bid-in demand at each Settlement Location will be distributed using the same 
weighting used for the RUC process. 

1. The reference day used for each Settlement Area will be determined by SPP Operations 
Staff who are also responsible for load forecasting.  By default the reference day will be 
the same day of the week seven days prior but SPP Staff has the discretion to choose a 
different reference day if more appropriate due to holidays, dramatic weather pattern 
changes or other factors as appropriate. 

For the RTBM, the Short-term Load Forecast will be distributed to each Pnode weighted by the 
load at each Pnode from the latest State Estimator solution. 

4.1.2.2 Wind-Power Generation Resource Output Forecasts 

SPP produces and updates an hourly Mid-Term Wind Forecast (MTWF) that provides a rolling 
48-hour hourly forecast of wind production potential from each Wind-powered Generation 
Resource (WGR).  This process uses a combination of physical and statistical models.  SPP will 
produce an hourly Expected Wind Output Forecast (EWOF) for each WGR using a physical 
modeling technique that incorporates the relationships of the WGRs to wind speed, topography, 
atmospheric conditions, actual WGR output, and other variables that influence WGR production.   
SPP also produces and updates an hourly SPP Total Wind Power Forecast (TWPF) providing a 
probability distribution of the hourly production potential from all wind-power in SPP for each 
of the next 48 hours.   

Comment [WRC5]: Need to list out data 
required from Wind Resources. 
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The WGR Production Potential (WGRPP) is an hourly probability of exceedance forecast of 
energy production for each WGR.  SPP shall use the probabilistic TWPF and select the forecast 
that the actual total SPP WGR production is expected to exceed 50% of the time (50% 
probability of exceedance forecast).  To produce the WGRPP, SPP will allocate the TWPF 50% 
probability of exceedance forecast to each WGR based on the EWOF of each WGR.  The 
updated WGRPP forecasts for each hour for each WGR are used as input into each RUC process. 

SPP produces the WGRPP forecasts using the information provided by WGR owners including 
WGR availability, meteorological information, and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 
(SCADA).  In addition to the Availability and Actual Output data required of all generation 
Resources, each Market Participant that owns a WGR shall install and telemeter to SPP the site-
specific meteorological information that SPP determines is necessary to produce the MTWF and 
TWPF.  SPP shall establish procedures specifying the accuracy requirements of WGR 
meteorological information telemetry.   

4.1.3 Operating Reserve Requirements 

SPP calculates the amount of Operating Reserve required for the Operating Day, on both a 
system-wide basis and a Reserve Zone basis, to comply with the reliability requirements 
specified in the SPP Criteria.   

(a) SPP calculates the hourly Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down and Contingency Reserve 
requirements on an SPP BAA basis and calculates minimum and maximum Operating 
Reserve requirements for each Reserve Zone. 

i. SPP BAA Contingency Reserve requirements are set consistent with SPP Criteria 
and may vary on an hourly basis. 

ii. SPP BAA Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down requirements are set to ensure 
compliance with NERC control performance requirements and are based upon a 
percentage of forecasted load, adjusted up or down to account for wind resource 
output variability, and may vary on an hourly basis. 

iii. Reserve Zone minimum and maximum Operating Reserve requirements are 
determined through reserve zone studies prior to the DA Market.  Reserve zone 
studies are performed as follows: 

(1) A base case is produced using RTBM Resource Offer data to produce a Resource 
commitment and dispatch with all applicable transmission constraints activated; 

Deleted: s

Deleted: s

Deleted: will be
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(2) Using this base case commitment and dispatch, the loss of the largest Resource is 
simulated for each Reserve Zone and the import capability is assessed based on 
normal operating limits.  Contingency Reserve being supplied to a Reserve Zone 
from outside of the SPP BA as described under Section 4.2.1.5 is included in this 
evaluation; 

i. Aggregate and proxy Power Transfer Distribution Factor (“PTDF”) 
flowgates for the import/export study will use appropriate ratings that do 
not reflect additional protection for transmission contingencies. 

ii. If import capability exceeds the largest Resource MW, then Reserve Zone 
minimum is equal to zero. 

iii. If import capability is less than the largest Resource MW, then the 
Reserve Zone minimum Operating Reserve requirement is equal to the 
lesser of; (1) the difference between the largest Resource MW and import 
capability; or (2) the Reserve Zone Operating Reserve obligation where 
the Reserve Zone Operating Reserve obligation is equal to the Reserve 
Zone real-time load ratio share of the SPP BA Regulation-Up and 
Contingency Reserve requirement.  The minimum requirement for each 
Operating Reserve product is determined as follows: 

(i). The minimum Regulation-Up Requirement is equal to 25% or the 
product the SPP BAA Regulation-Up requirement and the ratio of 
the sum of the Maximum Regulation Capability of Resources within 
the Reserve Zone to the sum of the Maximum Regulation Capability 
of all Regulation Qualified Resources; 

(ii). The minimum Regulation-Down Requirement is equal to 25% or the 
product the SPP BAA Regulation-Down requirement and the ratio of 
the sum of the Maximum Regulation Capability of Resources within 
the Reserve Zone to the sum of the Maximum Regulation Capability 
of all Regulation Qualified Resources; 

(iii). The minimum Contingency Reserve requirement for a Reserve Zone 
is equal to the minimum Operating Reserve requirement of the 
Reserve Zone less the Regulation-Up requirement of the Reserve 
Zone but not less than zero (0) MW.  

Deleted: simulate 

Deleted: assess 
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(iv). The minimum Spinning Reserve Requirement for a specific Reserve 
Zone is equal to twenty-five (25) percent of the product of the 
minimum Contingency Reserve requirement for that Reserve Zone 
and the ratio of the SPP BAA Spinning Reserve requirement to the 
SPP BAA Contingency Reserve requirement; and 

(v). The minimum Supplemental Reserve requirement for a specific 
Reserve Zone is equal to the minimum Contingency Reserve 
Requirement for the Reserve Zone less the minimum Spinning 
Reserve Requirement for the Reserve Zone. 

iv. If the difference between the largest Resource MW and import capability 
is greater than the Reserve Zone Operating Reserve obligation, then the 
transmission constraint limits with the largest impact on  import capability 
in the DA Market and RTBM will be adjusted down by a margin that will 
increase the import capability to a level necessary to ensure Reserve 
deliverability. 

(3) Using the base case commitment and dispatch, simulate the loss of the largest 
Resource in one Reserve Zone and assess the export capability in remaining 
Reserve Zones based on normal operating limits.  Contingency Reserve being 
supplied to a Reserve Zone from outside of the SPP BA as described under 
Section 4.2.1.5 is included in this evaluation. 

i. Aggregate and proxy PTDF flowgates for the import/export study will use 
appropriate ratings that do not reflect additional protection for 
transmission contingencies. 

ii. If export capability exceeds the sum of available Operating Reserve 
Resource MW within the zone, then Reserve Zone maximum is equal 
Reserve Zone export capability. 

iii. If export capability is less than the sum of available Operating Reserve 
Resource MW within the zone, then the Reserve Zone maximum is equal 
to the greater of; (1) Reserve Zone export capacity; or (2) the Reserve 
Zone Operating Reserve obligation. The maximum Regulation-Up, 
Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve and Supplemental Reserve 
requirement is equal to Reserve Zone obligation for these products 
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multiplied by the ratio of the Reserve Zone maximum Operating Reserve 
requirement and the Reserve Zone Operation Reserve obligation. 

iv. If the Reserve Zone Operating Reserve obligation is greater than the 
Reserve Zone export capability, then the affected transmission constraint 
limits in the DA Market and RTBM will be adjusted down by a margin 
that will increase the export capability to a level necessary to ensure 
Operating Reserve deliverability. 

(b) The SPP BAA requirements and minimum and maximum Reserve Zone requirements are 
calculated and posted no later than 7:00 AM Day-Ahead.   

(c) These Operating Reserve requirements are used by SPP as inputs into the DA Market and 
RTBM clearing and RUC processes.   

(d) SPP may increase Operating Reserve requirements for use in RTBM clearing and RUC 
processes above the requirements used in the DA Market clearing, including changes to 
Reserve Zone minimums and maximums, as required to meet increases in reliability 
requirements caused by changes in system conditions.     

4.1.4 Violation Relaxation Limits 

The DA Market and RTBM SCED enforces a number of operating constraints in developing the 
co-optimized market solution.  In certain situations, attempting to enforce all constraints may 
result in a solution that is not feasible at a Shadow Price less than an appropriately priced 
Violation Relaxation Limit.  In such cases, SPP must apply Violation Relaxation Limits (VRLs) 
in SCED.   

There are four categories of constraints and associated VRLs: (1) Resource Capacity Constraints; 
(2) Resource Ramp Constraint; (3) Global Power Balance Constraint; and (4) Operating 
Constraint (which include Pnode, Manual, Watch List, flowgate and Real-Time Contingency 
Analysis (“RTCA”) Constraints).   A higher VRL value is an indication of the relative priority 
for enforcing the constraint type.  For example, the VRL value assigned to a ramp rate limit 
exceeds that assigned to a flowgate limit indicating that the flowgate constraint should be relaxed 
before the ramp rate constraint. If the VRL with the lowest value will not allow SCED to balance 
the market’s energy obligations, a higher VRL will be applied.  In the case of the Operating 
Constraint VRL, the value limits the cost of the dispatch needed to balance system injections and 
withdrawals by capping the shadow price.  Exhibit 4-1 provides a summary of the current VRL 
values by constraint type. 
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Exhibit 4-1: VRL Values 

Constraint Type Description VRL [$/MW] 

(1) Resource Capacity The minimum and maximum MW 
dispatchable output of a resource as 
indicated in a Resource Offer. 

100,000 

(2) Global Power Balance Energy needed to balance resources and 
load. 

50,000 

(3) Resource Ramp The ramp capability of a resource as 
indicated in the resource plan. 

5,000 

(4) Pnode  A MW limit that can be imposed on SPP 
related to MW flow across a market node. 

1,500 

(4) Manual  A MW limit that can be imposed on SPP 
related to MW flow across a manually-
identified transmission constraint. 

1,500 

(4) Watch List  A MW limit that can be imposed on SPP 
related to MW flow across a constraint 
identified by SPP’s DA Market solution. 

1,500 

(4) Flowgate A MW limit that can be imposed on SPP 
related to MW flow across a defined 
flowgate. 

1,500 

(4) RTCA A MW limit that can be imposed on SPP 
related to MW flow across a transmission 
constraint identified by SPP’s real-time 
contingency analysis. 

1,500 

VRLs and associated values are intended to achieve the following objectives: (1) Mitigate the 
occurrence of price excursions or other extreme prices; (2) Remove the portion of a loading 
violation attributed to market flow on a flowgate within 30  minutes of the start of a VRL 
violation; (3) Mitigate the regulation burden placed on the Resources providing regulation 
services; (4) Limit contribution to CPS violations; and (5) Minimize the need for Manual 
Dispatch Instructions. 

4.1.4.1 Impact of VRLs on LMPs 

The applicable of VRLs impact the calculation of LMPs in the following manner: 

(a) When a Resource Capacity, Global Power Balance, Resource Ramp, or Operating 
Constraint is reached but not exceeded, it is referred to as “binding.”  In this state, VRLs 
are not applicable and LMPs are calculated through the normal SCED solution;  
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(b) When an Resource Capacity, Global Power Balance or Operating Constraint is exceeded 
and can’t be resolved, the applicable constraint is relaxed so that SCED can solve. The 
VRL values applied by SCED in this case are not used directly in determining the LMP.  
LMPs are determined by the relaxed SCED solution; 

(c) When a Resource Ramp Constraint in the up direction is exceeded and can’t be resolved,  
LMPs are set equal to the highest Resource Offer for Energy as specified in the Energy 
Offer Curve that cleared in the DA Market or that was dispatched in the RTBM; and 

(d) When a Resource Ramp Constraint in the down direction is exceeded and can’t be 
resolved,  LMPs are set equal to the lowest Resource Offer for Energy as specified in the 
Energy Offer Curve that cleared in the DA Market or that was dispatched in the RTBM. 

4.1.4.2 Determination of VRLs 

Each year by November 1, VRLs and their associated values shall be reviewed and approved by 
the MOPC based on recommendations received from ORWG and MWG.  Any changes to the 
VRLs or associated values must be approved for filing by the Board of Directors and approved 
by FERC prior to their implementation. The most recent FERC approved VRLs and their 
associated values shall be posted on the SPP OASIS website.   
 
During at least the first 12 months of the market, SPP shall report the following information to 
MWG and ORWG on at least a monthly basis within 15 days of the last day of the month:   

(a) The number of times that VRL values were applied by SCED during the month, and 
associated detail regarding the VRL type and value for each incident; 

(b) The value of each LMP in excess of the safety net offer cap or below zero during the 
month;  

(c) The number and duration of each incident where a VRL was employed with respect to the 
same flowgate for two or more consecutive intervals.   

(d) If SPP was unable to achieve the market flow relief required by the IDC, the constraint that 
was violated, the deployment interval(s) during which the violation occurred, the MW 
amount of the violation, and the Min and Max LMP during the violation period.  

(e) The assessment of regulation requirement from application of a VRL. 

(f) The number of CPS violations coincident with the application of a VRL. 
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(g) The number and magnitude of Manual Dispatch Instructions issued coincident with the 
application of a VRL. 

4.1.4.3 VRL Reporting 

By August 1st each year, SPP will provide analysis as well as a set of proposed VRLs and 
associated values to the ORWG and MWG.  ORWG and MWG will then recommend a set of 
proposed VRLs and associated values to the MOPC.   

A. Quarterly Reporting 

SPP shall report the following information to the ORWG and the MWG on a quarterly basis in 
the month following the end of the quarter: 

(a) A summary report and supporting detailed data identifying: 

i. Number of times, each month, the application of VRL was required to provide a market 
solution;  

ii. VRL type and value; 

iii. Amount of the limiting condition;  

iv. Amount exceeding the limit;  

v. Resulting shadow prices for each incident;  

vi. Number and duration of each incident where a VRL was employed with respect to the 
same flowgate for six or more consecutive intervals;  

vii. Number and magnitude of manual dispatch instructions issued coincident with the 
application of a VRL; and 

viii. An assessment of how effective the VRLs have been at achieving the stated objectives.  

(b) An assessment of how effective the VRLs have been at achieving the stated objectives. 

B. Annual Reporting 

Each year by August 1st, SPP shall produce a report with supporting documentation that will 
analyze the effectiveness of VRLs and associated values on reliability and prices. The report 
shall include a sensitivity analysis of the existing VRL and associated values and examine 
impacts of raising or lowering the associated values.  If changes are warranted, SPP shall 
recommend changes to the ORWG and the MWG for consideration. 
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4.1.5 Demand Curves 

Placeholder. 

4.1.6 Outage Reporting 

Placeholder. 

 

4.2 Pre-Day-Ahead Activities 

SPP and Market Participant activities during Pre-Day-Ahead begins 7 days prior to the Operating 
Day with Market Participant Offer and Bid submittal and ends with the Multi-Day RUC process 
that considers Resources with long lead times for potential commitment for use in both the DA 
Market and RTBM.  Exhibit 4-2 provides a representative overall timeline of Pre-Day-Ahead 
activities.  

Exhibit 4-2: Pre Day-Ahead Activities Timeline 

 

Comment [A6]: Process description to be 
added. 
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A description of each of the functions identified in the Pre Day-Ahead timeline, other than the 
SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast process which is described under Section 4.1.2, is provided in the 
following subsections.   

4.2.1 Offer Submittal 

Beginning seven days prior to the Operating Day, Market Participants may begin to submit 
Offers for use in the DA Market and Offers for use in the RTBM.  DA Market Offers may be 
updated up to 1100 Day-Ahead and RTBM Offers may be updated 30 minutes prior to each 
Operating Hour.  The following business rules apply to Offer submittal: 

1. Offers submitted for use in the DA Market are submitted independent from the Offers 
submitted for use in the RTBM;   

2. Market Participants have the option of specifying that the Offers submitted for use in the 
DA Market also apply in the RTBM; 

3. Submitted Offers roll forward hour to hour until changed within each respective market 
(DA Market and RTBM); 

4. Offers may be submitted that vary for each hour of the Operating Day except Offer 
parameters relating to unit commitment, as identified under Section 4.2.1.1, for which a 
single value is submitted that rolls forward in each hour until updated.  

5. Offers submitted for use in the RTBM are also used in the RUC processes; 

6. Resource Offers may only be submitted at Resource Settlement Locations, Import 
Interchange Transaction Offers may only be submitted at External Interface Settlement 
Locations; Virtual Energy Offers may be submitted at any Settlement Location, including 
a Hub;   

7. Resource Offers for Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down may only be submitted for 
Regulation Qualified Resources.  Resource Offers for Spinning Reserve may only be 
submitted for Spin Qualified Resources.   Resource Offers for Supplemental Reserve may 
only be submitted for Supplemental Qualified Resources.  Resource qualifications are 
verified by SPP as part of the registration process as follows.   

(a) A Regulation Qualified Resource must pass a specific Regulation Test that 
verifies: 
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i. The Resource has the necessary equipment installed to be able to respond 
to Automatic Generation Control on a 4-second basis, including 
telemetering that can be scanned and updated on a 2-second basis; and 

ii. The Resource is capable of deploying 100% of cleared Regulation-Up or 
cleared Regulation-Down within the Regulation Response Time for a 
continuous duration of 60 minutes. 

(b) A Spin Qualified Resource must: 

i. Self-Certify that the Resource is capable of deploying 100% of cleared 
Spinning Reserve within the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period for 
a continuous duration of 60 minutes; and 

ii. Provide telemetered output data that can be scanned every 10 seconds. 

(c) A Supplemental Qualified Resource must : 

i. Self-certify that the Resource is capable of deploying 100% of cleared 
Supplemental Reserve from an off-line state within the Contingency 
Reserve Deployment Period for a continuous duration of 60 minutes. 

ii. Provide telemetered output data that can be scanned every 10 seconds. 

8. Resource Offers consisting of Energy Offer Curve, Regulation-Up Offer, Regulation-
Down Offer, Spinning Reserve Offer and Supplemental Reserve Offer are limited by the 
following offer caps: 

(a) Energy Offer Curve Cap = $xxxx/MWh 

(b) Regulation-Up Offer Cap = $xxx/MW 

(c) Regulation-Down Offer Cap = $xxx/MW 

(d) Spinning Reserve Offer Cap = $xxx/MW 

(e) Supplemental Reserve Offer Cap = $xxx/MW. 

9. Offer submittal for use in the DA Market is voluntary; 

10. Market Participants must submit RTBM Resource Offers for all Resources to the extent 
these Resources are available (e.g. not on a forced outage, planned outage or an SPP 
approved reserve shutdown). 
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4.2.1.1 Resource Offer Parameters 

The following Resource Offer parameters must be submitted to constitute a valid offer for use in 
either the DA Market or RTBM: 

(1) Resource Type (generating unit (“Gen”), Plant (“PLT”), Dispatchable Demand 
Response (“DDR”) Resource, Block Demand Response (“BDR”) Resource, Combined 
Cycle (“CC”), Joint Owned Unit (“JOU”), Intermittent Resource (“INT”), Regulation 
Only (“RO”); (See Section 4.2.1.3 for specific modeling rules); 

(2) Start-Up Offer ($/Start, Hot, Intermediate and Cold – Unit Commitment); 

(3) No-Load Offer ($/Hour); 

(4) Energy Offer Curve (MW, $/MWh, up to 10 price/quantity pairs, slope or block option, 
monotonically non-decreasing); 

(a) The price of all MWhs below the first pricing point MWh is equal to the first 
pricing point price.   The price of all MWhs above the last pricing point MWh is 
equal to the last pricing point price. 

(b) Under the slope option, the set of price points that are submitted are used as the 
beginning and ending values for calculating a linear slope for each set of 
beginning and ending values.  Therefore, each MW between the two price points 
has a different price due to the interpolation of the submitted price points.  Under 
the block option, each MW between the two price points is offered at the same 
price.    Exhibit 4-3 illustrate Energy Offer Curves developed from submitted 
price/MWh pairs for both the slope and block options. 
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Exhibit 4-3: Energy Offer Curve Development 
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(5) Regulation-Up Offer ($/MW); 
(6) Regulation-Down Offer ($/MW); 
(7) Spinning Reserve Offer ($/MW); 
(8) Supplemental Reserve Offer ($/MW); 
(9) Sync-To-Min Time (hours:minutes– Unit Commitment); 
(10) Min-To-Off Time (hours:minutes – Unit Commitment) 
(11) Start-Up Time (hours:minutes, Hot, Intermediate, Cold – Unit Commitment); 
(12) Hot to Intermediate Time (hours:minutes– Unit Commitment); 
(13) Hot to Cold Time (hours:minutes– Unit Commitment); 
(14) Maximum Daily Starts – rolling 24-hour (– Unit Commitment); 
(15) Maximum Weekly Starts – rolling 7-day ( - Unit Commitment); 
(16) Maximum Daily Energy (MWh – Unit Commitment); 
(17) Minimum Run Time (hours:minutes– Unit Commitment); 
(18) Maximum Run Time (hours:minutes– Unit Commitment); 
(19) Minimum Down Time (hours:minutes– Unit Commitment); 
(20) Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit (MW); 
(21) Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit (MW); 
(22) Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit (MW); 
(23) Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit (MW); 
(24) Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit (MW); 
(25) Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit (MW); 
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(26) Maximum Quick-Start Response Limit (MW, this represents the maximum amount of 
Supplemental Reserve that may be supplied by an off-line Quick-Start Resource); 

(27) Ramp-Rate-Up (curve, MW/Minute - for use when the Resource is dispatched in the up 
direction in the RTBM). Ramp-Rate-Up submittal for use in the RTBM is through a 
segmented profile as follows.  Each profile will require at least 1 segment and may 
have up to n segments where n will be defined by SPP, initially set to 10. 

• Breakpoint Limit 1– Resource MW output at which segment 1 Ramp-Rate-Up 
will apply.  If the actual measured MW during deployment is less than the 
Breakpoint Limit 1, the Ramp-Rate-Up in Block 1 will apply back to the actual 
measured MW.  

• Block 1 Ramp Rate Up – Rate at which Resource can change output upward in 
MW/min at output levels greater than or equal to Breakpoint Limit 1. 

• Block 1 Ramp Rate Emergency – Rate at which Resource can change output 
upward in MW/min at output levels greater than or equal to Breakpoint Limit 1 
during an Emergency. 

• Breakpoint Limit n– Resource MW output at which Ramp-Rate-Up changes from 
previous segment values to segment n values. 

• Block  n Ramp-Rate-Up - Rate at which Resource can change output upward in 
MW/min at output levels greater than or equal to the Breakpoint Limit  n  

• Block n Ramp-Rate-Up Emergency – Rate at which Resource can change output 
upward in MW/min at output levels greater than the Breakpoint Limit 1 and less 
than Breakpoint Limit 2 during an Emergency. 

(28) Ramp-Rate-Down (curve, MW/Minute - for use when the Resource is dispatched in the 
Down direction in the RTBM). Ramp-Rate-Down submittal for use in the RTBM is 
through a segmented profile as follows.  Each profile will require at least 1 segment and 
may have up to n segments where n will be defined by SPP, initially set to 10. 

• Breakpoint Limit 1– Resource MW output at which segment 1 Ramp-Rate-Down 
will apply.  If the actual measured MW during deployment is less than the 
Breakpoint Limit 1, the Ramp-Rate-Down in Block 1 will apply back to the actual 
measured MW.  
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• Block 1 Ramp Rate Down – Rate at which Resource can change output 
downward in MW/min at output levels greater than or equal to Breakpoint Limit 
1. 

• Block 1 Ramp-Rate-Down Emergency – Rate at which Resource can change 
output downward in MW/min at output levels greater than or equal to Breakpoint 
Limit 1 during an Emergency. 

• Breakpoint Limit n– Resource MW output at which Ramp-Rate-Down changes 
from previous segment values to segment n values. 

• Block  n Ramp-Rate-Down - Rate at which Resource can change output 
downward in MW/min at output levels greater than or equal to the Breakpoint 
Limit  n  

• Block n Ramp-Rate-Down Emergency – Rate at which Resource can change 
output downward in MW/min at output levels greater than the Breakpoint Limit 1 
and less than Breakpoint Limit 2 during an Emergency. 

(29) Ramp Rate (single value, MW/Minute – for use in the DA Market or RUC processes); 
and 

(30) Resource Status (see Section 4.2.1.2). 

4.2.1.2  Resource Status 

In addition to the Resource Offer parameters specified under Section 4.2.1.1, Market Participants 
must also specify a Resource Commitment Status and a Resource Dispatch Status as part of the 
Resource Offer.  The Commitment Status selection indicates to SPP how the Resource should be 
considered for unit commitment and may be specified separately for use in either the DA Market, 
RTBM or both unless otherwise noted below.  The Dispatch Status selection is submitted for 
each product and indicates to SPP how the Resource may be dispatched once it is committed. 
The Dispatch Status may be specified for use in either the DA Market, RTBM or both unless 
otherwise noted below.  Valid Commitment Status and Dispatch Status selections are: 

A. Commitment Status  

(1) Market – The Resource is available for SPP economic commitment if it is off-line; 

(2) Self – The Market Participant is committing the Resource and SPP should include it 
as committed in either the DA Market and/or RUC as specified; 
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(3) Reliability – The Resource is off-line and is only available for commitment by SPP if 
there is an anticipated Emergency condition; 

(4) Outage – The Resource is unavailable due to a planned, forced, maintenance or other 
approved outage and the outage must be documented in Outage Scheduler for this 
selection to be valid.  Additionally, for a Jointly Owner Resource that has selected the 
Separate Resource Modeling Option described under Section 4.2.1.3.D.2, all 
associated Resources must submit this status for this selection to be valid. 

(5) Not Participating – The Resource is otherwise available but has elected not to 
participate in the DA Market.  This option is not available for use for RTBM Offers. 

B. Dispatch Status  

There will be a Dispatch Status for each product (Energy, Regulation-Up, Regulation-
Down, Spinning Reserve and Supplemental Reserve as follows: 

(1) Energy 

(a) Market – The Resource is available for SPP economic dispatch if committed; 

(b) Intermittent – Only available in RTBM and if Resource is registered as 
Intermittent.  Resource is considered dispatchable but the dispatchable range will 
be determined dynamically by Ramp-Rate-Up, Ramp-Rate-Down, the actual 
SCADA and any submitted Intermittent Resource Output Profile.  If Ramp-Rate-
Up and Ramp-Rate-Down are both 0, SPP will set Dispatch Instruction equal to 
actual Resource output in each 5-minute interval or per a submitted Intermittent 
Resource Output Profile.  If Ramp-Rate-Up and Ramp-Rate-Down are not 0, the 
Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit and Maximum Emergency 
Capacity Operating Limit will be equal to the actual SCADA or the submitted 
Intermittent Resource Output Profile.  The Minimum Economic Capacity 
Operating Limit and Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit will be 
determined by subtracting the product of the Ramp-Rate-Down and 5 minutes 
(ramp rate * 5) from the previous interval Dispatch Instruction. 

(c) Unavailable – The Resource is not available to provide Energy.  This status is 
only valid for a Regulation Only Resource. 

(2) Operating Reserve (separate status for each product) 
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(a) Market – The Resource is available to clear the Operating Reserve product based 
on submitted Operating Reserve Offers; 

(b) Fixed - Market Participant is fixing the Operating Reserve product clearing at the 
specified MW level.  The minimum level is 100 KW (0.1 MW).    

i. SPP may clear the Operating Reserve product above the fixed MW based on 
submitted Operating Reserve Offers and may only clear below the fixed MW 
amount during an Emergency condition.   

ii. The fixed Operating Reserve MW will be rejected if the fixed MW violates 
any of the Resource Offer parameters; 

(c) Not Qualified – The Market Participant may specify that a Resource is no longer 
qualified to supply Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve or 
Supplemental Reserve.  The Not Qualified designation can only be used for a 
Regulation Qualified Resource, Spin Qualified Resource or Supplemental 
Qualified Resource that can no longer provide the specified product because of 
physical restrictions; 

4.2.1.3 Resource Modeling 

The Offer parameters specified under Sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2 may be submitted for all 
Resource types with the understanding that some parameters may be optional for certain types of 
Resources.  Special Resource modeling rules for such Resources are described for specific 
Resource types as follows: 

A. Dispatchable Demand Response Resource 

The following special modeling rules apply to a DDR Resource. 

(a) A DDR Resource is a special type of Resource created to model demand reduction 
associated with controllable load and/or a behind-the-meter generator that is dispatchable 
on a 5-minute basis. 

(b) A DDR Resource is modeled in the Commercial Model the same as any other Resource 
with a defined Settlement Location and associated PNode. 

(c) A DDR Resource is also included in the SPP Network Model as a generator.   

(d) A DDR Resource must also have a corresponding Demand Response Load (“DRL”) 
identified with identical PNode representation as the DDR Resource.  
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(e) The Demand Response Load for a DDR Resource must have telemetering installed.  

(f)  The MP must submit the real-time value of the Demand Response Load to SPP via 
SCADA on a 10-second basis. 

(g) A DDR Resource may select one of two options for reporting of the actual DDR 
Resource output:  Submitted Resource Production Option or the Calculated Resource 
Production Option. 

• Submitted Resource Production Option - For DDR Resources that are utilizing 
strictly behind-the-meter Generation to provide the response or DDR Resources 
where the retail provider is offering the Resource under an agreed upon Retail 
Tariff provision that includes near real-time measurement and verification terms, 
the amount of the response provided may be sent directly to SPP via ICCP and 
will represent the real-time resource production.   

a. The MP must determine the real-time resource production and submit the 
value to SPP via SCADA on a 10-second basis.  

b. After-the-fact integrated meter values will be submitted directly by the Meter 
Agent for the DRL and the DDR Resource.  

• Calculated Resource Production Option - SPP will calculate the real-time 
resource production for operational dispatch and Actual Resource Production for 
Settlements.   

• A baseline hourly load profile must be submitted for the DRL prior to the hour 
for which the DDR Resource has been committed that represents the forecast 
consumption for the hour assuming no load reduction.   

• After-the-fact integrated meter values will be submitted directly by the Meter 
Agent for the DRL.   

• At the start of the Operating Hour for which a DDR Resource is committed, 
SPP will take a snapshot of the demand MW consumption of the Demand 
Response Load.  

• The Real-Time Resource Production estimate in the Dispatch Interval will be 
calculated as the difference between 1) the Minimum of (Hourly Load Profile 
of the DRL, Snapshot of the DRL SCADA interval prior to Deployment) and 
2) the Real-Time SCADA value for the DRL.  
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Exhibit 4-4 shows how a DDR Resource’s output would be calculated within an 
Operating Hour using the Calculated Resource Production Option. 

Exhibit 4-4: Calculated DDR Output 

 

Interval Net 
Tele-

metered 
Value of 

DRL 
(1) 

Hourly Load 
Profile 

(2) 

Telemetered 
Value prior to 
Deployment 

(3) 

DDR Resource 
Production 

(4) = Min(2,3) 
– (1) 

1 38 70 68 30 
2 40 70 68 28 
3 42 70 68 26 
4 33 70 68 35 
5 32 70 68 36 
6 30 70 68 38 
7 22 70 68 46 
8 24 70 68 44 
9 16 70 68 52 
10 25 70 68 43 
11 23 70 68 45 
12 30 70 68 38 

B. Block Demand Response Resource 

The following special modeling rules apply to a BDR Resource. 

(a) A BDR Resource is a special type of Resource created to model demand reduction that is 
not dispatchable on a 5-minute basis but can be committed and dispatched in hourly 
blocks. 

(b) A BDR Resource is modeled in the Commercial Model the same as any other Resource 
with a defined Settlement Location and associated PNode or APNode. 

(c) A BDR Resource is NOT included in the SPP Network Model as a Resource.   

(d) A BDR Resource must also have a corresponding Demand Response Load (DRL) 
identified with identical PNode or APNode representation as the BDR Resource.  

(e) The DRL must have telemetering installed and have the real-time Load consumption at 
the DRL sent to SPP SCADA via ICCP on a 10-second scan rate.   
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All BDR Resources will use the Calculated Resource Production Option to determine the amount 
of Real-Time Resource Production and Actual Resource Production.  Therefore, the following 
information requirements apply: 

(a) The BDR Resource does not require real-time measurement of the Real-Time Resource 
Production sent to SPP SCADA via ICCP. 

(b) An hourly load profile must be submitted for the DRL prior to the hour for which the 
BDR Resource has been committed that represents the forecast DRL consumption for the 
hour assuming no load reduction; 

(c) The interval prior to the first interval for which a BDR Resource is committed and 
deployed, SPP will take a snapshot of the demand MW consumption of the DRL;     

(d) The Real-Time Resource Production estimate in the Dispatch Interval will be calculated 
as the difference between 1) the Minimum of (Hourly Load Profile of the DRL, Snapshot 
of the DRL SCADA interval prior to Deployment) and 2) the Real-Time SCADA value 
for the DRL. 

(e) A BDR Resource must have the 5-minute integrated interval metering for its DRL 
submitted to Settlements after the fact.  The calculated ARP for Settlements will be the 
same formula as for determining the Real-Time Resource Production except the SCADA 
values used in Real-Time will be replaced by the 5-minute interval data. 

There are also operational differences that apply to BDR Resources as follows: 

a. A BDR Resource will only use two operating limits:  Minimum Economic Capacity 
Operating Limit and Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit.  The Minimum 
Economic Capacity Operating Limit represents the MW amount of demand reduction 
associated with the first price block identified in the Energy Offer Curve.  The Maximum 
Economic Capacity Limit will represent the maximum amount of demand reduction that 
can be achieved. 

b. In the RTBM, if the BDR Resource is committed and dispatched in the DA Market or 
RUC, the BDR Resource Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit will be 
increased to match the dispatched amount and only Spinning Reserve will be allowed to 
clear above minimum output if the BDR Resource is a Spin Qualified Resource.  
Spinning Reserve clearing will be based upon submitted Ramp-Rate Up curve for the 
BDR Resource, the submitted Spinning Reserve Offer and the BDR Resource’s 
Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit. 
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c. Other than the restriction on submittal of operating limits as stated in (a) above, a BDR 
Resource may submit Offers that include any of the Offer parameters listed under 
Sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2. 

C. Combined Cycle Resource 

Combined Cycle modeling will be accommodated as follows: 

• All Combined Cycle configurations will be defined during asset registration; 

• Each configuration will be modeled as a separate Resource in order to select the most 
economic configuration for economic commitment and dispatch.  Configuration rules 
defining which Resources are eligible for Start-Up, what configurations are valid when 
moving from one configuration to another, and transition costs and minimum run times 
associated with moving between configurations will be defined during asset registration; 

• Configuration changes will be determined on an hourly basis; and 

• A configuration will be selected prior to each Operating Hour for the RTBM.   That 
configuration will remain fixed for dispatch purposes within the Operating Hour. 

D. Jointly Owned Resource 

There are two options the owners of Jointly Owned Resources (JOR) have regarding modeling of 
their Resource in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets, one of which must be specified 
during market registration: 

1. model the entire Resource as a single Resource at a single Settlement Location; or 

2. model their individual ownerships as separate Resources at their own Resource 
Settlement Locations.  

D.1 Single Resource Modeling 

In the case of single Resource modeling, a single Asset Owner (as specified during market 
registration) may submit Resource Offers for the JOR the same as any other Resource.  
Commitment, dispatch and settlement under this option will be identical to any other Resource.    

D.2 Separate Resource Modeling 

Under the separate Resource modeling, each Asset Owner (as specified during market 
registration) may submit Resource offers for their JOR ownership the same as any other 
Resource subject to the following Resource Offer validation rules.  In the case of a Combined 
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Cycle Resource, these validation rules would apply to each configuration identified as described 
under Section C. above. 

1. As part of market registration, the operating owner of the JOR must submit the following 
offer parameters representing the ownership and physical characteristics of the JOR: 

a. JOR Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit; 

b. JOR Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit; 

c. JOR Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit; 

d. JOR Ramp-Rate-Up 

e. JOR Ramp-Rate-Down 

f. JOR Ramp Rate 

g. JOR Maximum Quick Start Response Limit; 

h. JOR Ownership Percent Share by Asset Owner 

2. The associated Offer parameters listed in D.2.1 above for each individual Resource 
representing an ownership share must meet the following criteria in order to be accepted 
as a valid offer, otherwise, the offer will be rejected as invalid:   

a. The Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit of each individual Resource 
representing the JOR must be less than or equal to that Asset Owner’s JOR 
Ownership Percent Share multiplied by the JOR Maximum Regulation Capacity 
Operating Limit; 

b. The Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit of each individual Resource 
representing the JOR must be less than or equal to that Asset Owner’s Resource 
Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit; 

c. The Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit of each individual Resource 
representing the JOR must be less than or equal to that Asset Owner’s JOR 
Ownership Percent Share multiplied by the JOR Maximum Economic Capacity 
Operating Limit; 

d. The Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit of each individual Resource 
representing the JOR must be less than or equal to that Asset Owner’s Resource 
Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit; 
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e. The Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit of each individual Resource 
representing the JOR must be less than or equal to that Asset Owner’s JOR 
Ownership Percent Share multiplied by the JOR Maximum Emergency Capacity 
Operating Limit; 

f. The Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit of each individual Resource 
representing the JOR must be less than or equal to that Asset Owner’s Resource 
Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit; 

g. The average Ramp-Rate-Up of each individual Resource representing the JOR 
must be less than or equal to that Asset Owner’s JOR Ownership Percent Share 
multiplied by the JOR average Ramp-Rate-Up; 

h. The average Ramp-Rate-Down of each individual Resource representing the JOR 
must be less than or equal to that Asset Owner’s JOR Ownership Percent Share 
multiplied by the JOR average Ramp-Rate-Down; and 

i. The average Ramp-Rate of each individual Resource representing the JOR must 
be less than or equal to that Asset Owner’s JOR Ownership Percent Share 
multiplied by the JOR average Ramp-Rate. 

3. Commitment, dispatch and settlement will be evaluated independently for each Resource 
as follows: 

a. SPP sends an independent Dispatch Instruction and cleared amounts of Operating 
Reserve to each individual Resource, if committed and sends a combined 
Dispatch Instruction and total amount of Operating Reserve cleared to the JOR 
operating owner.  SPP then creates a JOR operating owner combined Setpoint 
Instruction and the JOR operating owner uses the combined Setpoint Instruction 
for Energy and Operating Reserve deployment purposes.  SPP also calculates and 
communicates Setpoint Instructions for each individual Resource.   

b. The Meter Agent for the JOR must account for all physical Energy produced by 
the physical JOR and properly reflect this Energy in each individual JOR share 
meter data submittal.   

i. Uninstructed Resource Deviation will be calculated for each JOR share in 
accordance with Section 4.4.4.1.  Depending upon the Asset Owners’ 
ownership shares and which JOR is committed, an individual Asset Owner 
JOR share may be guaranteed to receive Uninstructed Resource Deviation in 
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an amount that exceeds that JOR share’s Operating Tolerance.  For example, 
consider a 500 MW JOR that has a physical operating minimum of 100 MW 
that is owned by three Asset Owners:  Asset Owner 1 owns a 10% share and 
Asset Owners 2 and 3 each own 45%.  In the DA Market, Asset Owner 1’s 
10% share is committed and cleared at 50 MW and Asset Owner’s 2 and 3 
shares are not committed.  Further assume that Asset Owner’s 2 and 3 shares 
are not committed in any RUC process.   Because Asset Owner 1’s share was 
committed in the DA Market, SPP will issue a start-up order to the JOR 
operating owner to commit the Resource during the Operating Day.  However, 
since Asset Owner 1’s share can only be dispatched to 50 MW and the actual 
minimum output of the physical JOR is 100 MW, a 50 MW Uninstructed 
deviation would be calculated assuming a 50 MW dispatch for Asset Owner 
1’s JOR share and Asset Owner 1 would be subject to Real-Time make-whole 
payment distribution charges under Section 4.5.6.10 since the 50 MW 
Uninstructed Resource Deviation exceeds Asset Owner 1’s JOR Resource 
Operating Tolerance of 5 MW.  

c. Each SPP committed JOR share in the DA Market will be eligible to receive DA 
Market make-whole payments under Section 4.5.5.12 under the same eligibility 
rules as any other SPP committed Resource. 

d. Each SPP committed JOR share in any RUC process will be eligible to receive 
RTBM make-whole payments under Section 4.5.6.8 under the same eligibility 
rules as any other SPP committed Resource. 

i. Referring to the example under 3.b.i above and assuming that Asset Owner 
1’s share is committed in the DA RUC process instead of the DA Market and 
Asset Owner’s 2 and 3 shares were not committed, Asset Owner 1 would be 
subject to a reduction in Real-Time make-whole payments under Section 
4.5.6.8 in addition the Real-Time make-whole-payment distribution charges 
under Section 4.5.6.10 due to Uninstructed Resource Deviation.  

E. Intermittent Resource Output Profiles  

Intermittent Resources have the option to submit an output profile to be followed during the 
Real-Time Balancing Market.  An output profile will be submitted for each hour but may contain 
MW values on a 5-minute basis.  The RTBM will use the profile value for an interval as the 
dispatch point or in determining the Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit and 
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Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit if non-zero ramp rates are submitted.  
Intermittent Resources must identify during the registration process their option to use the 
Intermittent Resource Output Profile or follow real-time SCADA as the next calculated interval’s 
dispatch instruction.  By default, Intermittent Resources will use real-time SCADA. 

4.2.1.4 Virtual Energy Offers 

Virtual Energy Offers are supported in the DA Market only.  Virtual Energy Offers are purely 
financial, only apply to Energy and are not associated with a physical Resource asset.  The 
following rules apply to Virtual Energy Offer submittal. 

(a) A Virtual Energy Offer can be submitted by a Market Participant at any Settlement 
Location. 

(b) A Market Participant may submit a single Virtual Energy Offer for each Asset Owner at 
any Settlement Location in the form of a Virtual Energy Offer Curve (MW, $/MWh, up to 
10 price/quantity pairs, slope or block option); 

(c) Each Virtual Energy Offer must specify a start and stop time. 

(d) There will be a transaction fee imposed on each Virtual Energy Offer submitted. 

4.2.1.5 Import Interchange Transaction Offers 

Market Participants may submit offers to sell Energy coming from outside of the SPP Balancing 
Authority Area for use in the DA Market and/or RTBM using their existing network or point-to-
point service or spot market transmission service.  The following rules apply to Import 
Interchange Transaction Offer submittal. 

(a) The MW amount of Import Interchange Transactions will be limited on an hourly basis by 
the amount of SPP system ramping capability available.  Market Participants must use the 
SPP ramp reservation system as described in the SPP OATT Business Practices to ensure 
there is sufficient ramp to accommodate their transaction. 

(b) Import Interchange Transaction Offers will be submitted via E-tagging and RTO_SS, 
similar to how transactions into SPP are scheduled in the EIS Market.    Additional fields 
will be available through E-tagging to submit price-based information as necessary. 

(c) Three types of Import Interchange Transaction Offers will be supported:  Fixed, 
Dispatchable and Up-To-Transmission Usage Charge or ‘Up-to-TUC”. 
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(a) A Fixed Offer is a specified MW that will be cleared regardless of the price at the 
External Interface Settlement Location (Source GCA specified on E-Tag).  If the 
Fixed Import Interchange Transaction is submitted for use in the DA Market, it will 
be cleared in the DA Market and automatically roll forward as a fixed schedule for 
use in RUC and the RTBM.  If specified for use in the RTBM only, the Fixed Import 
Interchange Transaction will be considered a fixed schedule for the RUC processes 
and RTBM. 

(b) A Dispatchable Offer specifies both a MW amount and a minimum $/MWh price that 
the Market Participant must be paid if the transaction clears the DA Market.  
Dispatchable Offers are only available for use in the DA Market.  If the transaction 
clears the DA Market, it automatically rolls forward as a fixed schedule for use in 
RUC and the RTBM.  Any adjustment to the schedule will be settled as a deviation 
from the DA Market. 

(c) An Up-To-TUC Offer specifies both a MW amount and the maximum amount of 
congestion cost and marginal loss cost, in $/MWh, between the specified E-Tag 
Source and Sink Settlement Location the Market Participant is willing to pay if the 
transaction clears the DA Market.  Up-To-TUC Offers are only available for use in 
the DA Market.  If the transaction clears the DA Market, it automatically rolls 
forward as a fixed schedule for use in the RUC and RTBM.  Any adjustment to the 
schedule will be settled as a deviation from the DA Market. 

A. External Contingency Reserve 

A Market Participant may meet all or a portion of its Contingency Reserve obligation 
within a Reserve Zone through External Contingency Reserve supply subject to the 
following requirements: 

(a) The Market Participant must notify SPP three days prior to the applicable 
Operating Day of its intent to supply a portion of its Contingency Reserve 
obligation from external sources and identify the applicable Reserve Zone (s); 

(b) Transmission service from the external party to the SPP border must be consistent 
with supplying External Contingency Reserve into the Reserve Zone (s) 
identified; and 

(c) External Contingency Reserve will be used to reduce the Market Participant’s 
Contingency Reserve Obligation within the applicable Reserve Zone.  External 
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Contingency Reserve in excess of the Market Participants Contingency Reserve 
obligation in the applicable Reserve Zone will not be eligible to receive payment. 

B. External Regulation 

A Market Participant may meet all or a portion of its Regulation-Up and Regulation-
Down obligation within a Reserve Zone through External Regulation subject to the 
following requirements: 

(7) The source BA must have a Pseudo-Tie Resource that represents where the 
External Regulation will be sourced.  The Pseudo-Tie Resource may only be used 
to represent Regulation-Up and/or Regulation Down being sourced from one of a 
maximum of three physical Resources.  Otherwise, the External Regulation must 
be represented as a Dynamic Schedule and the market accounting will be 
performed consistent with the treatment of External Contingency Reserve 
described under Section 4.2.1.5.A(c);; and 

(8) Firm transmission service from the external party to the SPP border must be 
obtained identifying a sink location consistent with supplying Regulation-Up and 
Regulation Down to load within the Reserve Zone (s) identified. 

4.2.2 Bid Submittal 

Beginning seven days prior to the Operating Day, Market Participants are expected to begin 
submitting Demand Bids and Virtual Energy Bids for the purchase of Energy in the DA Market 
and/or Export Interchange Transaction Bids for the purchase of Energy in the DA Market or 
RTBM.  The following business rules apply to Bid submittal: 

i. Bid submittal other than for a fixed Export Interchange Transaction Bid does not 
apply to any of the RUC processes or the RTBM; 

ii. Demand Bids may only be submitted at Load Settlement Locations, Export 
Interchange Transaction Bids may only be submitted at External Interface Settlement 
Locations; Virtual Energy Bids may be submitted at any Settlement Location, 
including a Hub;   

iii. Bid submittal for use in the DA Market is voluntary. 
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4.2.2.1 Demand Bids 

Only Market Participants with registered load assets may submit Demand Bids for use in the DA 
Market.  Demand Bids are associated with physical load assets.  The following rules apply to 
Demand Bid submittal: 

(a) A Market Participant can only submit Demand Bids for the registered load Settlement 
Location of the Asset Owner (s); 

(b) Two types of Demand Bids will be supported:  Fixed and Price Sensitive;  

i. A Fixed Demand Bid is a specified MW that will be cleared in the DA Market 
regardless of the price at the Load Settlement Location based on the start and stop 
time submitted. 

ii. A Price Sensitive Demand Bid is specified as a Demand Bid Curve (MW, $/MWh, up 
to 10 price/quantity pairs, slope or block option) that will clear only if the price at the 
Load Settlement Location is less than or equal to the specified curve price within the 
specified start and stop time submitted.  

4.2.2.2 Virtual Energy Bids 

Virtual Energy Bids are supported in the DA Market only.  Virtual Energy Bids are purely 
financial in nature, only apply to Energy and are not associated with a physical Load asset.  The 
follow rules apply to Virtual Energy Bid submittal. 

(a) A Virtual Energy Bid can be submitted at any Settlement Location. 

(b) A Market Participant may submit a single Virtual Energy Bid for each Asset Owner at any 
Settlement Location in the form of a Virtual Energy Bid Curve (MW, $/MWh, up to 10 
price/quantity pairs, slope or block option); 

(c) Each Virtual Energy Bid must specify a start and stop time. 

(d) There will be a transaction fee imposed on each Virtual Energy Bid submitted. 

4.2.2.3 Export Interchange Transaction Bids 

Market Participants may submit bids to purchase Energy from SPP in the DA Market for sale 
outside of the SPP Balancing Authority Area. A Market Participant must reserve transmission 
service prior to submittal of the Bid in accordance with the procedures specified in the SPP 
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OATT Business Practices.  The following rules apply to Export Interchange Transaction Bid 
submittal. 

(a) The MW amount of Export Interchange Transactions will be limited on an hourly basis by 
the amount of SPP system ramping capability available.  Market Participants must use the 
SPP ramp reservation system as described in the SPP OATT Business Practices to ensure 
there is sufficient ramp to accommodate their transaction. 

(b) Export Interchange Transaction Bids will be submitted via E-tagging and RTO_SS, similar to 
how transactions out-of SPP are scheduled in the EIS Market.  Additional fields will be 
available through E-tagging to submit price-based information as necessary. 

(c) Three types of Export Interchange Transaction Bids will be supported:  Fixed, Dispatchable 
and Up-To-TUC. 

i. A Fixed Bid is a specified MW that will be cleared regardless of the price at the 
External Interface Settlement Location (Sink LCA specified on E-Tag).  If the Fixed 
Export Interchange Transaction is submitted for use in the DA Market, it will be 
cleared in the DA Market and automatically roll forward as a fixed schedule for use 
in RUC and the RTBM.  If specified for use in the RTBM only, the Fixed Export 
Interchange Transaction will be considered a fixed schedule for the RUC processes 
and RTBM. 

ii. A Dispatchable Bid specifies both a MW amount and a maximum $/MWh price that 
the Market Participant is willing to pay if the transaction clears the DA Market.  
Dispatchable Bids are only available for use in the DA Market.  If the transaction 
clears the DA Market, it automatically rolls forward as a Fixed schedule for use in 
RUC and the RTBM.  Any adjustment to the schedule will be settled as a deviation 
from the DA Market. 

iii. An Up-To-TUC Bid specifies both a MW amount and the maximum amount of 
congestion cost and marginal loss cost, in $/MWh, between the specified E-Tag 
Source and Sink Settlement Location the Market Participant is willing to pay if the 
transaction clears the DA Market.  Up-To-TUC Bids are only available for use in the 
DA Market.  If the transaction clears the DA Market, it automatically rolls forward as 
a Fixed schedule for use in the RUC and RTBM.  Any adjustment to the schedule will 
be settled as a deviation from the DA Market. 
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(d) Export Interchange Transaction Bids are eligible to supply Supplemental Reserve subject to 
meeting the follow eligibility requirements: 

a. The Export Interchange Transaction Bid must be fixed and submitted for use in the 
DA Market; 

b. The Export Interchange Transaction must be fully recallable within a 10-minute 
period for the amount of Supplemental Reserve specified; 

c. All Supplemental Reserve supplied by an Export Interchange Transaction will be 
used to reduce the Market Participant’s Supplemental Reserve obligation within the 
applicable Reserve Zone;  

d. Supplemental Reserve supplied by an Export Interchange Transaction in excess of the 
Market Participant’s Supplemental Reserve obligation within the applicable Reserve 
Zone will not be eligible for payment; and 

e. Provision of Supplemental Reserve from an Export Interchange Transaction is limited 
to export transactions associated to DC tie-lines. 

4.2.3 Through Interchange Transactions 

Energy scheduled through the SPP Balancing Authority Area will be settled in the DA Market, 
RTBM or both.  A Market Participant must reserve transmission service prior to submittal of the 
schedule in accordance with the procedures specified in the SPP OATT Business Practices in an 
amount sufficient to cover the request. 

(a) Through Interchange Transactions will be submitted via RTO_SS, similar to how 
transactions through SPP are scheduled currently (i.e. POR, POD, Source and Sink must 
be specified on the E-Tag). 

(b) Two types of Through Interchange Transactions will be supported:  Fixed and Up-To-
TUC. 

1. A Fixed Through Interchange Transaction is a specified MW that will be cleared 
regardless of the price at either of the External Interface Settlement Locations (Source 
GCA and Sink LCA specified on E-Tag).  If submitted for use in the DA Market, a 
Fixed Through Interchange Transaction will automatically roll forward as a Fixed 
schedule for use in RUC and the RTBM.  If submitted for use in the RTBM, the 
Fixed Through Interchange Transaction will clear in the RTBM and will be 
considered a fixed schedule for use in any RUC Processes. 
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2. An Up-To-TUC Through Interchange Transaction specifies both a MW amount and 
the maximum amount of congestion cost and marginal loss cost, in $/MWh, between 
the specified E-Tag Source GCA and Sink LCA Settlement Location the Market 
Participant is willing to pay if the transaction clears the DA Market.  Up-To-TUC 
Through Interchange Transactions are only available for use in the DA Market.  If the 
transaction clears the DA Market, it automatically rolls forward as a Fixed schedule 
for use in the RUC and RTBM.  Any adjustment to the schedule in the RTBM would 
be settled as a deviation from the DA Market. 

4.2.4 Multi-Day Reliability Unit Commitment 

Three days prior to the Operating Day and two days prior to the Operating Day, SPP performs a 
Multi-Day RUC to assess capacity adequacy during the Operating Day.  This Multi-Day RUC is 
the first in a series of RUC processes performed by SPP to ensure capacity adequacy during the 
Operating Day.     

The purpose of the Multi-Day RUC is to evaluate the need to issue start-up instructions for off-
line Resources with long notification and start-up times.  Generally, a Resource that has a 
combination of notification time and start-up time that exceeds 24 hours will need to be 
evaluated in the Multi-Day RUC.  Resources with notification time plus start-up time of less than 
or equal to 24 hours can be evaluated as part of the DA Market, Day-Ahead RUC and/or Intra-
Day RUC.    

The Multi-Day RUC consist of four steps: (1) process RUC inputs; (2) execute RUC algorithm; 
(3) evaluate RUC results; and (4) Issue commitment/de-commitment orders and update Current 
Operating Plan. 

4.2.4.1 Multi-Day RUC Inputs 

Inputs to the Multi-Day RUC algorithm will consist of: 

(1) RTBM Resource Offers; 

(2) Fixed Export Interchange Transaction Bids; 

(3) Fixed Import Interchange Transaction Offers; 

(4) Estimated SPP Operating Reserve requirements (system-wide and Reserve Zone min and 
max) based on historical requirements; 

(5) SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast (MTLF); 
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a. Developed by SPP on a rolling hourly basis for the SPP BA for the next seven 
days. 

(6) SPP Transmission System topology consistent with Network Model in place for current 
Operating Day; 

(7) Wind Resource output forecast; 

a. Developed by SPP on a rolling hourly basis for the SPP BA for the next seven 
days.  Wind forecasts will be developed consistent with the methodology 
proposed by ERCOT for their nodal market implementation. 

(8) Transmission System outages; and 

(9) Resource outages. 

4.2.4.2 Multi-Day RUC Execution 

Using the inputs described above, SPP performs a capacity adequacy analysis for the upcoming 
Operating Day using the SCUC algorithm.   

(1) The objective of the SCUC is to commit Resources to meet the SPP Mid-Term Load 
Forecast and Operating Reserve requirements over the Operating Day such that 
commitment costs are minimized while adhering to transmission system security 
constraints and the resource operating parameter constraints submitted as part of the RTBM 
Offers. 

(2) Commitment costs are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer and incremental cost to 
operate at minimum output as defined on the submitted Energy Offer Curve.  Incremental 
Energy costs above minimum output and Operating Reserve Offers are not considered by 
the RUC SCUC in making commitment decisions.     

4.2.4.3 Multi-Day RUC Results 

The Multi-Day RUC identifies commitment of Resources required for the upcoming Operating 
Day.  These results are reviewed by SPP staff for verification and then communicated to the 
affected Market Participants if required. 

(1) If SPP determines that one or more long lead time Resource are required to operate during 
the Operating Day, the submitted Offers become binding and the selected Resource(s) 
Offers are included in the DA Market with a Commitment Status similar to Self-commit.  
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Unlike Self-Committed Resources, however, the Multi-day RUC committed Resources will 
be eligible for DA Market Make-Whole Payment guarantees.     

 
4.3 Day-Ahead Activities 

Day-Ahead activities begin 24 hours prior to the Operating Day and consist of the DA Market 
and Day-Ahead RUC processes.  Exhibit 4-5 provides a representative overall timeline of Day-
Ahead activities. 

Exhibit 4-5: Day-Ahead Activities Timeline 

 

A detailed description of the DA Market and Day-Ahead RUC processes is provided in the 
following subsections.  

4.3.1 Day-Ahead Market  

The DA Market process begins with the submittal of new Offers and Bids, or updates to the 
Offers and Bids submitted in Pre-Day-Ahead, for use in the DA Market clearing.  Energy 
clearing is based upon the Offers and Bids submitted.  Operating Reserve clearing is based upon 
the Offers submitted to meet the SPP Operating Reserve requirement.  Market Participants must 
submit final Offers and Bids no later than 1100 Day-Ahead. 

Immediately following the close of the DA Market at 1100 Day-Ahead, SPP begins the process 
of clearing the DA Market and completes the process by 1600.  DA Market operations consist of 
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three steps: (1) process DA Market inputs; (2) DA Market execution and (3) DA Market results.  
Each of these steps is described in the following subsections. 

4.3.1.1 DA Market Inputs 

Inputs to the DA Market algorithm consist of: 

(1) DA Market Offers and Bids as submitted by Market Participants prior to 1100 Day-
Ahead; 

a. For Demand Bids, Virtual Energy Bids and/or Virtual Energy Offers submitted at 
a Load Settlement Location that contains more than one PNode, SPP distributes 
the Bid MW down to the associated PNodes using weighting factors for modeling 
purposes as follows.   

i. The default set of weighting factors for each Pnode in a Settlement 
Location applied to each hour in the Operating Day is calculated based on 
the historical State Estimator load at each PNode for that hour seven days 
prior to the Operating Day.   

ii. SPP may choose an alternative approach for calculating the weighting 
factors based upon load forecasting experience, holidays or expected 
weather patterns and/or to account for non-conforming load. 

b. For Virtual Energy Bids and/or Virtual Energy Offers submitted at a Hub 
Settlement Location and Interchange Transactions submitted at an External 
Interface, SPP uses a common set of weighting factors to distribute the Bid and/or 
Offer MWs down to PNodes included in the Hub or External Interface for 
modeling purposes.  These weighting factors are determined by SPP at the time 
the Hub or External Interface is created and are not dependent upon historical 
injections/withdrawals. 

(2) Resource Offers for long lead time Resources selected by SPP for commitment during the 
Operating Day during the Multi-Day RUC; 

(3) Through Interchange Transactions as submitted by Market Participants prior to 1100 
Day-Ahead; 

(4) SPP Operating Reserve requirements (system-wide and Reserve Zone min and max); 

(5) SPP Transmission System topology consistent with Network Model in place for current 
Operating Day;  
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(6) Transmission System outages; and 

(7) Resource outages. 

4.3.1.2 DA Market Execution 

SPP clears the Day-Ahead Market for each hour of the upcoming Operating Day based on the 
inputs described above.  A simultaneous co-optimization methodology, utilizing the SCUC and 
SCED algorithms is employed to simultaneously perform the following tasks: 

(1) Commit offered Resources and Virtual Energy Offers using the SCUC algorithm to meet 
the Bid requirements and Operating Reserve requirements at least cost throughout the 
projected upcoming Operating Day while respecting Resource operating constraints and 
transmission constraints; 

(a) The DA Market SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources with 
a Commit Status of Market and Self, including Resources committed in the Multi-Day 
RUC, only including capacity up to the Resources’ Maximum Economic Capacity 
Operating Limit (or Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for 
Regulation-Up) and down to the Resources Minimum Economic Capacity Operating 
Limit (or Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-
Down).   

i. If this capacity is not sufficient to meet the fixed Demand Bids and fixed Export 
Interchange Transaction Bids plus Operating Reserve requirements, the DA Market 
SCUC algorithm will, in priority order: (1) curtail non-firm fixed Export 
Interchange Transaction Bids (2) incorporate capacity up to the Resources’ 
Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit; and (3) include commitment of 
Resources’ with a Commit Status of Reliability; 

ii. If the sum of Self-Committed capacity at minimum output, fixed Import 
Interchange Transaction Offers and the Regulation-Down requirement is in excess 
of the sum of Fixed Demand Bids and fixed Export Interchange Transaction Bids, 
the DA Market SCUC algorithm will (1) curtail non-firm fixed Import Interchange 
Transaction Offers and (2) incorporate capacity down to the Resources’ Minimum 
Emergency Capacity Operating Limit for Resources not selected for Regulation-
Down;   

(2) Using the commitment results from the SCUC, clear Resource Offers and Import 
Interchange Transaction Offers to meet Demand Bids, Virtual Energy Bids, Export 
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Interchange Transaction Bids and Operating Reserve requirements at minimum cost for 
each hour of the upcoming Operating Day using the SCED algorithm while respecting 
Resource operating constraints and transmission constraints.   

(a) The SCED algorithm includes marginal loss sensitivity factors which approximate the 
change in marginal system losses for a change in Energy dispatch.  Inclusion of these 
factors further optimizes the Energy dispatch and reduces overall production costs. 

(b) In certain situations, enforcing constraints may result in a solution that is not feasible at 
a Shadow Price less than an appropriately priced VRL.  In such cases, SPP must apply 
Violation Relaxation Limits (VRLs) in SCED as described under Section 4.1.4. 

(c) To ensure rational pricing of cleared Operating Reserve products, the SCED algorithm 
will include product substitution logic as follows: 

i. Any Regulation-Up Offers remaining once the Regulation-Up Requirement is 
satisfied may be used to meet Contingency Reserve requirements if Regulation-
Up Offer is more economic or is required to meet the overall Operating Reserve 
requirement;  

ii. Any Spinning Reserve Offers remaining once the Spinning Reserve Requirement 
is satisfied may be used to meet Supplemental Reserve requirements if Spinning 
Reserve Offer is more economic or is required to meet the overall Operating 
Reserve requirement;  

The product substitution logic ensures that the MCP for Regulation-Up is always 
greater than or equal to the Spinning Reserve MCP and that the Spinning Reserve MCP 
is always greater than or equal to the Supplemental Reserve MCP. 

(d) To ensure that Market Participants are indifferent as to whether they are cleared for 
Energy or Operating Reserve, the co-optimization logic will provide through the Shadow 
Price calculation Market Clearing Prices for Operating Reserve that include any Energy 
lost opportunity costs incurred as a result of Operating Reserve clearing. 

(e) To ensure that ramping deficiencies across Operating Hours do not initiate unjustified 
Scarcity Pricing (i.e. Scarcity Pricing should only be initiated when there is a capacity 
shortage) Ramp sharing is applied: 

i. A Resource may clear for Energy in an amount up to its Ramp Rate multiplied by 60 
minutes subject to capacity constraints; and 
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ii. A Regulation Qualified Resource may clear for Regulation-Up in an amount up to the 
Resources Ramp Rate multiplied by 5 minutes subject to capacity constraints; and 

iii. A Regulation Qualified Resource may clear for Regulation-Down in an amount up to 
the Resources Ramp Rate multiplied by 5 minutes subject to capacity constraints; and 

iv. A Spin Qualified Resource may clear for Spinning Reserve in an amount up to the 
Resources Ramp Rate multiplied by 10 minutes subject to capacity constraints.  

(f) If there is an Operating Reserve shortage in any hour, Scarcity Pricing will be invoked 
and LMPs and MCPs will include applicable Demand Curve prices corresponding to the 
type and level of Operating Reserve shortage; 

(g) If there is a shortage of capacity to meet the fixed Demand Bids and fixed firm Export 
Interchange Transactions in any hour, the SCED algorithm will reduce the fixed Demand 
Bids and fixed firm Export Interchange Transactions on a pro-rata reduction basis based 
on the fixed MW amounts to match the available capacity and Scarcity Pricing will be 
invoked.  LMPs and MCPs will be set at the maximum Scarcity Price; 

i. Demand Curve prices will be set higher than transmission constraint VRL values 
to ensure Scarcity Prices set by the Demand Curves is always greater than 
transmission congestion costs associated with a relaxed constraint due to a VRL 
violation. 

ii. Demand Curve values will apply to both the DA Market and RTBM to ensure that 
Scarcity Prices in the RTBM will never exceed Scarcity Prices in the DA Market. 

(h) If there is a transmission constraint that cannot be relieved due to a shortage of capacity 
in any hour, the SCED algorithm will clear the bid-in demands on a pro-rata basis based 
upon the impact on relieving the constraint;   

(i) If the sum of minimum limits (Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit for 
Resources not cleared for Regulation-Down and Minimum Regulation Capacity 
Operating Limit for Resources with cleared Regulation-Down) on self-committed 
Resources plus the Regulation-Down requirement is in excess of the cleared bid-in 
demands in any hour, the SCED algorithm will reduce Resources not cleared for 
Regulation-Down on a pro-rata reduction basis such that the resulting sum of minimum 
limits matches the bid-in demand.    
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4.3.1.3 DA Market Results  

No later than 1600 Day-Ahead under normal conditions, SPP electronically communicates the 
DA Market results for each hour of the Operating Day to Market Participants which consist of 
the following:  

(1) Cleared Resource Offers for Energy, Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning 
Reserve and/or Supplemental Reserve, in MW; 

a. Cleared Offers for Energy associated with Resource Offers also represent a 
physical Resource commitment schedule that forms the basis for the Current 
Operating Plan for the upcoming Operating Day. 

b. Resources committed by SPP in the DA Market that incur one or more start-up 
costs within the Operating Day as a result of the SPP DA Market commitment are 
guaranteed to receive revenues that are at least equal to the Resource Offer costs 
for the associated cleared amount of Energy, Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down 
Spinning Reserve and/or Supplemental Reserve.   

(2) Cleared Virtual Energy Offers, in MW; 

(3) Cleared Import Interchange Transaction Offers, in MW; 

(4) Cleared Demand Bids, in MW; 

(5) Cleared Virtual Energy Bids, in MW; 

(6) Cleared Export Interchange Transaction Bids, in MW; 

(7) Cleared Through Interchange Transactions, in MW; 

(8) Locational Marginal Prices (“LMPs”) for each Settlement Location, the Marginal Energy 
Component (“MEC”) of LMP, the Marginal Congestion Component (“MCC”) of LMP 
for each Settlement Location and the Marginal Losses Component (“MLC”) of LMP for 
each Settlement Location;  

(9) Market Clearing Prices for Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve and 
Supplemental Reserve for each Reserve Zone; 

4.3.2 Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment 

At 1700, SPP begins the Day-Ahead RUC process to assess capacity adequacy during the 
Operating Day.  At 2000, SPP communicates new or modified Resource commitment schedules 
to affected Market Participants and updates the Current Operating Plan.       
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The Day-Ahead RUC consists of four steps: (1) process RUC inputs; (2) execute RUC 
algorithm; (3) evaluate RUC results; and (4) Issue commitment/de-commitment orders and 
update Current Operating Plan. 

4.3.2.1 Day-Ahead RUC Inputs 

Inputs to the RUC algorithm consist of: 

(1) RTBM Resource Offers submitted by 1700 Day-Ahead; 

(2) Confirmed cleared Export Interchange Transaction Bids from the DA Market; 

(3) Confirmed cleared Import Interchange Transaction Offers from the DA Market; 

(4) Confirmed cleared Through Interchange Transactions from the DA Market; 

(5) Confirmed Export Interchange Transactions specified for use in the RTBM only. 

(6) Confirmed Import Interchange Transactions specified for use in the RTBM only; 

(7) Confirmed Through Interchange Transactions specified for use in the RTBM only; 

(8) SPP Operating Reserve requirements; 

(9) SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast (MTLF); 

a. Developed by SPP on a rolling hourly basis for the SPP BA for the next seven 
days. 

(10) SPP Transmission System topology consistent with the Network Model in place for the 
current Operating Day; 

(11) Resource commitment schedules from the DA Market.  The DA RUC process presumes 
that Resources committed in the DA Market are also committed in the Day-Ahead RUC 
process unless SPP Operators are informed otherwise of a Resource outage.  The DA RUC 
process will utilize a commitment status equivalent to Self-commit for the Resources 
committed by SPP in the DA Market. 

(12) Commitment schedules for long lead time Resources selected in the Multi-Day RUC.  
The DA RUC process presumes that Resources committed in the Multi-Day RUC that were 
not committed in the DA Market are also committed in the Day-Ahead RUC process unless 
SPP Operators are informed otherwise of a Resource outage.  The DA RUC process will 
utilize a commitment status equivalent to Self-Commit for the Resources committed by 
SPP in the Multi-Day RUC. 
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(13) Intermittent Resource output forecast; 

a. Developed by SPP on a rolling hourly basis for the SPP BA for the next seven 
days.  Wind forecasts will be developed consistent with the methodology 
proposed by ERCOT for their nodal market implementation. 

(14) Transmission System outages; and 

(15) Resource outages. 

4.3.2.2 Day-Ahead RUC Execution 

Using the inputs described above, SPP performs a capacity adequacy analysis for the upcoming 
Operating Day using the SCUC algorithm.   

(1) The objective of the SCUC is to commit Resources to meet the SPP Mid-Term Load 
Forecast and Operating Reserve requirements over the Operating Day such that 
commitment costs are minimized while adhering to transmission system security 
constraints and the resource operating parameter constraints submitted as part of the RTBM 
Offers. 

(a) Commitment costs are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer and incremental cost 
to operate at minimum output as defined in the submitted Energy Offer Curve.  
Incremental Energy costs above minimum output and Operating Reserve Offers are not 
considered by the RUC SCUC in making commitment decisions.     

(2) The SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources with a Commit 
Status of Market or Self only including capacity up to the Resources’ Maximum Economic 
Capacity Operating Limit (or Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected 
for Regulation-Up) and down to the Resources Minimum Economic Capacity Operating 
Limit (or Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-
Down).   

(a) If this capacity, either on a system-wide basis or Reserve Zone basis, is not sufficient 
to meet the SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast plus Operating Reserve requirements, the 
SCUC algorithm will, in priority order: (1) curtail non-firm Export Interchange 
Transactions; (2) incorporate capacity up to the Resources’ Maximum Emergency 
Capacity Operating Limit; and (3) include commitment of Resources’ with a Commit 
Status of Reliability.   
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(b) Either on a system-wide basis or Reserve Zone basis, if the sum of Self-Committed 
capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange Transaction Offers and the 
Regulation-Down requirement is in excess of the sum of the SPP Mid-Term Load 
Forecast and fixed Export Interchange Transactions, the RUC SCUC algorithm will, 
in priority order: (1) curtail non-firm fixed Import Interchange Transactions; (2) 
incorporate capacity down to the Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity 
Operating Limit for Resources not selected for Regulation-Down; (3) de-commit 
Self-Committed Resources that were committed in the DA Market with a Commit 
Status of Market; and (4) de-commit remaining Self-Committed Resources. 

i. If there is a transmission constraint within a Reserve Zone occurring 
simultaneously with a Reserve Zone excess capacity event, SCUC may commit 
additional Resources to relieve the constraints provided that the additional 
commitment does not aggravate the excess capacity situation. 

Any curtailment of schedules, use of Reliability Status Resources or use of Emergency 
operating limits by the RUC algorithms will only be advisory information to the SPP RUC 
Operators.   Day-Ahead RUC and Intra-Day RUC Operators will determine which of these 
options should be acted on and when as described in the Day-Ahead and Intra-Day RUC 
Results sections. 

4.3.2.3 Day-Ahead RUC Results 

No later than 2000 Day-Ahead, SPP electronically communicates the Day-Ahead RUC results 
for each hour of the Operating Day to Market Participants which consist of the following:  

(1) Resource commitment schedules for Resources submitting a Commit Status of Market or 
Reliability indicating which hours the Resource is scheduled to operate for the Operating 
Day.  This schedule does not become binding until the Market Participant is issued a start-
up order by SPP.  SPP then updates the Current Operating Plan; 

i. Resources committed by SPP in the Day-Ahead RUC that incur one or more start-up 
costs within the Operating Day as a result of the Day-Ahead RUC commitment are 
guaranteed to receive revenues that are at least equal to the Resource Offer costs for 
the associated cleared amount of Energy, Regulation, Spinning Reserve and/or 
Supplemental Reserve over the commitment period, subject to eligibility criteria, as 
described in Section 4.5.6.8.   
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(2) Resource de-commitment schedules indicating the hour the Resource is scheduled to be de-
committed.  This schedule does not become binding until the Market Participant is issued a 
shut-down order by SPP.  SPP then updates the Current Operating Plan; 

(3) Each Resource is identified that is expected to be dispatched to its Maximum Emergency 
Capacity Operating Limit.  Market Participants will be notified at least 10 minutes prior to 
the beginning of the Operating Hour but not more than 30 minutes prior to the beginning of 
the Operating Hour that the Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit will be used;   

(4) Each Resource is identified that is expected to be dispatched down to its Minimum 
Emergency Capacity Operating Limit.  Market Participants will be notified at least 10 
minutes prior to the beginning of the Operating Hour but not more than 30 minutes prior to 
the beginning of the Operating Hour that the Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating 
Limit will be used; 

(5) Notification that a fixed Interchange Transaction is expected to be curtailed due to excess 
or shortage conditions;   

(6) For each Resource and Operating Hour, a list of Resources will be produced indicating 
which Resources are scheduled to be on regulation control status and be eligible to provide 
regulation service for the hour.  This set will include at a minimum all Resources cleared 
for Regulation-up and Regulation-down in the DA Market that are still on-line and capable 
of providing regulation.  SPP will notify the affected Market Participants electronically or 
by other means at least 10 minutes prior to the start of the Operating Hour of any change in 
regulation control status for their Resources from the previous Hour, but such notification 
will not be made more than 30 minutes prior to the start of the Operating Hour. 

4.4 Operating Day Activities 

Operating Day activities begin at 2000 Day-Ahead and consist of the Intra-Day RUC processes 
and RTBM.  Exhibit 4-6 provides a representative overall timeline of Operating Day activities. Deleted: 3

Deleted: 3
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Exhibit 4-6: Operating Day Activities Timeline 

1/30 1/31

1/31

1/30 - 1/31
Perform Intra-Day RUC process as needed

1/31 - 1/31
Develop short-term load forecast next 60 minutes on a rolling 5-minute basis

20:00 01:59

21:00 22:00 23:00 24:00 01:00

1/30 - 1/30
Day-Ahead

1/30 - 1/30
Day-Ahead

1/31 - 1/31
Operating Day

1/31 - 1/31
Operating Day

00:00 01:59

01:00

00:00 - 01:59
Operating Hours

00:30
MPs submit new or revised offers

01:30
MPs submit new revised offers

01:00 01:15

01:01 01:02 01:03 01:04 01:05 01:06 01:07 01:08 01:09 01:10 01:11 01:12 01:13 01:14

01:00 - 01:15
Partial Operating Hour

01:00 - 01:05
Clear RTBM

01:05
Issue Dispatch Instructions

01:10 - 01:15
Clear RTBM

01:10
Issue Dispatch Instructions

01:15
Issue Dispatch Instructions

01:05 - 01:10
Clear RTBM

 

A mid-level description of the Intra-Day RUC and RTBM processes is provided in the following 
subsections.  

4.4.1 Intra-Day Reliability Unit Commitment 

Following completion of the Day-Ahead RUC process, SPP continually evaluates the need for an 
Intra-Day RUC for the remainder of the Day-Ahead period and the Operating Day and performs 
additional Intra-Day RUCs as required.  Consistent with the Multi-Day RUC and Day-Ahead 
RUC, these additional Intra-Day RUCs assess capacity adequacy during the Operating Day.      

The Intra-Day RUC consists of four steps: (1) process RUC inputs; (2) execute RUC algorithm; 
(3) evaluate RUC results; and (4) Issue commitment/de-commitment orders and update Current 
Operating Plan. 
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4.4.1.1 Intra-Day RUC Inputs 

Inputs to the RUC algorithm consist of: 

(1) RTBM Resource Offers; 

(2) Confirmed Export Interchange Transactions; 

(3) Confirmed Import Interchange Transactions; 

(4) Confirmed Through Interchange Transactions; 

(5) SPP Operating Reserve requirements; 

(6) SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast; 

a. Developed by SPP on a rolling hourly basis for the SPP BA for the next seven 
days. 

(7) SPP Transmission System topology consistent with Network Model in place for current 
Operating Day; 

(8) Resource commitment and de-commitment schedules from the Day-Ahead RUC or 
previous Intra-Day RUCs; 

(9) Resources providing Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down from the Day-Ahead RUC or 
previous Intra-Day RUCs; 

(10) Intermittent Resource output forecast; 

a. Developed by SPP on a rolling hourly basis for the SPP BA for the next seven 
days.  Wind forecasts will be developed consistent with the methodology 
proposed by ERCOT for their nodal market implementation. 

(11) Transmission System outages; and 

(12) Resource outages. 

4.4.1.2 Intra-Day RUC Execution 

Using the inputs described above, SPP performs a capacity adequacy analysis for the upcoming 
Operating Day and throughout the Operating Day using a SCUC algorithm.   

(1) The objective of the SCUC is to commit Resources to meet the SPP Mid-Term Load 
Forecast and Operating Reserve requirements over the Operating Day such that 
commitment costs are minimized while adhering to transmission system security 
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constraints and the resource operating parameter constraints submitted as part of the RTBM 
Offers. 

(2) Commitment costs are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer and incremental cost to 
operate at minimum output as defined on the submitted Energy Offer Curve.  Incremental 
Energy costs above minimum output and Operating Reserve Offers are not considered by 
the RUC SCUC in making commitment decisions.     

(3) The SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources with a Commit 
Status of Market or Self only including capacity up to the Resources’ Maximum Economic 
Capacity Operating Limit (or Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected 
for Regulation-Up) and down to the Resources Minimum Economic Capacity Operating 
Limit (or Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-
Down).   

(a) If this capacity, either on a system-wide basis or Reserve Zone basis, is not sufficient 
to meet the SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast plus Operating Reserve requirements, the 
RUC SCUC algorithm will, in priority order: (1) curtail non-firm Export Interchange 
Transactions; (2) incorporate capacity up to the Resources’ Maximum Emergency 
Capacity Operating Limit; and (3) include commitment of Resources’ with a Commit 
Status of Reliability.   

(b) Either on a system-wide basis or Reserve Zone basis, if the sum of Self-Committed 
capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange Transactions and the 
Regulation-Down requirement is in excess of the sum of the SPP Mid-Term Load 
Forecast and fixed Export Interchange Transactions, the SCUC algorithm will, in 
priority order: (1) curtail non-firm fixed Import Interchange Transactions; (2) 
incorporate capacity down to the Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity 
Operating Limit for Resources not selected for Regulation-Down; and (3) de-commit 
Self-Committed Resources that were committed following the Day-Ahead RUC 
process. 

i. If there is a transmission constraint within a Reserve Zone occurring 
simultaneously with a Reserve Zone excess capacity event, RUC may commit 
additional Resources to relieve the constraints provided that the additional 
commitment does not aggravate the excess capacity situation. 
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4.4.1.3 Intra-Day RUC Results 

SPP electronically communicates the RUC results for each hour of the Operating Day to Market 
Participants as soon a practical following completion of each Intra-Day RUC execution.  These 
results consist of the following:  

(1) Resource commitment schedules for Resources submitting a Commit Status of Market or 
Reliability indicating which hours the Resource is scheduled to operate for the Operating 
Day.  This schedule does not become binding until the Market Participant is issued a start-
up order by SPP.  SPP then updates the Current Operating Plan. 

i. Resources committed by SPP in the Intra-Day RUC that incur one or more start-up 
costs within the Operating Day as a result of the Intra-Day RUC commitment are 
guaranteed to receive revenues that are at least equal to the Resource Offer costs for 
the associated cleared amount of Energy, Regulation, Spinning Reserve and/or 
Supplemental Reserve over the commitment period, subject to eligibility criteria, as 
described in Section 4.5.6.8.   

(2) Resource de-commitment schedules for Resources submitting a Commit Status of Market 
or Reliability indicating the hour the Resource is scheduled to be de-committed.  This 
schedule does not become binding until the Market Participant is issued a shut-down order 
by SPP.  SPP then updates the Current Operating Plan. 

(3) Each Resource is identified that is expected to be dispatched to its Maximum Emergency 
Capacity Operating Limit. Market Participants will be notified at least 10 minutes prior to 
the beginning of the Operating Hour but not more than 30 minutes prior to the beginning of 
the Operating Hour that the Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit will be used;   

(4) Each Resource is identified that is expected to be dispatched down to its Minimum 
Emergency Capacity Operating Limit. Market Participants will be notified at least 10 
minutes prior to the beginning of the Operating Hour but not more than 30 minutes prior to 
the beginning of the Operating Hour that the Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating 
Limit will be used;   

(5) Notification that a fixed Interchange Transaction is expected to be curtailed due to excess 
or shortage conditions;   

(6) For each Operating Hour, a list of Resources will be produced indicating which Resources 
are scheduled to be on regulation control status and be eligible to provide regulation service 
for the hour.  This set will include, at a minimum, all Resources cleared for Regulation-up 
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and Regulation-down in the DA Market or a previous RUC process that are still on-line and 
capable of providing regulation.  SPP will notify the affected Market Participants 
electronically or by other means at least 10 minutes prior to the start of the Operating Hour 
of any change in regulation control status for their Resources from the previous Hour, but 
such notification will not be made more than 30 minutes prior to the start of the Operating 
Hour. 

4.4.2 Real-Time Balancing Market 

SPP operates the RTBM on a continuous 5-minute basis.  SPP clears the RTBM by determining 
the security-constrained dispatch that is the least costly means of balancing generation and load 
(supply/demand) while meeting Operating Reserve requirements within the SPP Balancing 
Authority Area based on actual conditions, forecasted conditions, and submitted Offers.  The 
RTBM uses the same Network Model that is used in the DA Market, with all RTBM network 
configurations and constraints as determined from the most recent State Estimator results.   

RTBM operations consist of three steps: (1) Process RTBM inputs; (2) Execute RTBM and (3) 
Post RTBM results.  Each of these steps is described in the following subsections. 

4.4.2.1 RTBM Inputs 

Inputs into the RTBM algorithm consist of data provided prior to each Operating Hour and data 
provided within each Operating Hour. 

A. Pre-Operating Hour Inputs: 

(1) RTBM Resource Offers; 

(2) Confirmed Export Interchange Transactions; 

(3) Confirmed Import Interchange Transactions; 

(4) Confirmed Through Interchange Transactions; 

(5) SPP Operating Reserve requirements;  

(6) Resources selected to provide Regulation-Up or Regulation-Down from the most recent 
RUC process.  This set of Resources will remain on regulation control for the Operating 
Hour and will be used by SCED to clear Regulation-Up and/or Regulation-Down on a 5-
minute basis to meet the regulation requirements; 

(7) Resource commitment from the Current Operating Plan; 
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a. The Current Operating Plan includes Resource commitments and Resource de-
commitments from the Multi-Day RUC, DA Market, Day-Ahead RUC and Intra-Day 
RUC. 

(8) Use of Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits on Resources identified in the 
Day-Ahead RUC or Intra-Day RUC; and 

(9) Use of Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits on Resources identified in the 
Day-Ahead RUC or Intra-Day RUC. 

B. In-Operating Hour Inputs: 

(1) Latest State Estimator solution for: 

a.  distribution of load forecast throughout the Network Model 

b. latest transmission topology for the Network Model 

c. backup initial energy injection of Resources if SCADA not available 

(2) Actual Resource output from latest SCADA snapshot to determine initial energy injection 
of Resources and Generator outages; 

(3) Active transmission constraints;  

(4) Intra-Hour adjustments to Interchange Transactions due to curtailments or initiation of a 
Reserve Sharing Event involving external Balancing Authorities; 

(5) Intra-Hour adjustments to Resource Offer parameters; 

a. Market Participants are required to keep their Resource Offer operating 
parameters up-to-date during the Operating Day.  In the event of a required 
change in a Resource Offer operating parameter due to physical Resource changes 
during an Operating Hour, the Market Participant is responsible for notifying SPP 
of required changes, and  SPP will make the required modification for the current 
Operating Hour.  Market Participant shall remain responsible for accurately 
reflecting Resource operating parameters in their Resource Offer submissions for 
subsequent hours. 

(6) SPP Short-Term Load Forecast (STLF); 

a. Developed by SPP on a rolling Dispatch Interval basis for the SPP BA for the 
next twelve Dispatch Intervals. 
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(7) Intermittent  Resource output forecast; 

a. Developed by SPP on a rolling Dispatch Interval basis for each wind Resource for 
the next twelve Dispatch Intervals. 

4.4.2.2 RTBM Execution 

SPP executes the RTBM every 5-minutes for the next Dispatch Interval based on the inputs 
described above.   

(1) A simultaneous co-optimization methodology utilizing a SCED algorithm is employed to 
calculate Resource Dispatch Instructions and clear Regulation-Up, Regulation Down, 
Spinning Reserve and/or Supplemental Reserve to meet the SPP Short-Term Load Forecast 
and Operating Reserve requirements at minimum costs based upon submitted Offers while 
respecting Resource operating constraints and transmission constraints.   

(2) The SCED algorithm includes marginal loss sensitivity factors which approximate the 
change in marginal system losses for a change in Energy dispatch.  Inclusion of these 
factors further optimizes the Energy dispatch and reduces overall production costs. 

(3) To ensure rational pricing of cleared Operating Reserve products, the SCED algorithm will 
include product substitution logic as follows: 

(a) Any Regulation-Up Offers remaining once the Regulation-Up Requirement is satisfied 
may be used to meet Contingency Reserve requirements if Regulation-Up Offer is more 
economic or is needed to meet the overall Operating Reserve requirement;  

(b) Any Spinning Reserve Offers remaining once the Spinning Reserve Requirement is 
satisfied may be used to meet the Supplemental Reserve requirements if the Spinning 
Reserve Offer is more economic or is needed to meet the overall Operating Reserve 
requirement. 

The product substitution logic ensures that the MCP for Regulation-Up is always greater 
than or equal to the Spinning Reserve MCP and that the Spinning Reserve MCP is always 
greater than or equal to the Supplemental Reserve MCP. 

(3) To ensure that Market Participants are indifferent as to whether they are cleared for Energy 
or Operating Reserve, the co-optimization logic will provide through the Shadow Price 
calculation Market Clearing Prices for Operating Reserve that include any Energy lost 
opportunity costs incurred as a result of Operating Reserve clearing. 
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(4) Additionally, SPP executes a Look-Ahead SCED.  The Look-Ahead SCED will perform 
two functions: (1) anticipate the need to adjust Dispatch Instructions for the current 
Dispatch Interval to prepare to meet significant changes in forecasted load that is expected 
to occur several Dispatch Intervals into the future and (2) determine commitment of Quick-
Start Resources within the Operating Hour.  Look-Ahead SCED timing will be specified in 
the Market Protocols. 

(5)  If there is an actual Operating Reserve shortage during any Dispatch Interval, the MCPs 
for Operating Reserve will reflect Scarcity Prices set by the Demand Curves based upon 
the level of the shortage.  As a last resort, if there is a shortage of available capacity to meet 
demand requirements, SPP will begin load shedding procedures and all LMPs and MCPs 
will be set at the maximum Scarcity Price. 

(6) SPP operators may take the following actions within the Operating Hour to address excess 
generation conditions on either a system-wide or Reserve Zone basis, that were not 
alleviated through actions taken prior to the Operating Hour: 

i. Notify any remaining Resources not cleared for Regulation-Down that do not have a 
Dispatch Status of Fixed that were not notified prior to the Operating Hour that those 
Resources will be dispatched down to their Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating 
Limits; 

ii. De-commit any remaining Resources that were Self-Committed following the Day-
Ahead RUC process; 

iii. Curtail any remaining fixed Import Interchange Schedules that were submitted and 
approved following the Day-Ahead RUC process; 

iv. Reduce Resources with a Dispatch Status of Fixed and Intermittent Resources pro-
rata down to Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits; 

v. Curtail any remaining fixed Import Interchange Schedules pro-rata;  

vi. Reduce Resources with cleared Regulation-Down economically, as needed, down to 
Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit; 

vii. Coordinate with Generation Operators, SPP BA Operator and SPP Reliability 
Coordinator to de-commit generation to meet power balance. 

(7) If actions taken under (5) above are not sufficient to relieve the excess generation condition 
in any Dispatch Interval either on a system-wide basis or Reserve Zone basis, LMPs will be 
set by the Offers prices associated with Energy down to the Minimum Emergency Capacity 
Operating Limit or zero, whichever is less, to the extent that the Regulation-Down 
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requirement can be maintained.  If the actions under (5) above create a Regulation-Down 
shortage during any Dispatch Interval either on a system-wide basis or Reserve Zone basis, 
the MCPs for Regulation-Down will reflect Scarcity Prices and LMPs will reflect negative 
Scarcity Prices as set by the Regulation Demand Curve. 

(8) In parallel with the actions under (5) above, if there is a transmission constraint within a 
Reserve Zone occurring simultaneously with a Reserve Zone excess capacity event, SPP 
operators may take the following additional actions: 

i. Identify and communicate with owners of Resources with greater than a 5% 
Generation Shift Factor (“GSF”) on the constraint and fixed Import Interchange 
Transactions with greater than a 3% transfer distribution factor on constraint; 

ii. Issue TLR to curtail any Interchange Transactions that may be contributing to the 
loading; 

iii. Commit Quick Start Resources in the constrained area if they can be re-dispatched 
with other Resources in constrained area to relieve constraint without contributing to 
the excess capacity situation; 

(9) Ramp sharing is applied to ensure that short-term ramping deficiencies within an Operating 
Hour do not initiate unjustified Scarcity Pricing (i.e. Scarcity Pricing should only be 
initiated when there is a capacity shortage). 

i. A Resource may be dispatched for Energy in an amount up to its Ramp-Rate-Up or 
Ramp-Rate-Down multiplied by 5 minutes subject to capacity constraints; and 

ii. A Regulation Qualified Resource may clear for Regulation-Up in an amount up to the 
Resources Ramp-Rate-Up multiplied by 5 minutes subject to capacity constraints; and 

iii. A Regulation Qualified Resource may clear for Regulation-Down in an amount up to 
the Resources Ramp-Rate-Down multiplied by 5 minutes subject to capacity 
constraints; and 

iv. A Spin Qualified Resource may clear for Spinning Reserve in an amount up to the 
Resources Ramp-Rate-Up multiplied by 10 minutes subject to capacity constraints.  

4.4.2.3 RTBM Results 

Following execution of the RTBM SCED, the following results are communicated to Market 
Participants prior to the start of the applicable Dispatch Interval:  
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(1) Resource Dispatch Instructions.  The Dispatch Instruction is a MW output target for the 
end of the applicable Dispatch Interval. 

(2) Cleared Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve and Supplemental Reserve 
MW by Resource;    

i. These values are used by the Energy Management System (“EMS”) for Regulation 
Deployment and by the Reserve Sharing System (“RSS”) for Contingency Reserve 
Deployment. 

(3) Locational Marginal Prices (“LMPs”) for each Settlement Location, the Marginal 
Congestion Component (“MCC”) of LMP for each Settlement Location and the Marginal 
Losses Component (“MLC”) of LMP for each Settlement Location; and 

(4) Market Clearing Prices for Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve and 
Supplemental Reserve for each Reserve Zone 

4.4.2.4 Out-of-Merit Energy (“OOME”) Dispatch 

SPP may issue reliability directives via a Manual Dispatch Instruction to any on-line Resource to 
resolve Emergency conditions (referred to in the system as “OOME,” or out of merit energy).  A 
Resource will receive Setpoint Instructions that include a Manual Dispatch Instruction for the 
duration of the reliability directive.  SPP will issue Manual Dispatch Instructions at the MW 
level the Resource is expected to produce until such time as the constraint can be resolved by 
SCED through the RTBM.  SPP will make every effort to define and activate the appropriate 
constraints in RTBM SCED within one hour of the manual reconfiguration.  

When an OOME event occurs, SPP takes the following actions: 

(1) Notifications are immediately issued for all future intervals for which a SCED Dispatch 
Instruction has already been calculated and included in the Resource Setpoint Instruction;   

(2) Setpoint Instructions for future intervals not yet dispatched will include the Manual 
Dispatch Instruction instead of the SCED Dispatch Instruction for the same interval;   

(3) If more than one OOME event is initiated for the same Resource within a given interval, 
the Manual Dispatch Instruction indicating the latest timestamp will be utilized; 

(4) SPP notifies the Market Participant when the OOME event had ended;   

(5) Asset Owners are compensated for OOME events in accordance with Section 4.5.6.9. 
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4.4.3 Energy and Operating Reserve Deployment 

SPP Deploys Energy, Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down and Spinning Reserve simultaneously 
through the issuance of Setpoint Instructions to each Resource on a 4-second basis.  Deployment 
of Supplemental Reserve from off-line Quick-Start Resources is accomplished through SPP 
issuance of a start-up order following a Contingency Reserve event.  The Setpoint Instruction is 
the sum of: 

(1) The Resource MW Dispatch Instruction for the current Dispatch Interval either as 
developed by SCED under Section 4.4.2.3 or by Manual Dispatch Instruction as 
described under Section 4.4.2.4; 

(2) Regulation-Up Deployment Instruction; 

(3) Regulation-Down Deployment Instruction; and  

(4) Spinning Reserve Deployment Instruction. 

Resource Setpoint Instructions represent the total amount of desired deployment (i.e. the Setpoint 
Instruction does not include a ramped signal, but a stepped signal).  However, for information 
purposes, SPP will also provide a ramped Setpoint Instruction. 

4.4.3.1 Regulation Deployment 

Regulation Deployment is limited to Resources that have cleared Regulation-Up and Regulation-
Down. Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down is deployed on specific Resources through Setpoint 
Instructions via the AGC system on an economic basis.  Specific deployment rules will be 
specified in the Market Protocols.   

4.4.3.2 Contingency Reserve Deployment 

Contingency Reserve procured in the RTBM will be deployed through a Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Instruction, via both Inter-Control Center Communications Protocol (“ICCP”) and 
Extensible Markup Language (“XML”) instruction, following a system event, normally 
following the sudden loss of a Resource.  Reserve Sharing Group coordination will be specified 
in the Market Protocols.  The following rules apply to the deployment of Contingency Reserve: 

(1) Contingency Reserve is deployed on Resources with cleared Contingency Reserve, 
Export Interchange Transactions providing Supplemental Reserve in the Dispatch 
Interval immediately following the system event;  
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(2) Spinning Reserve is deployed ahead of Supplemental Reserve cleared on off-line 
Quick-Start Resources;  

(3) If the amount of Spinning Reserve cleared is greater than or equal to the Contingency 
Reserve amount required in response to a contingency, no Supplemental Reserve is 
deployed;  

(4) Spinning Reserve is deployed in proportion to the amount of Spinning Reserve cleared 
on each Resource;   

(5) Supplemental Reserve is deployed on Resources in merit order based on economics of 
Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer, Energy Offer Curves and Minimum Run Time, subject 
to Reserve Zone import limits.  Supplemental Reserve supplied from Export 
Interchange Transactions will be deployed first in the order.   

4.4.3.3 Contingency Reserve Recovery 

Following an Operating Reserve contingency, the SPP Balancing Authority will restore its 
Contingency Reserve to its pre-disturbance Contingency Reserve requirement by the end of the 
Assistance Period, which is defined in the SPP Criteria.  During the Assistance Period, the Real-
Time Balancing Market will clear Contingency Reserve up to the pre-disturbance Contingency 
Reserve requirement or to the level of available capacity, whichever is less, and Scarcity Pricing 
will not apply.   

4.4.4 Energy and Operating Reserve Deployment Failure 

Market Participants that fail to comply with Setpoint Instructions during Dispatch Intervals that 
do not include any Contingency Reserve deployment will incur a portion of Real-Time Make-
Whole Payment Amount costs unless specifically exempted per Section 4.4.4.1A and may also 
incur Regulation Deployment failure charges.  During any Dispatch Interval that includes a 
Contingency Reserve deployment, Uninstructed Resource Deviation does not apply on a 
Resource that is deployed for Contingency Reserve.  However, Resources that are deployed for 
Contingency Reserve may be subject to Contingency Reserve deployment failure charges if these 
Resources fail to deploy the instructed amount of Contingency Reserve.  Uninstructed Resource 
Deviation, Regulation Deployment failure charges and Contingency Reserve deployment failure 
charges are described in the following subsections. 

4.4.4.1 Uninstructed Resource Deviation  

The following rules apply to the calculation of Uninstructed Resource Deviation (“URD”).    

Deleted: 3.3
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(1) URD is the difference between a Resource’s average ramped MW Setpoint Instruction 
over a Dispatch Interval and the Resources actual average MW output over the 
Dispatch Interval.  If an Asset Owner has multiple Resources modeled at a Common 
Bus, the Resources’ combined average ramped MW Setpoint Instruction and the 
Resources’ combined actual average MW output at the Common Bus will be used for 
URD calculation purposes for the Dispatch Interval.      

(2) A Resource’s URD is allocated a portion of the Real-Time Make-Whole Payment costs 
in any Dispatch Interval where Resource’s URD is outside of its Operating Tolerance 
unless that Resource has been exempted from URD under Section A below. 

a. A generating unit Resource’s Operating Tolerance in each Dispatch Interval is 
equal to the Resource’s Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit 
multiplied by 5%, subject to a minimum of 5 MW and a maximum of 20 MW.   

b. A Dispatchable Demand Response Resource’s Operating Tolerance in each 
Dispatch Interval is equal to the resource’s Maximum Emergency Capacity 
Operating Limit multiplied by 5%, subject to a minimum of 5 MW and a 
maximum of 20 MW.   

c. A Block Demand Response Resource’s Operating Tolerance in each Dispatch 
Interval is equal to the resource’s Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit 
multiplied by 5%, subject to a minimum of 5 MW and a maximum of 20 MW. 

d. The Common Bus Operating Tolerance for each Asset Owner registered at the 
Common Bus is equal to the sum of that Asset Owner’s Resources’ Maximum 
Emergency Capacity Operating Limits for Resources that are on-line multiplied 
by 5%, subject to a minimum of 5 MW and a maximum of 20 MW.  If the URD 
calculated for each Asset Owner at the Common Bus is less than or equal that 
Asset Owner’s Common Bus Operating Tolerance, then that Asset Owner’s 
Resources at the Common Bus are exempt from URD. 

e. If the absolute value of a Resource’s URD is greater than the Resource’s 
Operating Tolerance in any Dispatch Interval, the Resource URD / 12 is included 
in the hourly allocation of Real-Time Make-Whole Payment cost allocation.  The 
hourly URD amount is calculated as the sum of Dispatch Interval URD for the 
hour.  See Section 4.5.6.10 for calculation details.   

A. URD Exemptions 
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A Resource’s URD shall be considered equal to zero under the following situations:  

(a) A Resource is placed in Manual Dispatch status by the SPP operator following 
verification from the Market Participant; 

(b) The Resource received an out of merit dispatch instruction from the SPP operator; 

(c) The start-up time frame during a Resource start-up; 

(d) The shut-down time frame during a Resource shut-down; 

(e) The Resource is deployed for Contingency Reserve; 

(f) The Resource trips or is derated after receiving Dispatch Instructions; 

(g) There is missing or bad Resource SCADA data; 

(h) During a system Emergency if the URD is above the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction in a 
shortage condition or if the URD is below the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction during an 
excess generation condition; or 

(i) If a Dispatch Instruction is issued to a Resource beyond the reported capabilities due to 
software constraint relaxation. 

(j) If the Resource is part of a Common Bus and the URD calculated at the Common Bus is 
less than the Operating Tolerance calculated at the Common Bus. 

(k) SPP may set Uninstructed Resource Deviation to zero to the extent a Market Participant 
can demonstrate such deviation was caused solely by events or conditions beyond its 
control, and without the fault or negligence of the Market Participant.  The Market 
Participant must provide SPP with adequate documentation through the invoice dispute 
process in order for the Market Participant to be eligible to avoid such Uninstructed 
Resource Deviation.  SPP shall determine through the dispute process whether such 
Uninstructed Resource Deviation should be waived 

4.4.4.2 Regulation Deployment Failure Charges 

In any Dispatch Interval, if the URD of a Resource with cleared Regulation-Up, Regulation-
Down or both is outside of the Resource’s Operating Tolerance, that Market Participant will 
incur a Regulation Deployment failure charge.  The Regulation Deployment failure charge is 
described under Section 4.5.6.12.  

Comment [WRC9]: Check with Ken on where 
this value is calculated. 

Comment [WRC10]: This is currently 
included in EIS Protocols. 

Deleted: equal to the sum of:¶
the greater of: (1) DA Market cleared Regulation-Up 
multiplied by the maximum of DA Market 
Regulation-Up MCP or RTBM Regulation-Up MCP 
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4.4.4.3 Contingency Reserve Deployment Failure Charges 

An Asset Owner receiving a Contingency Reserve Deployment Instruction must pass one of the 
following four tests in order to be in full compliance with the instruction.  Each of these tests is 
performed either at the individual Resource level or at a Common Bus level if the Asset Owner’s 
Resource receiving the Contingency Reserve Deployment Instruction is registered at a Common 
Bus.  A Resource that fails all four tests will receive a Contingency Reserve deployment failure 
charge as described under Section 4.5.6.13.   The four tests are described as follows: 

(1) Test 1:  Test 1 compares the Resource expected output or Common Bus expected output at 
the end of the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period to the Resource actual output or 
Common Bus actual output as measured at the end of the Contingency Reserve Deployment 
Period.  

i. The expected output for Resources deployed for Spinning Reserve is equal to the 
Resource’s instantaneous ramped Setpoint Instruction at the end of the Contingency 
Reserve Deployment Period.   

ii. The expected output for Resources deployed for Supplemental Reserve is equal to the 
amount of Supplemental Reserve deployed.   

iii. The Common Bus expected output for an Asset Owner is equal to the sum of the 
expected outputs described under i. and ii. above for all of the Asset Owner’s Resources 
at the Common Bus.   

iv. The Common Bus actual output is equal to the sum of actual outputs of all the Asset 
Owner’s Resources at the Common Bus.   

Exhibit 4-7 provides an illustration of Test 1 showing Spinning Reserve deployment for a 
Resource or Common Bus that has passed Test 1 because the actual output at the end of the 
Contingency Reserve Deployment Period is greater than or equal to the expected output 
(Resource A Ramped Setpoint) resulting in a Shortfall Quantity that is equal to zero.  An actual 
output that is less than the expected output would constitute a failure of Test 1 resulting in a 
Shortfall Quantity equal to the difference between the expected output and the actual output.  
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Exhibit 4-7: Contingency Reserve Deployment Compliance Measurement- Test 1 

Resource A Actual

Resource A Stepped Setpoint 

Resource A Ramped Setpoint

Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4

Event 
Start

Event 
End

Shortfall 
calculated

here

Actual Output  (SCADA) 
Expected Output

 

(2) Test 2:  Test 2 also compares the Resource expected output or Common Bus expected output 
at the end of the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period to the Resource actual output or 
Common Bus actual output as measured at the end of the Contingency Reserve Deployment 
Period.  

i. The expected output for Resources deployed for Spinning Reserve is equal to the 
Resource’s instantaneous stepped Setpoint Instruction at the end of the Contingency 
Reserve Deployment Period.     

ii. The expected output for Resources deployed for Supplemental Reserve is equal to the 
amount of Supplemental Reserve deployed.   

iii. The Common Bus expected output for an Asset Owner is equal to the sum of the 
expected outputs described under i. and ii. above for all of the Asset Owner’s Resources 
at the Common Bus.   

iv. The Common Bus actual output is equal to the sum of actual outputs of all the Asset 
Owner’s Resources at the Common Bus.   

Exhibit 4-8 provides an illustration of Test 2 showing Spinning Reserve deployment for a 
Resource or Common Bus that has passed Test 2 because the actual output at the end of the 
Contingency Reserve Deployment Period is greater than or equal to the expected output 
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(Resource A Stepped Setpoint) resulting in a Shortfall Quantity that is equal to zero.  An actual 
output that is less than the expected output would constitute a failure of Test 2 resulting in a 
Shortfall Quantity equal to the difference between the expected output and the actual output.      

Exhibit 4-8: Contingency Reserve Deployment Compliance Measurement- Test 2 

Resource A Actual

Resource A Stepped Setpoint 

Resource A Ramped Setpoint

Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4

Event 
Start

Event 
End

Shortfall 
calculated

here

Expected Output

Actual Output (SCADA) 

 

Test 3:  Test 3 compares the change in Resource expected output or Common Bus expected 
output between the beginning and the end of the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period to the 
change in Resource actual output or Common Bus actual output between the beginning and the 
end of the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period.  

i. The change in expected output for Resources deployed for Spinning Reserve is equal to 
the difference between the Resource’s instantaneous ramped Setpoint Instruction at the 
end of the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period and the Resource’s instantaneous 
ramped Setpoint Instruction at the beginning of the Contingency Reserve Deployment 
Period.   

ii. The change in expected output for Resources deployed for Supplemental Reserve is equal 
to the amount of Supplemental Reserve deployed.   

iii. The change in Common Bus expected output is equal to the difference between: (a) the 
sum of the expected outputs described under i. and ii. above at the end of the 
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Contingency Reserve Deployment Period for all of the Asset Owner’s Resources at the 
Common Bus.; and (b) the sum of the expected outputs described under i. and ii. above at 
the beginning of the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period for all of the Asset 
Owner’s Resources at the Common Bus.   

iv. The change in Common Bus actual output is equal to the difference between: (a) the sum 
of all actual outputs at the end of the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period for all of 
the Asset Owner’s Resources at the Common Bus; and (b) the sum of all actual outputs at 
the beginning of the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period for all of the Asset 
Owner’s Resources at the Common Bus.   

Exhibit 4-9 provides an illustration of Test 3 showing Spinning Reserve deployment for a 
Resource or Common Bus that has passed Test 3 because the change in actual output is greater 
than or equal to the change in expected output (as measured using Resource A Ramped Setpoint) 
over the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period resulting in a Shortfall Quantity that is equal 
to zero.  A change in actual output that is less than the change in expected output would 
constitute a failure of Test 3 resulting in a Shortfall Quantity equal to the difference between the 
change in expected output and the change in actual output.      

Exhibit 4-9: Contingency Reserve Deployment Compliance Measurement- Test 3 

Resource A Actual

Resource A Stepped Setpoint 

Resource A Ramped Setpoint

Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4

Event 
Start

Event 
End

Shortfall 
calculated

here

End of Deployment Period 
Telemetered (SCADA) Start of Deployment Period 

Telemetered (SCADA) 

Delta Actual 
Output 

Delta Expected 
Output 
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Test 4:  Test 4 also compares the change in Resource expected output or Common Bus expected 
output between the beginning and the end of the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period to the 
change in Resource actual output or Common Bus actual output between the beginning and the 
end of the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period except that the expected output is calculated 
using the stepped Setpoint Instruction.  

i. The change in expected output for Resources deployed for Spinning Reserve is equal to 
the difference between the Resource’s instantaneous stepped Setpoint Instruction at the 
end of the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period and the Resource’s instantaneous 
stepped Setpoint Instruction at the beginning of the Contingency Reserve Deployment 
Period.     

ii. The change in expected output for Resources deployed for Supplemental Reserve is equal 
to the amount of Supplemental Reserve deployed.   

iii. The change in Common Bus expected output is equal to the difference between: (a) the 
sum of the expected outputs described under i. and ii. above at the end of the 
Contingency Reserve Deployment Period for all of the Asset Owner’s Resources at the 
Common Bus.; and (b) the sum of the expected outputs described under i. and ii. above at 
the beginning of the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period for all of the Asset 
Owner’s Resources at the Common Bus.   

iv. The change in Common Bus actual output is equal to the difference between: (a) the sum 
of all actual outputs at the end of the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period for all of 
the Asset Owner’s Resources at the Common Bus; and (b) the sum of all actual outputs at 
the beginning of the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period for all of the Asset 
Owner’s Resources at the Common Bus.   

Exhibit 4-10 provides an illustration of Test 4 showing Spinning Reserve deployment for a 
Resource or Common Bus that has passed Test 4 because the change in actual output is greater 
than or equal to the change in expected output (as measured using Resource A Stepped Setpoint) 
over the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period resulting in a Shortfall Quantity that is equal 
to zero.  A change in actual output that is less than the change in expected output would 
constitute a failure of Test 4 resulting in a Shortfall Quantity equal to the difference between the 
change in expected output and the change in actual output.         
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Exhibit 4-10: Contingency Reserve Deployment Compliance Measurement- Test 4 

Resource A Actual

Resource A Stepped Setpoint 

Resource A Ramped Setpoint 

Int 1 Int 2 Int 3 Int 4

Event 
Start

Event 
End

Shortfall 
calculated

here

End of Deployment Period 
Telemetered (SCADA) 

Start of Deployment Period 
Telemetered (SCADA) 

Delta Actual 
Output 

Delta Expected 
Output 

 

4.4.5 Inadvertent Management 

SPP shall maintain inadvertent accounts and administer inadvertent payback for the SPP 
Balancing Authority Area.  In doing so, SPP shall adhere to the following principles: 

1. Inadvertent payback shall be administered in accordance with NERC criteria, applicable 
Joint Operating Agreements, and Good Utility Practice; 

2. Inadvertent payback decisions shall be made without regard to possible profits or losses 
resulting from changes in energy costs over time. 

4.4.5.1 Inadvertent Payback Reporting 

The SPP BA will report its Inadvertent Interchange balance with the applicable interconnection.  
SPP reporting will be consistent with the requirements and timelines for Balancing Authorities 
outlined in NERC Reliability Standard BAL-006-0. In addition SPP will maintain records of 
Inadvertent Interchange financially settled with each control area and will provide AIE data (pre 
and post settlement) for any surveys or formal data requests.  

Deleted: ¶
¶
¶
¶
For each Contingency Reserve event, if a deployed 
Resource’s actual output is less than the expected 
output, the Resource will incur a Contingency 
Reserve deployment failure charge that is equal to 
the difference between the Resource’s expected 
output, in MW and the Resource’s actual output, in 
MW multiplied by the Resource RTBM LMP in the 
interval.¶

Comment [A11]: I assume this is not longer 
required or, that is  covered via the Inadvertent 
Energy Amount billing determinant under the 
RNU Charge Type. 
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The SPP BA will manage and pay back its net Inadvertent Interchange balance following 
NAESB WEQBPS-005-000 Inadvertent Interchange payback.  Inadvertent payback will be 
initiated based on an objective and publicly available process that is triggered on balances 
exceeding statistical norms. Inadvertent payback will be done during periods and in amounts 
such that payback will not burden others or interfere with time corrections. Financial gain will 
not factor into the decision to payback or recover inadvertent interchange. 

 

Comment [A12]: This is already stated 
above.  Do we need to repeat it here? 
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4.5 Post Operating Day and Settlement Activities 

Post Operating Day activities begin on the day immediately following the Operating Day.  SPP 
issues initial settlement statements for each Operating Day on the 7th day following the 
Operating Day and final settlement statements on the 47th day following the Operating Day.  
Settlement statements will be configurable by Market Participants to show hourly net amounts or 
to show that Market Participant’s hourly and sub-hourly billing quantities at each Settlement 
Location to be paid or credited resulting from the DA Market and RTBM settlements.  
Settlement invoices are issued on weekly basis.   

Metering standards associated with submittal of actual load and Resource Energy quantities are 
specified in Sections 1 through 4 and settlement data reporting processes are specified in 
Sections 1-3, 5-6 of the Meter Technical and Data Reporting Protocols, Appendix D, of these 
Market Protocols. 

Exhibit 4-11 provides a representative overall timeline of Post Operating Day activities. 

Exhibit 4-11: Post Operating Day Activities Timeline 

2/1 3/31

2/7 2/14 2/21 2/28 3/7 3/14 3/21 3/28

2/1 - 3/31
Post Operating Day

2/8 - 3/31
Issue Daily Initial 

Settlement Statements

2/18
Issue Invoice

2/25
Issue Invoice

3/4
Issue Invoice

3/11
Issue Invoice

3/18
Issue Invoice

3/25
Issue Invoice

2/1 - 3/31
Perform Settlement 

Calculations

3/20 - 3/31

Issue Daily Final
Settlement Statements

2/1 - 2/4

MP Financial 
Transaction Submittal

2/4
MP Meter Data Submittal 3/16

MP Meter Data Submittal

 
 
A description of the DA Market and RTBM settlements is provided in the following subsections.  
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4.5.1 Settlement Sign Conventions 

Settlement statements use negative signs to reflect payments to Market Participants and positive 
signs to reflect charges to Market Participants.  Throughout the settlement calculations, 
multiplication by (-1) is used to attain the proper sign convention. The following sign 
conventions are applied for settlement calculations: 

1. Cleared Resource MWh and Virtual Energy Offer MWh in the DA Market is negative 
value; 

2. Cleared load MWh and Virtual Energy Bid MWh in the DA Market is a positive value; 

3. Import Interchange Transaction MWh is a negative value; 

4. Export Interchange Transaction MWh is a positive value; 

5. Dispatch Instruction MW is a positive value; 

6. Setpoint Instruction, Dispatch Instruction, Regulation-Up Deployment instructions and 
Regulation-Down Deployment instructions  are positive value; 

7. Cleared Operating Reserve MWs in the DA Market and RTBM are positive values; 

8. Regulation-Up deployment MW and Regulation-Down deployment MW are positive 
values; 

9. All MWs associated with TCRs are positive values; 

10. Actual Meter values and telemetered/State Estimator values for Resource output is a 
negative value;  

11. Actual meter values and telemetered/State Estimator values for Load consumption is a 
positive value; 

12. Net Actual Interchange out of the SPP BAA is a positive value; 

13. Net Actual Interchange into the SPP BAA is a negative value; 

14. Net Scheduled Interchange out of the SPP BAA is a positive value; 

15. Net Scheduled Interchange into the SPP BAA is a negative value; 

16. Inadvertent Energy out of the SPP Balancing Authority Area is a positive value. 

17. Inadvertent Energy into the SPP Balancing Authority Area is a negative value. 
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4.5.2 Commercial Model 

The Commercial Model describes the financial market relationships of the Market Participants 
and the Asset Owners (AOs), and the commercial relationships among the elements of the 
Network Model. The hierarchy of relationships along with their descriptions is as follows.   

• Electrical Node (ENode) Level 

• Pricing Node Level (PNode) Level  

• Aggregate Pricing Node Level (APNode) Level  

• Settlement Locations 

• Asset Owner Level 

• Market Participant Level 

A. Electrical Nodes 

The Electrical Nodes (ENodes) are the finest level of granularity in the Commercial Model. 
ENodes represent the physical connection points in the Transmission System Network Model.  
ENodes include all locations in the Network Model where electrical equipment components (e.g. 
generators, loads, transmission lines, and transformers) connect.   

B. Pricing Nodes 

Pricing Nodes (PNodes) represent a subset of the ENodes at which SPP calculates the LMP of 
supplying and consuming Energy.  PNodes are defined for all locations where energy is injected 
and/or withdrawn from the Transmissions System, as well as other commercially significant 
buses.     

B.1 Aggregated Pricing Nodes 

The Aggregated Pricing Node (APNode) represents an aggregation of two or more 
PNodes using weighting factors.  For each APNode, the relationship of PNodes to 
APNodes determines how Energy at the APNode level is allocated at the PNode/ENode 
level and/or how prices at the PNode level are weighted at the APNode level.  This nodal 
relationship is maintained in SPP’s registration system. However, weighting factors may 
vary based on projected or historical injection/withdrawal values at each PNode for the 
applicable market process. 

Comment [A13]: Need to add Reserve 
Zones, Common Bus, and Meter Locations 
aggregating into a single SL. 
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C. Settlement Locations 

Settlement Locations represent the next hierarchical level in the Commercial Model and have a 
relationship to a single PNode or APNode.  Energy supply and demand is financially settled at 
the Settlement Locations based on the appropriate PNode or APNode LMP and Settlement 
Location energy injection or withdrawal level.   There are four types of Settlement Locations:  
Resource, Load, Hub and Interface. 

D. Asset Owners 

The Asset Owner is the next higher hierarchical level in the Commercial Model and typically, 
but not necessarily, represents a company. A company may choose to be registered as more than 
one Asset Owner.  Within the Commercial Model, Asset Owners can own any combination of 
generation, Load, and/or TCR assets within the SPP Region.  All Asset Owners must each be 
represented by a Market Participant.   SPP calculates charges and produces market settlements 
statements for each Asset Owner.  Each Settlement statement provides the billing determinants 
for each transaction, along with the Asset Owner’s total financial obligation resulting from its 
transactions. 

E. Market Participants 

The Market Participant is the highest hierarchical level in the Commercial Model and is the 
entity in the Commercial Model that is financially obligated to SPP for market settlements.  A 
single Market Participant represents one or more Asset Owners.  A single Market Participant 
may authorize other entities to act on its behalf.  The Market Participant remains financially 
responsible for market settlements.    

Exhibit 4-12 provides an illustration of potential relationships within the Commercial Model. 
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Exhibit 4-12: Example of Commercial Model Relationships 

 
 Legend:   AO = Asset Owner  

MP = Market Participant 
G = Generator 
L = Load 
D = Demand Response 

 

4.5.3 Financial Schedules 

Asset Owners may submit Financial Schedules for Energy and Financial Schedules for Operating 
Reserve up to four days following the applicable Operating Day.   

Transactions related to  Financial Schedules for Energy must specify the Settlement Location, 
the MW amount, the buyer, the seller and which market it applies to (DA Market or RTBM).  
The seller receives an increase in load obligation equal to the specified MW amount and the 
buyer receives a reduction in load obligation equal to the specified MW amount at the specified 
Settlement Location.  
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Transactions related to Financial Schedules for Operating Reserve must specify the buyer, the 
seller, the Operating Reserve product, the MW obligation transfer and the Reserve Zone within 
which the obligation transfer applies.  The seller receives an increase in Operating Reserve 
obligation equal to the specified MW and the buyer receives a corresponding decrease in 
Operating Reserve obligation within the specified Reserve Zone. 

4.5.4 Precision and Rounding 

Exhibit 4-12 documents the input data precision assumptions and the rounding assumptions 
related to calculated values for each intermediate bill determinant and all charge types.  The Unit 
column corresponds to the Unit column included in the variable description tables included with 
each charge type.  The rounding assumptions in Exhibit 4-13 under the Calculated Data are 
applied to all variable names that begin with a ‘#’. 

Exhibit 4-13: Input Data Precision and Rounding Assumptions 

Input Data  
Maximum Allowable Precision 

Calculated Data  

Unit Precision Unit Rounding 
$/MW or $/MWh .0001 $ .01 

MWh .001 MWh .001 
MW .001 MW .001 

Factor .0001 Factor .0001 
$ .01 (for cost data) Rate .0001 

4.5.5 Day-Ahead Market Settlement 

Settlement calculations for Energy and Operating Reserve in the DA Market are performed on an 
hourly basis for each Operating Day and are based upon the results of the DA Market clearing 
for that Operating Day.   

Each Market Participant with cleared Offers is paid: 

• for the amount of physical Energy sold, net of Financial Schedules for Energy, at the 
associated LMP; 

• for the amount of virtual Energy sold at the associated LMP; 

• for the amount of Regulation-Up sold at the associated Regulation-Up MCP, 

Comment [A14]: Note that variable 
identification is not yet complete. 
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• for the amount of Regulation-Down sold at the associated Regulation-Down MCP,  

• for the amount of Spinning Reserve sold at the associated Spinning Reserve MCP; and  

• for the amount of Supplemental Reserve sold at the associated Supplemental Reserve 
MCP.   

Each Market Participant with cleared Bids is charged: 

• for the amount of physical Energy purchased, net of Financial Schedules for Energy, at 
the associated LMP; and 

• for the amount of virtual Energy purchased at the associated LMP. 

Market Participants of SPP committed Resources in the DA Market will also receive a make 
whole payment if the total revenues received for Energy and Operating Reserve sales in the DA 
Market settlement are less than the Resource’s Offer costs associated with those sales.  Make-
Whole payments are calculated on a commitment period basis and are collected on a daily basis 
from Asset Owners based upon their pro-rata share of the sum of all Bids cleared in the 
Operating Day.  

Settlements related to congestion management are also performed as part of the Day-Ahead 
Market settlement.  Holders of TCRs are paid (or charged) for the amount of TCRs held between 
a particular source and sink at the difference between the sink MCC and the source MCC.  

Finally, settlement associated with revenue over collection due to the impact of marginal losses 
on the DA Market LMPs is also performed as part of the Day-Ahead Market settlement.  The 
surplus collection is allocated to physical load and exports that cleared in the Day-Ahead Market 
pro-rata based upon the amount of marginal loss revenue collected from each physical load and 
export in the Day-Ahead Market. 

The following subsections describe the DA Market settlement charge types.  For each charge 
type, the initial calculation is performed at the hourly level for each Asset Owner at each 
Settlement Location.  In addition to the hourly values, daily values will be accessible on the 
Settlement Statement for all charge types.  Each charge type calculation is described in the 
following subsections. 
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4.5.5.1 Day-Ahead Asset Energy Amount 

(1) A DA Market credit or charge for net physical Energy activity associated with load and 
Resources, adjusted for Financial Schedules for Energy, is calculated at each Settlement 
Location for each Asset Owner for each Hour.  The net amount is calculated as follows: 

#DaEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h = DaLmpHrlyPrc s, h * ( DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h 

- ∑
t

DaEnFinHrlyQty a, s, h, t  ) 

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The net 
daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

 DaEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The net daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaEnergyAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 DaEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The net amount is calculated as 
follows: 

DaEnergyMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaEnergyAoAmt a, m, d 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Day-Ahead Asset Energy Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour - The DA Market 
amount to AO a for net cleared Resource’s and 
load, net of Financial Schedules for Energy, at 
Settlement Location s for the Hour.   

DaLmpHrlyPrc s, h $/MWh Hour Day-Ahead LMP - The DA Market LMP at 
Settlement Location s for the Hour. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h MWh Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Energy Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour - The total net 
quantity of Energy represented by AO a’s DA 
Market cleared Resource Offers and Demand Bids 
in the DA Market at Settlement Location s for the 
Hour.   

DaEnFinHrlyQty a, s, h, t MWh Hour Day-Ahead Asset Energy Financial Schedule per 
AO per Transaction  per Settlement Location per 
Hour - The quantity specified by the buyer AO 
and seller AO in a DA Market Financial Schedule 
for Energy at Asset Settlement Location s, for each 
transaction t, for the Hour.  The buyer AO quantity 
is a positive value and the seller AO quantity is a 
negative value. 

DaEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Asset Energy Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Operating Day - The DA 
Market amount to AO a for net cleared offers and 
bids, net of Financial Schedules for Energy, at 
Settlement Location s for the Operating Day.   

DaEnergyAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Asset Energy Amount per AO per 
Operating Day - The DA Market amount to AO a 
associated with Market Participant m for net 
cleared offers and bids, net of Financial Schedules 
for Energy for the Operating Day.   

DaEnergyMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Asset Energy Amount per Market 
Participant  per Operating Day - The DA Market 
amount to Market Participant m for net cleared 
offers and bids, net of Financial Schedules for 
Energy for the Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a single 

virtual energy transaction, a single Financial 
Schedule, a single contracted Operating Reserve 
transaction, a single TCR instrument, or a single 
ARR award. 

h none none An Hour. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.2 Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Amount 

(1) A DA Market credit or charge for net physical Energy activity associated Interchange 
Transactions, adjusted for Financial Schedules for Energy, is calculated at each Settlement 
Location for each Asset Owner for each Hour.  The net amount is calculated as follows: 

#DaNEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h =  

DaLmpHrlyPrc s, h * (∑
i
∑

t

( DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t,  / 12) 

- ∑
t

DaNEnFinHrlyQty a, s, h, t   

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The net 
daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaNEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

 DaNEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The net daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaNEnergyAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 DaNEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The net daily amount is calculated 
as follows: 

DaNEnergyMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaNEnergyAoAmt a, m, d 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaNEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour - The DA Market 
amount to AO a for net cleared Interchange 
Transactions, net of Financial Schedules for 
Energy, at Settlement Location s for the Hour.   

DaLmpHrlyPrc s, h $/MWh Hour Day-Ahead LMP - The DA Market LMP at 
Settlement Location s for the Hour. 

DaNEnFinHrlyQty a, s, h, t MWh Hour Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Financial Schedule 
for Energy per Transaction per AO per Settlement 
Location per Hour - The quantity specified by the 
buyer AO and seller AO in a DA Market Financial 
Schedule for Energy at Non-Asset Settlement 
Location s, for each transaction t, for the Hour.  
The buyer AO quantity is a positive value and the 
seller AO quantity is a negative value. 

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Interchange Transaction Quantity per 
AO per Transaction per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval - The quantity of energy 
represented by AO a’s Interchange Transactions in 
the DA Market at Settlement Location s, for each 
tagged transaction t, for the Dispatch Interval.   

DaNEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Operating Day - The DA 
Market amount to AO a for net cleared offers and 
bids, net of Financial Schedules for Energy, at 
Settlement Location s for the Operating Day.   

DaNEnergyAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Amount per AO per 
Operating Day - The DA Market amount to AO a 
associated with Market Participant m for net 
cleared offers and bids, net of Financial Schedules 
for Energy for the Operating Day.   

DaNEnergyMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Amount per Market 
Participant  per Operating Day - The DA Market 
amount to Market Participant m for net cleared 
offers and bids, net of Financial Schedules for 
Energy for the Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a single 

virtual energy transaction, a single Financial 
Schedule, a single contracted Operating Reserve 
transaction, a single TCR instrument, or a single 
ARR award. 

h none none An Hour. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.3 Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Amount 

(1) A DA Market credit or charge for net virtual Energy activity will be calculated at each 
Settlement Location for each Asset Owner for each hour.  The net amount is calculated as 
follows: 

#DaVEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h = DaLmpHrlyPrc s, h * ∑
t

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t 

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The net 
daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaVEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

DaVEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The net daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaVEnergyAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 DaVEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The net daily amount is calculated 
as follows: 

DaVEnergyMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaVEnergyAoAmt a, m, d 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaVEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h, t $ Hour Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour per Transaction - The 
DA Market amount to AO a for net cleared Virtual 
Energy Offers and Virtual Energy Bids at Settlement 
Location s for each transaction for the Hour.   

DaLmpHrlyPrc s, h $/MWh Hour Day-Ahead LMP – The value described under 
Section 4.5.5.1. 

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t MWh Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Quantity per AO 
per Transaction per Settlement Location per Hour - 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

The virtual energy quantity represented by AO a’s 
cleared Virtual Energy Offers and Virtual Demand 
Bids in the DA Market at Settlement Location s for 
each transaction t for the Hour. 

DaVEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Operating Day - The DA 
Market amount to AO a for net cleared virtual offers 
and bids, net of Financial Schedules for Energy, at 
Settlement Location s for the Operating Day.   

DaVEnergyAoAmt a, m,  d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Amount per AO per 
Operating Day - The DA Market amount to AO a 
associated with Market Participant m for net cleared 
virtual offers and bids, net of Financial Schedules 
for Energy for the Operating Day.   

DaVEnergyMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Amount per Market 
Participant  per Operating Day - The DA Market 
amount to Market Participant m for net cleared 
virtual offers and bids, net of Financial Schedules 
for Energy for the Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
h none none An Hour. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a single 

virtual energy transaction, a single Financial 
Schedule, a single contracted Operating Reserve 
transaction, a single TCR instrument, or a single 
ARR award. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.4 Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Amount 

(1) A DA Market credit or charge1 for cleared Regulation-Up will be calculated at each 
Settlement Location for each Asset Owner for each hour.  The amount will be calculated as 
follows: 

#DaRegUpHrlyAmt a, s, h = (DaRegUpMcpHrlyPrc z, s, h * DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h ) * (-1) 

 

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The daily 
amount is calculated as follows: 

DaRegUpDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

 DaRegUpHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaRegUpAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 DaRegUpDlyAmt a, s, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

DaRegUpMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaRegUpAoAmt a, m, d 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaRegUpHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Amount per AO per Resource 
Settlement Location per Hour - The DA Market amount 
to AO a for cleared Regulation-Up Offers at Resource 
Settlement Location s for the Hour.   

                                                 
1 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit.  The charge is included here for the rare occasion 
when a charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaRegUpMcpHrlyPrc z, s, h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead MCP for Regulation-Up - The DA Market 
MCP for Regulation-Up for the Reserve Zone that 
includes Resource Settlement Location s for the Hour. 

DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Regulation-Up Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour - The total quantity of 
Regulation-Up MW represented by AO a’s cleared 
Regulation-Up Offers in the DA Market at Resource 
Settlement Location s  for the Hour.   

DaRegUpDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Up  Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Operating Day - The DA 
Market amount to AO a for cleared Regulation-Up 
Offers at Settlement Location s for the Operating Day.   

DaRegUpAoAmt a, m,  d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Up  Amount per AO per 
Operating Day - The DA Market amount to AO a 
associated with Market Participant m for cleared 
Regulation-Up Offers for the Operating Day.   

DaRegUpMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Up  Amount per MP per 
Operating Day - The DA Market amount to Market 
Participant m for cleared Regulation-Up Offers for the 
Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Resource Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
z none none A Reserve Zone. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.5 Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Amount 

(1) A DA Market credit or charge2 for cleared Regulation-Down will be calculated at each 
Settlement Location for each Asset Owner for each hour.  The amount will be calculated as 
follows: 

#DaRegDnHrlyAmt a, s, h = (DaRegDnMcpHrlyPrc z, s, h * DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h ) * (-1) 

 

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The daily 
amount is calculated as follows: 

DaRegDnDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

 DaRegDnHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaRegDnAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 DaRegDnDlyAmt a, s, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

DaRegDnMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaRegDnAoAmt a, m, d 

 

                                                 
2 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit.  The charge is included here for the rare occasion 
when a charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaRegDnHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Amount per AO per 
Resource Settlement Location per Hour - The DA Market 
amount to AO a for cleared Regulation-Down Offers at 
Resource Settlement Location s for the Hour.   

DaRegDnMcpHrlyPrc z, s, h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead MCP for Regulation-Down - The DA Market 
MCP for Regulation-Down for the Reserve Zone that 
includes Resource Settlement Location s for the hour. 

DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Regulation-Down Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Hour - The total quantity of 
Regulation-Down MW represented by AO a’s cleared 
Regulation-Down Offers in the DA Market at Resource 
Settlement Location s,  for the Hour.   

DaRegDnDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down  Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Operating Day - The DA Market 
amount to AO a for cleared Regulation-Down Offers at 
Settlement Location s for the Operating Day.   

DaRegDnAoAmt a, m,  d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down  Amount per AO per 
Operating Day - The DA Market amount to AO a 
associated with Market Participant m for cleared 
Regulation-Down Offers for the Operating Day.   

DaRegDnMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down  Amount per MP per 
Operating Day - The DA Market amount to Market 
Participant m for cleared Regulation-Down Offers for the 
Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Resource Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
z none none A Reserve Zone. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.6 Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Amount 

(1) A DA Market credit or charge3 for cleared Spinning Reserve will be calculated at each 
Settlement Location for each Asset Owner for each hour.  The amount will be calculated as 
follows: 

#DaSpinHrlyAmt a, s, h = (DaSpinMcpHrlyPrc z, s, h * DaSpinHrlyQty a, s, h ) *(-1) 

 

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The daily 
amount is calculated as follows: 

DaSpinDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

 DaSpinHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The amount is calculated as follows: 

DaSpinAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 DaSpinDlyAmt a, s, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

DaSpinMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaSpinAoAmt a, m, d 

 

                                                 
3 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit.  The charge is included here for the rare occasion 
when a charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaSpinHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Amount per AO per Resource 
Settlement Location per Hour - The DA Market amount to 
AO a for cleared Spinning Reserve offers at Resource 
Settlement Location s for the Hour.   

DaSpinMcpHrlyPrc z, s, h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead MCP for Spinning Reserve - The DA Market 
MCP for Spinning Reserve for the Reserve Zone that 
includes Resource Settlement Location s for the hour. 

DaSpinHrlyQty a, s, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Spinning Reserve Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour - The total quantity of 
Spinning Reserve MW represented by AO a’s cleared 
Spinning Reserve Offers in the DA Market at Resource 
Settlement Location s,  for the Hour.  

DaSpinDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Operating Day - The DA Market 
amount to AO a for cleared Spinning Reserve Offers at 
Settlement Location s for the Operating Day.   

DaSpinAoAmt a, m,  d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Amount per AO per 
Operating Day - The DA Market amount to AO a 
associated with Market Participant m for cleared Spinning 
Reserve Offers for the Operating Day.   

DaSpinMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Amount per MP per 
Operating Day - The DA Market amount to Market 
Participant m for cleared Spinning Reserve Offers for the 
Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Resource Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
z none none A Reserve Zone. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant 
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4.5.5.7 Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Amount 

(1) A DA Market credit or charge4 for cleared Supplemental Reserve will be calculated at each 
Settlement Location for each Asset Owner for each hour.  The amount will be calculated as 
follows: 

#DaSuppHrlyAmt a, s, h = (DaSuppMcpHrlyPrc z, s, h * DaSuppHrlyQty a, s, h ) * (-1) 

 

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The net 
daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaSuppDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

 DaSuppHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaSuppAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 DaSuppDlyAmt a, s, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

DaSuppMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaSuppAoAmt a, m, d 

 

                                                 
4 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit.  The charge is included here for the rare occasion 
when a charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaSuppHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Amount per AO per 
Resource Settlement Location per Hour - The DA Market 
amount to AO a for cleared Supplemental Reserve offers 
at Resource Settlement Location s for the Hour.   

DaSuppMcpHrlyPrc z, s, h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead MCP for Supplemental Reserve - The DA 
Market MCP for Supplemental Reserve for the Reserve 
Zone that includes Resource Settlement Location s for the 
Hour. 

DaSuppHrlyQty a, s, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Supplemental Reserve Quantity per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour - The total quantity 
of Supplemental Reserve represented by AO a’s cleared 
Supplemental Reserve Offers in the DA Market at 
Resource Settlement Location s,  for the Hour.   

DaSuppDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Operating Day - The DA Market 
amount to AO a for cleared Supplemental Reserve Offers 
at Settlement Location s for the Operating Day.   

DaSuppAoAmt a, m,  d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Amount per AO per 
Operating Day - The DA Market amount to AO a 
associated with Market Participant m for cleared 
Supplemental Reserve Offers for the Operating Day.   

DaSuppMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Amount per MP per 
Operating Day - The DA Market amount to Market 
Participant m for cleared Supplemental Reserve Offers for 
the Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Resource Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
z none none A Reserve Zone. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.8 Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Distribution Amount 

(1) A DA Market charge or credit5 will be calculated for each Asset Owner for each hour for 
each Reserve Zone.  The Asset Owner amount within each Reserve Zone will be equal to the 
net Reserve Zone procurement rate for Regulation-Up multiplied by the Asset Owners 
Regulation-Up obligation within the Reserve Zone.  For the purpose of allocating DA Market 
Regulation-Up procurement costs, all Non-Binding Reserve Zones will be combined into a 
single Non-Binding Reserve Zone.  The amount to each Asset Owner is calculated as 
follows: 

 #DaRegUpDistHrlyAmt a, z, h =  

DaRegUpDistHrlyRate z, h * DaRegUpAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h 

Where, 

(a) IF ∑
a

 DaRegUpAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h > 0 

THEN 

#DaRegUpDistHrlyRate z, h =  

DaRegUpRznHrlyCost z, h / ∑
a

 DaRegUpAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h 

ELSE  

DaRegUpDistHrlyRate z, h = 0 

 (a.1)  DaRegUpRznHrlyCost z, h =  

   Min (∑
a
∑
s

 DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, z, h, ,∑
a

 DaRegUpAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h ) 

                                                 
5 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a charge.  The credit is included here for the rare occasion 
when a credit may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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* DaRegUpMcpHrlyPrc z, h  

+ Max ( 0, ( ∑
a

 DaRegUpAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h - ∑
a
∑
s

 DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, z, h ) )  

* DaRegUpSpxHrlyRate  h  

(a.1.1) IF ( ∑
z

 ( Max (0, ∑
a
∑
s

 DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, z, h  

-∑
a

 DaRegUpAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h ) ) > 0 

THEN 

DaRegUpSpxHrlyRate  h = 

( ∑
z

 ( Max (0, ∑
a
∑
s

 DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, z, h  

-∑
a

 DaRegUpAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h ) ) * DaRegUpMcpHrlyPrc z, h ) 

/ (∑
z

 ( Max (0, ∑
a
∑
s

 DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, z, h  

-∑
a

 DaRegUpAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h ) ) 

ELSE 

DaRegUpSpxHrlyRate  h = 0 

 (b)  DaRegUpAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h = ( DaRegUpInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h  
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* DaRegUpObligRatio h ) - ∑
t

RegUpFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t   

(b.1)  DaRegUpInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =   

Max (0, DaRegUpIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h - ∑
t

ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t ) 

(b.2)  DaRegUpIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =  

(∑
a
∑
s

  DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h + ∑
a
∑
z
∑
t

 ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t ) 

* (∑
s

 RtRegUpRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h / ∑
a
∑
s
∑
z

 RtRegUpRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h )  

 (b.3)   DaRegUpObligRatio h = ∑
a
∑
s

  DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h  

/ ∑
a
∑
z

 DaRegUpInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h 

(b.4) RtRegUpRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h  = ( Max ( 0, ∑
i

 ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, z, i  ) 

+ Max ( 0, ∑
i
∑
t

 RtImpExp5minQty a, s, z, i, t  ) ) * PctSlinRznRegUpHrlyFct a, s, z, h  / 12 

(c)  DaRegUpSlObligHrlyQty a, s, z, h =  

(∑
a
∑
s

  DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h + ∑
a
∑
z
∑
t

 ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t ) 
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* (RtRegUpRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h / ∑
a
∑
s
∑
z

 RtRegUpRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h )  

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Reserve Zone.  The daily amount 
is calculated as follows: 

DaRegUpDistDlyAmt a, z, d = ∑
h

 DaRegUpDistHrlyAmt a, z, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaRegUpDistAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
z

 DaRegUpDistDlyAmt a, z, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

DaRegUpDistMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaRegUpDistAoAmt a, m, d 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaRegUpDistHrlyAmt a, z, h $ Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Distribution 
Amount per AO per Reserve Zone per Hour 
- The amount to AO a for AO a’s share of 
DA Market Regulation-Up procurement 
costs in Reserve Zone z in Hour h.   

DaRegUpDistHrlyRate z, h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Distribution 
Hourly Rate per Reserve Zone per Hour – 
The rate applied to AO a’s Regulation-Up 
obligation within Reserve Zone z in Hour 
h. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t MW Hour Contracted Regulation-Up per AO per 
Reserve Zone per Transaction Hour – AO 
a’s contracted Regulation-Up transaction t 
being supplied from outside Reserve Zone 
z to meet AO a’s Regulation-Up obligation 
or AO a’s contracted Regulation-Up being 
supplied from Reserve Zone z to another  
Reserve Zone in Hour h.  Contracted 
Regulation-Up being supplied to AO a is a 
positive value and contracted Regulation-
Up being supplied from AO a is a negative 
value. 

DaRegUpRznHrlyCost z, h  $ Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Reserve Zone 
Cost per Reserve Zone per Hour – The 
total DA Market Regulation-Up 
procurement cost for Reserve Zone z in 
Hour h. 

DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Hourly 
Quantity per Reserve Zone – The value 
described under Section 4.5.5.4 in Reserve 
Zone z. 

DaRegUpAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Asset Owner 
Obligation Quantity per AO per Reserve 
Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s DA 
Market Regulation-Up obligation in 
Reserve Zone z for Hour h. 

DaRegUpInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Interim Asset 
Owner Obligation Quantity per AO per 
Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s 
DA Market Regulation-Up interim 
obligation that includes treatment of 
ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t but does not 
include allocation of excess 
ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve 
Zone z for Hour h . 

DaRegUpIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Initial Asset 
Owner Obligation Quantity per AO per 
Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s 
DA Market Regulation-Up initial 
obligation that does not include treatment 
of ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve 
Zone z for Hour h. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaRegUpObligRatio, h none Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Asset Owner 
Obligation Ratio per Hour – The 
percentage applied to Asset Owner a’s 
DaRegUpInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h to 
account for allocation of any excess  
ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t  in Reserve 
Zone z in Hour h. 

DaRegUpSlObligHrlyQty a, s, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Obligation 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Hour - Asset Owner a’s DA Market 
Regulation-Up initial obligation that does 
not include treatment of 
ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t at Settlement 
Location s in Reserve Zone z for Hour h.  
Note that this value is provided for 
information purposes only and is not used 
in any of the cost allocation calculations. 

DaRegUpMcpHrlyPrc z, h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead MCP for Regulation-Up per 
Reserve Zone – The value described under 
Section 4.5.5.4 for Reserve Zone z. 

DaRegUpSpxHrlyRate  h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Up SPP Exchange 
Rate per Hour – The rate applied to 
calculate the portion of DA Market Reserve 
Zone procurement costs associated with 
Reserve Zones that must purchase cleared 
Regulation-Up from other Reserve Zones 
in order to meet the Reserve Zone 
Regulation-Up obligation. 

RtRegUpRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h MWh Hour Real-Time Reserve Zone Load per AO per 
Settlement Location in Reserve Zone z for 
Hour h – Asset Owner a’s actual load and 
Export Interchange Transactions at 
Settlement Location s in Reserve Zone z 
for Hour h for use in Regulation-Up cost 
allocation. 

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, z, i MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Reserve Zone 
per Dispatch Interval -  The value 
described under Section 4.5.6.1 for Reserve 
Zone z.   

PctSlinRznRegUpHrlyFct a, s, z % Hour Percent Settlement Location in Reserve 
Zone per AO per Settlement Location per 
Reserve Zone per Hour – The percentage 
factor of AO a’s load at Settlement 
Location s that is contained within Reserve 
Zone z for use in Regulation-Up cost 
allocation. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, z, i, t   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Interchange Transaction 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Reserve Zone per Dispatch Interval per 
Transaction – The value described under 
Section 4.5.6.2 for Reserve Zone z. 

RegUpFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t   MW Hour Financial Schedule for Regulation-Up per 
AO per Settlement Location per 
Transaction per Hour - The MW amount 
specified by the buyer AO and seller AO in 
a RTBM Financial Schedule transaction t 
for Regulation-Up at Reserve Zone z for 
the Hour.  The buyer AO MW amount is a 
positive value and the seller AO MW 
amount is a negative value. 

DaRegDnDistDlyAmt a, z, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution 
Amount per AO per Reserve Zone per 
Operating Day - AO a’s share of DA 
Market Regulation-Down procurement 
costs for Reserve Zone z in Operating Day 
d.   

DaRegDnDistAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution 
Amount per AO per Operating Day -  AO 
a’s  for total DA Market Regulation-Down 
procurement costs associated with Market 
Participant m in Operating Day d.   

DaRegDnDistMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution 
Amount per MP per Operating Day - MP 
m’s share of total DA Market Regulation-
Down procurement costs for in Operating 
Day d.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
z none none A Reserve Zone. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a 

single virtual energy transaction, a single 
Financial Schedule, a single contracted 
Operating Reserve transaction, a single 
TCR instrument, or a single ARR award. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.9 Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution Amount 

(1) A DA Market charge or credit6 will be calculated for each Asset Owner for each hour for 
each Reserve Zone.  The Asset Owner amount within each Reserve Zone will be equal to the 
net Reserve Zone procurement rate for Regulation-Down multiplied by the Asset Owners 
Regulation-Down obligation within the Reserve Zone.  For the purpose of allocating DA 
Market Regulation-Down procurement costs, all Non-Binding Reserve Zones will be 
combined into a single Non-Binding Reserve Zone. The amount to each Asset Owner is 
calculated as follows: 

 #DaRegDnDistHrlyAmt a, z, h =  

DaRegDnDistHrlyRate z, h * DaRegDnAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h 

Where, 

(a) IF ∑
a

 DaRegDnAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h > 0 

THEN 

#DaRegDnDistHrlyRate z, h =  

DaRegDnRznhrlyCost z, h  / ∑
a

 DaRegDnAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h 

ELSE  

DaRegDnDistHrlyRate z, h = 0 

 (a.1)  DaRegDnRznHrlyCost z, h =  

   Min (∑
a
∑
s

 DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, z, h, ,∑
a

 DaRegDnAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h ) 

                                                 
6 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a charge.  The credit is included here for the rare occasion 
when a credit may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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* DaRegDnMcpHrlyPrc z, h  

+ Max ( 0, ( ∑
a

 DaRegDnAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h - ∑
a
∑
s

 DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, z, h ) )  

* DaRegDnSpxHrlyRate  h  

(a.1.1) IF ( ∑
z

 ( Max (0, ∑
a
∑
s

 DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, z, h  

-∑
a

 DaRegDnAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h ) ) > 0 

THEN 

DaRegDnSpxHrlyRate  h = 

( ∑
z

 ( Max (0, ∑
a
∑
s

 DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, z, h -∑
a

 DaRegDnAoObligQtyHrly a, z, h ) ) 

* DaRegDnMcpHrlyPrc z, h ) 

/ (∑
z

 ( Max (0, ∑
a
∑
s

 DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, z, h -∑
a

 DaRegDnAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h ) ) 

ELSE 

DaRegDnSpxHrlyRate  h = 0 

 (b)  #DaRegDnAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h = ( DaRegDnInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h  

* DaRegDnObligRatio h ) - ∑
t

RegDnFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t   
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(b.1)  DaRegDnInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =   

Max (0, DaRegDnIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h - ∑
t

ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t ) 

(b.2)  DaRegDnIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =  

(∑
a
∑
s

  DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h + ∑
a
∑
z

 ∑
t

ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t ) 

* (∑
s

 RtRegDnRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h / ∑
a
∑
s
∑
z

 RtRegDnRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h )  

 (b.3)  DaRegDnObligRatio h = ∑
a
∑
s

  DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h  

/ ∑
a
∑
z

 DaRegDnInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h 

(b.4) RtRegDnRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h  = ( Max ( 0, ∑
i

 ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, z, i  ) 

+ Max ( 0, ∑
i
∑
t

 RtImpExp5minQty a, s, z, i, t  ) ) * PctSlinRznRegDnHrlyFct a, s, z, h  / 12 

 (c)  DaRegDnSlObligHrlyQty a, s, z, h =  

(∑
a
∑
s

  DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h + ∑
a
∑
z
∑
t

 ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t ) 

* (RtRegDnRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h / ∑
a
∑
s
∑
z

 RtRegDnRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h )  
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(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Reserve Zone.  The daily amount 
is calculated as follows: 

DaRegDnDistDlyAmt a, z, d = ∑
h

 DaRegDnDistHrlyAmt a, z, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaRegDnDistAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
z

 DaRegDnDistDlyAmt a, z, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

DaRegDnDistMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaRegDnDistAoAmt a, m, d 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaRegDnDistHrlyAmt a, z, h $ Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution 
Amount per AO per Reserve Zone per Hour 
- The amount to AO a for AO a’s share of 
DA Market Regulation-Down procurement 
costs in Reserve Zone z in Hour h.   

DaRegDnDistHrlyRate z, h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution 
Hourly Rate per Reserve Zone per Hour – 
The rate applied to AO a’s Regulation-
Down obligation within Reserve Zone z in 
Hour h. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t MW Hour Contracted Regulation-Down per AO per 
Reserve Zone per Transaction Hour – AO 
a’s contracted Regulation-Down 
transaction t being supplied from outside 
Reserve Zone z to meet AO a’s Regulation-
Down obligation or AO a’s contracted 
Regulation-Down being supplied from 
Reserve Zone z to another  Reserve Zone in 
Hour h.  Contracted Regulation-Down 
being supplied to AO a is a positive value 
and contracted Regulation-Down being 
supplied from AO a is a negative value. 

DaRegDnRznHrlyCost z, h  $ Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Reserve 
Zone Cost per Reserve Zone per Hour – 
The total DA Market Regulation-Down 
procurement cost for Reserve Zone z in 
Hour h. 

DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Hourly 
Quantity per Reserve Zone – The value 
described under Section 4.5.5.5 in Reserve 
Zone z. 

DaRegDnAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Asset Owner 
Obligation Quantity per AO per Reserve 
Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s DA 
Market Regulation-Down obligation in 
Reserve Zone z for Hour h. 

DaRegDnInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Interim Asset 
Owner Obligation Quantity per AO per 
Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s 
DA Market Regulation-Down interim 
obligation that includes treatment of 
ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t but does not 
include allocation of excess 
ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve 
Zone z for Hour h . 

DaRegDnIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Initial Asset 
Owner Obligation Quantity per AO per 
Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s 
DA Market Regulation-Down initial 
obligation that does not include treatment 
of ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve 
Zone z for Hour h . 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaRegDnObligRatio, h none Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Asset Owner 
Obligation Ratio per Hour – The 
percentage applied to Asset Owner a’s 
DaRegDnInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h to 
account for allocation of any excess  
ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t  in Reserve 
Zone z in Hour h. 

DaRegDnSlObligHrlyQty a, s, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Obligation 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Hour - Asset Owner a’s DA Market 
Regulation-Down initial obligation that 
does not include treatment of 
ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t at Settlement 
Location s in Reserve Zone z for Hour h.  
Note that this value is provided for 
information purposes only and is not used 
in any of the cost allocation calculations. 

DaRegDnMcpHrlyPrc z, h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead MCP for Regulation-Down per 
Reserve Zone – The value described under 
Section 4.5.5.5 for Reserve Zone z. 

DaRegDnSpxHrlyRate  h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Down SPP 
Exchange Rate per Hour – The rate applied 
to calculate the portion of DA Market 
Reserve Zone procurement costs associated 
with Reserve Zones that must purchase 
cleared Regulation-Down from other 
Reserve Zones in order to meet the Reserve 
Zone Regulation-Down obligation. 

RtRegDnRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h MWh Hour Real-Time Reserve Zone Load per AO per 
Settlement Location in Reserve Zone z for 
Hour h – Asset Owner a’s actual load and 
Export Interchange Transactions at 
Settlement Location s in Reserve Zone z 
for Hour h for use in Regulation-Down cost 
allocation. 

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, z, i MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Reserve Zone 
per Dispatch Interval -  The value 
described under Section 4.5.6.1 for Reserve 
Zone z.   

PctSlinRznRegDnHrlyFct a, s, z % Hour Percent Settlement Location in Reserve 
Zone per AO per Settlement Location per 
Reserve Zone per Hour – The percentage 
factor of AO a’s load at Settlement 
Location s that is contained within Reserve 
Zone z for use in Regulation-Down cost 
allocation. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, z, i, t   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Interchange Transaction 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Reserve Zone per Dispatch Interval per 
Transaction – The value described under 
Section 4.5.6.2 for Reserve Zone z. 

RegDnFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t   MW Hour Real-Time Financial Schedule for 
Regulation-Down per AO per Settlement 
Location per Transaction per Hour - The 
MW amount specified by the buyer AO 
and seller AO in a RTBM Financial 
Schedule transaction t for Regulation-
Down at Reserve Zone z for the Hour.  The 
buyer AO MW amount is a positive value 
and the seller AO MW amount is a 
negative value. 

DaRegDnDistDlyAmt a, z, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution 
Amount per AO per Reserve Zone per 
Operating Day - AO a’s share of DA 
Market Regulation-Down procurement 
costs for Reserve Zone z in Operating Day 
d.   

DaRegDnDistAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution 
Amount per AO per Operating Day -  AO 
a’s  for total DA Market Regulation-Down 
procurement costs associated with Market 
Participant m in Operating Day d.   

DaRegDnDistMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution 
Amount per MP per Operating Day - MP 
m’s share of total DA Market Regulation-
Down procurement costs for in Operating 
Day d.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
z none none A Reserve Zone. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a 

single virtual energy transaction, a single 
Financial Schedule, a single contracted 
Operating Reserve transaction, a single 
TCR instrument, or a single ARR award. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.10 Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Distribution Amount 

(1) A DA Market charge or credit7 will be calculated for each Asset Owner for each hour for 
each Reserve Zone.  The Asset Owner amount within each Reserve Zone will be equal to the 
net Reserve Zone procurement rate for Spinning Reserve multiplied by the Asset Owners 
Spinning Reserve obligation within the Reserve Zone.  For the purpose of allocating DA 
Market Spinning Reserve procurement costs, all Non-Binding Reserve Zones will be 
combined into a single Non-Binding Reserve Zone. The amount to each Asset Owner is 
calculated as follows: 

 #DaSpinDistHrlyAmt a, z, h = DaSpinDistHrlyRate z, h * DaSpinAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h 

Where, 

(a) IF ∑
a

 DaSpinAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h > 0 

THEN 

#DaSpinDistHrlyRate z, h =  

 DaSpinRznHrlyCost z, h / ∑
a

 DaSpinAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h 

ELSE  

RtSpinDistHrlyRate z, h = 0 

 (a.1)  DaSpinRznHrlyCost z, h =  

   Min (∑
a
∑
s

 DaSpinHrlyQty a, s, z, h, ,∑
a

 DaSpinAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h ) 

* DaSpinMcpHrlyPrc z, h  
                                                 
7 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a charge.  The credit is included here for the rare occasion 
when a credit may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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+ Max ( 0, ( ∑
a

 DaSpinAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h - ∑
a
∑
s

 DaSpinHrlyQty a, s, z, h ) )  

* DaSpinSpxHrlyRate  h  

(a.1.1) IF ( ∑
z

 ( Max (0, ∑
a
∑
s

 DaSpinHrlyQty a, s, z, h  

-∑
a

 DaSpinAoObligHrlyQty 

THEN 

DaSpinSpxHrlyRate  h = 

( ∑
z

 ( Max (0, ∑
a
∑
s

 DaSpinHrlyQty a, s, z, h -∑
a

 DaSpinAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h ) ) 

* DaSpinMcpHrlyPrc z, h ) 

/ (∑
z

 ( Max (0, ∑
a
∑
s

 DaSpinHrlyQty a, s, z, h -∑
a

 DaSpinAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h ) ) 

ELSE 

DaSpinSpxHrlyRate  h = 0 

(b)  #DaSpinAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h = ( DaSpinInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h  

* DaSpinObligRatio h ) - ∑
t

SpinFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t   

(b.1)  DaSpinInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =  Max (0, DaSpinIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h 
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- ∑
t

ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t ) 

(b.2)  DaSpinIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =  

(∑
a
∑
s

  DaSpinHrlyQty a, s, h + ∑
a
∑
z

 ∑
t

ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t ) 

* (∑
a
∑
s

 RtSpinRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h /∑
a

 ∑
s
∑
z

 RtSpinRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h ) 

 (b.3)  DaSpinObligRatio h = ∑
a
∑
s

  DaSpinHrlyQty a, s, h  

/ ∑
a
∑
z

 DaSpinInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h 

(b.4) RtSpinRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h  = ( Max ( 0, ∑
i

 ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, z, i  ) 

+ Max ( 0, ∑
i
∑
t

 RtImpExp5minQty a, s, z, i, t  ) ) * PctSlinRznSpinHrlyFct a, s, z, h  / 12 

 (c)  DaSpinSlObligHrlyQty a, s, z, h =  

(∑
a
∑
s

  DaSpinHrlyQty a, s, h + ∑
a
∑
z
∑
t

 ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t ) 

* (RtSpinRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h / ∑
a
∑
s
∑
z

 RtSpinRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h )  

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Reserve Zone.  The daily amount 
is calculated as follows: 
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DaSpinDistDlyAmt a, z, d = ∑
h

 DaSpinDistHrlyAmt a, z, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaSpinDistAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
z

 DASpinDistDlyAmt a, z, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

DaSpinDistMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaSpinDistAoAmt a, m, d 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaSpinDistHrlyAmt a, z, h $ Hour Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Distribution 
Amount per AO per Reserve Zone per Hour - 
The amount to AO a for AO a’s share of DA 
Market Spinning Reserve procurement costs 
in Reserve Zone z in Hour h.   

DaSpinDistHrlyRate z, h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Distribution 
Hourly Rate per Reserve Zone per Hour – 
The rate applied to AO a’s Spinning Reserve 
obligation within Reserve Zone z in Hour h. 

ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t MW Hour Contracted Spinning Reserve per AO per 
Reserve Zone per Transaction Hour – AO 
a’s contracted Spinning Reserve transaction t 
being supplied from outside Reserve Zone z 
to meet AO a’s Spinning Reserve obligation 
or AO a’s contracted Spinning Reserve being 
supplied from Reserve Zone z to another  
Reserve Zone in Hour h.  Contracted 
Spinning Reserve being supplied to AO a is a 
positive value and contracted Spinning 
Reserve being supplied from AO a is a 
negative value. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaSpinRznHrlyCost z, h  $ Hour Day-Ahead Reserve Zone Cost per Reserve 
Zone Spinning Reserve per Hour – The total 
DA Market Spinning Reserve procurement 
cost for Reserve Zone z in Hour h. 

DaSpinHrlyQty a, s, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Hourly 
Quantity per Reserve Zone – The value 
described under Section 4.5.5.6 in Reserve 
Zone z. 

DaSpinAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Asset Owner 
Obligation Quantity per AO per Reserve 
Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s DA 
Market Spinning Reserve obligation in 
Reserve Zone z for Hour h. 

DaSpinInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Interim Asset 
Owner Obligation Quantity per AO per 
Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s 
DA Market Spinning Reserve interim 
obligation that includes treatment of 
ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t but does not 
include allocation of excess 
ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve Zone z 
for Hour h . 

DaSpinIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Initial Asset 
Owner Obligation Quantity per AO per 
Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s 
DA Market Spinning Reserve initial 
obligation that does not include treatment of 
ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve Zone z 
for Hour h . 

DaSpinObligRatio, h none Hour Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Asset Owner 
Obligation Ratio per Hour – The percentage 
applied to Asset Owner a’s 
DaSpinInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h to 
account for allocation of any excess  
ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t  in Reserve Zone z 
in Hour h. 

DaSpinSlObligHrlyQty a, s, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Obligation 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per 
Hour - Asset Owner a’s DA Market Spinning 
Reserve initial obligation that does not 
include treatment of ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, 

h, t at Settlement Location s in Reserve Zone z 
for Hour h.  Note that this value is provided 
for information purposes only and is not used 
in any of the cost allocation calculations. 

DaSpinMcpHrlyPrc z, h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead MCP for Spinning Reserve per 
Reserve Zone – The value described under 
Section 4.5.5.6 for Reserve Zone z. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaSpinSpxHrlyRate  h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve SPP Exchange 
Rate per Hour – The rate applied to calculate 
the portion of DA Market Reserve Zone 
procurement costs associated with Reserve 
Zones that must purchase cleared Spinning 
Reserve from other Reserve Zones in order to 
meet the Reserve Zone Spinning Reserve 
obligation. 

RtSpinRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h MWh Hour Real-Time Reserve Zone Load per AO per 
Settlement Location in Reserve Zone z for 
Hour h – Asset Owner a’s actual load and 
Export Interchange Transactions at 
Settlement Location s in Reserve Zone z for 
Hour h for use in Spinning Reserve cost 
allocation. 

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, z, i MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Reserve Zone per 
Dispatch Interval -  The value described 
under Section 4.5.6.1 for Reserve Zone z.   

PctSlinRznSpinHrlyFct a, s, z % Hour Percent Settlement Location in Reserve Zone 
per AO per Settlement Location per Reserve 
Zone per Hour – The percentage factor of 
AO a’s load at Settlement Location s that is 
contained within Reserve Zone z for use in 
Spinning Reserve cost allocation. 

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, z, i, t   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Interchange Transaction Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per Reserve 
Zone per Dispatch Interval per Transaction – 
The value described under Section 4.5.6.2 for 
Reserve Zone z. 

SpinFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t   MW Hour Financial Schedule for Spinning Reserve per 
AO per Settlement Location per Transaction 
per Hour - The MW amount specified by the 
buyer AO and seller AO in a RTBM 
Financial Schedule transaction t for Spinning 
Reserve at Reserve Zone z for the Hour.  The 
buyer AO MW amount is a positive value 
and the seller AO MW amount is a negative 
value. 

DaSpinDistDlyAmt a, z, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Distribution 
Amount per AO per Reserve Zone per 
Operating Day - AO a’s share of DA Market 
Spinning Reserve procurement costs for 
Reserve Zone z in Operating Day d.   
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaSpinDistAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Distribution 
Amount per AO per Operating Day -  AO a’s  
for total DA Market Spinning Reserve 
procurement costs associated with Market 
Participant m in Operating Day d.   

DaSpinDistMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Distribution 
Amount per MP per Operating Day - MP m’s 
share of total DA Market Spinning Reserve 
procurement costs for in Operating Day d.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
z none none A Reserve Zone. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a 

single virtual energy transaction, a single 
Financial Schedule, a single contracted 
Operating Reserve transaction, a single TCR 
instrument, or a single ARR award. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.11 Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Distribution Amount 

(1) A DA Market charge or credit8 will be calculated for each Asset Owner for each hour for 
each Reserve Zone.  The Asset Owner amount within each Reserve Zone will be equal to the 
net Reserve Zone procurement rate for Supplemental Reserve multiplied by the Asset 
Owners Supplemental Reserve obligation within the Reserve Zone.  For the purpose of 
allocating DA Market Supplemental Reserve procurement costs, all Non-Binding Reserve 
Zones will be combined into a single Non-Binding Reserve Zone. The amount to each Asset 
Owner is calculated as follows: 

 #DaSuppDistHrlyAmt a, z, h = DaSuppDistHrlyRate z, h * DaSuppAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h 

Where, 

(a) IF ∑
a

 DaSuppAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h > 0 

THEN 

#DaSuppDistHrlyRate z, h =  

 DaSuppRznHrlyCost z, h / ∑
a

 DaSuppAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h 

ELSE  

DaSuppDistHrlyRate z, h = 0 

 (a.1)  DaSuppRznHrlyCost z, h =  

   Min (∑
a
∑
s

 DaSuppHrlyQty a, s, z, h, ,∑
a

 DaSuppAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h ) 

* DaSuppMcpHrlyPrc z, h  
                                                 
8 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a charge.  The credit is included here for the rare occasion 
when a credit may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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+ Max ( 0, ( ∑
a

 DaSuppAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h - ∑
a
∑
s

 DaSuppHrlyQty a, s, z, h ) )  

* DaSuppSpxHrlyRate  h  

(a.1.1) IF ( ∑
z

 ( Max (0, ∑
a
∑
s

 DaSuppHrlyQty a, s, z, h  

-∑
a

 DaSuppAoObligHrlyQty 

THEN 

DaSuppSpxHrlyRate  h = 

( ∑
z

 ( Max (0, ∑
a
∑
s

 DaSuppHrlyQty a, s, z, h -∑
a

 DaSuppAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h ) ) 

* DaSuppMcpHrlyPrc z, h ) 

/ (∑
z

 ( Max (0, ∑
a
∑
s

 DaSuppHrlyQty a, s, z, h -∑
a

 DaSuppAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h ) ) 

ELSE 

DaSuppSpxHrlyRate  h = 0 

(b)  #DaSuppAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h = ( DaSuppInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h  

* DaSuppObligRatio h ) - ∑
t

SuppFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t   

(b.1)  DaSuppInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =   
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Max (0, DaSuppIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h - ∑
t

ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t ) 

(b.2)  DaSuppIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =  

(∑
a
∑
s

  DaSuppHrlyQty a, s, h + ∑
a
∑
z

 ∑
t

ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t ) 

* (∑
a
∑
s

 RtSuppRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h /∑
a

 ∑
s
∑
z

 RtSuppRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h ) 

 (b.3)  DaSuppObligRatio h = ∑
a
∑
s

  DaSuppHrlyQty a, s, h  

/ ∑
a
∑
z

 DaSuppInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h 

(b.4) RtSuppRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h  = ( Max ( 0, ∑
i

 ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, z, i  ) 

+ Max ( 0, ∑
i
∑
t

 RtImpExp5minQty a, s, z, i, t  ) ) * PctSlinRznSuppHrlyFct a, s, z, h  / 12 

 (c)  DaSuppSlObligHrlyQty a, s, z, h =  

(∑
a
∑
s

  DaSuppHrlyQty a, s, h + ∑
a
∑
z
∑
t

 ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t ) 

* (RtSuppRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h / ∑
a
∑
s
∑
z

 RtSuppRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h )  

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Reserve Zone.  The daily amount 
is calculated as follows: 
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DaSuppDistDlyAmt a, z, d = ∑
h

 DaSuppDistHrlyAmt a, z, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaSuppDistAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
z

 DaSuppDistDlyAmt a, z, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

DaSuppDistMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaSuppDistAoAmt a, m, d 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval

Definition 

DaSuppDistHrlyAmt a, z, h $ Hour Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve 
Distribution Amount per AO per Reserve 
Zone per Hour - The amount to AO a for AO 
a’s share of DA Market Supplemental 
Reserve procurement costs in Reserve Zone z 
in Hour h.   

DaSuppDistHrlyRate z, h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve 
Distribution Hourly Rate per Reserve Zone 
per Hour – The rate applied to AO a’s 
Supplemental Reserve obligation within 
Reserve Zone z in Hour h. 

ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t MW Hour Contracted Supplemental Reserve per AO 
per Reserve Zone per Transaction Hour – 
AO a’s contracted Supplemental Reserve 
transaction t being supplied from outside 
Reserve Zone z to meet AO a’s 
Supplemental Reserve obligation or AO a’s 
contracted Supplemental Reserve being 
supplied from Reserve Zone z to another  
Reserve Zone in Hour h.  Contracted 
Supplemental Reserve being supplied to AO 
a is a positive value and contracted 
Supplemental Reserve being supplied from 
AO a is a negative value. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaSuppRznHrlyCost z, h  $ Hour Day-Ahead Reserve Zone Supplemental 
Reserve Cost per Reserve Zone per Hour – 
The total DA Market Supplemental Reserve 
procurement cost for Reserve Zone z in Hour 
h. 

DaSuppHrlyQty a, s, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Hourly 
Quantity per Reserve Zone – The value 
described under Section 4.5.5.7 in Reserve 
Zone z. 

DaSuppAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Asset 
Owner Obligation Quantity per AO per 
Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s 
DA Market Supplemental Reserve obligation 
in Reserve Zone z for Hour h. 

DaSuppInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Interim 
Asset Owner Obligation Quantity per AO per 
Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s 
DA Market Supplemental Reserve interim 
obligation that includes treatment of 
ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t but does not 
include allocation of excess 
ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve Zone z 
for Hour h . 

DaSuppIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Initial 
Asset Owner Obligation Quantity per AO per 
Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s 
DA Market Supplemental Reserve initial 
obligation that does not include treatment of 
ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve Zone z 
for Hour h. 

DaSuppObligRatio, h none Hour Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Asset 
Owner Obligation Ratio per Hour – The 
percentage applied to Asset Owner a’s 
DaSuppInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h to 
account for allocation of any excess  
ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t  in Reserve Zone 
z in Hour h. 

DaSuppSlObligHrlyQty a, s, z, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Obligation 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per 
Hour - Asset Owner a’s DA Market 
Supplemental Reserve initial obligation that 
does not include treatment of 
ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t at Settlement 
Location s in Reserve Zone z for Hour h.  
Note that this value is provided for 
information purposes only and is not used in 
any of the cost allocation calculations. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaSuppMcpHrlyPrc z, h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead MCP for Supplemental Reserve 
per Reserve Zone – The value described 
under Section 4.5.5.7 for Reserve Zone z. 

DaSuppSpxHrlyRate  h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve SPP 
Exchange Rate per Hour – The rate applied 
to calculate the portion of DA Market 
Reserve Zone procurement costs associated 
with Reserve Zones that must purchase 
cleared Supplemental Reserve from other 
Reserve Zones in order to meet the Reserve 
Zone Supplemental Reserve obligation. 

RtSuppRznLoadHrlyQty a, s, z, h MWh Hour Real-Time Reserve Zone Load per AO per 
Settlement Location in Reserve Zone z for 
Hour h – Asset Owner a’s actual load and 
Export Interchange Transactions at 
Settlement Location s in Reserve Zone z for 
Hour h for use in Supplemental Reserve cost 
allocation. 

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, z, i MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Reserve Zone per 
Dispatch Interval -  The value described 
under Section 4.5.6.1 for Reserve Zone z.   

PctSlinRznSuppHrlyFct a, s, z % Hour Percent Settlement Location in Reserve Zone 
per AO per Settlement Location per Reserve 
Zone per Hour – The percentage factor of 
AO a’s load at Settlement Location s that is 
contained within Reserve Zone z for use in 
Supplemental Reserve cost allocation. 

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, z, i, t   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Interchange Transaction Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per Reserve 
Zone per Dispatch Interval per Transaction – 
The value described under Section 4.5.6.2 for 
Reserve Zone z. 

SuppFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t   MW Hour Real-Time Financial Schedule for 
Supplemental Reserve per AO per Settlement 
Location per Transaction per Hour - The 
MW amount specified by the buyer AO and 
seller AO in a RTBM Financial Schedule 
transaction t for Supplemental Reserve at 
Reserve Zone z for the Hour.  The buyer AO 
MW amount is a positive value and the seller 
AO MW amount is a negative value. 

DaSuppDistDlyAmt a, z, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve 
Distribution Amount per AO per Reserve 
Zone per Operating Day - AO a’s share of 
DA Market Supplemental Reserve 
procurement costs for Reserve Zone z in 
Operating Day d.   
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaSuppDistAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve 
Distribution Amount per AO per Operating 
Day -  AO a’s  for total DA Market 
Supplemental Reserve procurement costs 
associated with Market Participant m in 
Operating Day d.   

DaSuppDistMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve 
Distribution Amount per MP per Operating 
Day - MP m’s share of total DA Market 
Supplemental Reserve procurement costs for 
in Operating Day d.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
z none none A Reserve Zone. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a 

single virtual energy transaction, a single 
Financial Schedule, a single contracted 
Operating Reserve transaction, a single TCR 
instrument, or a single ARR award. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.12 Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Amount 

(1) The Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Amount is a credit or charge9 to a Resource Asset 
Owner and is calculated for each Resource with an associated DA Market Commitment 
Period.    A payment is made to the Resource Asset Owner when the sum of the Resource’s 
DA Market Start-Up Offer costs, No-Load Offer costs, Energy Offer Curve and Operating 
Reserve Offer costs associated with cleared DA Market amounts for Energy and Operating 
Reserve is greater than the Energy and Operating Reserve DA Market revenues received for 
that Resource over the Resource’s over the Resource’s DA Market Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period.   

(2) A Resource’s DA Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period is defined by a 
Resource’s DA Market Commitment Period: 

(a) For Resources with an associated DA Market Commitment Period that begins and ends 
within the same Operating Day, the DA Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period 
is equal to the Resource’s DA Market Commitment Period.   

(b) For Resources with an associated DA Market Commitment Period that begins in one 
Operating Day and ends in the next Operating Day, two DA Market Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Periods are created.  The first period begins in the first Operating 
Day in the hour that the DA Market Commitment Period begins and ends in the last hour 
of the first Operating Day.  The second period begins in the first hour of the next 
Operating Day and ends in the last hour of the DA Market Commitment Period. 

(3) The following cost recovery eligible rules apply to each DA Market Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period.   Offer costs are calculated using the DA Market Offer prices in effect at 
the time the commitment decision was made.   

(a) There may be more than one DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period for a 
Resource in a single Operating Day for which a credit or charge is calculated.  A single 
DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period is contained within a single 
Operating Day. 

(b) A Resource’s DA Market Start-Up Offer costs are not eligible for recovery in the 
following DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Periods: 

                                                 
9 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit.  The charge is included here for the rare occasion 
when a charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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a. Any DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period that is adjacent to the 
end of a Real-Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period;  

i. As described under Section 4.5.6.8.(3).h. to the extent that the full amount of 
the RTBM Start-Up Offer is not accounted for in the adjacent Real-Time 
Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period, any remaining RTBM Start-Up 
Offer costs are carried forward for recovery in the first adjacent Day-Ahead 
Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period. 

b. Any DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period that is adjacent to a DA 
Market Self-Commit Hour or a RUC Self-Commit Hour. 

(c) For each DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period within an Operating Day, a 
Resource’s DA Market Start-Up Offer is divided by the lesser of (1) the Resource’s 
Minimum Run Time or (2) 24 Hours, and that portion of the Start-Up Offer is included as 
a cost in each hour of the DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period until the 
sum of these hourly costs are equal to the DA Market Start-Up Offer or until the end of 
the DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period, whichever occurs first.   

(d) To the extent that the full amount of the DA Market Start-Up Offer is not accounted for 
in the last DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period in the Operating Day, any 
remaining DA Market Start-Up Offer costs are carried forward for recovery in the first 
DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period of the following Operating Day.  
For example, consider a Resource that is committed starting at 10:00 PM in Operating 
Day 1 that has a Minimum Run Time of 10 hours and a Start-Up Offer of $10,000.  The 
DA Market Commitment Period is from 10:00 PM in Operating Day 1 through 8:00 AM 
of Operating Day 2.  For DA Market Make-Whole Payment calculation purposes, the DA 
Market Commitment Period is split into two separate DA Market Make-Whole Payment 
Eligibility Periods as described in (2).b above.  The first DA Market Make-Whole 
Payment Eligibility Period will include $1000/hour of Start-Up Offer costs ($10,000 / 10 
Hours) in hours 23 and 24.  The second DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility 
Period will include $1000/hour of Start-Up Offer costs in hours 1 through 8. 

(4) The amount to each Asset Owner (AO) for each eligible Resource Settlement Location for 
each hour in a given DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period is calculated as 
follows: 
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DaMwpCpAmt a, s, c =  

Max (0, ∑
h

( DaMwpCostHrlyAmt a, h, s, c + DaMwpRevHrlyAmt a, h, s, c ) ) * (-1) 

 (a) DaMwpCostHrlyAmt a, h, s, c =   

+ DaStartUpHrlyAmt a, h, s, c  + DaNoLoadHrlyAmt a, h, s, c  

+ DaIncrEnHrlyAmt a, h, s, c   + 
 
DaRegUpAvailHrlyAmt a, h, s, c  

+ DaRegDnAvailHrlyAmt a, h, s, c  +  DaSpinAvailHrlyAmt a, h, s, c                          

+ DaSuppAvailHrlyAmt a, h, s, c  ) 

 (b)  DaMwpRevHrlyAmt a, h, s, c = ( DaLmpHrlyPrc s, h, c * DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h, c )  

+ DaRegUpHrlyAmt a, h, s, c  + DaRegDnHrlyAmt a, h, s, c  

+ DaSpinHrlyAmt a, h, s, c  + DaSuppHrlyAmt a, h, s, c  

(3) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The daily 
amount is calculated as follows: 

DaMwpDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
c

 DaMwpCpAmt a, s, c 

(4) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaMwpAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 DaMwpDlyAmt a, s, d 

(5) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 
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DaMwpMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaMwpAoAmt a, m, d 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

DaMwpCpAmt a, s, c $ Commitment 
Period 

Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO 
per Settlement Location per DA Market Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - The DA 
Market make-whole amount to AO a for DA 
Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c 
at Resource Settlement Location s.   

DaStartUpHrlyAmt a h, s, c $ Hour Day-Ahead Start-Up Cost Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour Per DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - The DA 
Market Start-Up Offer associated with AO a’s 
eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for DA 
Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c 
that is included in each Hour h of the DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period.  This 
value is calculated by dividing DaStartUpAmt a s, 

c by the lesser of the Resource’s DaMinRunTime 

a, h, s, c  or 24.  These hourly values are carried 
forward into the following Operating Day, if 
needed, to ensure recovery of any remaining 
DaStartUpAmt a s, c. 

DaStartUpAmt a s, c $ Commitment 
Period 

Day-Ahead Start-Up Cost Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per DA Market Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period - The DA Market Start-
Up Offer associated with AO a’s eligible Resource 
at Settlement Location s for DA Market Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c. 

DaMinRunTime a, h, s, c Time Hour Day-Ahead Minimum Run Time  per AO per 
Settlement Location Per Hour – The Minimum 
Run Time associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c as 
submitted as part of the DA Market Offer. 

DaMwpCostHrlyAmt a, h, s, c $ Hour Day-Ahead Make-Whole Payment Cost Amount 
per AO per Settlement Location per Hour in the 
DA Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility 
Period - The hourly cost associated with AO a’s 
eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for 
Hour h in DA Market Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c. 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

DaMwpRevHrlyAmt a, h, s, c $ Hour Day-Ahead Make-Whole Payment Revenue 
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per Hour 
in the DA Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility 
Period – The hourly revenue associated with AO 
a’s eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for 
Hour h in DA Market Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c. 

DaNoLoadHrlyAmt a, h, s, c $ Hour Day-Ahead No-Load Cost Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour in the DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - The No-
Load Offer, in dollars, associated with AO a’s 
eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for 
Hour h in DA Market Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c. 

DaIncrEnHrlyAmt a, h, s, c $ Hour Day-Ahead Incremental Energy Cost Amount per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour in the DA 
Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - 
The incremental energy offer cost, in dollars, 
associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for Hour h in DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.  The 
Resource’s incremental energy offer cost in any 
Hour of DA Market Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c is equal to the absolute value of 
the Resources DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h, multiplied by 
the Resource’s cost, in $/MWh, associated with the 
absolute value of the Resource’s DaClrdHrlyQty 
a, s, h as calculated from the Resource’s Energy 
Offer Curve. 

DaRegUpAvailHrlyAmt a, h, s, c $ Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Offer Cost Amount per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour in the DA 
Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - 
The Regulation-Up Offer cost, in dollars, 
associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for Hour h in DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.  The 
Resource’s Regulation-Up Offer cost in any Hour 
of DA Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility 
Period c is equal to the Resources 
DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h multiplied by the 
Resource’s Regulation-Up Offer, in $/MW. 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

DaRegDnAvailHrlyAmt a, h, s, c $ Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Offer Cost Amount 
per AO per Settlement Location per Hour in the 
DA Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility 
Period - The Regulation-Down Offer cost, in 
dollars, associated with AO a’s eligible Resource 
at Settlement Location s for Hour h in DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.  The 
Resource’s Regulation-Down Offer cost in any 
Hour of DA Market Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c is equal to the Resources 
DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h, multiplied by the 
Resource’s Regulation-Down Offer, in $/MW. 

DaSpinAvailHrlyAmt a, h, s, c $ Hour Day-Ahead Spin Offer Cost Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour in the  DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - The 
Spinning Reserve Offer cost, in dollars, associated 
with AO a’s eligible Resource at Settlement 
Location s for Hour h in DA Market Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period c.  The Resource’s 
Spinning Reserve Offer cost in any Hour of DA 
Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c 
is equal to the Resources  DaSpinHrlyQty a, s, h 
multiplied by the Resource’s Spinning Reserve 
Offer, in $/MW.  

DaSuppAvailHrlyAmt a, h, s, c $ Hour Day-Ahead Supplemental Offer Cost Amount per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour in the DA 
Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - 
The Supplemental Reserve Offer cost, in dollars, 
associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for Hour h in DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.  The 
Resource’s Supplemental Reserve Offer cost in 
any Hour of DA Market Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c is equal to the Resources 
DaSuppHrlyQty a, s, h multiplied by the 
Resource’s Supplemental Reserve Offer, in $/MW.  

DaLmpHrlyPrc s, h, c
 

$/MWh Hour Day-Ahead LMP - The DA Market LMP at 
Resource Settlement Location s for Hour h in DA 
Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c. 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h, c MWh Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Energy Quantity per AO per 
Resource Settlement Location per Hour in the DA 
Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – 
The value described under Section 4.5.5.1 for AO 
a’s eligible Resource Settlement Location s in DA 
Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.   

DaRegUpHrlyAmt a, h, s, c $ Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour in the DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The 
DaRegUpHrlyAmt a, s h, calculated under Section 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

4.5.5.4 associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for Hour h in DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.   

DaRegDnHrlyAmt a, h, s, c $ Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour in the DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The 
DaRegDnHrlyAmt a, s h,  calculated under Section 
4.5.5.5 associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for hour h in DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.   

DaSpinHrlyAmt a, h, s, c $ Hour Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour in the DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The 
DaSpinHrlyAmt a, s, h calculated under Section 
4.5.5.6 associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for Hour h in DA Market 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.   

DaSuppHrlyAmt a, h, s, c $ Hour Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Amount per AO 
per Hour in the Settlement Location per DA 
Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - 
The DaSuppHrlyAmt a, s, h calculated under 
Section 4.5.5.7 associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for each hour in 
DA Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility 
Period c.   

DaMwpDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating Day Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO 
per Settlement Location per Operating Day - The 
DA Market make-whole amount to AO a for 
Operating Day d at Resource Settlement Location 
s.   

DaMwpAoAmt a, m,  d $ Operating Day Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO 
per Operating Day - The DA Market make-whole 
amount to AO a associated with Market 
Participant m for Operating Day d.   

DaMwpMpAmt m, d $ Operating Day Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Amount per MP 
per Operating Day - The DA Market make-whole 
amount to Market Participant m for Operating Day 
d.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
h none none An Hour in a DA Market Make-Whole-Payment 

Eligibility Period. 
s none none A Resource Settlement Location. 
c none none A DA Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility 

Period. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.13 Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Distribution Amount 

(1) The Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Distribution Amount is an hourly charge or credit10 
based on a daily distribution rate to Asset Owners with net cleared Energy withdrawals at a 
Settlement Location in the DA Market.  Total daily charges to Asset Owners are equal to the 
total Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Amount for the Operating Day.  The hourly amount 
to each Asset Owner at each Settlement Location is calculated as follows: 

DaMwpDistHrlyAmt a, s, h =   DaMwpSppDistRate d * DaMwpDistHrlyQty a, s, h   

Where, 

(a)  DaMwpDistHrlyQty a, s, h  = Max (0, DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h  

+ ∑
t

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t + ∑
i
∑

t

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  / 12 ) 

(b)  DaMwpSppDistRate d = ( DaMwpSppAmt d / DaMwpSppDistQty d ) * (-1) 

(a.1)  DaMwpSppAmt d = ∑
m

 DaMwpMpAmt m, d  

(a.2)  DaMwpSppDistQty d  = ∑
a

 ∑
s
∑

h

 DaMwpDistHrlyQty a, s, h   

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The daily 
amount is calculated as follows: 

DaMwpDistDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

DaMwpDistHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

                                                 
10 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a charge.  The credit is included here for the rare occasion 
when a credit may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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DaMwpDistAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 DaMwpDistDlyAmt a, s, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

DaMwpDistMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaMwpDistAoAmt a, m, d 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaMwpDistHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Distribution 
Amount per AO per Hour per Settlement Location - 
The amount to AO a for hour h and Settlement 
Location s for recovery of the DaMwpSppAmt d for 
Operating Day d.   

DaMwpHrlyAmt a, s, c 
 

$ Commitment 
Period 

Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO 
per Settlement Location per DA Market Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - The value 
calculated under Section 4.5.5.8.   

DaMwpSppDistRate d $/MWh Operating Day Day-Ahead SPPMake-Whole Payment Distribution 
Rate per Operating Day – The rate applied to each 
AO’s total withdrawal volume in each Hour h at 
Settlement Location s in Operating Day d. 

DaMwpDistHrlyQty a, s, h   MWh Hour Day-Ahead Make-Whole Payment Distribution 
Volume per Asset Owner per Settlement Location per 
Hour – The withdrawal volume associated with AO 
a at Settlement Location s for the Hour. 

DaMwpSppAmt d $ Operating Day Day-Ahead SPPMake-Whole Payment Amount per 
Operating Day – The total of all DaMwpAmt a, c, s  in 
Operating Day d. 

DaMwpSppDistQty d MWh Operating Day Day-Ahead SPPMake-Whole Payment Distribution 
Volume per Operating Day – The sum across all 
hours and Settlement Locations  of all AO 
withdrawal volumes in Operating Day d. 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h MWh Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Energy Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour in the  DA Market – 
The value described under Section 4.5.5.1.   

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t MWh Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Quantity per AO 
per Transaction per Settlement Location per Hour in 
the  DA Market – The value described under Section 
4.5.5.3.   
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Interchange Transaction Quantity per 
AO per Transaction per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval – The value described under 
Section 4.5.5.2.   

DaMwpMpAmt m, d  $ Operating Day Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Amount per MP 
per Operating Day - The value calculated under 
Section 4.5.5.8.   

DaMwpDistDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating Day Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Distribution 
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per 
Operating Day - The DA Market amount to AO a for 
Operating Day d at Resource Settlement Location s 
for recovery of the DaMwpSppAmt d.   

DaMwpDistAoAmt a, m,  d $ Operating Day Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Distribution 
Amount per AO per Operating Day - The DA Market 
amount to AO a associated with Market Participant 
m for Operating Day d for recovery of the 
DaMwpSppAmt d.   

DaMwpDistMpAmt m, d $ Operating Day Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Distribution 
Amount per MP per Operating Day - The DA 
Market amount to Market Participant m for 
Operating Day d for recovery of the 
DaMwpSppAmt d.   

h none none An Hour in a DA Market Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
a none none An Asset Owner. 
c none none A DA Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility 

Period. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a single 

virtual energy transaction, a single Financial 
Schedule, a single contracted Operating Reserve 
transaction, a single TCR instrument, or a single 
ARR award. 

m none none A Market Participant 
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4.5.5.14 Transmission Congestion Rights Funding Amount 

(1) The Transmission Congestion Rights Funding Amount can be either a credit or charge to an 
Asset Owner and is calculated for each TCR instrument held by the Asset Owner.  TCR 
instruments will be fully funded in each hour.  The amount to each Asset Owner (AO) for 
each TCR instrument for a given hour of the Operating Day is calculated as follows: 

TcrFundHrlyAmt a, h =  

∑
t

(TcrHrlyQty a, h, t  * (DaMccHrlyPrc source, h - DaMccHrlyPrc sink, h  ) ) 

(2) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

TcrFundAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
h

 TcrFundHrlyAmt a, h 

(3) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

TcrFundMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 TcrFundAoAmt a, m, d 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

TcrFundHrlyAmt a, h $ Hour Transmission Congestion Rights Hourly Funding Amount 
per AO per Hour - The net amount to AO a for all AO a’s 
TCR instruments for the Hour.   

TcrHrlyQty a, h, t $/MWh Hour Transmission Congestion Right Quantity - The MW 
quantity specified in TCR instrument t, for AO a for the 
Hour. 

DaMccHrlyPrc  sink, h $/MWh Hour Day-Ahead Marginal Congestion Component of Day-
Ahead LMP at the Sink per Hour – The Marginal 
Congestion Component of the Day-Ahead LMP at the 
Settlement Location of the sink point specified in TCR 
instrument tr for Hour h. 

DaMccHrlyPrc  source, h $/MWh Hour Day-Ahead Marginal Congestion Component of Day-
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

Ahead LMP at the Source per Hour – The Marginal 
Congestion Component of the Day-Ahead LMP at the 
Settlement Location of the source point specified in TCR 
instrument tr for Hour h. 

TcrFundAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Rights Funding Amount per AO 
per  Operating Day- - The net amount to AO a associated 
with Market Participant m for all AO a’s TCR instruments 
for the Operating Day.     

TcrFundMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Rights Hourly Funding Amount 
per MP per  Operating Day- The net amount to MP m for 
all MP m’s TCR instruments for the Operating Day.     

source none none The Settlement Location identified as the source point in 
TCR instrument t.  

sink none none The Settlement Location identified as the sink point in TCR 
instrument t. 

a none none An Asset Owner. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a single virtual 

energy transaction, a single Financial Schedule, a single 
contracted Operating Reserve transaction, a single TCR 
instrument, or a single ARR award. 

h none none An Hour. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.15 Transmission Congestion Rights Daily Uplift Amount 

(1) A DA Market charge or credit11 will be calculated for each Asset Owner holding TCRs for 
each Operating Day to the extent that congestion revenues collected over the Operating Day 
are not sufficient to fund the net of the total charges and credits calculated under Section 
4.5.5.14 over the Operating Day.  The amount is calculated as follows: 

TcrUpliftDlyAmt a, d = ShortFallDlyAmt d   

* [ ∑
h
∑

t

ABS ((TcrHrlyQty a, h, t * (DaMccHrlyPrc source, h - DaMccHrlyPrc sink, h  ) ) )  

/ ∑
a

 ∑
h
∑

t

ABS ((TcrHrlyQty a, h, t * (DaMccHrlyPrc source, h - DaMccHrlyPrc sink, h  ) ) ) ] 

Where, 

(a)  ShortFallDlyAmt d  =  

(-1) * MIN { 0, ∑
a
∑
s
∑
h

[ DaMccHrlyPrc s, h * (DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h   

+ ∑
i
∑

t

( DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  / 12 ) + ∑
t

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t ) ] 

+ ∑
a

 ∑
h

 TcrFundHrlyAmt a, h  } 

(2) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

TcrUpliftDlyMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 TcrUpliftDlyAmt a, d 

                                                 
11 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a charge.  The credit is included here for the rare occasion 
when a credit may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

TcrUpliftDlyAmt a, d $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Rights Daily 
Uplift Amount per AO  - AO a’s share of the 
ShortFallDlyAmt d in Operating Day d.   

ShortFallDlyAmt d $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Rights Daily 
Shortfall Amount – The shortfall in 
congestion revenues that would be required 
to fully fund TCRs in Operating Day d.   

DaMccHrlyPrc  s, h $/MWh Hour Day-Ahead Marginal Congestion 
Component of Day-Ahead LMP – The 
Marginal Congestion Component of the 
Day-Ahead LMP at Settlement Location s 
for Hour h. 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h, MWh Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Energy Quantity per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour in the  
DA Market – The value described under 
Section 4.5.5.1.   

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h MWh Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Hour in the  DA Market – The value 
described under Section 4.5.5.3.   

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Interchange Transaction 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval – The value described 
under Section 4.5.6.2.   

TcrHrlyQty a, h, t MWh Hour Transmission Congestion Right Quantity - 
The value described under Section 4.5.5.14. 

TcrFundHrlyAmt a, h   $ Hour Transmission Congestion Rights Hourly 
Funding Amount per AO per Hour - The 
value calculated under Section 4.5.5.14.   

TcrUpliftDlyMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Rights Daily 
Uplift Amount per MP per Operating Day  - 
MP m’s share of the ShortFallDlyAmt d in 
Operating Day d.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
h none none An Hour. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a 

single virtual energy transaction, a single 
Financial Schedule, a single contracted 
Operating Reserve transaction, a single TCR 
instrument, or a single ARR award. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.16 Transmission Congestion Rights Monthly Funding Amount 

(1) A DA Market monthly credit or charge12 will be calculated for each Asset Owner receiving a 
charge under Section 4.5.5.15 in any Operating Day of the month in order to ensure full 
funding of TCRs to the extent possible.  The amount is calculated as follows: 

TcrPaybackMnthlyAmt a, mn =  

(-1) * Min { ∑
d

TcrUpliftDlyAmt a, d , ECFMnthlyAmt mn  

* [ ∑
d

TcrUpliftDlyAmt a, d / ∑
a

 ∑
d

TcrUpliftDlyAmt a, d ] } 

Where, 

(a)             ECFMnthlyAmt mn  = ∑
d

 ECFDlyAmt d  

(a.1) ECFDlyAmt d  =  

Max { 0, ∑
a
∑
s
∑
h

[ DaMccHrlyPrc s, h * ( DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h   

+ ∑
i
∑

t

( DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  / 12 ) + ∑
t

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t ) ] 

+ ∑
a

 ∑
h

 TcrFundHrlyAmt a, h  } 

(2) For each Market Participant, a monthly amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The monthly amount is calculated 
as follows: 

                                                 
12 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit.  The charge is included here for the rare occasion 
when a charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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TcrPaybackMntlhyMpAmt m, mn = ∑
a

 TcrPaybackMnthlyAmt a, mn 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

TcrPaybackMnthlyAmt a, mn $ Month Transmission Congestion Rights Monthly 
Payback Amount per AO  - AO a’s share of 
the ECFMnthlyAmt mn  in month mn.   

ECFMnthlyAmt mn  $ Operating 
Day 

Excess Congestion Fund Monthly Amount – 
The sum of ECFDlyAmt d  in month mn.   

ECFDlyAmt d  $ Operating 
Day 

Excess Congestion Fund Daily Amount – 
The excess in congestion revenues over that 
required to fully fund TCRs in Operating 
Day d.   

DaMccHrlyPrc  s, h $/MWh Hour Day-Ahead Marginal Congestion 
Component of Day-Ahead LMP – The 
Marginal Congestion Component of the 
Day-Ahead LMP at Settlement Location s 
for Hour h. 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h MWh Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Energy Quantity per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour in the  
DA Market – The value described under 
Section 4.5.5.1.   

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h MWh Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Hour in the  DA Market – The value 
described under Section 4.5.5.3.   

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Interchange Transaction 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval – The value described 
under Section 4.5.6.2.   

TcrUpliftDlyAmt a, d MWh Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Rights Daily 
Uplift Amount per AO - The value calculated 
under Section 4.5.5.15. 

TcrPaybackMnthlyMpAmt m, mn $ Month Transmission Congestion Rights Monthly 
Payback Amount per MP per Month  - MP 
a’s share of the ECFMnthlyAmt mn  in 
month mn.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
h none none An Hour. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a 
single virtual energy transaction, a single 
Financial Schedule, a single contracted 
Operating Reserve transaction, a single TCR 
instrument, or a single ARR award. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
mn none none A month. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.17 Transmission Congestion Rights Annual Funding Amount 

(1) A DA Market annual credit or charge13 will be calculated for each Asset Owner receiving 
credits under Section 0 that were not sufficient to cover charges received under Section 
4.5.5.15 over the year in order to ensure full funding of TCRs to the extent possible.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

TcrPaybackYrlyAmt a, yr = 

(-1) * Min { ∑
d

TcrUpliftDlyAmt a, d + ∑
mn

TcrPaybackMnthlyAmt a, mn , 

ECFYrlyAmt yr * [ ∑
d

TcrUpliftDlyAmt a, d + ∑
mn

TcrPaybackMnthlyAmt a, mn ]  

/ ∑
a

[ ∑
d

TcrUpliftDlyAmt a, d + ∑
mn

TcrPaybackMnthlyAmt a, mn ] } 

Where, 

(a) ECFYrlyAmt yr  = ∑
mn

ECFMnthlyAmt mn + ∑
mn
∑
a

TcrPaybackMnthlyAmt a, mn 

(2) For each Market Participant, an annual amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The annual amount is calculated as 
follows: 

TcrPaybackYrlyMpAmt m, yr = ∑
a

 TcrPaybackYrlyAmt a, yr 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

                                                 
13 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit.  The charge is included here for the rare occasion 
when a charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

TcrPaybackYrlyAmt a, yr $ Year Transmission Congestion Rights Annual 
Payback Amount per AO  - AO a’s share of 
the ECFYrlyAmt mn  in year yr limited to 
the amount required to fully fund AO a’s 
TCRs.   

TcrPaybackMnthlyAmt a, mn $ Month Transmission Congestion Rights Monthly 
Payback Amount per AO  - The value 
described under Section 0.   

ECFYrlyAmt yr  $ Year Excess Congestion Fund Yearly Amount – 
The sum of ECFMthlyAmt mn  in year yr.   

ECFMnthlyAmt mn  $ Operating 
Day 

Excess Congestion Fund Monthly Amount – 
The value described under Section 0.   

TcrUpliftDlyAmt a, d MWh Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Rights Daily 
Uplift Amount per AO - The value calculated 
under Section 4.5.5.15. 

TcrPaybackYrlyMpAmt m, yr $ Month Transmission Congestion Rights Monthly 
Payback Amount per MP per Year  - MP a’s 
share of the ECFYrlyAmt yr  in year yr.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
mn none none A month. 
yr none none A year. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.18 Transmission Congestion Rights Annual Closeout Amount 

(1) A DA Market annual credit or charge14 will be calculated for each Asset Owner 
Transmission Customer with ARR Nomination Caps established under Section 5.1 to the 
extent that there are any funds remaining once all credits are paid under Section 4.5.5.17.  
The amount is calculated as follows: 

TcrCloseoutYrlyAmt a, yr = (-1) * [ ECFYrlyAmt yr + ∑
a

TcrPaybackYrlyAmt a, yr ] 

* [∑
d

ArrNominationCapDlyQty a, d / ∑
a
∑
d

ArrNominationCapDlyQty a, d ] 

(2) For each Market Participant, an annual amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The annual amount is calculated as 
follows: 

TcrCloseoutYrlyMpAmt m, yr = ∑
a

 TcrCloseoutYrlyAmt a, yr 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

TcrCloseoutYrlyAmt a, yr $ Year Transmission Congestion Rights Annual 
Payback Amount per AO  - AO a’s share of 
any remaining ECFYrlyAmt mn  in year yr.   

TcrPaybackYrlyAmt a, yr $ Year Transmission Congestion Rights Annual 
Payback Amount per AO  - The value 
calculated under Section 4.5.5.17.   

ECFYrlyAmt yr  $ Year Excess Congestion Fund Yearly Amount – 
The sum of ECFMthlyAmt mn  in year yr.   

ArrNominationCapDlyQty a, d MW Operating 
Day 

ARR Nomination Cap per AO per Operating 
Day – The value described under Section 
4.5.7.3. 

                                                 
14 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit.  The charge is included here for the rare occasion 
when a charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

TcrCloseoutYrlyMpAmt m, yr $ Month Transmission Congestion Rights Annual 
Payback Amount per MP per Year  - MP a’s 
share of the ECFYrlyAmt yr  in year yr.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
yr none none A year. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.19 Day-Ahead Over-Collected Losses Distribution Amount 

(1) The Marginal Losses Component of the DA Market LMP that results from the economic 
market solution which considers the cost of marginal losses, congestion costs and 
incremental Energy costs creates an over collection related to payment for losses (“DA 
Market Over-Collected Losses”) that must be refunded.  A DA Market credit or charge15 is 
calculated for each hour at each Settlement Location for which an Asset Owner has a DA 
Market Energy withdrawal that contributed positively to the over collection.  Each Asset 
Owner’s contribution to the DA Market Over-Collected Losses is calculated based upon the 
Loss Pools identified by each Asset Owner during Market Registration by assuming that 
injection in a Loss Pool first serves withdrawal in the Loss Pool and then goes to meet the 
withdrawal in Loss Pools which do not have sufficient injection to meet all withdrawal.    
The result of this calculation is the loss rebate factor (positive value only, negative values are 
ignored) – a measure of the payment for losses on a marginal basis at each Settlement 
Location – and the loss rebate factor is normalized to allocate a pro-rata portion of the total 
over collection in the hour to Asset Owners by Settlement Location.  The amount is 
calculated as follows: 

DaOclDistHrlyAmt a, s, h = DaNormLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h *  DaOclHrlyAmt h  * (-1) 

Where, 

(a)    DaOclHrlyAmt h = ∑
a
∑

s

 (DaLmpHrlyPrc s, h - DaMccHrlyPrc s, h ) 

* ( DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h + ∑
t

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t   

+ ∑
i
∑

t

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  / 12 ) 

(b) IF ∑
a

 ∑
s

 Max ( 0, DaLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h ) = 0  

                                                 
15 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit.  The charge is included here for the rare occasion 
when a charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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THEN 

DaNormLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h = 0 

ELSE  

DaNormLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h =  

Max ( 0, DaLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h  ) / ∑
a

 ∑
s

 Max ( 0, DaLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h ) 

(c) IF ∑
a

DaAoNetWdrHrlyQty a, s, h = 0  

THEN 

DaLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h  = 0 

ELSE  

DaLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h = { [ DaLpIntSupplyHrlyFct lp, h  

* ( DaMlcHrlyPrc s, h – DaLpIwaMlcHrlyPrc lp, h )  

+ ( 1 – DaLpIntSupplyHrlyFct lp, h )  

* ( DaMlcHrlyPrc s, h – DaSppIwaMlcHrlyPrc h ) ]  

* DaLpNetWdrHrlyQty s, h }  

* { DaAoNetWdrHrlyQty a, s, h / ∑
a

DaAoNetWdrHrlyQty a, s, h } 

(c.1)  DaAoNetWdrHrlyQty a, s, h =  

Max (0, ( DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h + ∑
t

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t   

+ ∑
i
∑

t

( DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  / 12 ) ) ) 
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(c.2)    DaLpNetWdrHrlyQty s, h =    

Max ( 0,  ∑
a

 [ DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h + ∑
t

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t   

+ ∑
i
∑

t

( DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  / 12 ) ] ) 

(d)  IF ∑
s

DaLpNetWdrHrlyQty s, h = 0 

THEN 

DaLpIntSupplyHrlyFct lp, h = 0  

ELSE  

DaLpIntSupplyHrlyFct lp, h =  

Min [ 1, ∑
s

DaLpNetInjHrlyQty s, h / ∑
s

DaLpNetWdrHrlyQty s, h ] 

(d.1) DaLpNetInjHrlyQty s, h =   

(–1) * { Min (0,  ∑
a

 [ DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h + ∑
t

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t   

+ ∑
i
∑

t

( DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  / 12 ) ] ) } 

(e)  IF ∑
s

DaLpNetInjHrlyQty s, h = 0 

THEN 

DaLpExtSupplyHrlyFct lp, h =  0 

ELSE  

DaLpExtSupplyHrlyFct lp, h  =  

Max [ 0,  ( 1 – (∑
s

DaLpNetWdrHrlyQty s, h  
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/ ∑
s

DaLpNetInjHrlyQty s, h ) ) ] 

(f) IF ∑
s

DaLpNetInjHrlyQty s, h = 0 

THEN 

DaLpIwaMlcHrlyPrc lp, h =  0  

ELSE  

DaLpIwaMlcHrlyPrc lp, h =∑
s

 [ DaLpNetInjHrlyQty s, h * DaMlcHrlyPrc s, h  

/ ∑
s

DaLpNetInjHrlyQty s, h 

(g) DaSppIwaMlcHrlyPrc h = ∑
lp

[ DaLpExtSupplyHrlyFct lp, h  

* ∑
s

( DaLpNetInjHrlyQty s, h  * DaMlcHrlyPrc s, h ) ]  

/ ∑
lp

[ DaLpExtSupplyHrlyFct lp, h * ∑
s

DaLpNetInjHrlyQty s, h ] 

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The daily 
amount is calculated as follows: 

DaOclDistDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

DaOclDistHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

DaOclDistAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 DaOclDistDlyAmt a, s, d 
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(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

DaOclDistMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaOclDistAoAmt a, m, d 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaOclDistHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Day-Ahead Over Collected Losses Distribution 
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per 
Hour - The amount to AO a for AO a’s share of 
total over collection due to marginal losses at 
Settlement Location s for the Hour.   

DaNormLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h none Hour Day-Ahead Normalized Loss Rebate Factor per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour – AO a’s 
percentage rebate of the DaOclHrlyAmt h at 
Settlement Location s for the Hour. 

DaLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h $ Hour Day-Ahead Loss Rebate Factor per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour – AO a’s amount 
of marginal loss dollars collected at Settlement 
Location s for the Hour. 

DaOclHrlyAmt h $ Hour Day-Ahead Over Collected Losses Amount per 
Hour – The amount of over collection in the 
DA Market due to marginal losses for the Hour. 

DaLpIntSupplyHrlyFct lp, h none Hour Day-Ahead Loss Pool Internal Supply Factor 
per Loss Pool per Hour – A ratio indicating the 
percentage of Loss Pool lp’s net withdrawals 
that are being served by net injections inside of 
Loss Pool lp. 

DaLpExtSupplyHrlyFct lp, h none Hour Day-Ahead Loss Pool External Supply Factor 
per Loss Pool per Hour – A ratio indicating the 
percentage of Loss Pool lp’s net injections that 
are in excess of Loss Pool lp’s net withdrawals. 

DaLpIwaMlcHrlyPrc lp, h $/MWh Hour Day-Ahead Loss Pool Injection Weighted 
Average Marginal Loss Component per Loss 
Pool per Hour - The weighted average  
DaMlcHrlyPrc s, h  for all injections in loss pool 
lp in Hour h. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaSppIwaMlcHrlyPrc h $/MWh Hour Day-Ahead SPP Injection Weighted Average 
Marginal Loss Component per Hour - The 
weighted average DaMlcHrlyPrc s, h for all loss 
pool injections in excess of loss pool 
withdrawals in Hour h. 

DaLpNetInjHrlyQty s, h MWh Hour Day-Ahead Net Injection Quantity per Loss 
Pool per Hour – Loss pool lp’s net injection 
quantity in Hour h. 

DaLpNetWdrHrlyQty s, h MWh Hour Day-Ahead Net Withdrawal Quantity per Loss 
Pool per Hour – Loss pool lp’s net withdrawal 
quantity in Hour h. 

DaAoNetWdrHrlyQty a, s,, h MWh Hour Day-Ahead Net Withdrawal Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Hour – AO a’s net 
withdrawal quantity at Settlement Location s in 
Hour h. 

DaLmpHrlyPrc s, h $/MWh Hour Day-Ahead LMP – The value described under 
Section 4.5.5.1. 

DaMccHrlyPrc  s, h $MWh Hour Day-Ahead Marginal Congestion Component of 
Day-Ahead LMP – The value described under 
Section 4.5.5.15. 

DaMlcHrlyPrc s, h $MWh Hour Day-Ahead Marginal Losses Component of 
Day-Ahead LMP – The Marginal Losses 
Component of the Day-Ahead LMP at 
Settlement Location s for Hour h. 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Cleared Energy Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Hour in the  DA 
Market – The value described under Section 
4.5.5.1.   

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per Transaction 
per Hour in the  DA Market – The value 
described under Section 4.5.5.3.   

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Interchange Transaction Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per Transaction 
per Dispatch Interval – The value described 
under Section 4.5.5.2.   

DaOclDistDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Over Collected Losses Distribution 
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per 
Operating Day- The amount to AO a for AO 
a’s share of total over collection due to 
marginal losses at Settlement Location s for the 
Operating Day.   
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaOclDistAoAmt a, m,  d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Over Collected Losses Distribution 
Amount per AO per Operating Day- The 
amount to AO a associated with Market 
Participant m for AO a’s share of total over 
collection due to marginal losses for the 
Operating Day.   

DaOclDistMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Over Collected Losses Distribution 
Amount per MP per Operating Day- The 
amount to MP m for MP m’s share of total over 
collection due to marginal losses for the 
Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a 

single virtual energy transaction, a single 
Financial Schedule, a single contracted 
Operating Reserve transaction, a single TCR 
instrument, or a single ARR award. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
lp none none A Loss Pool. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.5.20 Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Transaction Fee Amount 

(1) A DA Market credit16 or charge for each submitted Virtual Energy Offer and Virtual Energy 
Bid will be calculated at each Settlement Location for each Asset Owner for each Operating 
Day.  Charges collected by SPP under this charge type are used by SPP to reduce the SPP 
budgeted expenses used to calculate the rate specified under Schedule 1-A of the SPP Tariff.  
The amount is calculated as follows: 

DaVTxnFeeDlyAmt a, m, d = DaVTxnDlyCnt a, d * DaVTxnFeeDlyRt d 

(2) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The net daily charge or credit is 
calculated as follows: 

DaVTxnFeeMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 DaVTxnFeeDlyAmt a, m, d 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaVTxnFeeDlyAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Transaction Fee 
Amount per AO per Operating Day - The DA 
Market amount to AO a for total amount of 
submitted Virtual Energy Offers and Virtual 
Energy Bids in Operating Day d.   

DaVTxnDlyCnt a, d none Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Transaction Daily 
Count per AO per Operating Day - The total 
number of AO a’s submitted Virtual Energy 
Offers and Virtual Energy Bids in Operating 
Day d.     

DaVTxnFeeDlyRt d $/Transaction Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Transaction Fee 
Rate per Operating Day - The daily rate 
applied to DaVTxnDlyCnt a, d in Operating 
Day d as specified in the SPP Tariff.   

                                                 
16 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a charge.  The credit is included here for the rare occasion 
when a credit may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaVTxnFeeMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Transaction Fee 
Amount per MP per Operating Day - The DA 
Market amount to MP m for total amount of 
submitted Virtual Energy Offers and Virtual 
Energy Bids in Operating Day d submitted by 
all AOs associated with Market Participant m.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6 Real-Time Balancing Market Settlement 

Settlement calculations for the Real-Time Balancing Market are performed on a Dispatch 
Interval basis for each Operating Day and are based upon the difference between the results of 
the RTBM process and the DA Market clearing for that Operating Day.  To calculate RTBM 
actual Energy in a Dispatch Interval for Asset Owners that have not directly submitted 5-minute 
interval meter data, SPP allocates the submitted hourly meter data for Resources and loads into  
5-minute values using 5-minute telemetered or State Estimator profiles for the corresponding 
hour.  The profiling of the hourly meter data maintains the shape of the 5-minute telemetered or 
State Estimator values even if there are both positive and negative values contained within the 12 
intervals.  All Dispatch Interval values are expressed in MW, not MWh.  Exhibit 4-13 shows an 
example of how the profiling will work for a Resource that submits an actual hourly meter 
amount of -80 MWh. 

Exhibit 4-14: Meter Profiling Example 

Interval (1) 
State Estimator 

MW 
 

(2) 
Absolute 
Value of 

Column (1) 
 

(3) 
Normalize 
Column (2) 

[Col (2) MW / 
Total Col (2) 

MW] 

(4) 
Profiled Hourly 

Meter 
(-80 – (-66.25)) * 
12 * Col (3) + Col 

(1) 
1 10 10 0.012 8 
2 5 5 0.006 4 
3 0 0 0.000 0 
4 -50 50 0.061 -60 
5 -60 60 0.073 -72 
6 -70 70 0.085 -84 
7 -80 80 0.097 -96 
8 -90 90 0.109 -108 
9 -100 100 0.121 -120 

10 -110 110 0.133 -132 
11 -120 120 0.145 -144 
12 -130 130 0.158 -156 

 -66.25 MWh 825 (total) 
1.000 

-80 MWh (Meter) 
(submitted) 

 
RTBM results are presented on an hourly basis but Market Participants and Asset Owners have 
access to the 5 minute data for verification purposes.  
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Charges to Market Participants for Operating Reserve procured in the DA Market and RTBM are 
calculated on a Reserve Zone basis by multiplying the Reserve Zone Operating Reserve 
procurement rate by each applicable Asset Owner’s DA Market Operating Reserve Obligation.   

• The total procurement rate within a Reserve Zone for each Operating Reserve product 
consists of the total of the DA Market Operating Reserve product procurement costs to 
meet the Reserve Zone DA Market Operating Reserve product obligation plus a Real-
Time Reserve Zone load ratio share of the net system-wide RTBM Operating Reserve 
product procurement costs minus a Real-Time Reserve Zone load ratio share of the 
applicable Operating Reserve product deployment failure charges, and this total is then 
divided by the DA Market Reserve Zone Operating Reserve obligation.  

• For the DA Market, for Reserve Zones where Operating Reserve procured is more than 
the entire obligation in the zone, the DA Market Operating Reserve procurement cost is 
equal to the clearing price for DA Market Operating Reserve for that zone, multiplied by 
the zone obligation.  For Reserve Zones where Operating Reserve procured is less than 
the entire obligation in the zone, the DA Market Operating Reserve procurement cost is 
the weighted average of (1) the clearing price for DA Market Operating Reserve for that 
zone and (2) the average clearing price for the DA Market Operating Reserve procured 
and imported from other zones, multiplied by the zone obligation. 

Consistent with DA Market settlement, SPP committed Resources in any of the RUC processes 
that were not committed in the DA Market may also receive a make whole-payment if the total 
revenues received for Energy and Operating Reserve sales in the RTBM settlement are less than 
the Resource’s Offer costs.  Make-Whole payments are calculated on a commitment period basis 
and are collected on a daily basis from Asset Owners based upon their pro-rata share of the sum 
of Real-Time deviations from DA Market cleared amounts.  In addition, Resources that were not 
eligible to receive a make-whole payment in the RTBM may receive a make-whole payment, 
subject to certain eligibility requirements, as follows: 

• if the Resource is issued a manual Dispatch Instruction by SPP in any hour that creates 
Out Of Merit Energy (“OOME”) in excess of the Resource’s Dispatch Instruction and the 
Resource Offer costs associated with the OOME are greater than the Energy revenue 
received for the OOME, the Resource will receive the difference between the Energy 
Offer Curve costs associated with the OOME and the OOME Energy revenue; and 
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• If the manual Dispatch Instruction is for Energy in the down direction and the RTBM 
LMP is greater than the DA Market LMP, the Asset Owner will receive a credit for the 
difference multiplied by the OOME MW.  The OOME MW is calculated as Max (0, the 
difference between the Resource’s DA Market cleared Energy MW and actual Resource 
output). 

Additionally, charges for failure to deploy Regulation-Up or Regulation-Down, and charges for 
failure to deploy the specified amount of cleared Spinning Reserve or Supplemental Reserve are 
included as part of the RTBM settlement.  Charges collected for failure to deploy Regulation-Up 
or Regulation-Down are distributed pro rata to Asset Owners that paid for the Regulation-Up and 
Regulation-Down procurement costs.  Charges collected for failure to deploy Spinning Reserve 
or Contingency Reserve are distributed pro rata to Asset Owners that paid for the Spinning 
Reserve or Supplemental Reserve procurement costs. 

Finally, SPP must remain revenue neutral for each hour of the Operating Day.  To the extent that 
total revenue received by SPP does not equal the total amount of revenue distributed to Market 
Participants by SPP, each Market Participant is charged or credited to maintain revenue 
neutrality.   

The following subsections describe the RTBM settlement charge types.  For each charge type, 
the initial calculation is performed either at the Dispatch Interval level or hourly level for each 
Asset Owner at each Settlement Location.  In addition to the Dispatch Interval and hourly values, 
hourly and daily values will be accessible on the Settlement Statement for all charge types.  Each 
charge type calculation is described in the following subsections. 
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4.5.6.1 Real-Time Asset Energy Amount  

(1) The Real-Time Asset Energy Amount can be either a credit to an Asset Owner or a charge to 
an Asset Owner and is calculated on a net basis at each Settlement Location for: 

• the difference between actual metered supply MWh amounts in a Dispatch Interval 
and cleared Resource Offers in the DA Market;  

• the difference between actual metered demand MWh amounts in a Dispatch Interval 
and all cleared Demand Bids in the DA Market;  

• and 

• Real-Time Financial Schedules for Energy in a Dispatch Interval.  

The net amount to each Asset Owner (AO) for each Settlement Location in a Dispatch Interval is 
calculated as follows: 

#RtEnergy5minAmt a, s, i = RtLmp5minPrc s, i  

 * [ (RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i   -  DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h )   

- ∑
t

RtEnFinHrlyQty a, s, t, h ] / 12 

(2) For each Asset Owner, an hourly amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h = ∑
i

RtEnergy5minAmt a, s, i 

(3) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

RtEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(4) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 
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RtEnergyAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d 

(5) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

RtEnergyMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtEnergyAoAmt a, m, d 

The above variables are defined as follows:  

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtEnergy5minAmt a, s, i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Energy Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval - The amount to AO a for 
deviations between Real-Time actual Energy amounts 
and net cleared energy offers and bids at Settlement 
Location s for the Dispatch Interval.   

RtLmp5minPrc s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time LMP - The RTBM LMP at Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i. 

RtBillMtrHrlyQty a, s, h   MWh Hour Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO per Settlement 
Location per hour -  The actual hourly metered quantities 
for AO a Resources and load at Settlement Location s in 
hour h. 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h MWh Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Energy Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour in the  DA Market – The 
value described under Section 4.5.5.1.   

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO per Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval -  The Dispatch Interval 
metered quantities for AO a Resources and load at 
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i.  This value 
is either equal to (RtActMtr5minQty a, s, i  ) * 12  if 
available or RtAdjActMtr5minQty a, s, i.    

RtActMtr5minQty a, s, i   MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Actual Meter Quantity per AO per Location 
per Dispatch Interval -  The Dispatch Interval metered 
quantity, in MWh, for AO a’s Resources and load 
directly submitted by the Market Participant. 

RtAdjActMtr5minQty a, s, i   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Adjusted Actual Meter Quantity per AO per 
Location per Dispatch Interval -  The Dispatch Interval 
metered quantity, in MW, for AO a’s Resources and load 
calculated by SPP using RtBillMtrHrlyQty a, s, h  at 
Resource or load Settlement Location s profiled for the 
hour using the method described under Section 4.5.5.20.  
In the case where RtBillMtrHrlyQty a, s, h  is not 
available, RtAdjActMtr5minQty a, s, i is equal to the 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

State Estimator value at the end of the Dispatch Interval. 
RtEnFinHrlyQty a, s, t, h MWh Hour Real-Time Asset Financial Schedule for Energy per AO 

per Settlement Location per Transaction per Hour - The 
amount specified by the buyer AO and seller AO in a 
RTBM Financial Schedule for Energy at Asset 
Settlement Location s, for transaction t, for the Hour.  
The buyer AO amount is a positive value and the seller 
AO amount is a negative value. 

RtEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Energy Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Hour - The amount to AO a for deviations 
between Real-Time actual Energy amounts and net 
cleared energy offers and bids at Settlement Location s 
for the Hour.   

RtEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Energy Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Operating Day - The amount to AO a for 
deviations between Real-Time actual Energy amounts 
and net cleared energy offers and bids at Settlement 
Location s for the Operating Day.   

RtEnergyAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Energy Amount per AO per Operating Day - 
The amount to AO a associated with Market Participant 
m for deviations between Real-Time actual Energy 
amounts and net cleared energy offers and bids for the 
Operating Day.   

RtEnergyMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Energy Amount per MP per Operating Day - 
The amount to MP m for deviations between Real-Time 
actual Energy amounts and net cleared energy offers and 
bids for the Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a single virtual 

energy transaction, a single Financial Schedule, a single 
contracted Operating Reserve transaction, a single TCR 
instrument, or a single ARR award. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6.2 Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Amount  

(2) The Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Amount can be either a credit to an Asset Owner or a 
charge to an Asset Owner and is calculated on a net basis at each Settlement Location for: 

• the difference between actual scheduled Import Interchange Transactions in a 
Dispatch Interval and cleared Import Interchange Transactions in the DA Market; and 

• the difference between actual scheduled Export Interchange Transactions in a 
Dispatch Interval and cleared Export Interchange Transactions in the DA Market; and 

• the difference between actual scheduled Through Interchange Transactions in a 
Dispatch Interval and cleared Through Interchange Transactions in the DA Market; 
and 

• Real-Time Financial Schedules for Energy in a Dispatch Interval.  

The net amount to each Asset Owner (AO) for each Settlement Location in a Dispatch Interval is 
calculated as follows: 

#RtNEnergy5minAmt a, s, i = RtLmp5minPrc s, i  

 * [ ( ∑
t

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  -∑
t

( DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  )  

- ∑
t

RtNEnFinHrlyQty a, s, h, t ] / 12 

(2) For each Asset Owner, an hourly amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtNEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h = ∑
i

RtNEnergy5minAmt a, s, i 

(3) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtNEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

RtNEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h 
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(4) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtNEnergyAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtNEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d 

(5) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

RtNEnergyMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtNEnergyAoAmt a, m, d 

The above variables are defined as follows:  

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtNEnergy5minAmt a, s, i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The amount 
to AO a for deviations between RTBM scheduled 
Interchange Transaction quantities and DA Market 
cleared Interchange Transactions, net of Financial 
Schedules at Settlement Location s for the Dispatch 
Interval.   

RtLmp5minPrc s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time LMP - The RTBM LMP at Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i. 

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Interchange Transaction Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The 
value described under Section 4.5.5.2.   

RtNEnFinHrlyQty a, s, h, t  MWh Hour Real-Time Non-Asset Financial Schedule for Energy per 
AO per Settlement Location per Transaction per Hour - 
The quantity specified by the buyer AO and seller AO in 
a RTBM Financial Schedule for Energy at Non-Asset 
Settlement Location s, for transaction t, for the Hour.  
The buyer AO amount is a positive value and the seller 
AO amount is a negative value. 

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Interchange Transaction Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The total net 
quantity of energy represented by AO a’s actual 
Interchange Transactions in the RTBM at Settlement 
Location s, for each tagged transaction t, for the Hour.  
The Dispatch Interval value of the transaction will be 
equal to the scheduled MW within the scheduled start-
time and stop-time of the transaction.  Transaction 
ramping will be ignored. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Energy Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Hour - The amount to AO a for deviations 
between Real-Time actual Energy amounts and net 
cleared energy offers and bids at Settlement Location s 
for the Hour.   

RtEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Energy Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Operating Day - The amount to AO a for 
deviations between Real-Time actual Energy amounts 
and net cleared energy offers and bids at Settlement 
Location s for the Operating Day.   

RtEnergyAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Energy Amount per AO per Operating Day - 
The amount to AO a associated with Market Participant 
m for deviations between Real-Time actual Energy 
amounts and net cleared energy offers and bids for the 
Operating Day.   

RtEnergyMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Energy Amount per MP per Operating Day - 
The amount to MP m for deviations between Real-Time 
actual Energy amounts and net cleared energy offers and 
bids for the Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none An Dispatch Interval. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a single virtual 

energy transaction, a single contracted Operating 
Reserve transaction or a single TCR instrument or a 
single ARR award. 

t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a single virtual 
energy transaction, a single Financial Schedule, a single 
contracted Operating Reserve transaction, a single TCR 
instrument, or a single ARR award. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6.3 Real-Time Virtual Energy Amount 

(1) The Real-Time Virtual Energy Amount can be either a credit to charge to an Asset Owner 
and is calculated on an Asset Owner net virtual transaction basis at each Settlement Location 
for all cleared Virtual Energy Offers and all cleared Virtual Energy Bids in the DA Market.  
Cleared Virtual Energy Offers and cleared Virtual Energy Bids in the DA Market create 
deviations in the RTBM that are equal to the negative of the cleared DA Market amounts.  
The net amount to each Asset Owner (AO) for each Settlement Location for a Dispatch 
Interval is calculated as follows: 

#RtVEnergy5minAmt a, s, i = ( RtLmp5minPrc s, i * (∑
t

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t  /12 ) )  

* (-1) 

(2) For each Asset Owner, an hourly amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtVEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h = ∑
i

RtVEnergy5minAmt a, s, i 

(3) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtVEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

RtVEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(4) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtVEnergyAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtVEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d 

(5) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

RtVEnergyMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtVEnergyAoAmt a, m, d 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtVEnergy5minAmt a, s, i $ Hour Real-Time Virtual Energy Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval - The amount to AO a for 
DA Market cleared Virtual Energy Offers and Virtual 
Energy Bids at Settlement Location s for each 
transaction for the Dispatch Interval.   

RtLmp5minPrc s, i $/MWh Hour Real-Time LMP - The value defined under Section 
4.5.6.1 at Settlement Location s for Dispatch Interval i. 

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t MWh Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour in the  DA Market – The 
value described under Section 4.5.5.3.   

RtVEnergyHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Virtual Energy Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Hour - The amount to AO a for DA Market 
cleared Virtual Energy Offers and Virtual Energy Bids at 
Settlement Location s for the Hour.   

RtVEnergyDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Virtual  Energy Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Operating Day - The amount to 
AO a for DA Market cleared Virtual Energy Offers and 
Virtual Energy Bids at Settlement Location s for the 
Operating Day.   

RtVEnergyAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Virtual Energy Amount per AO per Operating 
Day - The amount to AO a associated with Market 
Participant m for DA Market cleared Virtual Energy 
Offers and Virtual Energy Bids for the Operating Day.   

RtVEnergyMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Virtual Energy Amount per MP per Operating 
Day - The amount to MP m for DA Market cleared 
Virtual Energy Offers and Virtual Energy Bids for the 
Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a single virtual 

energy transaction, a single Financial Schedule, a single 
contracted Operating Reserve transaction, a single TCR 
instrument, or a single ARR award. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6.4 Real-Time Regulation-Up Amount  

(1) A RTBM charge or credit for deviations between cleared RTBM Regulation-Up and cleared 
DA Market Regulation-Up will be calculated at each Settlement Location for each Asset 
Owner for each Dispatch Interval.  The amount will be calculated as follows: 

#RtRegUp5minAmt a, s, i =  ( RtRegUpMcp5minPrc z, s, i    

* ( RtRegUp5minQty a, s, i -  DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h ) / 12 ) * (-1)  

(2) For each Asset Owner, an hourly amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegUpHrlyAmt a, s, h = ∑
i

RtRegUp5minAmt a, s, i 

(3) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegUpDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

RtRegUpHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(4) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegUpAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtRegUpDlyAmt a, s, d 

(5) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

RtRegUpMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtRegUpAoAmt a, m, d 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtRegUp5minAmt a, s, i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Amount per AO per 
Resource Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - 
The amount to AO a for deviations between cleared 
RTBM and DA Market Regulation-Up Offers at 
Resource Settlement Location s for the Dispatch 
Interval.   

RtRegUpMcp5minPrc z, s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time MCP for Regulation-Up per Reserve Zone 
- The RTBM MCP for Regulation-Up for the 
Reserve Zone that includes Resource Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i. 

RtRegUp5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Cleared Regulation-Up Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The 
total amount of Regulation-Up MW represented by 
AO a’s cleared Regulation-Up Offers in the RTBM 
at Resource Settlement Location s, for Dispatch 
Interval i.   

RtRegUpHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Regulation-Up Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour - The amount to AO a 
for deviations between cleared RTBM and DA 
Market Regulation-Up Offers at Resource Settlement 
Location s for the Hour.   

RtRegUpDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Operating Day - The 
amount to AO a for deviations between cleared 
RTBM and DA Market Regulation-Up Offers at 
Resource Settlement Location s for the Operating 
Day.   

RtRegUpAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Amount per AO per 
Operating Day - The amount to AO a associated 
with Market Participant m for deviations between 
cleared RTBM and DA Market Regulation-Up 
Offers for the Operating Day.   

RtRegUpMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Amount per MP per 
Operating Day - The amount to MP m for deviations 
between cleared RTBM and DA Market Regulation-
Up Offers for the Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Resource Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
z none none A Reserve Zone. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6.5 Real-Time Regulation-Down Amount  

(1) A RTBM charge or credit for deviations between cleared RTBM Regulation-Down and 
cleared DA Market Regulation-Down will be calculated at each Settlement Location for each 
Asset Owner for each Dispatch Interval.  The amount will be calculated as follows: 

#RtRegDn5minAmt a, s, i =  ( RtRegDnMcp5minPrc z, s, i    

* ( RtRegDn5minQty a, s, i  -  DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h ) /12 ) * (-1) 

(2) For each Asset Owner, an hourly amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegDnHrlyAmt a, s, h = ∑
i

RtRegDn5minAmt a, s, i 

(3) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegDnDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

RtRegDnHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(4) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegDnAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtRegDnDlyAmt a, s, d 

(5) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

RtRegDnMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtRegDnAoAmt a, m, d 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtRegDn5minAmt a, s, i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Down Amount per AO per 
Resource Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - 
The amount to AO a for deviations between cleared 
RTBM and DA Market Regulation-Down Offers at 
Resource Settlement Location s for the Dispatch 
Interval. 

RtRegDnMcp5minPrc z, s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time MCP for Regulation-Down per Reserve 
Zone - The RTBM MCP for Regulation-Down for the 
Reserve Zone that includes Resource Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i. 

RtRegDn5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Cleared Regulation-Down Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The 
total amount of Regulation-Down represented by AO 
a’s cleared Regulation-Down Offers in the RTBM at 
Resource Settlement Location s, for Dispatch Interval 
i.   

RtRegDnHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Regulation-Down Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour - The amount to AO a 
for deviations between cleared RTBM and DA Market 
Regulation-Down Offers at Resource Settlement 
Location s for the Hour.   

RtRegDnDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation-Down Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Operating Day - The amount 
to AO a for deviations between cleared RTBM and 
DA Market Regulation-Down Offers at Resource 
Settlement Location s for the Operating Day.   

RtRegDnAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation-Down Amount per AO per 
Operating Day - The amount to AO a associated with 
Market Participant m for deviations between cleared 
RTBM and DA Market Regulation-Down Offers for 
the Operating Day.   

RtRegDnMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation-Down Amount per MP per 
Operating Day - The amount to MP m for deviations 
between cleared RTBM and DA Market Regulation-
Down Offers for the Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Resource Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
z none none A Reserve Zone. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6.6 Real-Time Spinning Reserve Amount 

(1) A RTBM charge or credit for deviations between cleared RTBM Spinning Reserve and 
cleared DA Market Spinning Reserve will be calculated at each Settlement Location for each 
Asset Owner for each Dispatch Interval.  The amount will be calculated as follows: 

#RtSpin5minAmt a, s, i =  ( RtSpinMcp5minPrc z, s, i    

* ( RtSpin5minQty a, s, i -  DaSpinHrlyQty a, s, h ) / 12 ) * (-1)  

(2) For each Asset Owner, an hourly amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtSpinHrlyAmt a, s, h = ∑
i

RtSpin5minAmt a, s, i 

(3) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtSpinDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

RtSpinHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(4) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtSpinAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtSpinDlyAmt a, s, d 

(5) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

RtSpinMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtSpinAoAmt a, m, d 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtSpin5minAmt a, s, i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Spinning Reserve Amount per AO per Resource 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The amount to 
AO a for deviations between cleared RTBM and DA 
Market Spinning Reserve Offers at Resource Settlement 
Location s for the Dispatch Interval.   

RtSpinMcp5minPrc z, s, i $/MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time MCP for Spinning Reserve - The RTBM MCP 
for Spinning Reserve for the Reserve Zone that includes 
Resource Settlement Location s for Dispatch Interval i. 

RtSpin5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Cleared Spinning Reserve Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The total 
amount of Spinning Reserve represented by AO a’s cleared 
Spinning Reserve Offers in the RTBM at Resource 
Settlement Location s, for Dispatch Interval i.   

RtSpinHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Spinning Reserve Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Hour - The amount to AO a for deviations 
between cleared RTBM and DA Market Spinning Reserve 
Offers at Resource Settlement Location s for the Hour.   

RtSpinDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Spinning Reserve Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Operating Day - The amount to AO a for 
deviations between cleared RTBM and DA Market 
Spinning Reserve Offers at Resource Settlement Location s 
for the Operating Day.   

RtSpinAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Spinning Reserve Amount per AO per Operating 
Day - The amount to AO a associated with Market 
Participant m for deviations between cleared RTBM and 
DA Market Spinning Reserve Offers for the Operating Day.   

RtSpinMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Spinning Reserve Amount per MP per Operating 
Day - The amount to MP m for deviations between cleared 
RTBM and DA Market Spinning Reserve Offers for the 
Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Resource Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
z none none A Reserve Zone. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6.7 Real-Time Supplemental Reserve Amount  

(1) A RTBM charge or credit for deviations between cleared RTBM Supplemental Reserve and 
cleared DA Market Supplemental Reserve will be calculated at each Settlement Location for 
each Asset Owner for each Dispatch Interval.  The amount will be calculated as follows: 

#RtSupp5minAmt a, s, i =  ( RtSuppMcp5minPrc z, s, i    

* ( RtSupp5minQty a, s, i -  DaSuppHrlyQty a, s, h ) /12 ) * (-1) 

(2) For each Asset Owner, an hourly amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtSuppHrlyAmt a, s, h = ∑
i

RtSupp5minAmt a, s, i 

(3) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtSuppDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

RtSuppHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(4) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtSuppAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtSuppDlyAmt a, s, d 

(5) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

RtSuppMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtSuppAoAmt a, m, d 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtSupp5minAmt a, s, i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Supplemental Reserve Amount per AO per 
Resource Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The 
amount to AO a for deviations between cleared RTBM and 
DA Market Supplemental Reserve Offers at Resource 
Settlement Location s for the Dispatch Interval.   

RtSuppMcp5minPrc z, s, i $/MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time MCP for Supplemental Reserve - The RTBM 
MCP for Supplemental Reserve for the Reserve Zone that 
includes Resource Settlement Location s for Dispatch 
Interval i. 

RtSupp5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Cleared Supplemental Reserve Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The total 
amount of Supplemental Reserve represented by AO a’s 
cleared Supplemental Reserve Offers in the RTBM at 
Resource Settlement Location s, for Dispatch Interval i.   

RtSuppHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Supplemental Reserve Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour - The amount to AO a for 
deviations between cleared RTBM and DA Market 
Supplemental Reserve Offers at Resource Settlement 
Location s for the Hour.   

RtSuppDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Supplemental Reserve Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Operating Day - The amount to 
AO a for deviations between cleared RTBM and DA 
Market Supplemental Reserve Offers at Resource 
Settlement Location s for the Operating Day.   

RtSuppAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Supplemental Reserve Amount per AO per 
Operating Day - The amount to AO a associated with 
Market Participant m for deviations between cleared 
RTBM and DA Market Supplemental Reserve Offers for 
the Operating Day.   

RtSuppMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Supplemental Reserve Amount per MP per 
Operating Day - The amount to MP m for deviations 
between cleared RTBM and DA Market Supplemental 
Reserve Offers for the Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Resource Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
z none none A Reserve Zone. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6.8 Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment Amount 

(1) The Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment Amount is a credit or charge17 to a Resource Asset 
Owner and is calculated for each Resource with an associated RUC Commitment Period or a 
related DA Market Commitment Period.  A payment is made to the Resource Asset Owner 
when the sum of the Resource’s eligible RTBM Start-Up Offer costs, No-Load Offer costs, 
Energy Offer Curve and Operating Reserve Offer costs associated with actual MWh amounts 
for Energy and cleared RTBM Operating Reserve is greater than the Energy and Operating 
Reserve RTBM revenues received for that Resource over the Resource’s RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period.   

(2) A Resource’s RTBM Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period is defined by a Resource’s 
DA Market Commitment Period, RUC Commitment Period, Sync-To-Min Time and Min-
To-Off Time: 

(a) As shown in Exhibit 4-15, for Resources with an associated RUC Commitment Period 
that begins and ends within the same Operating Day, the RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period begins in the Dispatch Interval associated with the greater of: (1) the 
time calculated by subtracting the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time from the Resource’s 
RUC Commit Time; or (2) the end of an adjacent DA Market Commitment Period, and 
ends in the Dispatch Interval associated with the lesser of: (1) Resource RUC De-Commit 
Time plus Min-To-Off Time; or (2) the start of an adjacent DA Market Commitment 
Period.   

                                                 
17 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit.  The charge is included here for the rare occasion 
when a charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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Exhibit 4-15: Real-Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period – Single Operating Day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) As shown in Exhibit 4-16, for Resources with an associated RUC Commitment Period 
that begins in one Operating Day and ends in the next Operating Day, two RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Periods are created.  The first period begins in the first 
Operating Day in the Dispatch Interval associated with the greater of: (1) the time 
calculated by subtracting the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time from the Resource’s RUC 
Commit Time or (2) the end of an adjacent DA Market Commitment Period, and ends at 
the last Dispatch Interval of the first Operating Day.  The second period begins in the first 
Dispatch Interval of the next Operating Day and ends in the Dispatch Interval associated 
with the lesser of: (1) Resource RUC De-Commit Time plus Min-To-Off Time; or (2) the 
start of a DA Market Commitment Period. 

Operating Day 1 Operating Day 2

RUC 
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Period 

Time 

Sync-To-Min 
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Min-To-
Off Time 

Real-Time Make-
Whole Payment 
Eligibility Period 
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DA Market 
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Period 

DA Market 
Commitment 
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Min-To-
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Sync-To-Min 
Time 
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Exhibit 4-16: Real-Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period – Multiple Operating 
Days 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) As shown in Exhibit 4-17, for Resources that have an associated DA Market 
Commitment Period, a RTBM Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period is calculated as 
follows: 

i. For Resources that do not have an associated RUC Commitment Period that ends in 
the hour prior to the start of an associated DA Market Commitment Period, the 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period begins in the Dispatch Interval 
associated with the time calculated by subtracting the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time 
from the time the Resource was initially committed in the DA Market and ends at the 
lesser of the last Dispatch Interval prior to the hour the Resource was initially 
committed in the DA Market or the last Dispatch Interval in the Operating Day;  

ii. For Resources that do not have an associated RUC Commitment Period that begins in 
the hour following the end of the an associated DA Market Commitment Period, the 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period begins at the first Dispatch Interval 
following the hour the DA Market Commitment period ends and ends at the lesser of 
(i) the Dispatch Interval associated with the sum of the time the DA Market 
Commitment period ends and the Resource Min-To-Off Time; or (ii) the last Dispatch 
Interval in the Operating Day. 

Operating Day 1 Operating Day 2

RUC 
Commitment 

Period 

Time 

Sync-To-
Min Time 

Min-To-Off 
Time 

Real-Time Make-
Whole Payment 
Eligibility Period 

Real-Time Make-
Whole Payment 
Eligibility Period 
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Exhibit 4-17: Real-Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period – DA Market 
Commitment Period 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(3) The following cost recovery eligible rules apply to each RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period.   Offer costs are calculated using the RTBM Offer prices in effect at the 
time the commitment decision was made.   

(a) If SPP cancels a start-up order prior to the start of the associated RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period and the Resource is not a Synchronized Resource, the Asset 
Owner will receive reimbursement for a time-based pro-rata share of the Resource’s 
RTBM Start-Up Offer.  Asset Owners may request additional compensation through 
submittal of actual cost documentation. 

(b) In order to receive Start-Up Offer recovery within a RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period, the Resource must be a Synchronized Resource for at least one 
Dispatch Interval in the Real-Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period.   

(c) In order to receive recovery of No-Load Offer costs in any Dispatch Interval in the Real-
Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period, the Resource must be a Synchronized 
Resource in that Dispatch Interval. 

(d) There may be more than one Real-Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period for a 
Resource in a single Operating Day for which a credit or charge is calculated.  A single 

Operating Day 1 Operating Day 2

DA Market 
Commitment 

Period 

Time 

Sync-To-Min Time Min-To-Off Time 

Real-Time Make-
Whole Payment 
Eligibility Periods 

Comment [A15]: Need to document process 
and cost eligibility rules somewhere. 
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Real-Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period is contained within a single 
Operating Day. 

(e) A Resource’s RTBM Start-Up Offer costs are not eligible for recovery in the following 
Real-Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Periods: 

i. Any Real-Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period that is adjacent to the end 
of a DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period; and 

ii. Any Real-Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period that is adjacent to a DA 
Market Self-Commit Hour or a RUC Self-Commit Hour. 

(f) For each Real-Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period within an Operating Day, a 
Resource’s RTBM Start-Up Offer is divided by the lesser of (1) the Resource’s Minimum 
Run Time multiplied by 12 or (2) 24 Hours multiplied by 12, and that portion of the 
Start-Up Offer is included as a cost in each interval of the Real-Time Make-Whole 
Payment Eligibility Period until the sum of these interval costs are equal to the RTBM 
Start-Up Offer or until the end of the Real-Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period, 
whichever occurs first.   

(g) To the extent that the full amount of the RTBM Start-Up Offer is not accounted for in the 
last Real-Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period in the Operating Day, any 
remaining RTBM Start-Up Offer costs are carried forward for recovery in the first Real-
Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period of the following Operating Day provided 
that the Resource has not been committed in the DA Market in any hour of the first Real-
Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period as described in (i) below.  For example, 
consider a Resource that is committed starting at 10:00 PM in Operating Day 1 that has a 
Minimum Run Time of 10 hours and a Start-Up Offer of $12,000.  The RUC 
Commitment Period is from 10:00 PM in Operating Day 1 through 8:00 AM of Operating 
Day 2.  For Real-Time Make-Whole Payment calculation purposes, the RUC 
Commitment Period is split into two separate Real-Time Make-Whole Payment 
Eligibility Periods as described in (2).b above.  The first Real-Time Make-Whole 
Payment Eligibility Period will include $100/interval of Start-Up Offer costs ($12,000 / 
120 interval) in hour 23 and 24 intervals.  The second Real-Time Make-Whole Payment 
Eligibility Period will include $100/interval of Start-Up Offer costs in hours 1 through 8 
intervals. 

(h) If the Resource has been committed in the DA Market in any hour of the first Real-Time 
Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period discussed under (h) above, to the extent that the 

Comment [WRC16]: Note that this language 
does not allow full recovery of Start-Up cost if a 
Resource comes on late and its Min Run Time 
extends beyond the Real-Time Make-Whole 
Payment Eligibility Preiod. 
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full amount of the RTBM Start-Up Offer is not accounted for in the last Real-Time 
Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period in the Operating Day, any remaining RTBM 
Start-Up Offer costs are carried forward for recovery in the first Day-Ahead Make-Whole 
Payment Eligibility Period of the following Operating Day. 

(4) The amount to each Asset Owner (AO) for each eligible Resource Settlement Location for a 
given Real-Time Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period is calculated as follows:     

RtMwpCpAmt a, s, c =  ( CncldStartAmt a, s, c 

+ Max (0, ( ∑
i

( RtStartUp5minAmt a, s, i, c + RtMwpCost5minAmt a, s, i, c 

+ RtMwpRev5minAmt a, s, i, c  + RtOome5minAmt a, s, i, c 

–  RtURDAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c – RtStatusAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c 

–  RtLimitAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c ) ) ) * (-1) 

Where, 

 (a) RtMwpCost5minAmt a, s, i, c =  ( RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i, c  

+  RtNoLoad5minAmt a, s, i, c  

+ 
 
RtRegUpAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c + 

 
RtRegDnAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c 

+  RtSpinAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c + 
 
RtSuppAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c ) / 12 

(b) RtMwpRev5minAmt a, s, i, c =  

( ( RtLmp5minPrc s, i, c * RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i, c ) / 12 ) 

+ RtRegUp5minAmt a, s, i, c + RtRegDn5minAmt a, s, i, c 

+ RtSpin5minAmt a, s, i, c + RtSupp5minAmt a, s, i,  

(c) CncldStartAmt a, s, c =  
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RtStartUp5minAmt a, s, c  * (Elapsed Time a, s, c  / StartUpTime a, s, c )  

(d) In any Dispatch Interval in which the Resource has operated outside of its Operating 
Tolerance and that Resource has not been exempted from URD per Section 4.4.4.1, 
any incremental Energy costs associated with actual Energy output above the 
Resource’s Desired Dispatch is not eligible for recovery.  The URD adjustment is 
calculated as follows: 

IF ABS (URD5minQty a, s, i, c ) > ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i, c AND 

( XmptDev5minFlg a, s, i = “Null” OR XmptDev5minFlg a, s, i = 0 ) 

THEN  

RtURDAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c = 

Max ( 0, ( RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i, c – RtDesiredEc5minAmt a, s, i, c) / 12 

ELSE  

RtURDAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c = 0 

Where, 

• URD5minQty a, s, i, c =  

( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i, c * (-1)) - RtAvgSetPoint5minQty a, s, i, c 

• ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i, c =  

Min ( URDMaxTol5minQty a, s, i, c , Max (URDMinTol5minQty a, s, i, c , 

URDTol5minPct a, s, i, c * RtDispMaxEmerCapOL5minQty a, s, i, c ) ) 

(e) In any Dispatch Interval in which a Resource is in “Manual” status, any incremental 
Energy costs associated with actual Energy output above the Resource’s Desired 
Dispatch is not eligible for recovery.  The status change adjustment is calculated as 
follows:  
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IF ControlStatus a, s, i, c = “Manual”   

THEN  

RtStatusAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c = 

Max ( 0, ( RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i, c – RtDesired5minAmt a, s, i, c) / 12 

ELSE  

RtStatusAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c = 0 

 (f) In any Dispatch Interval in which a Resource has increased its Minimum Economic 
Capacity Operating Limit (or its Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if 
the Resource has cleared for Regulation-Up or Regulation-Down) above the 
Resource’s minimum limits used by SPP in the commitment decision, the Resource is 
not in “Manual” status and the increase in minimum limit is greater than the 
Resource’s Operating Tolerance, any incremental Energy costs associated with actual 
Energy output above the Resource’s Desired Dispatch is not eligible for recovery.  
The limit change adjustment is calculated as follows: 

IF ControlStatus a, s, i, c < > “Regulating”  AND 

RtDispMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i, c >  

RtComMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i, c  AND 

ControlStatus a, s, i, c < > “Manual”  AND 

( RtDispMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i, c  

- RtComMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i, c  ) > ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i, c  AND 

ABS (URD5minQty a, s, i, c ) < ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i, c 

THEN 

RtLimitAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c =    
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Max ( 0, ( RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i, c – RtDesiredEc5minAmt a, s, i, c) / 12 

ELSE IF 

ControlStatus a, s, i, c  = “Regulating”  AND 

RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i, c >  

RtComMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i, c  AND 

 ( RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i, c  

- RtComMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i, c  ) > ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i, c  AND 

ABS (URD5minQty a, s, i, c ) < ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i, c 

THEN 

RtLimitAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c =    

Max ( 0, ( RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i, c – RtDesiredReg5minAmt a, s, i, c) / 12 

ELSE  

RtLimitAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c = 0 

(5) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The daily 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtMwpDlyAmt a, s, d =  ∑
c

 RtMwpCpAmt a, s, c 

(6) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtMwpAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtMwpDlyAmt a, s, d 
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(7) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated 
as follows: 

RtMwpMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtMwpAoAmt a, m, d 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtMwpCpAmt a, s, c $ Commitment 
Period 

Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment 
Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period - The 
amount to AO a for RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c at 
Resource Settlement Location s..   

RtStartUp5minAmt a s, i, c $ Hour Real-Time Start-Up Cost Amount per 
AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval per RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - 
The RTBM Start-Up Offer associated 
with AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for RTBM 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility 
Period c in Dispatch Interval i.  This 
value is calculated by dividing 
RtStartUpAmt a s, c by the lesser of 
the Resource’s ( RtMinRunTime a, i, s, 

c *12) or (24 * 12).  These interval 
values are carried forward into the 
following Operating Day, if needed, to 
ensure recovery of any remaining 
RtStartUpAmt a s, c. 

RtStartUpAmt a s, c $ Commitment 
Period 

Real-Time Start-Up Cost Amount per 
AO per Settlement Location per 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period - The RTBM Start-
Up Offer used in the commitment 
decision, associated with AO a’s 
eligible Resource at Settlement 
Location s for RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period c. 

RtMinRunTime a, i, s, c Time Hour Real-Time Minimum Run Time  per 
AO per Settlement Location Per 
Dispatch Interval per RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – 
The Minimum Run Time used in the 
commitment decision, associated with 
AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for RTBM 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility 
Period c as submitted as part of the 
RTBM Market Offer. 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtNoLoad5minAmt a, i, s, c $ Hour Real-Time No-Load Cost Amount per 
AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval in the RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - 
The No-Load Offer used in the 
commitment decision, in dollars, 
associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for 
Dispatch Interval i in RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c. 

RtMwpCost5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment Cost 
per AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval in the RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – 
The total Energy and Operating 
Reserve cost at actual Resource 
output, in dollars, associated with AO 
a’s eligible Resource at Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i in 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c. 

RtMwpRev5minAmt a, s, i, c    $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment 
Revenue per AO per Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval in the 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period – The total Energy 
and Operating Reserve revenue at 
actual Resource output, in dollars, 
associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for 
Dispatch Interval i in RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c. 

CncldStartAmt a, s, c $ Commitment 
Period 

Real-Time Cancelled Start Amount per 
AO per Settlement Location per for the 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period – The Start-Up Offer 
cost reimbursement for an SPP 
cancelled start-up, in dollars, 
associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c. 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

ElapsedTime a, s, c   $ Commitment 
Period 

Elapsed Time per AO per Settlement 
Location per for the RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – 
The elapsed time, in minutes, between 
the start of a Resource’s  
StartUpTime a, s, c and the time SPP 
cancelled the start-up, in dollars, 
associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c. 

StartUpTime a, s, c $ Commitment 
Period 

Start-up Time per AO per Settlement 
Location for the RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period – The 
Start-Up Time, in minutes, used in the 
commitment decision associated with 
AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for RTBM 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility 
Period c as specified in the RTBM 
Offer submitted prior to the RTBM 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility 
Period. 

RtURDAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 
Interval 

URD Adjustment  per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval in the RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period – The 
reduction in Real-Time Make-Whole 
Payment Amount associated with AO 
a’s eligible Resource at Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i in 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c when  the 
Resource’s URD5minQty a, s, i, c  is 
outside of the Resource’s 
ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i, c. 

URD5minQty a, s, i, c MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Uninstructed Resource Deviation per 
AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval in the RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – 
The Uninstructed Resource Deviation 
associated with AO a’s Resource at 
Settlement Location s in Dispatch 
Interval i. 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i, c   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Resource Operating Tolerance per AO 
per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval in the RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period – The 
Resource Operating Tolerance 
associated with AO a’s Resource at 
Settlement Location s in Dispatch 
Interval i. 

URDMaxTol5minQty a, s, i, c MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Uninstructed Resource Deviation 
Maximum Tolerance  per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval in the RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period – The 
maximum value of 
ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i, c  that is 
currently set at 20 MW. 

URDMinTol5minQty a, s, i, c MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Uninstructed Resource Deviation 
Minimum Tolerance  per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval in the RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period – The 
minimum value of 
ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i, c  that is 
currently set at 5 MW. 

URDTol5minPct a, s, i, c Percent Dispatch 
Interval 

Uninstructed Resource Deviation 
Tolerance Percentage per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval in the RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period – The 
percentage used to calculate the value 
of ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i, c  that is 
currently set at 5%. 

RtAvgSetPoint5minQty a, s, i, c MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Average Setpoint 
Instruction MW per AO per Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval in the 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period – The average 
Setpoint Instruction over Dispatch 
Interval i  for AO a’s Resource at 
Settlement Location s. 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

XmptDev5minFlg a, s, i none Dispatch 
Interval 

Failure-to-Follow Dispatch 
Exemption Flag per AO per Resource 
Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval – A flag associated with AO 
a’s eligible Resource at Settlement 
Location s indicating that a Resource 
that has operated outside of its 
Operating Tolerance is or is not 
exempt from any associated penalty 
charges in Dispatch Interval i.  If the 
flag is equal to “null”, the Resource is 
not exempt.  Otherwise, the flag will 
be set to a positive integer number 
which will indicate the reason of the 
exemption as specified under Section 
4.4.4.1. 

RtStatusAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Resource Status Change Adjustment  
per AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval in the RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – 
The reduction in Real-Time Make-
Whole Payment Amount associated 
with AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for Dispatch 
Interval i in RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period c when  the 
Resource’s Control Status is set to 
“Manual”.  

ControlStatus a, s, i, c   None Dispatch 
Interval 

Control Status  per AO per Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval in the 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period – A Resource status 
indicator associated with AO a’s 
eligible Resource at Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i in 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c as set by SPP 
operators that indicates the current 
dispatchable status of the Resource. 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtDispMaxEmerCapOL5minQty a, s, i, c  MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Maximum Emergency 
Capacity Operating Limit Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval in the RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – 
The Maximum Emergency Capacity 
Operating Limit associated with AO 
a’s eligible Resource at Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i in 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c.  

RtDispMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i, c  MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Minimum Economic 
Capacity Operating Limit Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval in the RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – 
The Minimum Economic Capacity 
Operating Limit associated with AO 
a’s eligible Resource at Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i in 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c.  

RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i, c  MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Minimum Regulation 
Capacity Operating Limit Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval in the RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – 
The Minimum Regulation Capacity 
Operating Limit associated with AO 
a’s eligible Resource at Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i in 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c.  

RtLimitAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Resource Limit Change Adjustment  
per AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval in the RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – 
The reduction in Real-Time Make-
Whole Payment Amount associated 
with AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for Dispatch 
Interval i in RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period c for a 
Real-Time increase in minimum limit. 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtComMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i, c MW Commitment 
Period 

Real-Time Minimum Economic 
Capacity Operating Limit Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location for the 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period – The Minimum 
Economic Capacity Operating Limit 
associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for 
Dispatch Interval i in RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c as 
submitted in an RTBM Offer prior to 
the RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period that was used in 
making the Resource commitment 
decision.  

RtComMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i, c MW Commitment 
Period 

Real-Time Minimum Regulation 
Capacity Operating Limit Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location for the 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period – The Minimum 
Regulation Capacity Operating Limit 
associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for 
Dispatch Interval i in RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c as 
submitted in an RTBM Offer prior to 
the RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period that was used in 
making the Resource commitment 
decision.  
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Incremental Energy Cost 
Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval in the 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period - The average 
incremental energy offer cost, in 
dollars, associated with AO a’s 
eligible Resource at Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i in 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c.  The Resource’s 
average incremental energy offer cost 
in any Dispatch Interval of RTBM 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility 
Period c is equal to the absolute value 
of the Resource’s  RtBillMtr5minQty 
a, s, i, c multiplied by the Resource’s 
average cost, in $/MWh, associated 
with the absolute value of the 
Resource’s RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i, c , 
as calculated from the Resource’s 
RTBM Energy Offer Curve.   

RtDesiredEc5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Energy Cost at Non-
Regulating  Desired Dispatch Amount  
per AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval in the RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - 
The average incremental energy offer 
cost at RtDesiredEc5minQty a, s, i, c 
associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for 
Dispatch Interval i in RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c 
with no cleared Regulation-Up or 
Regulation-Down.  The Resource’s 
average incremental energy offer cost 
at RtDesiredEc5minQty a, s, i, c in any 
Dispatch Interval of RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c is 
equal to the Resources 
RtDesiredEc5minQty a, s, i, c 
multiplied by the Resource’s average 
cost, in $/MWh, associated with the 
Resource’s RtDesiredEc5minQty a, s, 

i, c, as calculated from the Resource’s 
RTBM Energy Offer Curve.   
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtDesiredEc5minQty a, s, i, c MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Non-Regulating Desired 
Dispatch Quantity  per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval in the RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period – The 
Desired Dispatch MW for AO a’s 
eligible Resource for Dispatch Interval 
i at RtLmp5minPrc s, i as calculated 
from the Resource’s Energy Offer 
Curve using the lesser of 
RtComMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, 

i, c  or 
RtDispMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, 

i, c as an output floor. 
RtDesiredReg5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 

Interval 
Real-Time Energy Cost at Regulating  
Desired Dispatch Amount  per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval in the RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period - The 
average incremental energy offer cost 
at RtDesiredReg5minQty a, s, i, c 
associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for 
Dispatch Interval i in RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c 
with cleared Regulation-Up or 
Regulation-Down.  The Resource’s 
average incremental energy offer cost 
at RtDesiredReg5minQty a, s, i, c in 
any Dispatch Interval of RTBM 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility 
Period c is equal to the Resources 
RtDesiredReg5minQty a, s, i, c 
multiplied by the Resource’s average 
cost, in $/MWh, associated with the 
Resource’s RtDesiredReg5minQty a, 

s, i, c, as calculated from the Resource’s 
RTBM Energy Offer Curve.   
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtDesiredReg5minQty a, s, i, c MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulating Desired 
Dispatch Quantity  per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval in the RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period – The 
Desired Dispatch MW for AO a’s 
eligible Resource for Dispatch Interval 
i at RtLmp5minPrc s, i as calculated 
from the Resource’s Energy Offer 
Curve using the lesser of 
RtComMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i, 

c  or 
RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i, 

c as an output floor. 
RtOome5minAmt a, s, i, c 
 

$ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Energy 
Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO 
per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval in the RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period - The value 
calculated under Section 4.5.6.9 
pertaining to RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period c. 

RtRegUpAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Offer Cost 
Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval in the 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period - The Regulation-Up 
Offer cost, in dollars, associated with 
AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for Dispatch 
Interval i in RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period c.  The 
Resource’s Regulation-Up Offer cost 
in any Dispatch Interval of RTBM 
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility 
Period c is equal to the Resources 
DaRegUp5minQty a, s, i  multiplied by 
the Resource’s Regulation-Up Offer, 
in $/MW. 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtRegDnAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Down Offer 
Cost Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval in the 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period - The Regulation-
Down Offer cost, in dollars, associated 
with AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for Dispatch 
Interval i in DA Market Commitment 
Period c.  The Resource’s Regulation-
Down Offer cost in any Dispatch 
Interval of Commitment Period c is 
equal to the Resources 
RtRegDn5minQty a, s, i multiplied by 
the Resource’s Regulation-Down 
Offer, in $/MW. 

RtSpinAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Spin Offer Cost Amount per 
AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval in RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - 
The Spinning Reserve Offer cost, in 
dollars, associated with AO a’s 
eligible Resource at Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i in 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c.  The Resource’s 
Spinning Reserve Offer cost in any 
Dispatch Interval of Commitment 
Period c is equal to the Resources  
RtSpin5minQty a, s, i multiplied by the 
Resource’s Spinning Reserve Offer, in 
$/MW.  

RtSuppAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Supplemental Offer Cost 
Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval in 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period - The Supplemental 
Reserve Offer cost, in dollars, 
associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for 
Dispatch Interval i in RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.  
The Resource’s Supplemental Reserve 
Offer cost in any Dispatch Interval of 
Commitment Period c is equal to the 
Resources RtSupp5minQty a, s, i 
multiplied by the Resource’s 
Supplemental Reserve Offer, in 
$/MW.  
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtLmp5minPrc s, i, c
 

$/MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time LMP - The value defined 
under Section 4.5.6.1 at Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i for 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period c. 

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i, c MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Actual Meter Quantity per 
AO per Location per Dispatch Interval 
-  The value defined under Section 
4.5.6.1 for Dispatch Interval i. 

RtRegUp5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Amount per 
AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval in RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – 
The RtRegUp5minAmt a, s i, 
calculated under Section 4.5.6.4 
associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for 
Dispatch Interval i in RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.   

RtRegDn5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Down Amount 
per AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval in RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – 
The RtRegDn5minAmt a, s i  
calculated under Section 4.5.6.5 
associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for 
Dispatch Interval  i in RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.   

RtSpin5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Spinning Reserve Amount 
per AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval in RTBM Make-
Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – 
The RtSpin5minAmt a, s, i calculated 
under Section 4.5.6.6 associated with 
AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for Dispatch 
Interval i in RTBM Make-Whole-
Payment Eligibility Period c.   

RtSupp5minAmt a, s, i, c $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Supplemental Reserve 
Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval in 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
Eligibility Period - The 
RtSupp5minAmt a, s i calculated under 
Section 4.5.6.7 associated with AO a’s 
eligible Resource at Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i in 
RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

Eligibility Period c.   
RtMwpDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating Day Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment 

Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Operating Day - The 
Real-Time make-whole amount to AO 
a for Operating Day d at Resource 
Settlement Location s.   

RtMwpAoAmt a, m,  d $ Operating Day Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment 
Amount per AO per Operating Day - 
The Real-Time make-whole amount to 
AO a associated with Market 
Participant m for Operating Day d.   

RtMwpMpAmt m, d $ Operating Day Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment 
Amount per MP per Operating Day - 
The Real-Time make-whole amount to 
Market Participant m for Operating 
Day d.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
h none none An Hour. 
d   An Operating Day. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
c none none A RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 

Eligibility Period. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6.9 Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Energy Amount 

(1) A RTBM credit or charge18 will be made to each Market Participant with a Resource that 
receives a SPP manual Dispatch Instruction that creates a cost to the Asset Owner or that 
adversely impacts the Asset Owner’s DA Market position.  The amount will be calculated on 
a Dispatch Interval basis under the following conditions: 

(a) If the manual Dispatch Instruction is for Energy in the up direction and the Energy Offer 
Curve cost associated with the Out-Of-Merit-Energy (“OOME”) MW is greater than the 
RTBM LMP, the Asset Owner will receive a credit for the difference.  The OOME MW 
is calculated as Max (0, or the difference between the actual Resource output and the 
Resource’s Desired Dispatch); and 

(b) If the manual Dispatch Instruction is for Energy in the down direction, including a 
Resource de-commitment and the RTBM LMP is greater than the DA Market LMP, the 
Asset Owner will receive a credit for the difference multiplied by the OOME MW.  The 
OOME MW is calculated as Max (0, the difference between the  Resource’s DA Market 
cleared Energy MW and the actual Resource output). 

The amount to each Asset Owner (AO) for each eligible Resource Settlement Location for each 
Dispatch Interval is calculated as follows:     

RtOome5minAmt a, s, i = ( RtOomeIncr a, s, i + RtOomeDecr a, s, i ) * (-1)  

Where, 

(a)  RtOomeIncr a, s, i  =  

Max ( 0, RtOomeIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i – RtDesired5minAmt a, s, i  

+ ( Min ( 0, RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i  + RtDesired5minQty a, s, i )  

* Max( 0, RtLmp5minPrc s, i ) ) / 12 ) 

                                                 
18 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit.  The charge is included here for the rare occasion 
when a charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 

 

Comment [A17]: May need a flag for this. 
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 (b)  RtOomeDecr a, s, i  =  

( Max ( 0, Min (0, RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i  - DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h  ) 

* Max ( 0, RtLmp5minPrc s, i  - DaLmpHrlyPrc s, h  ) ) / 12 

(2) For each Asset Owner, an hourly amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
hourly amount is calculated as follows: 

RtOomeHrlyAmt a, s, h = ∑
i

RtOome5minAmt a, s, i 

(3) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The daily 
credit amount is calculated as follows: 

RtOomeDlyAmt a, s, d =  ∑
h

RtOomeHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(4) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtOomeAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtOomeDlyAmt a, s, d 

(5) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

RtOomeMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtOomeAoAmt a, m, d 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtOome5minAmt a, s, i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Energy Make-Whole-
Payment Amount per AO per Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval - The amount to AO a for  
eligible Resource Settlement Location s in 
Dispatch Interval i for Out-Of-Merit Energy and 
Operating Reserve resulting from an SPP manual 
dispatch instruction.   

RtOomeIncr a, s, i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Incremental Energy 
Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The 
portion of AO a’s RtOome5minAmt a, s, i amount 
for  eligible Resource Settlement Location s in 
Dispatch Interval i for Out-Of-Merit Energy 
resulting from an SPP manual Dispatch Instruction 
in the up direction.   

RtOomeDecr a, s, i   $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Decremental Energy 
Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The 
portion of AO a’s RtOome5minAmt a, s, i amount 
for  eligible Resource Settlement Location s in 
Dispatch Interval i for Out-Of-Merit Energy 
resulting from an SPP manual Dispatch Instruction 
in the down direction.   

RtDesired5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Desired Dispatch Quantity  per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The 
value described under Section 4.5.6.8. 

RtOomeIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Energy Incremental 
Energy Cost Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval - The average 
incremental energy offer cost, in dollars, 
associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at 
Settlement Location s for Dispatch Interval i.  The 
Resource’s average incremental energy offer cost 
in Dispatch Interval i is equal to the absolute value 
of the Resource’s  RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i 
multiplied by the Resource’s average cost, in 
$/MWh, associated with the absolute value of the 
Resource’s RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i , as calculated 
from the Resource’s RTBM Energy Offer Curve.   

RtDesired5minAmt a, s, i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Energy Cost at Desired Dispatch 
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval -   The value described under 
Section 4.5.6.8. 
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Actual Meter Quantity per AO per 
Location per Dispatch Interval -  The value 
defined under Section 4.5.6.1 for Dispatch Interval 
i. 

RtLmp5minPrc s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time LMP - The value defined under Section 
4.5.6.1 at Settlement Location s for Dispatch 
Interval i. 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h   MWh Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Energy Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour in the  DA Market – 
The value described under Section 4.5.5.1.   

RtOomeHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Energy Make-Whole-
Payment Amount per AO per Settlement Location 
per Hour - The amount to AO a for  eligible 
Resource Settlement Location s in Hour h for Out-
Of-Merit Energy resulting from an SPP manual 
dispatch instruction.   

RtOomeDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating Day Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Energy Make-Whole-
Payment Amount per AO per Settlement Location 
per Operating Day - The amount to AO a for  
eligible Resource Settlement Location s in 
Operating Day d for Out-Of-Merit Energy 
resulting from an SPP manual dispatch instruction.   

RtOomeAoAmt a, m,  d $ Operating Day Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Energy Make-Whole-
Payment Amount per AO per Operating Day - The 
amount to AO a associated with Market 
Participant m in Operating Day d for Out-Of-Merit 
Energy resulting from an SPP manual dispatch 
instruction.   

RtOomeMpAmt m, d $ Operating Day Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Energy Make-Whole-
Payment Amount per MP per Operating Day - The 
amount to MP m in Operating Day d for Out-Of-
Merit Energy resulting from an SPP manual 
dispatch instruction.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
h none none An Hour. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6.10 Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment Distribution Amount 

(1) A RTBM charge or credit19 will be calculated at each Settlement Location for each Asset 
Owner for each hour in order to fund the payments made under Section 4.5.6.8.  The amount 
will be determined by multiplying the Asset Owner deviations by a daily RTBM MWP rate. 

The hourly amount is calculated as follows: 

RtMwpDistHrlyAmt a, s, h =  RtMwpSppDistRate d *  RtDevHrlyQty a, s, h 

Where, 

(a) RtDevHrlyQty a, s, h =  RtNetSlDevHrlyQty a, s, h + RtMinLimitDevHrlyQty a, s, h  

+ RtMaxLimitDevHrlyQty a, s, h+ RtOutageDevHrlyQty a, s, h  

+ RtStatusDevHrlyQty a, s, h + RtRucScDevHrlyQty a, s, h  

+ RtRucComitDevHrlyQty a, s, h + RtURDDevHrlyQty a, s, h 

(a.1) An Asset Owner’s Settlement Location deviation is calculated as the Absolute 
Value of the sum of (1) (RTBM actual load MWh - DA Market cleared load MWh), 
(2) (RTBM actual Export Interchange Transactions – DA Market cleared Export 
Interchange Transactions), (3) (RTBM actual Import Interchange Transactions – 
DA Market cleared Import Interchange Transactions), (4) (RTBM actual Through 
Interchange Transactions (sink only) – DA Market cleared Through Interchange 
Transactions (sink only)), (5) DA Market cleared Virtual Energy Bids * (-1), and 
(6) DA Market cleared Virtual Energy Offers * (-1).  An Asset Owner’s Settlement 
Location deviation is calculated as follows. 

RtNetSlDevHrlyQty a, s, h =  

ABS { Max ( 0, ∑
i

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i  / 12 )  – Max ( 0, DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) 

                                                 
19 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a charge.  The credit is included here for the rare occasion 
when a credit may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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+ Max ( 0 , ∑
i
∑

t

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t, dir  / 12 ) 

- Max ( 0, ∑
i
∑

t

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t, dir  / 12)  

+ [ IF DIR <> “THROUGH”, THEN  

 Min ( 0 , ∑
i
∑

t

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t, dir  / 12 ) 

- Min ( 0, ∑
i
∑

t

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t, dir  / 12), ELSE 0 ] 

- ∑
t

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t } 

(a.2) For a Resource with DA Market cleared MW in an hour, if the Resource’s 
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit (or Minimum Regulation Capacity 
Operating Limit if cleared for Regulation-Up or Regulation-Down in either DA 
Market or RTBM) in the RTBM is (1) greater than the limits used to clear the 
Resource in the DA Market by more than the Resource Operating Tolerance; (2) is 
greater than its DA Market cleared MW; and (3) the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction 
in any Dispatch Interval within the Hour is equal to the Resource’s applicable 
minimum limit, the difference between the Resource’s minimum limit and its DA 
Market cleared MW is included as a deviation. 

RtMinLimitDevHrlyQty a, s, h  =   ∑
i

RtMinLimitDev5minQty a, s, i   

IF ControlStatus a, s, i <> “Regulating” AND 

DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h + DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h = 0 AND 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h  < 0 AND 

RtDispMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i  >  
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Min ( 0, DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) * (-1) AND 

Max ( 0, ( RtDispMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i  

- DaComMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, h) ) > ResOpTol5minQty a, s,i AND 

SetPointMinFlag a, s, i = “1” 

THEN 

RtMinLimitDev5minQty a, s, i  = ( RtDispMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i  

- ABS ( DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) ) / 12 

ELSE IF 

ControlStatus a, s, i =  “Regulating” AND 

DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h + DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h  > 0 AND 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h  < 0 AND 

RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i  >  

Min ( 0, DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) * (-1) AND 

Max ( 0, ( RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i  

- DaComMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, h) ) > ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i AND 

SetPointMinFlag a, s, i = “1” 

THEN 

RtMinLimitDev5minQty a, s, i  = ( RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i  

- ABS ( DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) ) / 12 

ELSE IF 

ControlStatus a, s, i =  “Regulating” AND 
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DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h + DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h  = 0 AND 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h  < 0 AND 

RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i  >  

Min ( 0, DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) * (-1) AND 

Max ( 0, ( RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i  

- DaComMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, h) ) > ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i AND 

SetPointMinFlag a, s, i = “1” 

THEN 

RtMinLimitDev5minQty a, s, i  = Min ( ( RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i  

- ABS ( DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) ),  

( RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i   

- DaComMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, h ) ) / 12 

ELSE 

RtMinLimitDev5minQty a, s, i  = 0 

(a.3) For a Resource with DA Market cleared MW in an hour, if the Resource’s 
Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit (or Maximum Regulation Capacity 
Operating Limit if cleared for Regulation-Up or Regulation-Down) in the RTBM is 
(1) less than the limits used to clear the Resource in the DA Market by more than 
the Resource Operating Tolerance; (2) is less than its DA Market cleared MW; and 
(3) the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction in any Dispatch Interval within the Hour is 
equal to the Resource’s applicable maximum limit, the difference between the 
Resource’s DA Market cleared MW and its maximum limit is included as a 
deviation. 
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RtMaxLimitDevHrlyQty a, s, h  =   ∑
i

RtMaxLimitDev5minQty a, s, i   

IF ControlStatus a, s, i <> “Regulating” AND 

DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h + DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h = 0 AND 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h  < 0 AND 

RtDispMaxEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i  <  

Min ( 0, DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) * (-1) AND 

Max ( 0, ( DaComMaxEconCapOL5minQty a, s, h  

- RtDispMaxEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i ) ) > ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i AND 

SetPointMaxFlag a, s, i = “1” 

THEN 

RtMaxLimitDev5minQty a, s, i  = ( ABS ( DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h )  

- RtDispMaxEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i ) / 12    

ELSE IF 

ControlStatus a, s, i = “Regulating” AND 

DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h + DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h  > 0 AND 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h  < 0 AND 

RtDispMaxRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i  <  

Min ( 0, DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) * (-1) AND 

Max ( 0, ( DaComMaxRegCapOL5minQty a, s, h  

- RtDispMaxRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i ) ) > ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i AND 
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SetPointMaxFlag a, s, i = “1” 

THEN 

RtMaxLimitDev5minQty a, s, i  = ( ABS ( DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h )  

- RtDispMaxRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i ) / 12    

ELSE IF 

ControlStatus a, s, i = “Regulating” AND 

DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h + DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h  = 0 AND 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h  < 0 AND 

RtDispMaxRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i  <  

Min ( 0, DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) * (-1) AND 

Max ( 0, ( DaComMaxRegCapOL5minQty a, s, h  

- RtDispMaxRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i ) ) > ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i AND 

SetPointMaxFlag a, s, i = “1” 

THEN 

RtMaxLimitDev5minQty a, s, i  = Min ( ( ABS ( DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h )  

- RtDispMaxRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i ) , 

( DaComMaxRegCapOL5minQty a, s, h  

- RtDispMaxRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i ) ) / 12 

ELSE  

RtMaxLimitDev5minQty a, s, i  = 0 
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(a.4) For Resources with DA Market cleared MW in an hour, if the Resource is off-line 
in the RTBM and it has not been de-committed by SPP the Resource DA Market 
cleared MW is included as a deviation.  An Asset Owner’s outage deviation is 
calculated as follows. 

RtOutageDevHrlyQty a, s, h = ∑
i

RtOutageDev5minQty a, s, i 

IF Min ( 0, DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) < 0 AND 

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i  >= 0 AND 

ResDeComitFlag a, s, h  < > “1” AND 

THEN 

RtOutageDev5minQty a, s, i =  ABS ( DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) / 12  

ELSE  

RtOutageDev5minQty a, s, i =  0 

(a.5) For Resources with DA Market cleared MW in an hour, for each Dispatch Interval 
the Resource is in “Manual” status, a deviation is calculated that is equal to one-
twelfth of the difference between the Resource actual output and the Resource’s 
Desired Dispatch.  An Asset Owner’s status change deviation is calculated as 
follows. 

RtStatusDevHrlyQty a, s, h = ∑
i

 RtStatusDev5minQty a, s, i  

IF ControlStatus a, s, i = “Manual” AND 

Min ( 0, DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) < 0 AND 

THEN 

RtStatusDev5minQty a, s, i =  
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ABS ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i + RtDesired5minQty a, s, i ) / 12  

ELSE  

RtStatusDev5minQty a, s, i = 0 

(a.6) For Resources that Self-Committed following the Day-Ahead Market and the 
Resource’s Setpoint Instruction in any Dispatch Interval within the Hour is equal to 
the Resource’s applicable minimum limit, a deviation is included in an amount 
equal to the Resource actual output.  An Asset Owner’s Self-Commit deviation is 
calculated as follows.  Resources that were offered into the DA Market for SPP 
commitment and not committed in the DA Market and then Self-Committed prior to 
the Day-Ahead RUC are exempted from this calculation. 

IF RucScFlag a, s, h = “1” AND 

SetPointMinFlag a, s, h = “1” 

THEN 

RtRucScDevHrlyQty a, s, h = ABS ( ∑
i

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i  / 12 ) 

ELSE  

RtRucScDevHrlyQty a, s, h = 0  

(a.7) For Resources that are either Self-Committed or committed by SPP following the 
DA Market and that are off-line in the RTBM and have not been de-committed by 
SPP, the greater of the Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit at the time of 
commitment or the Resource’s Desired Dispatch will be included as a deviation. An 
Asset Owner’s RTBM commitment outage deviation is calculated as follows. 

IF RucComitFlag a, s, h, c = “1” AND 

∑
i

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i   >= 0 AND 
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 ResDeComitFlag a, s, h  < > 1 AND 

THEN 

RtRucComitDevHrlyQty a, s, h   =  

Max (∑
i

( RtDispMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i / 12 ),  

∑
i

( RtDesiredEc5minQty a, s, i  / 12 ) ) 

ELSE 0 

RtRucComitDevHrlyQty a, s, h   = 0 

(a.8) In any Dispatch Interval in which a Resource operates outside of its Operating 
Tolerance and the Resource has not been exempted from URD per Section 4.4.4.1, 
one-twelfth of the Absolute Value of the Resource’s Uninstructed Resource 
Deviation is included as a deviation.  An Asset Owner’s URD deviation is 
calculated as follows. 

RtURDDevHrlyQty a, s, h = ∑
i

 RtURDDev5minQty a, s, i 

IF ABS (URD5minQty a, s, i ) > ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i  AND 

( XmptDev5minFlg a, s, i = “Null” OR XmptDev5minFlg a, s, i = 0 ) 

THEN 

RtURDDev5minQty a, s, i = ( URD5minQty a, s, i ) / 12 

ELSE  

RtURDDev5minQty a, s, i = 0 

(b) RtMwpSppDistRate d =  
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( ∑
m

 RtMwpMpAmt m, d / ∑
a
∑
s
∑
h

 RtDevQty a, s, h ) * (-1) 

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The daily 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtMwpDistDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

RtMwpDistHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtMwpDistAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtMwpDistDlyAmt a, s, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

RtMwpDistMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtMwpDistAoAmt a, m, d 

The above variables are defined as follows:  

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtMwpDistHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment 
Distribution Amount per AO per Hour per 
Settlement Location - The amount to AO 
a for Hour h and Settlement Location s 
for recovery of the total amount paid 
under Section 4.5.6.8 for Operating Day 
d.   

RtDevQtyHrlyQty a, s, h MWh Hour Real-Time Deviation Quantity per AO per 
Hour per Settlement Location – The total 
deviation MWh for AO a at Settlement 
Location s for Hour h. 

RtMwpSppDistRt d $/MWh Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Make-Whole Payment SPP 
Distribution Rate per Operating Day – 
The rate applied to AO a’s RtDevQty a, s, h 
in each Hour h at Settlement Location s in 
Operating Day d. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtNetSlDevHrlyQty a, s, h MWh Hour Real-Time Net Settlement Location 
Deviation per AO per Hour per 
Settlement Location – AO a’s portion of 
RtDevQty a, s, h  related to net of Real-
Time load deviations from Day-Ahead 
amount, Real-Time Interchange 
Transaction deviations from Day-Ahead 
amounts and virtual transactions at 
Settlement Location s in Hour h. 

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval -  The quantity described under 
Section 4.5.6.1.     

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h MWh Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Energy Quantity per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour in 
the  DA Market – The quantity described 
under Section 4.5.5.1.   

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t, dir    MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Interchange Transaction 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval - The quantity 
described under Section 4.5.6.2 as 
identified by direction dir. 

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t, dir    MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Interchange Transaction 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval - The quantity 
described under Section 4.5.5.2 as 
identified by direction dir. 

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t MWh Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Transaction per Hour in the  DA 
Market – The quantity described under 
Section 4.5.5.3.   

RtMinLimitDev5minQty a, s, i MWh Hour Real-Time Minimum Limit Deviation per 
AO per Dispatch Interval per Settlement 
Location – AO a’s portion of RtDevQty a, 

s, h  associated with Resources with cleared 
Day-Ahead amounts that increase their 
Real- RtMinLimit a, s, h  above their 
DaMinLimit a, s, h  at Resource Settlement 
Location s in Hour h. 

RtMaxLimitDev5minQty a, s, i MWh Hour Real-Time Maximum Limit Deviation per 
AO per Dispatch Interval  per Settlement 
Location – AO a’s portion of RtDevQty a, 

s, h  associated with Resources with cleared 
Day-Ahead amounts that reduce their 
Real- RtMaxLimit a, s, h  below their 
DaMaxLimit a, s, h  at Resource Settlement 
Location s in Hour h. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtOutageDev5minQty a, s, i MWh Hour Real-Time Outage Deviation per AO per 
Dispatch Interval per Settlement Location 
– AO a’s portion of RtDevQty a, s, h  
associated with Resources with cleared 
Day-Ahead amounts that are off-line in 
Real-Time and have not be de-committed 
by SPP at Resource Settlement Location s 
in Dispatch Interval i. 

RtStatusDev5minQty a, s, i MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Resource Status Change 
Deviation per AO per Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval – AO a’s portion of 
RtDevQty a, s, h  associated with Resources 
for which the  Control Status is set to 
“Manual” at Settlement Location s for 
Dispatch Interval i.   

ControlStatus a, s, i none Dispatch 
Interval 

Control Status  per AO per Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval – The 
value described under Section 4.5.6.8. 

RtRucScDevHrlyQty a, s, h MWh Hour Real-Time RUC Self-Commit Deviation 
per AO per Settlement Location per Hour 
– AO a’s portion of RtDevQty a, s, h  
associated with Resources that have Self-
Committed following completion of the 
Day-Ahead RUC process at Settlement 
Location s for Hour h.   

RtRucComitDevHrlyQty a, s, h, MWh Hour Real-Time RUC Commit Deviation per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour – 
AO a’s portion of RtDevQty a, s, h  
associated with Resources that were 
committed in the Day-Ahead RUC 
process and fail to come on line at 
Settlement Location s for Hour h.   

RtURDDev5minQty a, s, i MWh Hour Real-Time URD Deviation per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval 
– AO a’s portion of RtDevQty a, s, h  
associated with Resources that have 
operated outside of their ResOpTol a, s, i  
at Settlement Location s for Dispatch 
Interval i.   

URD5minQty a, s, i, MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Uninstructed Resource Deviation per AO 
per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval– The value calculated as 
described under Section 4.5.6.8. 

XmptDev5minFlg a, s, i none Dispatch 
Interval 

Failure-to-Follow Dispatch Exemption 
Flag per AO per Resource Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval – The 
value described under Section 4.5.6.8. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtDesiredEc5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Desired Dispatch Quantity  per 
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval – The value described under 
Section 4.5.6.8. 

RtDispMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Minimum Economic Capacity 
Operating Limit Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval 
– The value described under Section 
4.5.6.8 for Dispatch Interval i.  

RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Minimum Regulation Capacity 
Operating Limit Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval 
– The value described under Section 
4.5.6.8 for Dispatch Interval i. 

DaComMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, h  MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Minimum Economic Capacity 
Operating Limit Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour – The 
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating 
Limit associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for 
Hour h as submitted in the DA Market 
Offer used in the DA Market commitment 
decision.  

DaComMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, h  MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Minimum Regulation 
Capacity Operating Limit Quantity per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour – 
The Minimum Regulation Capacity 
Operating Limit associated with AO a’s 
eligible Resource at Settlement Location s 
for Hour h as submitted in the DA Market 
Offer used in the DA Market commitment 
decision.  

RtDispMaxEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Maximum Economic Capacity 
Operating Limit Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval 
– The Maximum Economic Capacity 
Operating Limit associated with AO a’s 
eligible Resource at Settlement Location s 
for Dispatch Interval i. 

RtDispMaxRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Maximum Regulation Capacity 
Operating Limit Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval 
– The Maximum Regulation Capacity 
Operating Limit associated with AO a’s 
eligible Resource at Settlement Location s 
for Dispatch Interval i. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaComMaxEconCapOL5minQty a, s, h  MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Maximum Economic Capacity 
Operating Limit Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour – The 
Maximum Economic Capacity Operating 
Limit associated with AO a’s eligible 
Resource at Settlement Location s for 
Hour h as submitted in the DA Market 
Offer used in the DA Market commitment 
decision.  

DaComMaxRegCapOL5minQty a, s, h  MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Maximum Regulation 
Capacity Operating Limit Quantity per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour – 
The Maximum Regulation Capacity 
Operating Limit associated with AO a’s 
eligible Resource at Settlement Location s 
for Hour h as submitted in the DA Market 
Offer used in the DA Market commitment 
decision.  

ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i MWh Hour Resource Operating Tolerance per AO 
per Settlement Location per Hour – The 
value calculated as described under 
Section 4.5.6.8. 

ResDeComitFlag a, s, h, c   none Hour Resource De-Commitment Flag per AO 
per Hour per Settlement Location – A flag 
set by SPP indicating that AO a’s 
Resource has been de-committed by SPP 
at Resource Settlement Location s in Hour 
h. 

RucScFlag a, s, h none Hour Resource Self-Commit Flag per AO per 
Hour per Settlement Location – A flag set 
by SPP indicating that AO a’s Resource 
has been Self-Committed following 
completion of the Day-Ahead RUC 
process at Resource Settlement Location s 
in Hour h. 

RucComitFlag a, s, h none Hour Resource RUC Commitment Flag per AO 
per Hour per Settlement Location – A flag 
set by SPP indicating that AO a’s 
Resource has been committed following 
the DA Market, either by SPP or through 
a Self-Commit, at Resource Settlement 
Location s in Hour h. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

SetPointMinFlag a, s, i none Hour Setpoint Minimum Flag per AO per 
Dispatch Interval  per Settlement 
Location – A flag associated with AO a’s 
Resource that is set equal to “1” if the 
Resource receives a Setpoint Instruction 
that is equal to the Resource’s applicable 
minimum limit at any time in Dispatch 
Interval i. 

SetPointMaxFlag a, s, i none Hour Setpoint Maximum Flag per AO per 
Dispatch Interval per Settlement Location 
– A flag associated with AO a’s Resource 
that is set equal to “1” if the Resource 
receives a Setpoint Instruction that is 
equal to the Resource’s applicable 
maximum limit at any time in Dispatch 
Interval i. 

URD5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Uninstructed Resource Deviation per AO 
per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval – The value calculated as 
described under Section 4.5.6.8. 

DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Quantity per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour – 
The value described under Section 
4.5.5.4. 

DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per Hour 
– The value described under Section 
4.5.5.5. 

RtMwpDistDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment 
Distribution Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Operating Day - 
The amount to AO a at Settlement 
Location s for recovery of the total 
amount paid under Section 4.5.6.8 for 
Operating Day d.   

RtMwpDistAoAmt a, m,  d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment 
Distribution Amount per AO per 
Operating Day - The amount to AO a 
associated with Market Participant m for 
recovery of the total amounts paid under 
Section 4.5.6.8 for Operating Day d.   

RtMwpDistMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment 
Distribution Amount per MP per 
Operating Day - The amount to MP m for 
recovery of the total amounts paid under 
Section 4.5.6.8 for Operating Day d.     

i none none An Dispatch Interval 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

h none none An Hour. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
a none none An Asset Owner. 
c none none A RTBM Make-Whole-Payment 

Eligibility Period. 
s none None A Settlement Location. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, 

a single virtual energy transaction, a 
single Financial Schedule, a single 
contracted Operating Reserve transaction, 
a single TCR instrument, or a single ARR 
award. 

dir none none Direction (Import, Export or Through). 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6.11 Real-Time Operating Reserve Distribution Amount 

(1) A RTBM charge or credit will be calculated for each Asset Owner for each hour.  The Asset 
Owner amount will be equal to the Asset Owner’s real-time load ratio share of the net RTBM 
Operating Reserve procurement costs.  The amount to each Asset Owner is calculated as 
follows: 

 #RtOrDistHrlyAmt a, s, h = RtOrHrlyAmt h * RtLoadRatioShareHrlyFct a, s, h * (-1) 

Where, 

(a) #RtOrHrlyAmt h = ∑
a
∑
s

 ( RtRegUpHrlyAmt a, s, h + RtRegDnHrlyAmt a, s, h 

+ RtSpinHrlyAmt a, s, h + RtSuppHrlyAmt a, s, h 

+ RtRegNonPerfHrlyAmt a, s, h 

+ RtCrDeplFailHrlyAmt a, s, h ) 

 (b) RtLoadRatioShareHrlyFct a, s, h = [ Max ( 0, ∑
i

 ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i  ) 

+ Max ( 0, ∑
i
∑
t

 RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  ) ] 

/ 

 ∑
a
∑
s

 [ Max ( 0, ∑
i

 ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i  ) 

+ Max ( 0, ∑
i
∑
t

 RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  ) ] 

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The daily 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtOrDistDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

 RtRegUpDistHrlyAmt a, s, h 
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(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtOrDistAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtOrDistDlyAmt a, s, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

RtOrDistMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtOrDistAoAmt a, m, d 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtOrDistHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Operating Reserve Distribution 
Amount per AO per Settlement Location 
per Hour - The amount to AO a for AO a’s 
share of RtOrHrlyAmt h in Hour h.   

RtOrHrlyAmt h $ Hour Real-Time Operating Reserve Amount per 
Hour – Total SPP Operating Reserve 
procurement costs, reduced by regulation 
and Contingency Reserve deployment 
penalties, in Hour h. 

RtLoadRatioShareHrlyFct a, s, h Ratio Hour Real-Time Load Ratio Share Factor  per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour – AO 
a’s percentage share of total SPP actual 
real-time load plus Export Interchange 
Transactions at Settlement Location s in 
Hour h. 

RtRegUpHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Regulation-Up Amount per AO 
per Settlement Location per Hour – The 
value calculated under Section 4.5.6.4.   

RtRegDnHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Regulation-Down Amount per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour – 
The value calculated under Section 4.5.6.5.   

RtSpinHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Spinning Reserve Amount per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour – 
The value calculated under Section 4.5.6.6.   

RtSuppHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Supplemental Reserve Amount 
per AO per Settlement Location per Hour – 
The value calculated under Section 4.5.6.7.   
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtRegNonPerfHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Regulation Non-Performance 
Amount per AO per Resource Settlement 
Location per Hour – The value calculated 
under Section 4.5.6.12.   

RtCrDeplFailHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Failure Amount per AO per 
Hour – The value calculated under Section 
4.5.6.13.     

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Reserve Zone 
per Dispatch Interval -  The value 
described under Section 4.5.6.1 for Reserve 
Zone z.   

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Interchange Transaction 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Reserve Zone per Dispatch Interval per 
Transaction – The value described under 
Section 4.5.6.2 for Reserve Zone z. 

RtOrDistDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Distribution 
Amount per AO per Reserve Zone per 
Operating Day The amount to AO a for 
total net Regulation-Up procurement costs 
for Reserve Zone z in Operating Day d.   

RtOrDistAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Distribution 
Amount per AO per Operating Day The 
amount to AO a associated with Market 
Participant m for total net Regulation-Up 
procurement costs in Operating Day d.   

RtOrDistMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Distribution 
Amount per MP per Operating Day The 
amount to MP m for total net Regulation-
Up procurement costs for in Operating Day 
d.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a 

single virtual energy transaction, a single 
Financial Schedule, a single contracted 
Operating Reserve transaction, a single 
TCR instrument, or a single ARR award. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6.12 Real-Time Regulation Non-Performance Amount 

(1) A RTBM charge or credit20 will be calculated at each Resource Settlement Location for each 
Asset Owner for each Dispatch Interval when a Resource with cleared RTBM Regulation-
Up, Regulation-Down or both operates outside of its Operating Tolerance.  The amount will 
be determined as one-twelfth of the sum of: 

(a)  the greater of: (i) zero; or (ii) DA Market cleared Regulation-Up MW multiplied by DA 
Market Regulation-Up MCP plus (RTBM cleared Regulation-Up MW – DA Market 
cleared Regulation-Up MW) multiplied by RTBM Regulation-Up MCP; and 

(b)  the greater of: (i) zero; or (ii) DA Market cleared Regulation-Down MW multiplied by 
DA Market Regulation-Down MCP plus (RTBM cleared Regulation-Down MW – DA 
Market cleared Regulation-Down MW) multiplied by RTBM Regulation-Down MCP.  

 The amount to each applicable Asset Owner is calculated as follows. 

IF ABS (URD5minQty a, s, i ) > ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i AND  

( RtRegUp5minQty a, s, i + RtRegDn5minQty a, s, i ) > 0 AND 

( XmptDev5minFlg a, s, i = “Null” OR XmptDev5minFlg a, s, i = 0 ) 

THEN 

RtRegNonPerf5minAmt a, s, i  =  

Max ( 0, ( DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h  * DaRegUpMcpHrlyPrc z, s, h  

+ ( RtRegUp5minQty a, s, i - DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h )  

* RtRegUpMcp5minPrc z, s, i ) / 12 ) 

+ ( DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h  * DaRegDnMcpHrlyPrc z, s, h  

+ ( RtRegDn5minQty a, s, i - DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h )  

                                                 
20 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a charge.  The credit is included here for the rare occasion 
when a credit may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 

 

Comment [A18]: Operators need capability to 
disqualify Reg Resources for consistent failures.  
Document this in RTBM Section.  
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* RtRegDnMcp5minPrc z, s, i ) / 12 )  

ELSE  

RtRegNonPerf5minAmt a, s, i  = 0 

(2) For each Asset Owner, an hourly amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegNonPerfHrlyAmt a, s, h = ∑
i

 RtRegNonPerf5minAmt a, s, i 

(3) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegNonPerfDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

 RtRegNonPerf5minAmt a, s, h 

(4) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegNonPerfAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtRegNonPerfDlyAmt a, s, d 

(5) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

RtRegNonPerfMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtRegNonPerfAoAmt a, m, d 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtRegNonPerf5minAmt a, s, i   $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation Non-Performance 
Amount per AO per Resource Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval - The amount 
to AO a for failure to provide regulation 
deployment at Resource Settlement Location s 
for the Dispatch Interval.   

RtRegUpMcp5minPrc z, s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time MCP for Regulation-Up per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval per 
Reserve Zone - The value described under 
Section 4.5.6.4. 

RtRegDnMcp5minPrc z, s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time MCP for Regulation-Down per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval per 
Reserve Zone - The value described under 
Section 4.5.6.5. 

Ffd5minFlg a, s, i none Dispatch 
Interval 

Failure-to-Follow Dispatch Flag per AO per 
Resource Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval – A flag associated with AO a’s 
eligible Resource at Settlement Location s that 
is set equal to 1.0 indicating that the Resource 
has operated outside of its Operating Tolerance 
in Dispatch Interval i. 

XmptDev5minFlg a, s, i none Dispatch 
Interval 

Failure-to-Follow Dispatch Exemption Flag 
per AO per Resource Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval – The value described under 
Section 4.5.6.8. 

RtRegUp5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Cleared Regulation-Up Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval - The value described under Section 
4.5.6.4. 

RtRegDn5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Cleared Regulation-Down Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval - The value described under Section 
4.5.6.5. 

DaRegUpHrlyQty a, s, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Regulation-Up Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per Hour - The 
value described under Section 4.5.5.4. 

DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, h MW Hour Day-Ahead Cleared Regulation-Down 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per 
Hour - The value described under Section 
4.5.5.5. 

DaRegUpMcpHrlyPrc z, s, h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead MCP for Regulation-Up per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval per 
Reserve Zone - The value described under 
Section 4.5.5.4. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaRegDnMcpHrlyPrc z, s, h $/MW Hour Day-Ahead MCP for Regulation-Up per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval per 
Reserve Zone - The value described under 
Section 4.5.5.5. 

RtRegNonPerfHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Regulation Non-Performance 
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per 
Hour - The amount to AO a for failure to 
provide regulation deployment at Resource 
Settlement Location s for the Hour.   

RtRegDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation-Non-Performance 
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per 
Operating Day - The amount to AO a for 
failure to provide regulation deployment at 
Resource Settlement Location s for the 
Operating Day.     

RtRegAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation Non-Performance 
Amount per AO per Operating Day - The 
amount to AO a associated with Market 
Participant m for failure to provide regulation 
deployment for the Operating Day.     

RtRegMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation-Non-Performance 
Amount per MP per Operating Day - The 
amount to MP m for failure to provide 
regulation deployment for the Operating Day.      

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Resource Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6.13  Real-Time Contingency Reserve Deployment Failure Amount 

(1) A RTBM charge or credit21 will be assessed at each Resource Settlement Location or 
Common Bus for each Asset Owner following deployment of Contingency Reserve if the  
amount of Contingency Reserve specified in the Contingency Reserve Deployment 
Instruction fails to be provided.  Failure to provide the specified amount of Contingency 
Reserve is determined through a series four tests as described in Section 4.4.4.3.  The tests 
are performed either at the individual Resource level or, at the Common Bus level if the 
Resource receiving the Contingency Reserve Deployment Instruction is registered at a 
Common Bus.  An Asset Owner must fail all four tests in order to receive a penalty for 
deployment failure.    The penalty amount will be determined by multiplying the RTBM 
LMP (Absolute Value) for the Dispatch Interval in which the Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Period ends by the minimum of all Shortfall Quantity Amounts calculated from 
each of the four tests. 

The amount to each applicable Asset Owner is calculated as follows. 

IF CommonBusFlg  a, cb, s, i = “1” 

THEN 

RtCRDeplFailAmt a, s, i  = RtCRCBShortfallQty a, cb, i  * ABS ( RtLmp5minPrc  s, i  ) 

ELSE 

RtCRDeplFailAmt a, s, i  = RtCRSLShortfallQty a, s, i  * ABS ( RtLmp5minPrc  s, i  ) 

 Where, 

(a)        RtCRSLShortfallQty a, s, i  =  

Min (Test1SLShortfallQty a, s, i  , Test2SLShortFallQty a, s, i  ,  

Test3SLShortfallQty a, s, i  , Test4SLShortFallQty a, s, i  ) 

                                                 
21 Note that this charge type will almost always produce a charge.  The credit is included here for the rare occasion 
when a credit may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement. 
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(b)       RtCRCBShortfallQty a, cb, i  =  

Min (Test1CBShortfallQty a, cb, i  , Test2CBShortFallQty a, cb, i  ,  

Test3CBShortfallQty a, cb, i  , Test4CBShortFallQty a, cb, i  ) 

(c)        Test1SLShortfallQty a, s, i  =  

Max (0, RtEndTelemtr5minQty a, s, i + RtEndInstRampSP5minQty  a, s, i )  

(d)       Test1CBShortfallQty a, cb, i  =  

Max (0, ∑
s

RtEndTelemtr5minQty a, s, i + ∑
s

RtEndInstRampSP5minQty  a, s, i ) 

(e)        Test2SLShortfallQty a, s, i  =  

Max (0, RtEndTelemtr5minQty a, s, i + RtEndInstStepSP5minQty  a, s, i )  

(f)       Test2CBShortfallQty a, cb, i  =  

Max (0, ∑
s

RtEndTelemtr5minQty a, s, i + ∑
s

RtEndInstStepSP5minQty  a, s, i ) 

(g) Test3SLShortfallQty a, s, i  =  Max (0, { RtEndTelemtr5minQty a, s, i  

- RtBeginTelemtr5minQty a, s, i } 

+  { RtEndInstRampSP5minQty  a, s, i   

- RtBeginInstRampSP5minQty a, s, i } ) 

(h) Test3CBShortfallQty a, cb, i  =  Max (0, {∑
s

RtEndTelemtr5minQty a, s, i  

-∑
s

RtBeginTelemtr5minQty a, s, i } 
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+  { ∑
s

RtEndInstRampSP5minQty  a, s, i   

-∑
s

RtBeginInstRampSP5minQty a, s, i } ) 

(i) Test4SLShortfallQty a, s, i  =  Max (0, { RtEndTelemtr5minQty a, s, i  

- RtBeginTelemtr5minQty a, s, i } 

+  { RtEndInstStepSP5minQty  a, s, i   

- RtBeginInstStepSP5minQty a, s, i } ) 

(j) Test4CBShortfallQty a, cb, i  =  Max (0, {∑
s

RtEndTelemtr5minQty a, s, i  

-∑
s

RtBeginTelemtr5minQty a, s, i } 

+  { ∑
s

RtEndInstStepSP5minQty  a, s, i   

-∑
s

RtBeginInstStepSP5minQty a, s, i } ) 

(2) For each Asset Owner, an hourly amount at each Settlement Location is calculated.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtCRDeplFailHrlyAmt a, s, h = ∑
i

 RtCRDeplFailAmt a, s, i   

(3) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount at each Settlement Location is calculated.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtCRDeplFailDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

 RtCRDeplFailAmt a, s, h   
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(4) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtCRDeplFailAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtCRDeplFailHrlyAmt a, s, d 

(5) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

RtCRDeplFailMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtCRDeplFailAoAmt a, m, d 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtCRDeplFailAmt a, s, i   $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Failure Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval 
– The amount to AO a for failure to 
provide Contingency Reserve deployment 
at Resource Settlement Location s or 
Common Bus location cb for the Dispatch 
Interval.   

RtCRCBShortfallQty a, cb, i  MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Contingency Reserve Shortfall 
Quantity per AO per Common Bus  per 
Dispatch Interval – AO a’s MW amount 
of Contingency Reserve that failed to 
deploy at Common Bus location cb for the 
Dispatch Interval. 

RtCRSLShortfallQty a, s, i   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Contingency Reserve Shortfall 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval – AO a’s MW 
amount of Contingency Reserve that failed 
to deploy at Settlement Location s for the 
Dispatch Interval. 

Test1SLShortfallQty a, s, i   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Test 1 Shortfall Quantity per 
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval – AO a’s MW amount of 
Contingency Reserve that failed to deploy 
at Settlement Location s or Common Bus 
location cb for the Dispatch Interval under 
Test 1 described under Section 4.4.4.3. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

Test1CBShortfallQty a, cb, i   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Test 1 Shortfall Quantity per 
AO per Common Bus  per Dispatch 
Interval – AO a’s MW amount of 
Contingency Reserve that failed to deploy 
at Common Bus cb for the Dispatch 
Interval under Test 1 described under 
Section 4.4.4.3. 

Test2SLShortfallQty a, s, i   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Test 2 Shortfall Quantity per 
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval – AO a’s MW amount of 
Contingency Reserve that failed to deploy 
at Settlement Location s or Common Bus 
location cb for the Dispatch Interval under 
Test 2 described under Section 4.4.4.3. 

Test2CBShortfallQty a, cb, i   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Test 2 Shortfall Quantity per 
AO per Common Bus  per Dispatch 
Interval – AO a’s MW amount of 
Contingency Reserve that failed to deploy 
at Common Bus cb for the Dispatch 
Interval under Test 2 described under 
Section 4.4.4.3. 

Test3SLShortfallQty a, s, i   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Test 3 Shortfall Quantity per 
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval – AO a’s MW amount of 
Contingency Reserve that failed to deploy 
at Settlement Location s or Common Bus 
location cb for the Dispatch Interval under 
Test 3 described under Section 4.4.4.3. 

Test3CBShortfallQty a, cb, i   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Test 3 Shortfall Quantity per 
AO per Common Bus  per Dispatch 
Interval – AO a’s MW amount of 
Contingency Reserve that failed to deploy 
at Common Bus cb for the Dispatch 
Interval under Test 3 described under 
Section 4.4.4.3. 

Test4SLShortfallQty a, s, i   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Test 4 Shortfall Quantity per 
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval – AO a’s MW amount of 
Contingency Reserve that failed to deploy 
at Settlement Location s or Common Bus 
location cb for the Dispatch Interval under 
Test 4 described under Section 4.4.4.3. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

Test4CBShortfallQty a, cb, i   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Test 4 Shortfall Quantity per 
AO per Common Bus  per Dispatch 
Interval – AO a’s MW amount of 
Contingency Reserve that failed to deploy 
at Common Bus cb for the Dispatch 
Interval under Test 4 described under 
Section 4.4.4.3. 

RtLmp5minPrc  s, i   $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time LMP - The value defined under 
Section 4.5.6.1 at the Settlement Location 
s for Dispatch Interval i that is associated 
with the Resource receiving the 
Contingency Reserve Deployment 
Instruction. 

RtBeginTelemtr5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Telemetered Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval – AO a’s Resource telemetered 
(SCADA) MW output as measured at the 
beginning of the Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Period. 

RtEndTelemtr5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Telemetered Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval – AO a’s Resource telemetered 
(SCADA) MW output as measured at the 
end of the Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Period. 

RtBeginInstRampSP5minQty  a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Instantaneous Ramped Setpoint 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval – AO a’s Resource 
ramped Setpoint Instruction at the 
beginning of the Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Period.   

RtEndInstRampSP5minQty  a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Instantaneous Ramped Setpoint 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval – AO a’s Resource 
ramped Setpoint Instruction at the end of 
the Contingency Reserve Deployment 
Period.   

RtBeginInstStepSP5minQty  a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Instantaneous Stepped Setpoint 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval – AO a’s Resource 
stepped Setpoint Instruction at the 
beginning of the Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Period.   
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtEndInstStepSP5minQty  a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Instantaneous Stepped Setpoint 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval – AO a’s Resource 
stepped Setpoint Instruction at the end of 
the Contingency Reserve Deployment 
Period.   

CommonBusFlg  a, cb, s, i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Common Bus Flag per AO per Settlement 
Location per Common Bus per Dispatch 
Interval – A Flag that is set equal to 1 in 
Dispatch Interval i at any one of AO a’s 
Resource Settlement Locations s that is 
registered at Common Bus cb.   

RtCRDeplFailHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Failure Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour – The 
amount to AO a for failure to provide 
Contingency Reserve deployment at 
Settlement Location s for the Hour.   

RtCRDeplFailDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Failure Amount per AO per 
Settlement Location per Operating Day – 
The amount to AO a associated with 
Market Participant m for failure to provide 
Contingency Reserve deployment as 
Settlement Location s for the Operating 
Day.  

RtCRDeplFailAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Contingency Reserve 
Deployment Failure Amount per AO per 
Operating Day – The amount to AO a 
associated with Market Participant m for 
failure to provide Contingency Reserve 
deployment for the Operating Day.  

RtCRDeplFailMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Spinning Reserve Deployment 
Failure Amount per MP per Operating 
Day – The amount to MP m for failure to 
provide Contingency Reserve deployment 
for the Operating Day. 

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Resource Settlement Location. 
cb none none A Common Bus. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6.14 Real-Time Regulation Deployment Adjustment Amount  

(1) A RTBM charge or credit will be calculated at each Resource Settlement Location for each 
Asset Owner for each Dispatch Interval when a Resource with cleared RTBM Regulation-Up 
or Regulation-Down is deployed.  The amount will be determined as one-twelfth of the sum 
of: 

(a) For Regulation-Up deployment, the amount is equal to the difference between (1) actual 
Regulation-Up deployment MW multiplied by RTBM LMP, and (2) Energy Offer Curve 
cost of actual Regulation-Up deployment MW; 

i. The actual Regulation-Up deployment MW is calculated as the difference between 
the lesser of (1) (Dispatch Instruction + average Regulation-Up deployment) or (2) 
Absolute Value of actual Resource output, and the Resource’s average Dispatch 
Instruction for Energy.  If the Absolute Value of the Resource’s actual output is less 
than or equal to the Resource’s average Dispatch Instruction for Energy, then the 
actual Regulation-Up deployment MW is equal to zero.  

(b) For Regulation-Down deployment, the amount is equal to the difference between (1) 
Energy Offer Curve cost of actual Regulation-Down deployment MW, and (2) actual 
Regulation-Down deployment MW multiplied by RTBM LMP; 

i. The actual Regulation-Down deployment MW is calculated as the difference 
between the Resource’s average Dispatch Instruction for Energy and the greater of 
(1) ( average Dispatch Instruction - average Regulation-Down deployment) or (2) 
Absolute Value of actual Resource output.  If the Absolute Value of the Resource’s 
actual output is greater than or equal to the Resource’s average Dispatch Instruction 
for Energy, then the actual Regulation-Down deployment MW is equal to zero.  

The amount to each applicable Asset Owner is calculated as follows. 

RtRegAdj5minAmt a, s, i = RtRegUpAdjAmt a, s, i  + RtRegDnAdjAmt a, s, i 

Where, 

(a) RtRegUpAdjAmt a, s, i   = RtRegUpDeplQty a, s, i 

* (RtLmp5minPrc  s, i   - RtRegUpDeplCost a, s, i ) / 12 
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(a.1) RtRegUpDeplQty a, s, i =  

Max (RtAvgDispatch5minQty a, s, i,  

Min ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i * (-1) , ( RtAvgDispatch5minQty a, s, i  

+ RtAvgRegUpSp5minQty a, s, i ) ) )  

 - RtAvgDispatch5minQty a, s, i  

(b) RtRegDnAdjAmt a, s, i   = RtRegDnDeplQty a, s, i 

* ( RtRegDnDeplCost a, s, i - RtLmp5minPrc  s, i  ) / 12 

(b.1) RtRegDnDeplQty a, s, i = RtAvgDispatch5minQty a, s, i 

- Min (RtAvgDispatch5minQty a, s, i ,  

Max ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i * (-1), ( RtAvgDispatch5minQty a, s, i  

- RtAvgRegDnSp5minQty a, s, i ) ) )  

(2) For each Asset Owner, an hourly amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegAdjHrlyAmt a, s, h = ∑
i

 RtRegAdj5minAmt a, s, i 

(3) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The credit 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegAdjDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

 RtRegAdjHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(4) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 
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RtRegAdjAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtRegAdjDlyAmt a, s, d 

(5) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

RtRegAdjMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtRegAdjAoAmt a, m, d 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtRegAdj5minAmt a, s, i   $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation Deployment Adjustment 
Amount per AO per Resource Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval - The amount to AO a for 
Energy associated with Regulation deployment at 
Resource Settlement Location s for the Dispatch 
Interval.   

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval -  The 
value described under Section 4.5.6.1.   

RtLmp5minPrc  s, i    $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time LMP - The value defined under Section 
4.5.6.1 at Settlement Location s for Dispatch 
Interval i. 

RtRegUpAdjAmt a, s, i    $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Deployment Adjustment 
Amount per AO per Resource Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval - The amount to AO a for 
Energy associated with Regulation-Up 
deployment at Resource Settlement Location s for 
the Dispatch Interval.   

RtRegUpDeplQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Deployment MW per 
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval 
– The integrated MW of Regulation-Up 
Deployment associated with AO a’s Resource at 
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtRegUpDeplCost a, s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Deployment MW per 
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval 
– The cost, in $/MW, associated with 
RtRegUpDeplQty a, s, i  for AO a’s Resource at 
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. The 
cost is calculated as  

∫
Stop

Start

CurveOffer Energy  RTBM  / 

(Stop - Start ) ,  
where 
Stop = Min ( RtSetpoint5minQty a, s, i, 
RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i ) 
Start = ( Stop -  RtRegUpDeplQty a, s, i ) 
 

RtRegDnAdjAmt a, s, i    $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Down Deployment 
Adjustment Amount per AO per Resource 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The 
amount to AO a for Energy associated with 
Regulation-Down deployment at Resource 
Settlement Location s for the Dispatch Interval.   

RtRegDnDeplQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Down Deployment MW per 
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval 
– The integrated MW of Regulation-Down 
Deployment associated with AO a’s Resource at 
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. 

RtRegDnDeplCost a, s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Down Deployment MW per 
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval 
– The cost, in $/MW, associated with 
RtRegDnDeplQty a, s, i  for AO a’s Resource at 
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. The 
cost is calculated as  

∫
Stop

Start

CurveOffer Energy  RTBM  / 

(Stop - Start ) ,  
where 
Start = Max ( RtSetpoint5minQty a, s, i , 
RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i ) 
Stop = ( Start +  RtRegDnDeplQty a, s, i ) 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtAvgDispatch5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Average Dispatch Instruction MW per 
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval 
– The average Dispatch Instruction as calculated 
as the average of the Dispatch Instruction in 
current Dispatch Interval i and the Dispatch 
Instruction for the previous Dispatch Interval i  for 
AO a’s Resource at Settlement Location s in 
Dispatch Interval i. 

RtAvgRegUpSp5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Average Regulation-Up Setpoint 
Instruction MW per AO per Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval – The average of the portion 
of the Resource Setpoint Instruction associated 
with Regulation-Up deployment as calculated 
using the Resource’s applicable ramp rate used by 
the RTBM SCED to calculate the Dispatch 
Instruction for Energy and the amount of RTBM 
cleared Regulation-Up for AO a’s Resource at 
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. 

RtAvgRegDnSp5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Average Regulation-Down Setpoint 
Instruction MW per AO per Settlement Location 
per Dispatch Interval – The average of the portion 
of the Resource Setpoint Instruction associated 
with Regulation-Down deployment as calculated 
using the Resource’s applicable ramp rate used by 
the RTBM SCED to calculate the Dispatch 
Instruction for Energy and the amount of RTBM 
cleared Regulation-Down for AO a’s Resource at 
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. 

RtRegAdjHrlyAmt a, s, h   $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation Deployment Adjustment 
Amount per AO per Resource Settlement Location 
per Hour - The amount to AO a for Energy 
associated with Regulation deployment at 
Resource Settlement Location s for the Hour.   

RtRegAdjDlyAmt a, s, d   $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation Deployment Adjustment 
Amount per AO per Resource Settlement Location 
per Operating Day - The amount to AO a for 
Energy associated with Regulation deployment at 
Resource Settlement Location s for the Operating 
Day.   

RtRegAdjAoAmt a, m, d $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation Deployment Adjustment 
Amount per AO per Operating Day - The amount 
to AO a associated with Market Participant m for 
Energy associated with Regulation deployment for 
the Operating Day.   

RtRegAdjMpAmt m, d $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation Deployment Adjustment 
Amount per MP per Operating Day - The amount 
to MP m for Energy associated with Regulation 
deployment for the Operating Day.   
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Resource Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.6.15 Real-Time Over-Collected Losses Distribution Amount 

(1) The Marginal Losses Component of the RTBM LMP that results from the economic market 
solution which considers the cost of marginal losses, congestion costs and incremental 
Energy costs creates an over collection (or under collection as a result of the Real-Time 
deviation accounting) related to payment for losses (“RTBM Over-Collected Losses”) that 
must be refunded.  A DA Market credit or charge is calculated for each hour at each 
Settlement Location for which an Asset Owner has a RTBM Energy withdrawal that 
contributed positively to the over collection or under collection.  Each Asset Owner’s 
contribution to the RTBM Over-Collected Losses is calculated based upon the Loss Pools 
identified by each Asset Owner during Market Registration by assuming that injection in a 
Loss Pool first serves withdrawal in the Loss Pool and then goes to meet the withdrawal in 
Loss Pools which do not have sufficient injection to meet all withdrawal.    The result of this 
calculation is the loss rebate factor (positive value only, negative values are ignored) – a 
measure of the payment for losses on a marginal basis at each Settlement Location – and the 
loss rebate factor is normalized to allocate a pro-rata portion of the total over collection or 
under collection in the hour to Asset Owners by Settlement Location.  The amount is 
calculated as follows: 

(1)  

RtOclDistHrlyAmt a, s, h = RtNormLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h *  RtIncrOclHrlyAmt h  * (-1) 

Where, 

(a) RtIncrOclHrlyAmt h = ∑
i

 RtIncrOcl5minAmt i  

(a.1)    RtIncrOcl5minAmt i = (∑
a
∑

s

[ ( RtLmpHrlyPrc s, i – RtMccHrlyPrc s, i ) 

* ( ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i  – ∑
t

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h, t )  

– DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h   
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+ ∑
t

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  – ∑
t

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  ) ] 

 + RtNetInadvertent5minAmt i ) 

/ 12 

(b) ∑
a

 ∑
s

 Max ( 0, RtLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h ) = 0 

THEN 

RtNormLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h = 0 

ELSE  

RtNormLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h =  

Max ( 0, RtLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h  ) / ∑
a

 ∑
s

 Max ( 0, RtLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h ) 

(c)  RtLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h = ∑
i

 Max ( 0, RtLossRbt5minFct a, s, i ) 

(c.1)  IF ∑
a

RtAoNetWdr5minQty a, s, i  = 0 

THEN 

RtLossRbt5minFct a, s, i = 0 

ELSE  

RtLossRbt5minFct a, s, i = { [ RtLpIntSupply5minFct lp, i  

* ( RtMlc5minPrc s, i – RtLpIwaMlc5minPrc lp, i ) 

+ ( 1 – RtLpIntSupply5minFct lp, i )  
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* ( RtMlcHrlyPrc s, i – RtSppIwaMlc5minPrc i ) ]  

* RtLpNetWdr5minQty s, i  / 12 }   

* { RtAoNetWdr5minQty a, s, i / ∑
a

RtAoNetWdr5minQty a, s, i } 

(c.2)  RtAoNetWdr5minQty a, s, i =  

Max ( 0,  ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i   

– DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h  – ∑
t

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t   

+ ∑
t

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  –∑
t

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t ) ) 

(c.3)    RtLpNetWdr5minQty s, i =    

Max ( 0, ∑
a

 [ RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i  – DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h  

– ∑
t

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t  + ∑
t

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  

 –  ∑
t

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  ] ) 

 (d)  IF ∑
s

RtLpNetWdr5minQty s, i = 0 

THEN 

RtLpIntSupply5minFct lp, i = 0  

ELSE  

RtLpIntSupply5minFct lp, i =  
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Min [ 1, ∑
s

RtLpNetInj5minQty s, i / ∑
s

RtLpNetWdr5minQty s, i ] 

(d.1) RtLpNetInj5minQty s, i =   

(–1) * { Min ( 0,  ∑
a

 [ RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i  – DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h  

– ∑
t

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t   + ∑
t

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t   

 – ∑
t

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t  ] ) } 

 (e)  IF ∑
s

RtLpNetInj5minQty s, i = 0 

THEN 

RtLpExtSupply5minFct lp, i =  0 

ELSE  

RtLpExtSupply5minFct lp, i  =  

Max [ 0,  ( 1 – (∑
s

RtLpNetWdr5minQty s, i  / ∑
s

RtLpNetInj5minQty s, i ) ) ] 

 (f) IF ∑
s

RtLpNetInj5minQty s, i = 0 

THEN 

RtLpIwaMlc5minPrc lp, i =  0  

ELSE  

RtLpIwaMlc5minPrc lp, i =∑
s

 [ RtLpNetInj5minQty s, i * RtMlc5minPrc s, i  
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/ ∑
s

RtLpNetInj5minQty s, i 

(g) RtSppIwaMlc5minPrc i = ∑
lp

[ RtLpExtSupply5minFct lp, i  

* ∑
s

( RtLpNetInj5minQty s, i  * RtMlc5minPrc s, i ) ]  

/ ∑
lp

[ RtLpExtSupply5minFct lp, i * ∑
s

RtLpNetInj5minQty s, i ] 

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The daily 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtOclDistDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

RtOclDistHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtOclDistAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtOclDistDlyAmt a, s, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

RtOclDistMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtOclDistAoAmt a, m, d 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtOclDistHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Over Collected Losses Distribution 
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per 
Hour - The amount to AO a for AO a’s share of 
total over/under collection due to marginal 
losses at Settlement Location s for the Hour.   
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtNormLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h none Hour Real-Time Normalized Loss Rebate Factor per 
AO per Settlement Location per Hour – AO a’s 
percentage rebate of the RtOclHrlyAmt h at 
Settlement Location s for the Hour. 

RtLossRbtHrlyFct a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Loss Rebate Factor per AO per 
Settlement Location per Hour – The sum of AO 
a’s RtLossRbt5minFct a, s, i at Settlement 
Location s for the Hour. 

RtLossRbt5minFct a, s, i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Loss Rebate Factor per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval– AO 
a’s amount of marginal loss dollars calculated 
at Settlement Location s for the Dispatch 
Interval. 

RtIncrOclHrlyAmt h $ Hour Real-Time Incremental Over Collected Losses 
Amount per Hour – The sum of 
RtIncrOcl5minAmt i for the Hour. 

RtIncrOcl5minAmt i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Incremental Over Collected Losses 
Amount per Dispatch Interval – The amount of 
over/under collection in the RTBM due to 
marginal losses for the Dispatch Interval. 

RtLpIntSupply5minFct lp, i none Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Loss Pool Internal Supply Factor per 
Loss Pool per Dispatch Interval – A ratio 
indicating the percentage of Loss Pool lp’s net 
withdrawals that are being served by net 
injections inside of Loss Pool lp in Dispatch 
Interval i. 

RtLpExtSupply5minFct lp, i none Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Loss Pool External Supply Factor 
per Loss Pool per Dispatch Interval – A ratio 
indicating the percentage of Loss Pool lp’s net 
injections that are in excess of Loss Pool lp’s 
net withdrawals in Dispatch Interval i. 

RtLpIwaMlc5minPrc lp, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Loss Pool Injection Weighted 
Average Marginal Loss Component per Loss 
Pool per Dispatch Interval - The weighted 
average RtMlc5minPrc s, i  for all injections in 
loss pool lp in Dispatch Interval  i. 

RtSppIwaMlc5minPrc i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time SPP Injection Weighted Average 
Marginal Loss Component per Dispatch 
Interval - The weighted average of  
RtMlc5minPrc s, i for all loss pool injections in 
excess of loss pool withdrawals in Dispatch 
Interval i. 

RtLpNetInj5minQty s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Net Injection Quantity per Loss Pool 
per Dispatch Interval – Loss pool lp’s net 
injection quantity in Dispatch Interval i. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtLpNetWdr5minQty s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Net Withdrawal Quantity per Loss 
Pool per Dispatch Interval – Loss pool lp’s net 
withdrawal quantity in Dispatch Interval i. 

RtAoNetWdr5minQty a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Net Withdrawal Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – AO 
a’s net withdrawal quantity at Settlement 
Location s in Dispatch Interval h. 

RtLmp5minPrc s, i $/MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time LMP – The value described under 
Section 4.5.6.1. 

RtMcc5minPrc  s, i $MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Marginal Congestion Component of 
Real-Time LMP – The Marginal Congestion 
Component of Real-Time LMP for at 
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. 

RtMlc5minPrc s, i $MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Marginal Losses Component of 
Real-Time LMP – The Marginal Losses 
Component of the Real-Time LMP at 
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Cleared Energy Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Hour in the  DA 
Market – The value described under Section 
4.5.5.1.   

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per Transaction 
per Hour in the  DA Market – The value 
described under Section 4.5.5.3.   

DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Interchange Transaction Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per Transaction 
per Dispatch Interval – The value described 
under Section 4.5.5.2.   

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Interchange Transaction Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per Transaction 
per Dispatch Interval – The value described 
under Section 4.5.6.2.   

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i   MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval -  
The value described under Section 4.5.6.1. 

RtNetInadvertent5minAmt i 
 

MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Net Inadvertent Energy Amount per 
Dispatch Interval – The value calculated under 
Section 4.5.9. 

RtOclDistDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Over Collected Losses Distribution 
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per 
Operating Day - The amount to AO a for AO 
a’s share of total over/under collection due to 
marginal losses at Settlement Location s for the 
Operating Day.   
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtOclDistAoAmt a, m,  d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Over Collected Losses Distribution 
Amount per AO per Operating Day- The 
amount to AO a associated with Market 
Participant m for AO a’s share of total 
over/under collection due to marginal losses for 
the Operating Day.   

RtOclDistMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Over Collected Losses Distribution 
Amount per MP per Operating Day- The 
amount to MP m for MP m’s share of total 
over/under collection due to marginal losses for 
the Operating Day.   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a 

single virtual energy transaction, a single 
Financial Schedule, a single contracted 
Operating Reserve transaction, a single TCR 
instrument, or a single ARR award. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
lp none none A Loss Pool. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.7 ARR and TCR Auction Settlement 

The charges and credits to ARR holders and TCR holders resulting from the annual and monthly 
TCR auctions described under Section 5 are calculated on a daily basis and included on the 
Settlement Statements consistent with the timing of the DA Market settlement and Real-Time 
Balancing Market settlement. 

1. TCR Bid and Offer Settlement from TCR Auction 

a. For each month in the Annual TCR Auction and each month in the Monthly TCR 
Auction, each Market Participant is charged or credited for each TCR purchased.   

b. For each month in the Annual TCR Auction and each month in the Monthly TCR 
Auction, each Market Participant that sold a TCR is credited or charged for each 
TCR sold.  

c. For each month, the amounts calculated above are divided by the numbers of days 
in the month and then included as daily charges and credits. 

2. ARR Settlement from TCR Auction 

a. For each month in the Annual ARR Allocation and each month in the Monthly 
ARR Allocation, each Market Participant is credited (or charged) for each ARR 
awarded based on the source and sink Auction Clearing Prices associated with the 
Annual TCR Auction and the Monthly TCR Auction.   

b. For each month, the amounts calculated above are divided by the numbers of days 
in the month and then included as daily charges and credits. 

3. Revenue Neutrality 

a. For each month, if net charges collected under TCR Settlements are greater than 
the net credits paid under ARR Settlements, the excess will be distributed to ARR 
holders in proportion to the amount of net credit paid to each ARR holder. 

b. For each month, if net charges collected under TCR Settlements are less than the 
net credits paid under ARR Settlements, the deficiency will be collected from 
ARR holders in proportion to the amount of net credit paid to each ARR holder. 

The following subsections describe the ARR/TCR auction settlement charge types.  For each 
charge type, the initial calculation is performed at the monthly level for each Asset Owner for 
each ARR and TCR awarded.  In addition to the monthly values by award, daily total values by 
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Asset Owner and Market Participant will be accessible on the Settlement Statement for all charge 
types.  Each charge type calculation is described in the following subsections. 
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4.5.7.1 Transmission Congestion Rights Auction Transaction Amount 

(1) A Transmission Congestion Rights auction charge or credit for each Asset Owner is 
calculated for each TCR instrument purchased or sold in the annual and monthly TCR 
auctions.  The amount to each applicable Asset Owner for each TCR instrument is calculated 
as follows. 

TcrAucTxnDlyAmt a, d, t =   

{ ( TcrAucMnthlyQty a, mn, t, typ, r, pop, source, sink * TcrAucMnthlyPrc  mn, typ, r, pop, source, sink ) 

* TcrAucBuySellFlg a, t ) } / NumDaysInMonth mn 

Where, 

TcrAucDlyPrc  mn, typ, r, pop, source, sink =  

AuctionClearingPrice mn, typ, r, pop sink - AuctionClearingPrice mn, typ, r, pop source 

(2) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated for 
all transactions.  The amount is calculated as follows: 

TcrAucTxnAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
t

 TcrAucTxnDlyAmt a, d, t 

(3) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

TcrAucTxnMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 TcrAucTxnAoAmt a, m, d 

 

Comment [WRC19]: Settlement system will 
be designed to allow quantity changes on a 
daily basis. 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

TcrAucTxnDlyAmt a, d, t $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Right 
Auction Daily Amount per AO per 
Transaction per Operating Day – The 
amount to AO a for purchases and 
sales of TCRs in the annual and 
monthly TCR Auctions for each 
transaction t for Operating Day d. 

TcrAucMnthlyQty a, mn, t, typ, r, pop, source, sink MW Month Transmission Congestion Right 
Quantity per AO per Month  per 
Transaction per Auction Type per 
Round per Transaction Type per 
Source and Sink – AO a’s TCR 
quantity purchased or sold for month 
m for each transaction tr in  the 
annual and monthly TCR Auction 
Type typ in round r for transaction 
type pop (on-peak or off-peak) at the 
associated source and sink point.  

TcrAucMntlhyPrc  mn, typ, r, pop, source, sink $/MW Month Transmission Congestion Right 
Auction Clearing Price per Month  
per Auction Type per Transaction per 
Auction Round – The monthly TCR 
Auction clearing prices for month m 
in  the annual and monthly TCR 
Auction Type typ in round r for 
transaction type pop (on-peak or off-
peak) at the associated source and 
sink point. 

TcrAucBuySellFlg a, t none Month Transmission Congestion Right 
Auction Buy/Sell Flag per AO per 
Transaction – A flag indicating 
whether AO a’s  TcrAucDlyQty a, mn, 

tr, typ, r, pop, source, sink was a purchase or a 
sale.  This flag is set equal to +1 for 
purchases or to (-1) for sales. 

NumDaysInMonth mn none none Number of Days in the Month – The 
number of Operating Days in month 
mn. 

AuctionClearingPrice mn, typ, r, pop sink $/MW Month Annual Auction Clearing Price per 
Month per Auction Type per Round  
per Transaction Type at the Sink - 
The Auction clearing prices for 
month m in  the annual and monthly 
TCR Auction Type typ in round r for 
transaction type pop (on-peak or off-
peak) at the associated sink point. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

AuctionClearingPrice mn, typ, r, pop source $/MW Month Annual Auction Clearing Price per 
Month per Auction Type per Round  
per Transaction Type at the Source - 
The Auction clearing prices for 
month mn in  the annual and monthly 
TCR Auction type typ in round r for 
transaction type pop (on-peak or off-
peak) at the associated source point. 

TcrAucTxnAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Right 
Auction Daily Amount per AO per 
Operating Day – The amount to AO 
a associated with Market Participant 
m for purchases and sales of TCRs in 
the annual and monthly TCR 
Auctions for Operating Day d. 

TcrAucTxnMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Right 
Auction Daily Amount per MP per 
Operating Day – The amount to MP 
m for purchases and sales of TCRs in 
the annual and monthly TCR 
Auctions for Operating Day d. 

a none none An Asset Owner. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange 

Transaction, a single virtual energy 
transaction, a single Financial 
Schedule, a single contracted 
Operating Reserve transaction, a 
single TCR instrument, or a single 
ARR award. 

typ none none TCR Auction Type or ARR 
Allocation Type (annual or monthly) 

pop none none TCR instrument or ARR award type 
(On-Peak or Off-Peak) 

mn none none A month in the Annual or Monthly 
TCR Auction. 

m none none A Market Participant. 
r none none A round in the Annual TCR Auction. 
source none none The Settlement Location identified as 

the source point for TCR t.  
sink none none The Settlement Location identified as 

the sink point for TCR t.  
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4.5.7.2  TCR Auction Revenue Rights Funding Amount 

(1) A TCR Auction Revenue Rights charge or credit for each Asset Owner is calculated for each 
ARR instrument awarded in the annual and monthly ARR allocation processes.  The amount 
to each applicable Asset Owner is calculated as follows. 

TcrArrDlyAmt a, d, t =   

(( TcrArrMnthlyQty a, mn, t, typ, r, pop, source, sink * TcrAucMnthlyPrc  mn, typ, r, pop, source, sink ) 

/ NumDaysInMonth mn ) * (-1) 

(2) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated for 
all transactions.  The amount is calculated as follows: 

TcrArrAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
t

 TcrArrDlyAmt a, d, t 

(3) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

TcrArrMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 TcrArrAoAmt a, d 

 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval

Definition 

TcrArrDlyAmt a, d, t $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Right Auction 
Revenue Rights Daily Amount per AO per 
Operating Day– The ARR amount to AO 
a for each transaction t for Operating Day 
d. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

TcrArrDlyQty a, mn, t, typ, r, pop, source, sink MW Month Auction Revenue Right Quantity per AO 
per Month  per Transaction per Auction 
Type per Round per Award Type per 
Source and Sink – AO a’s ARR 
transaction quantity awarded for month m 
for each transaction t in the annual and 
monthly ARR Allocation typ in round r 
for award type pop (on-peak or off-peak) 
at the associated source and sink point.  

TcrAucMntlhyPrc  mn, typ, r, pop, source, sink $/MW Month Transmission Congestion Right Auction 
Clearing Price per Month  per Auction 
Type per Transaction per Auction Round 
– The value defined under Section 4.5.7.1 

NumDaysInMonth mn none none Number of Days in the Month – The 
number of Operating Days in month mn. 

TcrArrAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Right Auction 
Daily Amount per AO per Operating Day 
– The amount to AO a associated with 
Market Participant m for all ARR awards 
for Operating Day d. 

TcrArrMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Right Auction 
Daily Amount per MP per Operating Day 
– The amount to MP m for all ARR 
awards for Operating Day d. 

a none none An Asset Owner. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, 

a single virtual energy transaction, a 
single Financial Schedule, a single 
contracted Operating Reserve transaction, 
a single TCR instrument, or a single ARR 
award. 

typ none none TCR Auction Type or ARR Allocation 
Type (annual or monthly) 

pop none none TCR instrument or ARR award type (On-
Peak or Off-Peak) 

mn none none A month in the Annual or Monthly TCR 
Auction. 

m none none A Market Participant. 
r none none A round in the Annual TCR Auction. 
source none none The Settlement Location identified as the 

source point for TCR t.  
sink none none The Settlement Location identified as the 

sink point for TCR t.  
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4.5.7.3 TCR Auction Revenue Rights Uplift Amount 

(1) A credit or charge will be calculated for each Asset Owner holding ARRs for each Operating 
Day to the extent that TCR auction revenues collected over the Operating Day are not 
sufficient or are in excess of the amounts required to fund the net of the total amounts 
calculated under Section 4.5.7.2 over the Operating Day.  The amount is calculated as 
follows: 

TcrArrUpliftDlyAmt a, d = TcrArrOverUnderDlyAmt d   

* [∑
d

ArrNominationCapDlyQty a, d / ∑
a
∑
d

ArrNominationCapDlyQty a, d ] 

Where, 

(a) TcrArrOverUnderDlyAmt d  =  

∑
m

 (TcrAucTxnMpAmt m, d  +  TcrArrMpAmt m, d ) 

(b) ArrNominationCapDlyQty a, d =  

ArrNominationCapMnthlyQty a, mn / NumDaysInMonth mn 

(2) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 

TcrArrUpliftMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 TcrArrUpliftDlyAmt a, m, d 
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The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

TcrArrUpliftDlyAmt a, d $ Operating 
Day 

TCR Auction Revenue Rights Daily Uplift 
Amount per AO per Operating Day  - The 
uplift amount to AO a associated with TCR 
auction revenue in excess of amounts 
required to fully fund ARRs or amount 
associated with shortfalls in TCR auction 
revenues required to fully fund ARRs 
associated for Operating Day d.   

TcrArrOverUnderDlyAmt d  $ Operating 
Day 

TCR Auction Revenue Rights Over or 
Under Funding Amount per Operating Day 
– The amount by which the net amounts 
under Section 4.5.7.2 are either under 
funded or over funded in Operating Day d. 

NumDaysInMonth mn none none Number of Days in the Month – The 
number of Operating Days in month mn. 

TcrArrDlyAmt a, d, t $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Right Auction 
Revenue Rights Daily Amount per AO per 
Operating Day– The value calculated 
under Section 4.5.7.2. 

ArrNominationCapDlyQty a, d MW Operating 
Day 

ARR Nomination Cap per AO per 
Operating Day – AO a’s monthly ARR 
Nomination Cap as established under 
Section 5.1 divided by NumDaysInMonth 

mn. 
ArrNominationCapMnthlyQty a, mn MW Operating 

Day 
ARR Nomination Cap per AO per 
Operating Day – AO a’s ARR Nomination 
Cap as established under Section 5.1 for 
month mn. 

TcrArrMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

TCR Auction Revenue Rights Funding 
Amount per MP per Operating Day - The 
value calculated under Section 4.5.7.2.   

TcrAucTxnMpAmt  m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Right Auction 
Daily Amount per MP per Operating Day – 
The value calculated under Section 4.5.7.1.   

TcrArrUpliftMpAmt  m, d $ Operating 
Day 

TCR Auction Revenue Rights Daily Uplift 
Amount per MP per Operating Day  - The 
uplift amount associated with TCR auction 
revenue in excess of amounts required to 
fully fund ARRs or amount associated with 
shortfalls in TCR auction revenues required 
to fully fund ARRs to MP m for all AO’s 
associated with Market Participant m for 
Operating Day d.   
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Variable Unit Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

a none none An Asset Owner. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
mn none none A month. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.8 Miscellaneous Amount 

In certain circumstances, it may be necessary to recalculate or make changes to previously billed 
charges that cannot be handled though a standard final settlement or resettlement execution for 
that operating day.  This is anticipated to occur only on an exception basis.  SPP will manually 
calculate the adjustment and post as a manual adjustment to the appropriate final or resettlement 
statement for the Operating Day in question.  SPP will post supporting documentation for the 
manual calculation of any miscellaneous charge to the Portal no later than the time the 
Settlement Statement including the miscellaneous charge has been posted.   

In addition, through Balancing Authority Agreements with adjacent external Balancing 
Authorities, SPP may supply Emergency Export Interchange Transactions when requested by the 
applicable external Balancing Authority or SPP may request, under SPP Emergency conditions, 
that applicable external Balancing Authorities supply Emergency Import Interchange 
Transactions to SPP.  To the extent that such transactions are confirmed, credits to SPP for 
Emergency Export Interchange Transactions and charges to SPP for Emergency Import 
Interchange Transactions are included in this charge type. 

Lastly, settlement of Interchange Transactions between SPP and other Reserve Sharing Group 
members resulting from Contingency Reserve deployment are included in this charge type. 

A miscellaneous charge type will be utilized for each distinct charge type and any other charges 
and credits not specifically accounted for under a distinct charge type.  Miscellaneous charges 
and credits to the affected Asset Owners are represented for each Operating Day as follows: 

MiscDlyAmt a, c, d 

The above variable is defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

MiscDlyAmt a, c, d 
 

$ Operating 
Day 

Miscellaneous Amount per AO per Settlement 
Location per Operating Day – The 
miscellaneous amount to AO a for charge 
type c in Operating Day d. 

a none none An Asset Owner (assumes SPP and External 
BA will be identified as Asset Owners). 

c none none Any charge type specified under Sections 
4.5.4, 4.5.6 or 4.5.7 or any other 
miscellaneous charges not specifically 
accounted for under a distinct charge type.. 

d none none An Operating Day. 

 

Comment [WRC20]: This may potentially be 
a separate Charge Type when RSG is resolved.
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4.5.9 Revenue Neutrality Uplift Distribution Amount 

(1) A charge or credit will be calculated at each Settlement Location for each Asset Owner for 
each hour in order for SPP to remain revenue neutral.  Contributors to revenue non-neutrality 
include:   

• Rounding errors; 
• Inadvertent Interchange; 
• RTBM congestion; 
• RTBM Net Regulation Adjustment;  
• Make-Whole payments for Out-of-Merit Energy; and 
• Miscellaneous Charges/Credits. 

The amount will be determined by multiplying the Asset Owner hourly determinant by a daily 
Revenue Neutrality Uplift (“RNU”) rate. 

The amount to each applicable Asset Owner is calculated as follows. 

RtRnuHrlyAmt a, s, h = ( RtRnuSppDistRate d *  RtRnuDistQty a, s, h ) * (-1) 

Where, 

(a)  RtRnuDistQty a, s, h =  ABS { ∑
i

 RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i / 12 ) }  

+ ABS { ∑
i
∑

t

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t / 12 ) } 

+ ABS { ∑
t

RtVEnergyHrlyQty a, s, h, t } 

 (b) RtRnuSppDistRate d  =   

( DaRevInadqcSppAmt spp, d  + RtRevInadqcSppAmt spp, d   

+ RtOomeMpAmt m, d  + RtRegAdjMpAmt m, d  

- RtNetInadvertentSppAmt spp, d  

Comment [WRC21]: Note that ISO NE and 
PJM add RT congestion collections with DA 
congestion collections and used the total to fund 
TCRs.  MISO does not. 

Comment [WRC22]: Shaw to provide 
potential direct assignment allocation instead of 
RNU. 
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+ RtNetCongestionSppAmt spp, d ) / ∑
a
∑

s
∑
h

RtRnuDistQty a, s, h 

(b.1) DaRevInadqcSppAmt spp, d  =   

∑
m

( DaEnergyMpAmt m, d  + DaNEnergyMpAmt m, d  + DaVEnergyMpAmt m, d  

+ DaRegUpMpAmt m, d  + DaSpinMpAmt m, d  + DaSuppMpAmt m, d   

+ DaRegDnMpAmt m, d  + DaRegUpDistMpAmt m, d  + DaSpinDistMpAmt m, d  

 + DaSuppDistMpAmt m, d  + DaRegDnDistMpAmt m, d  + DaMwpMpAmt m, d   

+ DaMwpDistMpAmt m, d  + TcrFundMpAmt m, d  +  TcrUpliftDlyAmt m, d 

+ DaOclDistMpAmt m, d  + TcrAucTxnMpAmt m, d  + TcrArrMpAmt m, d  

+ TcrArrUpliftMpAmt m, d ) - ECFDlyAmt  d 

 (b.2) RtRevInadqcSppAmt spp, d  =   

∑
m

( RtEnergyMpAmt m, d  + RtEnergyMpAmt m, d  + RtVEnergyMpAmt m, d  

+ RtRegUpMpAmt m, d  + RtRegDnMpAmt m, d  + RtSpinMpAmt m, d   

+ RtSuppMpAmt m, d  + RtORDistMpAmt m, d + RtMwpMpAmt m, d   

+ RtMwpDistMpAmt m, d + RtRegNonPerfMpAmt m, d 

+ RtCRDeplFailMpAmt m, d + RtOclDistMpAmt m, d ) 

+ ∑
a
∑
c

MiscDlyAmt a, c, d  + RtNetInadvertentSppAmt spp, d  

- RtCongestionSppAmt spp, d 
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(b.3) RtNetInadvertentSppAmt spp, d = ∑
i

RtNetInadvertentSppAmt spp, i 

(b.3.1) RtNetInadvertentSppAmt spp, i =  

 ( ( RtNetActIntrchng5minQty spp, i - RtNetSchedIntrchng5minQty spp, i ) 

* RtLmp5minPrc ref, i ) 

(b.4) RtNetCongestionSppAmt spp, d =  

∑
a
∑

s
∑

i

 ( ( ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i – DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) 

+ ∑
t

 (RtImpExp5MinQty a, s, i, t - DaImpExp5MinQty a, s, i, t ) 

- ∑
t

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t ) * RtMcc5minPrc a, s, i ) / 12 

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRnuDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

 RtRnuHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  
The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRnuAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtRnuDlyAmt a, s, d 

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset 
Owner amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as 
follows: 
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RtRnuMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtRnuAoAmt a, m, d 

The above variables are defined as follows: 

Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtRnuHrlyAmt a, s, h $ Hour Real-Time Revenue Neutrality Uplift Amount 
per AO per Settlement Location per Hour – 
The amount for revenue neutrality to AO a at 
Settlement Location s in Hour h. 

RtRnuSppDistHrlyRate d $/MW Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Revenue Neutrality Uplift SPP 
Distribution Rate per Operating Day – The 
rate applied to AO a’s  
RtRnuDistQty a, s, h  in each Hour h at 
Settlement Location s in Operating Day d. 

RtRnuDistQty a, s, h 

 
MWh Hour Real-Time Revenue Neutrality Uplift 

Quantity per AO per Hour per Settlement 
Location – The total MWh RNU allocation 
determinant for AO a at Settlement Location 
s for Hour h. 

DaRevInadqcSppAmt spp, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Revenue Inadequacy Amount – 
The amount of mismatch on an SPP-wide 
basis between total DA Market charges and 
DA Market credits for Operating Day d. 

DaEnergyMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Asset Energy Amount per MP per 
Operating Day – The value calculated under 
Section 4.5.5.1. 

DaNEnergyMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Amount per 
MP per Operating Day – The value 
calculated under Section 4.5.5.2. 

DaVEnergyMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Amount per MP 
per Operating Day – The value calculated 
under Section 4.5.5.3. 

DaRegUpMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Amount per MP 
per Operating Day – The value calculated 
under Section 4.5.5.4. 

DaRegDnMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Amount per 
MP per Operating Day – The value 
calculated under Section 4.5.5.5. 

DaSpinMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Amount per 
MP per Operating Day – The value 
calculated under Section 4.5.5.6. 

DaSuppMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Amount 
per MP per Operating Day – The value 
calculated under Section 4.5.5.7. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

DaRegUpDistMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Distribution 
Amount per MP per Operating Day – The 
value calculated under Section 4.5.5.8. 

DaRegDnDistMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution 
Amount per MP per Operating Day – The 
value calculated under Section 4.5.5.9. 

DaSpinMpDistAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Distribution 
Amount per MP per Operating Day – The 
value calculated under Section 4.5.5.10. 

DaSuppMpDistAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve 
Distribution Amount per MP per Operating 
Day – The value calculated under Section 
4.5.5.11. 

DaMwpMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment Amount 
per MP per Operating Day – The value 
calculated under Section 4.5.5.12. 

DaMwpDistMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Make-Whole-Payment 
Distribution Amount per MP per Operating 
Day – The value calculated under Section 
4.5.5.13. 

DaTcrFundMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Rights Funding 
Amount per MP per Operating Day – The 
value calculated under Section 4.5.5.14. 

DaTcrUpliftMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Rights Uplift 
Amount per MP per Operating Day – The 
value calculated under Section 4.5.5.15. 

ECFDlyAmt, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Excess Congestion Fund Amount  per 
Operating Day – The value calculated under 
Section 4.5.5.16. 

DaOclDistMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Day-Ahead Over Collected Losses 
Distribution Amount per MP per Operating 
Day - The value calculated under Section 
4.5.5.19. 

TcrAucTxnMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Transmission Congestion Right Auction 
Daily Amount per MP per Operating Day – 
The value calculated under Section 4.5.7.1. 

TcrArrMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

TCR Auction Revenue Rights Funding 
Amount per MP per Operating Day – The 
value calculated under Section 4.5.7.2. 

TcrArrUpliftMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

TCR Auction Revenue Rights Funding Uplift 
Amount per MP per Operating Day – The 
value calculated under Section 4.5.7.3. 

RtRevInadqcSppAmt spp, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Revenue Inadequacy Amount – 
The amount of mismatch on an SPP-wide 
basis between total RTBM charges and 
RTBM credits. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval -  
The value described under Section 4.5.6.1.   

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Interchange Transaction Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval per Transaction – The value 
described under Section 4.5.6.2. 

DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t MWh Hour Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Hour per 
Transaction – The value described under 
Section 4.5.5.3. 

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h MWh Hour Day-Ahead Asset Energy Quantity per AO 
per Settlement Location per Hour – The 
value described under Section 4.5.5.1. 

RtImpExp5MinQty a, s, i, t MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Interchange Transaction Quantity 
per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval per Transaction – The value 
described under Section 4.5.6.2. 

DaImpExp5MinQty a, s, i, t MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Day-Ahead Interchange Transaction 
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval per Transaction – The 
value described under Section 4.5.5.2. 

RtMcc5minPrc a, s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Marginal Congestion Component 
of Real-Time LMP – The Marginal 
Congestion Component of the Real-Time 
LMP at Settlement Location s for Dispatch 
Interval i. 

RtEnergyMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Energy Amount per MP per 
Operating Day – The value described under 
Section 4.5.6.1. 

RtNEnergyMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Amount per MP 
per Operating Day – The value described 
under Section 4.5.6.2. 

RtVEnergyMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Virtual Energy Amount per MP 
per Operating Day – The value described 
under Section 4.5.6.3. 

RtRegUpMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Amount per MP 
per Operating Day – The value described 
under Section 4.5.6.4. 

RtRegDnMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation-Down Amount per MP 
per Operating Day – The value described 
under Section 4.5.6.5. 

RtSpinMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Spinning Reserve Amount per MP 
per Operating Day – The value described 
under Section 4.5.6.6. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtSuppMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Supplemental Reserve Amount per 
MP per Operating Day – The value described 
under Section 4.5.6.7. 

RtORDistMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Operating Reserve Distribution 
Amount per MP per Operating Day – The 
value described under Section 4.5.6.11. 

RtMwpMpAmt m, d   $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment Amount per 
MP per Operating Day – The value described 
under Section 4.5.6.8 

RtOomeMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Make-Whole-
Payment Amount per MP per Operating Day 
- The value described under Section 4.5.6.9. 

RtMwpDistMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment 
Distribution Amount per MP per Operating 
Day – The value described under Section 
4.5.6.10. 

RtRegNonPerfMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation Non-Performance 
Amount per MP per Operating Day – The 
value described under Section 4.5.6.12. 

RtCRDeplFailMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Contingency Reserve Deployment 
Failure Amount per MP per Operating Day – 
The value described under Section 4.5.6.13. 

RtRegAdjMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation Deployment 
Adjustment Amount per MP per Operating 
Day - The value described under Section 
4.5.6.14. 

RtOclDistMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Over Collected Losses 
Distribution Amount per MP per Operating 
Day - The value calculated under Section 
4.5.6.15. 

RtNetInadvertentSppAmt spp, i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time SPP Inadvertent Energy Amount 
per Dispatch Interval – SPP net Inadvertent 
Energy for Dispatch Interval i valued at the 
Real-Time LMP at the Reference Bus. 

RtNetInadvertentSppAmt spp, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time SPP Inadvertent Energy Amount 
per Operating Day – The sum of  
RtNetInadvertentSppAmt spp, i for 
Operating Day d 

RtCongestionSppAmt spp, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time SPP Net Congestion Revenue 
Amount – The net amount of total Real-Time 
congestion revenue collected over Operating 
Day d.  

RtNetActIntrchng5minQty spp, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time SPP Net Actual Interchange per 
Dispatch Interval – SPP Net Actual 
Interchange in Dispatch Interval i. 
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Variable Unit Settlement  
Interval 

Definition 

RtNetSchedIntrchng5minQty spp, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time SPP Net Scheduled Interchange 
per Dispatch Interval – SPP Net Actual 
Interchange in Dispatch Interval i. 

RtLmp5minPrc ref, i $MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time LMP at the Reference Bus per 
Dispatch Interval – The Real-Time LMP at 
the Reference Bus in Dispatch Interval i. 

MiscHrlyAmt a, c, h $ Hour Real-Time Miscellaneous Amount per AO per 
Charge Type per Hour – The miscellaneous 
amount to AO a for charge type c in Hour h 
as described under Section Error! Reference 
source not found.. 

RtRnuDlyAmt a, s, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Revenue Neutrality Uplift Amount 
per AO per Settlement Location per 
Operating Day– The amount for revenue 
neutrality to AO a at Settlement Location s in 
Operating Day d. 

RtRnuAoAmt a, m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Revenue Neutrality Uplift Amount 
per AO per Operating Day – The amount for 
revenue neutrality to AO a associated with 
Market Participant m in Operating Day d. 

RtRnuMpAmt m, d $ Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Revenue Neutrality Uplift Amount 
per MP per Operating Day – The amount for 
revenue neutrality to MP m in Operating Day 
d. 

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Resource Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
t none none A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a 

single virtual energy transaction, a single 
Financial Schedule, a single contracted 
Operating Reserve transaction, a single TCR 
instrument, or a single ARR award. 

d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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4.5.10 Settlement Statement Process 

4.5.10.1 Daily Settlement Statement 

The Settlement Statement(s) will be made available for each Operating Day and will be 
published for Market Participants and associated Asset Owners electronically through the Portal 
on Business Days. The Market Participant is responsible for accessing the information from the 
Portal once posted by SPP.  In order to issue a Settlement Statement, SPP may use estimated, 
disputed or calculated meter data. An initial and final Settlement Statement will be created for 
each Operating Day.  Resettlement Statements can be created for any given Operating Day 
having met the dispute-filing deadline and prior to twelve months elapsed time from the 
Operating Day.  When actual validated data are available and all of the settlement and billing 
disputes raised by Market Participants during the validation process have been resolved, SPP 
shall recalculate the amounts payable and receivable by the affected Market Participant. 

For each Market Participant, Settlement Statement(s) will denote:  

• Operating Day, 

• Market Participant’s name, 

• Associated Asset Owner’s name.  

• Market Participant identifier, 

• Type of statement (Initial, Final or Resettlement), 

• Statement version number, 

• Unique Statement identification code, and 

• Market services settled. 

Settlement Statements will include charges and credits by Asset Owner, appropriate Settlement 
Interval and Settlement Location.  

4.5.10.2 Settlement Statement Access 

Market Participants and associated Asset Owners can access all Settlement Statements pertaining 
to them electronically via the following steps: 

• Secured entry on the Portal; 

• eXtensible Markup Language (XML) download. 
 

Comment [WRC23]: Verify what this is. 
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4.5.10.3 Initial Settlement Statements 

SPP will use settlement data to produce the initial Settlement Statements for each Market 
Participant for the given Operating Day. Initial Settlement Statements will be created at the end 
of the seventh (7th) calendar day following the Operating Day.  If the seventh (7th) calendar day 
is not a Business Day, the initial Settlement Statement is issued no later than the next Business 
Day thereafter.  

4.5.10.4 Final Settlement Statements 

SPP will use settlement data to produce the final Settlement Statements for each Market 
Participant for the given Operating Day.  Final Settlement Statements will be created at the end 
of the forty-seventh (47th) calendar day following the Operating Day.  If the forty-seventh (47th) 
calendar day is not a Business Day, the final Settlement Statement is issued on the next Business 
Day thereafter.  The final Settlement Statement will reflect changes to settlement charges 
generated on the Operating Day’s initial Settlement Statement. 

4.5.10.5 Resettlement Statements 

A resettlement Settlement Statement will be produced using corrected settlement data due to 
resolution of disputes, or correction of data errors.  Resettlements occurring prior to the 
production of the final Settlement Statement will be included in the final Settlement Statement.  

(1) Resettlement Settlement Statements 1 through 11 will be created at the end of the following 
calendar days following the Operating Day.  If the calendar day is not a Business Day, the 
respective resettlement Settlement Statement is issued on the next Business Day thereafter. 

• Resettlement 1  77 days after operating day 

• Resettlement 2  107 days after operating day 

• Resettlement 3  137 days after operating day 

• Resettlement 4  167 days after operating day 

• Resettlement 5  197 days after operating day 

• Resettlement 6  227 days after operating day 

• Resettlement 7  257 days after operating day 

• Resettlement 8  287 days after operating day 

• Resettlement 9  317 days after operating day 

• Resettlement 10 Ad Hoc 
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• Resettlement 11 Ad Hoc 

• Resettlement 12 Ad Hoc 

(2) Any settlement and billing dispute of initial Settlement Statements resolved in accordance 
with Dispute Resolution process of the Tariff will be corrected on the final Settlement 
Statement for the Operating Day.  In the event that the final Settlement Statement does not 
resolve a dispute from an initial Settlement Statement for a given Operating Day, SPP will 
resolve the dispute on a resettlement Settlement Statement for that Operating Day.  Only 
Disputes for which the RTO is notified by the end of the time period for Dispute Notification 
will be considered for resettlement. 

(3) Any dispute of initial and final Settlement Statements resolved subsequent to the final 
Settlement Statement, in accordance with the Dispute Resolution process of the Tariff, will 
be corrected on the next available invoice after the R2 resettlement Settlement Statement run 
has been executed.  

(4) Any dispute resolved subsequent to the R2 resettlement Settlement Statement, in accordance 
with the Dispute Resolution process of the Tariff, will be corrected on the next available 
invoice after the R4 resettlement Settlement Statement run has been executed.  

(5) Resettlement Settlement Statements R1 and R3 will be utilized only if Dispute Resolution for 
a Granted or Granted with Exception Dispute results in at least a 25% financial change in a 
Market Participant’s  Settlement Statement for the operating date as compared with the most 
recent previous Settlement Statement for that operating date.  Resettlement Settlement 
Statements R5 to R9 will only be used to resolve Disputes of previous resettlements, which 
are limited to incremental changes.  Resettlement Settlement Statements R10 to R12 will be 
used only on an Ad Hoc basis to resolve any remaining disputes, in accordance with the 
Dispute Resolution process of the Tariff. 

(6) SPP shall post a resettlement schedule through the Portal indicating that a specific Operating 
Day will be resettled and the date the resettlement Settlement Statement will be issued by 
SPP. 

4.5.10.6 Settlement Timeline 

SPP shall create Settlement Statements daily for each Market Participant and associated Asset 
Owner, detailing each Market Participant’s and associated Asset Owners cost responsibility.  
Settlement Statements are published through the Portal on each Business Day.  SPP shall prepare 
an invoice each billing cycle for each Market Participant showing the net amount to be paid or 

Comment [WRC24]: Check with Ken on 
references to R2, R3, R4.  Does an MP get a 
Resettlement Statement if no changes 
occurred? 
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for re-settlement.  Are these adequate for the 
Future Markets. 
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received by the Market Participant.  In order to issue a Settlement Statement, SPP may use 
estimated, disputed or calculated meter data. Settlement Statements shall provide sufficient detail 
to allow verification of the billing amounts and completion of the Market Participant’s internal 
accounting.  SPP’s settlement systems shall allow Market Participants and associated Asset 
Owners to search for settlement statements by issuance date, operating date, and invoice date.  
Settlement Statements shall be issued in accordance with the timelines shown in Exhibits 4-18 
and 4-19. 

Exhibit 4-18: Settlements Timeline – Non Holiday 

 
ISS-Initial Settlement Statement   
FSS-Final Settlement Statement   
 

Exhibit 4-19 applies to all Thursday through Sunday holidays and similar logic will apply to 
other 4 day holiday weekend scenarios: 

 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

 Day 1 Day2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 
       
Day 7 Day 8 Day 9  Day 10 Day 11 Day 12 Day 13 
  

ISS Day 1 
 

 
ISS Day 2 

 
ISS Day 3 

 
ISS Day 4 

 
ISS Day 5  

Day 14 Day 15 Day 16 Day 17 Day 18 Day 19 Day 20 
  

ISS Day 6 
ISS Day 7 
ISS Day 8 

 
ISS Day 9 

 
ISS Day 10 

 
ISS Day 11 

 
ISS Day 12  

Time Lapse for Day 21 to Day 48 

Day 49 Day 50 Day 51 Day 52 Day 53 Day 54 Day 55 
  

ISS Day 41 
ISS Day 42 
ISS Day 43 
 
FSS Day 3 
FSS Day 4 
FSS Day 5 
 
 

 
ISS Day 44 
 
FSS Day 6 

 
ISS Day 45 
 
FSS Day 7 

 
ISS Day 46 
 
FSS Day 8 

 
ISS Day 47 
 
FSS Day 9 
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Exhibit 4-19: Settlements Timeline –Holiday Example 
 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

Nov 14 

 
 

Nov 15 

 
MD (11/11) 

Nov 16 

 
MD (11/12) 

Nov 17 

 
MD (11/13) 

Nov 18 

 
MD (11/14) 

Nov 19 

 
MD (11/15) 

MD (11/16) 

MD (11/17) 

Nov 20 

 

 

Nov 21 

 
 

Nov 22 

 
MD (11/18) 

Nov 23 

 
MD (11/19) 

MD (11/20)* 

 

Nov 24 

 
MD (11/21) 

MD (11/22) 

 

ISS (11/17) 

ISS (11/18) 

ISS (11/19) 

Nov 25 

 
Holiday 

Nov 26 

 
Holiday 

Nov 27 

 
Holiday 

Nov 28 

 
Holiday 

Nov 29 

 
MD (11/23) 

MD (11/24) * 

 

ISS (11/20) 

ISS (11/21) 

Nov 30 

 
MD (11/25) 

MD (11/26) 

 

ISS (11/22) 

ISS (11/23) 

    

 
Meter Data (MD) due by Noon on days indicated. 
* Meter Data due by 3:00 pm instead of normal noon deadline. 
Initial Settlement Statement (ISS) 

4.5.11 Invoice 

SPP prepares weekly invoices from Settlements Statements.  Invoices will be prepared on a net 
basis, with payments made to or from SPP. 

Invoices will be posted on the Portal by 8:00 a.m. CPT (see Section 4.5.11.3 Holiday Invoice 
Calendar for exceptions).  The Market Participant is responsible for accessing the invoice 
information via the Portal once posted by SPP. 

Each Market Participant with a net debit balance will pay any net debit whether or not there is 
any settlement and billing dispute regarding the amount.  Each Market Participant with a net 
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credit balance will receive the balance shown on the Invoice, adjusted for balances not collected 
from Market Participants with net debit balances. 

4.5.11.1 Timing and Content of Invoice 

SPP will electronically post for each Market Participant, an invoice based on any initial final, 
and resettlement Settlement Statements produced since the prior settlement invoice.  SPP shall 
post the settlement invoices to the Market Participant in accordance with the Settlement 
Calendar.  The Market Participant is responsible for accessing the information from the Portal 
once posted by SPP.  

Invoices will be issued on a weekly basis as defined in SPP invoice calendars described in 
Sections 4.5.11.2 and 4.5.11.3. The SPP invoice calendar will be posted annually on the SPP 
Portal.  Invoice items will be grouped by initial, final, and resettlement categories and will be 
sorted by Operating Day within each category.  Each settlement invoice will contain: 

a) Market Participant ID – the name, address and contact information for the Market 
Participant being invoiced 

b) Net Amount Due/Payable – the aggregate summary of all charges owed or due by a 
Market Participant summarized by Settlement Statement ID and Operating Date and 
Settlement Date, both being identified by calendar date; 

c) Amount Due/Payable by Charge Type, Operating Date and Settlement Date — the 
aggregate of charges within each charge type owed or due by a Market Participant, listed 
by Operating Day which shall be identified by calendar date; 

d) Time Periods – the time period covered for each settlement statement run date identified 
by a range of calendar dates; 

e) Run Date – the date in which the invoice was created and published; 

f) Invoice Reference Number – a unique number generated by the SPP applications for 
payment tracking purposes; 

g) Settlement Statement ID– an identification code used to reference each Settlement 
Statement invoiced; 

h) Payment Date and Time – the date and time that invoice amounts are to be paid or 
received; 

i) Remittance Information Details – details including the account number, bank name and 
electronic transfer instructions of the SPP account to which any amounts owed by the 

Comment [WRC26]: What happens when an 
MP defaults?  Check with Tom Fritchy on how a 
permanent default is handled.  (Attachment X, 
Article 8.3).  See Attachment AE for defaults. 
 
Attachment L, V.C.3.  
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Invoice Recipient are to be paid or of the Invoice Recipient’s account to which SPP shall 
draw payments due; 

j) Overdue Terms – the terms that would be applied if payments were received late; 

k) Late fees; and 

l) Miscellaneous charges from tariff billing not otherwise covered above with details 
provided or referenced on what the miscellaneous charges include and how they are 
derived. 

4.5.11.2 Invoice Calendar 

Weekly invoices will be distributed every Thursday by no later than 8:00 a.m. CPT with the 
exceptions described in Section 4.5.11.3 for holidays.  Weekly invoices will include the seven 
daily Settlement Statements (initial, final & resettlements) produced for the previous Wednesday 
through Tuesday cycle.  Market Participant balances owed to SPP are due by 5:00 p.m. (CPT) of 
the first Wednesday following the Thursday invoice date.  Balances owed by SPP to Market 
Participants will be paid on the second Friday following the invoice date by 5:00 p.m. (CPT). 

4.5.11.3 Holiday Invoice Calendar 

The Thursday invoice date and the following Wednesday and Friday payment dates as described 
in Section 4.5.11.2 will be changed to the next business day if the invoice date or payment date 
fall on a SPP Holiday.  In those cases when a payment date falls on a bank holiday but not a SPP 
holiday, the payment date will be the next SPP business day.  If there are two consecutive SPP 
holidays, the following calendar will apply (all invoice dates assume the invoice will be made 
available to customers by 8:00 a.m. (CPT) on the date shown): 

 

Holiday Invoice Date Customer Pmt 
Due Date 

SPP Pmt Due 
Date 

Mon-Tue Previous Thu Fri Tue 

Tue-Wed Following Mon Fri Tue 

Wed-Thu Following Mon Fri Tue 

Thu-Fri Following Mon Fri Tue 

Fri-Mon Normal Sched Fri Tue 

Comment [WRC27]: SUG is discussing 
reducing the lag time for payments.  Check 
FERC credit NOPR. 
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4.5.12 Disputes 

A Market Participant may dispute items set forth in any Settlement Statement (initial, final, or 
resettlement).  The dispute must be filed on the Portal using the Contents of Notice dispute form 
as shown in Exhibit 4-20 with the following minimum content: 

• Statement type (initial, final, resettlement 1-11, ad hoc resettlement) 
• Charge type 
• Estimated dispute amount in dollars 
• Operating Day 
• Start interval 
• End interval 
• Statement ID 
• Transmission Customer  
• Settlement Location 
• Long description 
• Short description 
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Exhibit 4-20: Contents of Notice Dispute Form 

 

 

 
 

4.5.12.1 Dispute Submission Timeline 
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A Market Participant may dispute settlement of any Operating Day as soon as the initial 
Settlement Statement for that Operating Day is issued, and up to 90 calendar days after the final 
Settlement Statement for that Operating Day is issued.  In the case of resettlement Settlement 
Statements, a Market Participant may only dispute incremental changes in settlement data that 
occur between issuance of the final Settlement Statement and the first resettlement Settlement 
Statement or between issuance of resettlement Settlement Statements.  A dispute relating to a 
resettlement Settlement Statement must be filed within 14 calendar days of issuance of the 
resettlement Settlement Statement.   

In the event that the Portal is unavailable on the day prior to the deadline for submission of a 
dispute due to technical or other reasons, SPP shall extend the dispute submittal deadline by the 
number of Business Days equal to the sequential number of Business Days on which the Portal 
was unavailable. 

4.5.12.2 SPP Dispute Processing 

SPP shall determine if the dispute is accepted by verifying that the dispute was submitted within 
the specified time and contains at least the minimum required information as described in 
Attachment AE of the SPP OATT.   

(1) SPP shall make reasonable attempts to remedy any informational deficiencies by working 
with the Market Participant(s).  

(2) Contents of Notice will be rejected if SPP determines required information is missing. The 
Dispute will be returned to the Market Participant with an explanation of the missing data no 
later than thirty days after the receipt of the original or resubmitted dispute. A Market 
Participant will be able to resubmit the dispute with additional information within 20 
Business Days after the Dispute is returned to the Market Participant unless SPP grants an 
extension of this deadline for good cause. Once the Market Participant sends all required 
information and SPP determines the settlement and billing dispute is timely and complete, 
the dispute status will be considered “Open”.  

(3) SPP will issue a settlement and billing dispute resolution report containing information 
related to the disposition of the dispute. 

(4) SPP will make all reasonable attempts to resolve all “Open” disputes relating to all 
Settlement Statements within 30 calendar days after the settlement and billing dispute due 
date as specified in the Settlement Calendar. SPP will post the necessary adjustments for 
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resolved settlement and billing disputes on the next resettlement or final Settlement 
Settlement process.  

(5) For settlement and billing disputes requiring complex research or additional time for 
resolution, and late disputes that can be reasonably processed, SPP will notify the Market 
Participant of the length of time expected to research and post those disputes and, if a portion 
or all of the dispute is granted, SPP will post the necessary adjustments on the next available 
Settlement Statement for the Operating Day, if any portion or all of the dispute is Granted. 
Market Participants have the right to proceed to the External Arbitration process in Dispute 
Resolution of the Tariff for timely filed disputes that cannot be resolved through the 
settlement and billing dispute process. 

4.5.12.2.1 Dispute Status 

Each dispute will have a status as defined in the following paragraphs. Valid status designation 
includes: 

(a) OPEN & CLOSED:  A Dispute will be deemed “Open” when submitted in a timely and 
complete manner.  “Closed” is the final status for all Disputes.   

(b) DENIED:  The Dispute will be “Denied” if SPP concludes that the information used in the 
Dispute is incorrect.  SPP will notify the Market Participant when a Dispute is “Denied”, and 
will document the supporting research for the denial.  If the Market Participant is not 
satisfied with the outcome of a Denied Settlement and Billing Dispute, the Market Participant 
may proceed to External Arbitration as described in Dispute Resolution of the Tariff, Dispute 
Resolution of these Rules. If after 30 calendar days from receiving notice of a “Denied” 
dispute, the Market Participant does not begin External Arbitration, the dispute will be 
“Closed”.  

(c) GRANTED:  SPP may determine a settlement and billing dispute is “Granted”. SPP will 
notify the Market Participant of the resolution, and will document the basis for resolution. 
Upon resolution of the issue, the settlement and billing dispute will be processed on the next 
prescribed Settlement Statement for the Operating Day. Once the necessary adjustments 
appear on the next prescribed Settlement Statement, the settlement and billing dispute is then 
“Closed”.  

(d) GRANTED with EXCEPTIONS: SPP may determine a settlement and billing dispute is 
“Granted with Exceptions” when the information is partially correct and SPP will provide the 
exception information to the Market Participant.  SPP will require an acknowledgement from 
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the Market Participant of the dispute Granted with Exceptions within twenty Business Days. 
The acknowledgement must indicate acceptance or rejection of the documented exceptions to 
the dispute.  If accepted, SPP will post the necessary adjustments on the next prescribed 
Settlement Statement for the Operating Day and will change the dispute status to “Closed”.  
If SPP does not receive a response from the Market Participant within 30 calendar days, the 
dispute will be considered accepted and “Closed”. 

If the Market Participant rejects the SPP determination of a dispute, which is “Granted with 
Exceptions”, the dispute will be investigated further. After further investigation, if the settlement 
and billing dispute is subsequently granted, the dispute will be processed on the next prescribed 
Settlement Statement to be issued.  The dispute is then “Closed”.  If exceptions to the dispute 
still exist, the Market Participant may either accept the dispute for resolution as “Granted with 
Exceptions”, or begin External Arbitration according to Dispute Resolution of the Tariff, Dispute 
Resolution of these Rules. 

4.5.13 Invoice Payment Process 

4.5.13.1 Overview of Payment Process 

Payments shall be made in a two-step process where:  

(a) All Settlement Invoices due with net debits owed by Market Participant are paid by 5p.m. 
(CPT) of the first Wednesday following the Thursday invoice date, and 

(b) All Settlement Invoices due with net credits owed to Market Participant are paid by 5p.m. 
(CPT) of the second Friday following the invoice date 

Payments due to SPP and payments due to Market Participant will be made by Electronic Funds 
Transfer (EFT) in U.S. Dollars. 

4.5.13.2 Invoice Payments Due SPP 

Each Market Participant owing monies to SPP shall remit the amount shown on its invoice so 
SPP receives this amount no later than 5 p.m. (CPT) on the first Wednesday following the 
Thursday invoice date.  Payments due will be made by Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) in U.S. 
Dollars.  Payments will be made regardless of any settlement or invoice dispute regarding the 
amount of the debit.  Payments not received by the due date will be subject to interest charges as 
approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.  
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4.5.13.3 SPP Payments to Invoice Recipients 

On the first Thursday following the invoice date (or 1 day after payments are due from Market 
Participants), SPP shall calculate (via a payout report) the amounts for distribution to Market 
Participants with net credits and remit to those Market Participants no later than 5p.m. (CPT) the 
next day.  Once each payout report has been finalized, they will be posted to the portal by 3p.m. 
(CPT) on Thursday.  At that time, Market Participants will be able to access information 
regarding their respective Friday payout amounts.  The finalized payout calculations will also be 
provided to the SPP Customer Relations Department on Thursday afternoon by 3p.m (CPT) 
should Market Participants have any questions regarding the payout amounts posted to the 
Portal. 

4.5.14 Billing Determinant Anomalies 

Circumstances may occur where billing determinants received from system interfaces contain 
erroneous data anomalies that would have significant adverse financial impacts on Market 
Participants if these determinants were used to produce Settlement Statements.  In these 
situations when certain billing determinants deviate beyond prescribed tolerance levels, SPP will 
substitute the following acceptable values. 

(a) SCADA - 5 minute interval value 

• High Tolerance Band - Greater than 120% of the RTBM Resource Maximum Emergency 
Capacity Operating Limit, 

• Substitution value – Dispatch Instructions (results in zero URD), 

• Low Tolerance Band – Less than RTBM Resource Minimum Economic Capacity 
Operating Limit, 

• Substitution value – Dispatch Instructions (results in zero URD). 

(b) Dispatch Instruction - 5 minute interval value 

• High Tolerance Band - Greater than 120% of the RTBM Resource Maximum Emergency 
Capacity Operating Limit, 

• Substitution value – Use SCADA value (results in zero URD) 

• Low Tolerance Band – Less than Zero 

• Substitution value – Use SCADA value (results in zero URD) 

(c) Resource Meter Data  

• High Tolerance Band - Trigger value supplied by meter agent/Market Participant 
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• Substitution value – SCADA  

• Low Tolerance Band – Auxiliary negative value supplied by meter agent/Market 
Participant 

• Substitution value – SCADA 

(d) Load Meter Data 

• High Tolerance Band - 150% of previous year annual peak 

• Substitution value – SCADA  

• Low Tolerance Band – Zero value  

• Substitution value – SCADA 

(e) Settlement Area Inter-Tie Meter Data 

• High Tolerance Band - Trigger value supplied by meter agent/Market Participant 

• Substitution value – 0  

• Low Tolerance Band – Trigger value supplied by meter agent/Market Participant 

• Substitution value – 0 
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5. Transmission Congestion Rights Markets Process 
The TCR Markets Process includes an annual and monthly ARR allocation process and annual 
and monthly TCR Auctions. 

TCRs are financial instruments whose values are determined as part of the DA Market settlement 
based on the MW amount of the TCR and the DA Market differential of the Marginal 
Congestion Component of LMP between specified sinks and sources.  TCRs are of the obligation 
type which means they can result in a credit or a charge. They provide a financial hedge against 
congestion costs in the DA Market as long as the LMP of the TCR sink Settlement Location is 
greater than the LMP of the TCR source Settlement Location.  If the LMP at the TCR sink 
Settlement Location is less than the LMP of the TCR source Settlement Location, the TCR 
holder is charged (this type of TCR is commonly referred to as a “Counter-Flow TCR”).            

TCRs are obtained by Market Participants following the Annual and Monthly Auction Revenue 
Rights allocation process through the Annual and Monthly TCR Auctions.  Holders of ARRs are 
entitled to receive the Annual and Monthly TCR Auction revenues associated with awarded TCR 
Bids.  Optionally, ARR holders may directly convert their ARRs into TCRs in the Annual and 
Monthly TCR Auctions and either hold the TCRs or offer these TCRs for sale in the auctions.      

There are 8 key steps associated with obtaining a TCR and/or offering an awarded TCR for sale. 

1. Annual ARR Registration Process; 

2. Annual ARR Allocation Process; 

3. Annual TCR Auction Process; 

4. Monthly ARR Allocation Process; 

5. Monthly TCR Auction Process;  

6. ARR Allocation and TCR Auction Settlements;  

7. TCR Secondary Markets; and 

8. Short-Term TCRs 

Key process and design assumptions of each of these 8 key steps are described in the following 
sub-sections.    

Deleted: sources

Deleted: sinks

Deleted: will be

Deleted:  an

Deleted: be 

Deleted: will 
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5.1 Annual ARR Registration Process 

SPP Transmission Customers with firm transmission service prior to the start of the Annual ARR 
Allocation Process are eligible to nominate ARRs.  Eligible Entities include Transmission 
Customers with firm SPP transmission service and entities with firm non-SPP transmission 
service (commonly referred to as a “grandfathered agreement or GFA”) into, out of, within or 
through the SPP Region that have identified such service during the Annual ARR Registration 
Process.  Entities with firm non-SPP transmission service into, out of, within or through the SPP 
Region (GFA) must register and confirm such services with SPP annually prior to the start of the 
Annual ARR Allocation Process in order to be eligible to nominate ARRs.  The following rules 
apply to registration of transmission service for conversion to ARRs. 

(1) During the annual registration process, Transmission Customer’s and other entities must 
register their existing entitlements by providing and/or confirming the following 
information to SPP: 

(a) Information about the Open Access Same-Time Information System (OASIS) 
reservation number(s), term of service, Point of Receipt, Source, Point of Delivery, 
and Sink associated with the identified Transmission Service, and the MW capacity 
under firm point-to-point transmission service (“FPTP”); 

(b) Historical monthly Network Load for the past three years and the previous years’ 
Designated Resources associated with Network Integration Transmission Service 
(“NITS”). 

(c) Entities with firm non-SPP transmission service (GFA) must agree between the 
parties as to who is eligible to request the ARRs.  Otherwise, the entity that is the 
Transmission Customer under the SPP Tariff will be the entity eligible to request 
ARRs. 

(2) SPP verifies such information as consistent with the terms of the transmission service for 
which the existing entitlement is claimed.  Any Transmission Customer or other entity 
that fails to provide and/or confirm all of the information requested relating to the 
identified transmission service during the Annual Registration Process is deemed to have 
waived any rights to ARRs for that transmission service for the Annual Allocation. 

(a) For each Asset Owner Transmission Customer with NITS, SPP verifies the 
Designated Resources submitted under 1.(a) above against the identified sources 
submitted under 1.(b) above for NITS and maps the identified sources and sinks to 

Deleted: SPP 

Deleted: Peak 
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Settlement Locations.  An Asset Owner’s Candidate ARRs along a specific source to 
sink path is then equal to the source Designated Resource’s capacity as reported 
under Section 29.2 of the SPP Tariff.  An Asset Owner may nominate ARRs along 
this specific path up to the amount of its Candidate ARRs subject to the total 
nomination limit described under 3. below. 

(b) For each Asset Owner Transmission Customer with FPTP service, SPP maps the 
identified sources and sinks to Settlement Locations.  An Asset Owner’s Candidate 
ARRs along a specific source to sink path is equal to the MW amount of FPTP 
service reserved.  An Asset Owner may nominate ARRs along this specific path up to 
the amount of its Candidate ARRs.  An Asset Owner may nominate ARRs along this 
specific path up to the amount of its Candidate ARRs subject to the total nomination 
limit described under 3. below. 

(3) Following verification, each Transmission Customer’s and other entities ARR 
Nomination Cap applicable for both the Annual ARR Allocation Process and Monthly 
ARR Allocation Process will be equal to: 

(a) For NITS Transmission Customers, the ARR Nomination Cap in each month is equal 
to the higher of that Transmission Customer’s previous three year’s monthly Network 
Peak Load, adjusted for load growth, wholesale load shifts between Transmission 
Customer’s and new SPP Member load; 

(b) For point-to-point customers, the ARR Nomination Cap is equal to the reservation 
MW. 

(4) All sources and sinks associated with NITS and FPTP are mapped to valid SPP 
Settlement Locations. 

5.2 Annual ARR Allocation Process 

The Annual ARR Allocation Process addresses how Transmission Service entitlements identified 
in the Annual ARR Registration Process may be nominated and converted to ARRs.  
Transmission Customers and other eligible entities may nominate the ARRs that they wish to 
receive up to their ARR Nomination Caps.  The annual allocation process determines the portion 
of the nominated ARRs that it is simultaneously feasible to allocate to each Transmission 
Customer.  Only 75% of the SPP Transmission System capability is made available during the 
Annual ARR Allocation Process which may limit the feasibility of the nominated ARRs.  The 
following rules apply to the annual allocation of ARRs: 

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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1. For each month included in the Annual ARR Allocation period, Transmission Customer’s 
may nominate ARRs up to their ARR Nomination Caps separately, for On-Peak and Off-
Peak periods (24 separate transmission system models created representing each month in 
an annual allocation period and on-and off-peak periods within each month); 

2. ARRs are allocated in a three-round process: 

a. Transmission Customers and other eligible entities may nominate up to 50% of 
their ARR Nomination Cap in Round 1; 

b. Transmission Customers and other eligible entities may nominate up to 75% of 
their ARR Nomination Cap in Round 2;  

c. Transmission Customers and other eligible entities may nominate up to 100% of 
their ARR Nomination Cap in Round 3; 

d. NITS Transmission Customers nominate ARRs through specification of the 
Network Resource Settlement Location to load Settlement Location verified 
during the Annual Registration Process.  Firm Point-to-Point Transmission 
Customers nominate ARRs through specification of source Settlement Location 
and sink Settlement Location associated with the firm reservation verified during 
the Annual Registration Process. 

3. A Simultaneous Feasibility Test (“SFT”) analysis is performed in each Round to ensure 
that the requested ARRs, with source points MW modeled as generation injection and 
sink points MW modeled as load withdrawal, do not violate any normal transmission line 
thermal ratings under normal system conditions and do not violate short-term Emergency 
transmission line thermal ratings following a single contingency (N-1 contingency 
analysis).   

a. The SPP Transmission System topology used in the SFT will be the most up-to-
date Network Model for the allocation month; 

b. The normal and short-term Emergency ratings of all transmission lines are 
multiplied by .75 in each of the 24 SFT monthly models (12 On-Peak, 12 Off-
Peak); 

i. Loop flow impact assumptions are determined based on expected 
transaction impacts and use of the system by parties external to the SPP 
BA. 
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ii. Loop flows impacts are accounted for through a reduction in the 
applicable transmission line capability prior to multiplying by .75. 

d. For Round 2, any ARRs awarded in Round 1 are modeled as fixed injections and 
withdrawals prior to assessing feasibility; 

e. For Round 3, any ARRs awarded in Round 1 and Round 2 are modeled as fixed 
injections and withdrawals prior to assessing feasibility. 

4. If all of the nominated ARRs are confirmed feasible, all nominated ARRs are awarded.  
If the nominated ARRs are not feasible, the nominated ARRs will be reduced using a 
weighted least squares method until all ARRs are feasible prior to the award.  The 
weighted least squares method minimizes the least squares deviation from the nominated 
ARR MW weighted by the reciprocal of the nominations.  

5.3 Annual TCR Auction 

The Annual TCR Auction Process is the mechanism through which Market Participants may 
obtain annual TCRs, through submission of TCR Bids to purchase TCRs and/or through direct 
conversion of ARRs into TCRs through self-scheduling.  Consistent with the Annual ARR 
Allocation Process, only 75% of the SPP Transmission System capability is made available 
during the Annual TCR Auction Process.  The following rules apply to the Annual TCR Auction: 

3. Any Market Participant that has satisfied the applicable credit requirements may 
participate in the Annual TCR Auction.  

4. For each month included in the Annual TCR Auction period, Market Participants may 
submit TCR Bids and TCR Offers separately, for On-Peak and Off-Peak periods (24 
separate transmission system models created representing each month in an annual 
allocation period and on-and off-peak periods within each month); 

a. The following information is submitted for a TCR Bid or TCR Offer: 

i. Source (any valid Settlement Location) 
ii. Sink (any valid Settlement Location) 

iii. Class (on-peak or off-peak) 
iv. Period (month) 
v. Type (Bid, Offer or Self-Schedule) 

vi. TCR MW 
vii. TCR Price ($/Mw-Month) 
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5. TCRs are  auctioned in a three-round process: 

a. Round 1 -  50% of the Residual SPP Transmission System Capability is made 
available; 

i. TCR Bids of the Self-Schedule Type must be submitted in this round and 
50% will be awarded. 

ii. Only Transmission Customers holding ARRs may submit a Self-Schedule 
TCR Bid.   

iii. The Self-Schedule TCR Bid must specify the same source and sink as the 
associated ARR and the TCR MW must be less than or equal to the 
associated ARR MW. 

b. Round 2 -  75% of the Residual SPP Transmission System Capability is made 
available; 

i.  Any TCRs awarded in Round 1, including Self-Scheduled TCRs, may be 
offered for sale; 

c. Round 3 -  100% of the Residual SPP Transmission System Capability is made 
available; 

i. Any TCRs awarded in Round 2, including Self-Scheduled TCRs, may be 
offered for sale; 

d. Residual SPP Transmission System Capability is equal to: 

 (Transmission Line Ratings (normal and Emergency) – Loop Flow) * .75 

6. The Auction is performed in each Round using a Linear Program algorithm to maximize 
the total revenue in the auction while ensuring that the cleared TCRs are also 
simultaneously feasible: 

a. The SPP Transmission System topology and loop flow assumptions used in the 
SFT are the same as used in the Annual ARR Allocation process; 

b. For Round 1, the Residual SPP Transmission System Capacity is multiplied by 
0.5 in each of the 24 SFT models; 

c. For Round 2, the Residual SPP Transmission System Capacity is multiplied by 
0.75 in each of the 24 SFT models.  Any TCRs awarded in Round 1, unless 
offered for Round 2, are modeled as fixed injections and withdrawals prior to 
clearing the TCR Bids and Offers; 
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d. For Round 3, the Residual SPP Transmission System Capacity is multiplied by 
1.0 in each of the 24 SFT models.  Any TCRs awarded in Rounds 1 and 2, unless 
offered for Round 3, are modeled as fixed injections and withdrawals prior to 
clearing the TCR Bids and Offers.   

7. Simultaneously feasible TCRs are awarded based upon the TCR Bid prices: 

a. Self-scheduled TCRs are awarded first; 

b. Remaining TCRs are awarded with the objective of maximizing the auction 
revenues. 

c. Auction Clearing Prices (“ACP”) are calculated for each available path based on 
TCR offer prices and bid prices; 

5.4 Monthly ARR Allocation Process 

The Monthly ARR Allocation Process addresses how the remainder of eligible Transmission 
Service not awarded in the Annual TCR Auction Process is converted to ARRs.  Transmission 
Customers and other eligible entities may nominate any remaining eligible Candidate ARRs that 
were not awarded in the Annual ARR Allocation that they wish to receive up to the difference 
between their ARR Nomination Cap and the Annual ARR Awards.  Eligible Monthly Candidate 
ARRs also includes any Firm Monthly Transmission Service or any Yearly Service that was 
confirmed after the Annual ARR Allocation.  The monthly allocation process determines the 
remaining portions of the nominated ARRs that are simultaneously feasible to allocate to each 
Transmission Customer.  95% of the SPP Transmission System capability is made available 
during the Monthly ARR Allocation Process.  The following rules apply to the monthly 
allocation: 

1. Only a single month period is included for each monthly auction; 

2. Transmission Customer’s and other eligible entities may nominate ARRs up to the 
difference between their ARR Nomination Cap and Annual ARR Awards separately, for 
On-Peak and Off-Peak periods (2 separate transmission system models created 
representing the month); 

a. Transmission Customers taking monthly Firm Point-to-Point Service for the 
calendar month being auctioned may nominate ARRs up to the reservation MW. 

3. ARRs are allocated in a single-round process; 
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a. Registered Transmission Customers and other eligible registered entities may 
nominate up to 100% of their ARR Nomination Cap; 

b. NITS Transmission Customers nominate ARRs through specification of the 
Network Resource Settlement Location to load Settlement Location verified 
during the Annual Registration Process and any changes in Network Resources 
effective for the entire Month.   

c. Firm Point-to-Point Transmission Customers, including any confirmed Monthly 
Firm service on the SPP OASIS that covers the entire month and any Yearly Firm 
service that has been confirmed since the start of Annual Allocation Process, 
nominate ARRs through specification of source Settlement Location and sink 
Settlement Location associated with the firm reservation. 

4. An SFT is performed to ensure that the requested ARRs do not violate any normal 
transmission line thermal ratings under normal system conditions and do not violate 
short-term Emergency transmission line thermal ratings following a single contingency 
(N-1 contingency analysis):   

a. The SPP Transmission System topology used in the SFT is the same as the 
topology used in the Annual ARR Allocation Process, updated for known system 
changes for the month; 

b. All TCRs awarded in the Annual TCR Auction Process are modeled as fixed 
injections and withdrawals prior to assessing feasibility of the monthly 
nominations; 

c. The normal and short-term Emergency ratings of all transmission lines are 
multiplied by .95 in each of the 2 SFT monthly models (On-Peak, Off-Peak); 

i. Loop flow impact assumptions are determined based on expected 
transaction impacts and use of the system by parties external to the SPP 
BA. 

ii. Loop flows impacts are accounted for through a reduction in the 
applicable transmission line capability prior to multiplying by .95. 

5. If all of the nominated ARRs are confirmed feasible, all nominated ARRs are awarded.  
If the nominated ARRs are not feasible, the nominated ARRs will be reduced using a 
weighted least squares method until all ARRs are feasible prior to award.  The weighted 
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least squares method minimizes the least squares deviation from the nominated ARR 
MW weighted by the reciprocal of the nominations.  

5.5 Monthly TCR Auction 

The Monthly TCR Auction Process is the mechanism through which Market Participants may 
obtain TCRs over and above those obtained in the Annual TCR Auction through submission of 
TCR Bids to purchase TCRs and/or through direct conversion of ARRs awarded in the Monthly 
ARR Allocation Process into TCRs through self-scheduling.  Consistent with the Monthly ARR 
Allocation Process, 95% of the SPP Transmission System capability is made available during the 
Monthly TCR Auction Process.  The following rules apply to the Monthly TCR Auction: 

1. Any Market Participant that has satisfied the applicable credit requirements may 
participate in the Monthly TCR Auction.  

2. Market Participants may submit TCR Bids and TCR Offers separately, for On-Peak and 
Off-Peak periods (2 separate transmission system models created representing for the 
month); 

c. The following information is submitted for a TCR Bid or TCR Offer: 

i. Source (any valid Settlement Location) 
ii. Sink (any valid Settlement Location) 

iii. Class (on-peak or off-peak) 
iv. Type (Bid, Offer or Self-Schedule) 
v. TCR MW 

vi. TCR Price ($/Mw-Month) 

3. TCRs are  auctioned in a single-round process: 

a. 95% of the Residual SPP Transmission System Capability is made available; 

i. Only Transmission Customers holding ARRs may submit a Self-Schedule 
TCR Bid.   

ii. The Self-Schedule TCR Bid must specify the same source and sink as the 
associated ARR and the TCR MW must be less than or equal to the 
associated ARR MW. 

iii. Only ARRs awarded during the Monthly ARR Allocation may be self-
scheduled in the Monthly TCR Auction. 

b. Any TCRs previously awarded may be offered for sale; 
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c. Residual SPP Transmission System Capability is equal to: 

 (Transmission Line Ratings (normal and Emergency) – Loop Flow) * .95 

4. The Auction is performed using a Linear Program algorithm to maximize the total 
revenue in the auction while ensuring that the cleared TCRs are also simultaneously 
feasible: 

a. The SPP Transmission System topology and loop flow assumptions used in the 
SFT are the same as used in the previous Monthly ARR Allocation Process; 

b. TCRs previously awarded in the Annual TCR Auction, and not offered for sale in 
the Monthly Auction, are modeled as fixed injections and withdrawals prior to 
clearing the TCR Bids and Offers; 

5. Simultaneously feasible TCRs are awarded based upon the TCR Bid prices: 

a. Self-scheduled TCRs are awarded first; 

b. Remaining TCRs are awarded with the objective of maximizing the auction 
revenues; 

c. Auction Clearing Prices (“ACP”) are calculated at each Settlement Location 
based on TCR offer prices and bid prices; 

5.6 ARR Allocation/TCR Auction Settlements 

The charges and credits to ARR holders and TCR holders will be calculated on a daily basis and 
included on the settlement statements consistent with the timing of the Energy and Operating 
Reserve Markets settlement as described under Section 4.5.7.   

5.7 TCR Secondary Market 

SPP will facilitate a secondary market for TCRs as follows:  

1. Bilateral trading of existing TCRs will be facilitated through a bulletin board system; 

2. TCRs may be broken down into small MW increments that total the original TCR; 

3. TCRs may be traded daily, for On-Peak and/or Off-Peak periods. 

4. TCR purchaser pays TCR seller directly; 

5. TCRs may not be reconfigured (path must remain the same); 

6. SPP accounts for transfer of TCR ownership; and  

Deleted: monthly basis, allocated on a 
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7. Purchaser must meet applicable credit requirements. 

5.8 Short-Term TCRs 

Transmission Customers requesting short-term Firm Point-to-Point service that is effective for a 
partial month may request a direct allocation of TCRs up to the reservation MW amount for the 
time periods specified in the Transmission Service Request.  SPP will evaluate these types of 
requests as follows: 

1. For requests with a begin date and an end date within a month for which the Monthly 
TCR Auction Process has been completed, SPP will perform an SFT that will include 
loop flow assumptions and previously awarded TCRs as fixed injections and withdrawals 
to determine feasibility.  If TCRs are not feasible, the Transmission Customer may cancel 
the Transmission Service Request.  Any required OASIS process changes to 
accommodate this feature will be documented in the Market Protocols or SPP OATT 
Business Practices as applicable. 

2. For requests with a begin date in a month for which the Monthly TCR Auction Process 
has been completed and an end date in the month following, for which the Monthly TCR 
Auction Process has not yet been completed, SPP will perform an SFT for the time period 
requested within the month for which the Monthly TCR Auction Process has been 
completed that will include loop flow assumptions and previously awarded TCRs as fixed 
injections and withdrawals to determine feasibility. If TCRs are not feasible, the 
Transmission Customer may withdraw the Transmission Service Request. 

a. SPP will not perform an SFT to assess feasibility for the remainder of the request 
until after the Monthly TCR Auction Process for that month is completed.  This 
evaluation may result in an infeasible TCR request even though the evaluation for 
the portion of the request in the previous month resulted in a feasible set of TCRs.  
The request to cancel the Transmission Service Request may only be linked to 
TCR feasibility for the initial period of the request.         
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6. Market Registration 
• Specify all requirements related to registration of generation and load resources, 

including any special requirements for certain resources (i.e. wind, DRR). 
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7. Outage Handling and Error Handing 
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8. Market Mitigation 
• Included here as a separate section for now. 
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9. Protocol Revision Request Process 
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10. Market Process and System Change Process 
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11. Appendices 
A Registration Package 

B XML Specifications 

C Meter Technical Protocols 

D Settlement Metering Data Management Protocols 

E Energy and Operating Reserve Clearing Prices and Demand Curve 
Development 

• Include detailed description of how LMP and Clearing Prices for Reg, Spin and Supp 
are calculated, including examples of co-optimized clearing. 

• Include Demand Curves description and construction. 
• Optionally include software formulations for DA, RUC and RTBM. 
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Other Items currently working on: 
 
 
4.5.6.8 Real-time Make-Whole-Payment Amount (Alternative wording) 
 
(3)(a) Cancelled Starts 
 
SPP calculates the credits due to each SPP Member for pool-scheduled resources that 
were canceled before coming on-line.  
 
SPP Actions:  
 
SPP retrieves the following information:  
 
o list of canceled resources (dispatcher log)  
o resource startup cost data  
o resource generation data  
o written confirmation of actual costs incurred by participants due to cancellations (to be 
received within 45 days of date invoice was received by participant for the month in 
question)  
 
 
SPP credits each SPP Member for cancellations based on the actual costs incurred and 
submitted in writing to the SPP Market Settlement Operations Department. Eligibility is 
confirmed using resource generation data and dispatcher logs. The cancellation credit 
equals the actual costs incurred, capped at the appropriate start-up cost as specified in 
the generating resource‘s offer data.  
 
Sample Cancellation File: 
 

C:\Documents and 
Settings\s187562\Des 
 
 
Unscheduled De-Synchronization (Trips): 
 
Units tripping during pool-scheduled periods of operation will retain their eligibility up 
through the immediately preceding dispatch interval period in which the event occurs.  
 
Resources that trip, and are requested to restart by SPP, and return to operate as 
requested, are eligible to receive credits for the latter period of operation, but the restart 
costs will (not) be included in the Real-Time Make-Whole-Payment Amount calculation.  
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Condensing Starts: 
 
Optional clause: For resources that start generating for SPP from a condensing state
the applicable startup cost for that reso

, 
urce equals the Condense to Generation Cost 

ffer amount (new offer parameter).   
 
o
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Sync-To-Min Time Period: 
 
If a unit awarded by SPP synchronizes (positive generation) to the grid greater than 1 
hour prior to its offered Sync to Minimum period then all costs of operation (Start-up, No-
Load and Energy) will be excluded in the determination of Real-time Make-Whole-
Payment Amounts up to the beginning of the scheduled commitment period. 
 
Optional addition (s): For any Sync to Minimum unit with a start period of greater than 
8 hours a two hour period will be utilized.  
 
For Super-Critical Coal Units with a start period of greater than 8 hours a two hour 
period will be utilized.  
 
Min-To-Off Time Period: 
 
If a unit is still synchronized to the grid and producing generation greater than 1/2 hour 
after its offered Min-To-Off Time then all costs of operation during the Min-To-Off period 
(Start-up, No-Load and Energy) will be excluded in the determination of Real-time Make-
Whole-Payment Amount.  
 
No-Load: 
 
Sync to Min Time & Min-To-Off Time: 
 
If applicable, the resource‘s real-time offer amount includes its hourly No-Load costs 
prorated for any recognized Sync-To-Min Time and Min-To-Off-Time period during which 
it starts generating or stops generating as follows, using a 10% tolerance:  
 
If: Real time MWh <0.9 * Scheduled Minimum MWh,  
Then: Hourly No Load is prorated by (Real time MWh / Scheduled Minimum MWh)  
 
Optional addition: 
 
If: Real time MWh >1.10 * Scheduled Maximum MWh,  
Then: Hourly No Load is prorated by 1 – ((Real time MWh – Scheduled 
Maximum)/Scheduled Maximum) 
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LES Dennis Florom dflorom@les.com
(3e) LES Comments on Mid‐Level Market 
Design.docx; pg 1

NPPD, CU, TEA Bill Clarke wclarke@teainc.org
(3c) Future Market Design Comments ‐ NPPD, 
CU, and TEA Dated 022610.pdf; pg 2

19
Scheduled for 
discussion

Pre‐Day‐Ahead 
Activities

Generation from Qualified Facilities
Entergy Matt Wolfe hwolf1@entergy.com

(3b) Entergy Comments on Mid‐Level 
Design.docx; pg 1‐2

Areva Russ McRae russ.mcrae@areva‐td.com
(3n) AREVA 20100228_MidLevelDesign‐
Comments.pdf; pg 1‐2

OG&E Darrell Wilson wilsondw@oge.com
(3g) OGE response to SPP Day 2 Mid‐level 
design_Final.pdf; pg 3

21
Scheduled for 
discussion

Pre‐Day‐Ahead 
Activities

Multi‐Day RUC Inputs
SPS Jessica Collins jessica.l.collins@xcelenergy.com (3k) SPS Design Changes.xls; pg 1

22
Scheduled for 
discussion

Pre‐Day‐Ahead 
Activities

Nomenclature Requests ‐ Convergence Bidding Market
EPIC Gordon Scott glscott@emelp.com

(3j) SPP Future Markets Design ‐ EPIC 
Comments 2‐10‐10.doc; pg 5

23
Scheduled for 
discussion

Pre‐Day‐Ahead 
Activities

Offer Submittal
SPS Jessica Collins jessica.l.collins@xcelenergy.com (3k) SPS Design Changes.xls; pg 1

24
Scheduled for 
discussion

Pre‐Day‐Ahead 
Activities

Regulating Reserve Market
Westar Shah Hossain Shah.Hossain@westarenergy.com (3f) Mid Level Design Issues by Westar.pdf; pg1

25
Scheduled for 
discussion

Pre‐Day‐Ahead 
Activities

Resource Offer Parameters
SPS Jessica Collins jessica.l.collins@xcelenergy.com (3k) SPS Design Changes.xls; pg 1

26
Scheduled for 
discussion

Pre‐Day‐Ahead 
Activities

Resource Status
SPS Jessica Collins jessica.l.collins@xcelenergy.com (3k) SPS Design Changes.xls; pg 1

27
Scheduled for 
discussion

Settlements Financial Schedules
OG&E Darrell Wilson wilsondw@oge.com

(3g) OGE response to SPP Day 2 Mid‐level 
design_Final.pdf; pg 3

28 Raise to MOPC Settlements Revenue Neutrality Uplift
Westar Shah Hossain Shah.Hossain@westarenergy.com (3f) Mid Level Design Issues by Westar.pdf; pg1

External Regulation
Pre‐Day‐Ahead 

Activities
Scheduled for 
discussion

18

Joint‐Owned Units
Pre‐Day‐Ahead 

Activities
Scheduled for 
discussion

20

Westar Shah Hossain Shah.Hossain@westarenergy.com (3f) Mid Level Design Issues by Westar.pdf; pg1

29 Raise to MOPC Settlements RT Market‐Only Pricing for Operating Reserves
Westar Shah Hossain Shah.Hossain@westarenergy.com (3f) Mid Level Design Issues by Westar.pdf; pg1

30
Scheduled for 
discussion

Settlements RT MWP Dist Amt
SPS Jessica Collins jessica.l.collins@xcelenergy.com (3k) SPS Design Changes.xls; pg 1

31
Scheduled for 
discussion

Settlements Unit Commitment Settlements
Westar Shah Hossain Shah.Hossain@westarenergy.com (3f) Mid Level Design Issues by Westar.pdf; pg1

32
Scheduled for 
discussion

SPP System 
Requirements

Ability for Random Supplemental Reserve Testing
SPP Staff Sam Ellis sellis@spp.org

(3o) SPP Staff Comments on Mid‐Level 
Design.doc; pg 2

33
Scheduled for 
discussion

SPP System 
Requirements

Number of Operating Reserve Zones
Westar Shah Hossain Shah.Hossain@westarenergy.com (3f) Mid Level Design Issues by Westar.pdf; pg1

34
Scheduled for 
discussion

SPP System 
Requirements

Reserve Zone Maximum Limits May Cause Negative MCPs
Areva Russ McRae russ.mcrae@areva‐td.com

(3n) AREVA 20100228_MidLevelDesign‐
Comments.pdf

35
Scheduled for 
discussion

TCRs Balancing of Planning Period Auction
EPIC Gordon Scott glscott@emelp.com

(3j) SPP Future Markets Design ‐ EPIC 
Comments 2‐10‐10.doc; pg 5

36
Scheduled for 
discussion

TCRs Definition of Market Participant
EPIC Gordon Scott glscott@emelp.com

(3j) SPP Future Markets Design ‐ EPIC 
Comments 2‐10‐10.doc; pg 4

37
Scheduled for 
discussion

TCRs Long‐Term Transmission Rights
OPPD Rick Yanovich ryanovich@oppd.com

(3m) OPPD future market comments‐
march2010‐final.docx; pg 1, 3

38
Scheduled for 
discussion

TCRs Nomenclature Requests ‐ Financial Congestion Rights
EPIC Gordon Scott glscott@emelp.com

(3j) SPP Future Markets Design ‐ EPIC 
Comments 2‐10‐10.doc; pg 5

39
Scheduled for 
discussion

TCRs Prioritization of Long‐Term Transmission Service in Allocation
Entergy Matt Wolfe hwolf1@entergy.com

(3b) Entergy Comments on Mid‐Level 
Design.docx; pg 2

40
Scheduled for 
discussion

TCRs Restriction of TCRs to 95% of Transmission Capability
Entergy Matt Wolfe hwolf1@entergy.com

(3b) Entergy Comments on Mid‐Level 
Design.docx; pg 2

2
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Mid‐Level Design Feedback Market Working Group
March 8‐10

Item Plan of Action Area Topic Company Contact Person Contact Email Reference

41
Scheduled for 
discussion

TCRs TCR Annual Auction
OG&E Darrell Wilson wilsondw@oge.com

(3g) OGE response to SPP Day 2 Mid‐level 
design_Final.pdf; pg 3

EPIC Gordon Scott glscott@emelp.com
(3j) SPP Future Markets Design ‐ EPIC 
Comments 2‐10‐10.doc; pg 4‐5

LES Dennis Florom dflorom@les.com
(3e) LES Comments on Mid‐Level Market 
Design.docx; pg 1

NPPD, CU, TEA Bill Clarke wclarke@teainc.org
(3c) Future Market Design Comments ‐ NPPD, 
CU, and TEA Dated 022610.pdf; pg 2

OMPA Dave Osburn dosburn@ompa.com (3h) OMPA_NewMarketDesign_Issues.pdf; pg 1

OPPD Rick Yanovich ryanovich@oppd.com
(3m) OPPD future market comments‐
march2010‐final.docx; pg 1, 3

43 Not Scheduled ? Costs/Benefits of Future Markets
OPPD Rick Yanovich ryanovich@oppd.com

(3m) OPPD future market comments‐
march2010‐final.docx; pg 2, 3

44 Not Scheduled ? Relationship between Protocols, Tariffs, Technical Designs and Business  OG&E Darrell Wilson wilsondw@oge.com (3g) OGE response to SPP Day 2 Mid‐level 

OG&E Darrell Wilson wilsondw@oge.com
(3g) OGE response to SPP Day 2 Mid‐level 
design_Final.pdf; pg 1

OPPD Rick Yanovich ryanovich@oppd.com
(3m) OPPD future market comments‐
march2010‐final.docx; pg 1, 3

46 Not Scheduled Not MWG Exit Fee for Market Participants
EPIC Gordon Scott glscott@emelp.com

(3j) SPP Future Markets Design ‐ EPIC 
Comments 2‐10‐10.doc; pg 3‐4

47 Not Scheduled
Will be part of 
Tariff filing

SPP as a single Balancing Authority
OG&E Darrell Wilson wilsondw@oge.com

(3g) OGE response to SPP Day 2 Mid‐level 
design_Final.pdf; pg 1

48 ? ? Allocation of SPP Market Administration Expense
OG&E Darrell Wilson wilsondw@oge.com

(3g) OGE response to SPP Day 2 Mid‐level 
design_Final.pdf; pg 2

Credit Requirements of MPsCredit Task ForceNot Scheduled45

Third‐Party Participation in TCR MarketTCRsRaise to MOPC42

3
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Grandfathered Agreements & SPP Future Markets 
Examples for MWG Discussion 2/10/10 

 
Example 1 – POR & POD within a single SPP Transmission Zone 
Comments from Basin Electric Power Cooperative – below 2/24/2010 

 
GFA Description: A Transmission Customer (“TC”) paid for transmission system improvements to a 
Transmission Owner’s (“TO”) system associated with the construction of a power plant more than 30 
years ago(pre OATT).  In exchange for funding the improvements and their associated ongoing 
maintenance cost, the TC is provided Transmission service across the TO’s system from the TC’s plant to 
the TC’s load (“the path”), for the life of the plant.  Under the agreement the TC also pays for losses on 
TO’s system associated with energy delivered.     
 
Current Tariff Treatment:  In this situation, the TC has a Transmission Service Agreement (“TSA”) with 
the TO providing service along the path.  The TO simply bills the TC under the terms of the GFA the 
ongoing maintenance cost and, as necessary, transmission losses.    The TO is taking service under the 
"non rate terms and conditions" of the SPP OATT related to its use of the system.  As a result, the TO is 
billed under the SPP OATT for all related charges except the Schedule 9 charge attributed to their zone. 
 
Future Markets Treatment:  With the implementation of the future markets, one of the two parties (the 
TO or TC of the GFA), will have the opportunity to nominate Auction Revenue Rights (ARRs) and/or 
Transmission Congestion Rights (TCRs) associated with the path.  The movement of energy along the 
path will take place under a financial schedule rather than the current Tag or NLS schedule.  Depending 
on the situation, this financial schedule may incur congestion charges.    
 
The introduction of this new structure can be handled between the parties in any number of ways.  Four 
of the many possibilities are: 

(1)  The TO & TC agree that the TO will transfer its right to nominate ARR’s associated with the 
agreement to the TC.  Under this approach the TC then is afforded all the ARR nomination rights 
provided under the future markets as if it were service under the SPP OATT.  The TC would be 
eligible to nominate ARRs associated with the path; could take the ARR revenues they provide 
and/or secure TCRs along the path.  When the TC schedules energy along the path, they would 
be responsible for any congestion expenses attributed to the schedule.  These congestion 
expenses would be offset by the revenues they received from the TCRs they secured along the 
path. 
 
(2)The TO agrees to hold the right to nominate ARRs and/or secure TCRs along the path.  The 
TO keeps the ARRs and/or TCR revenues.  When the TC schedules energy along the path, they 
would be responsible for any congestion expenses attributed o the schedule.  The TO and TC 
could then agree to some bilateral reconciliation so that the TO reimburses the TC for the 
congestion charges. 
 
(3)The TO agrees to hold the right to nominate ARRs and/or secure TCRs along the path.  The 
TO keeps the ARRs and/or TCR revenues.  When the TC wants to schedule energy along the 
path, they enter two financial schedules to accommodate the transfer.  The first at the generating 
facility would schedule the energy from the TC to the TO.  The second at the load location 
scheduling the same amount of energy from the TO to the TC.  This effectively causes the TO to 
be responsible for the congestion charges along the path which would be offset by the revenues 
they receive from TCRs they secured along the path.   
 
(4) The parties could mutually agree to convert the service to SPP OATT service whereby the TC 
becomes a customer of the direct customer of the SPP RTO.   
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Grandfathered Agreements & SPP Future Markets 
Examples for MWG Discussion 2/10/10 

 
Example 2 – POR outside & POD within a SPP Transmission Zone 

 
 
GFA Description: A Transmission Customer (TC) is a part owner of a plant outside of the SPP region.  
The TC purchased transmission service on the non-SPP system (third party transmission provider) for 
deliveries from the power plant to the SPP TO’s transmission system.   The TC purchased service under 
the TO’s OATT for transmission service from the border of the TO’s system to the TC’s load (“the path”).   
 
Current Tariff Treatment:  In this situation, the TC has two TSAs involved in deliveries from the plant to 
its load.  First, a TSA with the third party transmission provider which is governed by that agreement and 
is not impacted.  Second, a TSA with the TO providing service along the SPP portion of the path. The TO 
simply bills the TC under the terms of the GFA.    The TO is taking service under the "non rate terms and 
conditions" of the SPP OATT related to its use of the system.  As a result, the TO is billed under the SPP 
OATT for all related charges except the Schedule 9 charge attributed to their zone. 
 
Future Markets Treatment:  With the implementation of the future markets, one of the two parties (the 
TO or TC of the GFA), will have the opportunity to nominate ARRs and/or TCR’s associated with the path.  
The TC will remain responsible for scheduling power under the agreement with the third party 
transmission provider up to the SPP system.  The movement of energy along SPP portion of the path will 
take place under a financial schedule rather than the current Tag or NLS schedule.  Depending on the 
situation, this financial schedule may incur congestion charges.    
 
The introduction of this new structure for the SPP portion of the path can be handled between the TO and 
TC in any number of ways.  Four of the many possibilities are: 

(1)  The TO & TC agree that the TO will transfer its right to nominate ARR’s associated with the 
agreement to the TC.  Under this approach the TC then is afforded all the ARR nomination rights 
provided under the future markets as if it were service under the SPP OATT.  The TC would be 
eligible to nominate ARRs associated with the path; could take the ARR revenues they provide 
and/or secure TCRs along the path.  When the TC schedules energy along the path, they would 
be responsible for any congestion expenses attributed to the schedule.  These congestion 
expenses would be offset by the revenues they received from the TCRs they secured along the 
path. 
 
(2)The TO agrees to hold the right to nominate ARRs and/or secure TCRs along the path.  The 
TO keeps the ARRs and/or TCR revenues.  When the TC schedules energy along the path, they 
would be responsible for any congestion expenses attributed o the schedule.  The TO and TC 
could then agree to some bilateral reconciliation so that the TO reimburses the TC for the 
congestion charges. 
 
(3)The TO agrees to hold the right to nominate ARRs and/or secure TCRs along the path.  The 
TO keeps the ARRs and/or TCR revenues.  When the TC wants schedules energy along the 
path, they enter two financial schedules to accommodate the transfer.  The first at the generating 
facility would schedule the energy from the TC to the TO.  The second at the load location 
scheduling the same amount of energy from the TO to the TC.  This effectively causes the TO to 
be responsible for the congestion charges along the path which would be offset by the revenues 
they receive from TCRs they secured along the path.   
 
(4) The parties could mutually agree to convert the service to SPP OATT service whereby the TC 
becomes a customer of the direct customer of the SPP RTO.   

 
 (5)  SPP can treat Grand Fathered Agreements (GFA’s) similar to the FERC approved GFA 
treatment in the Midwest ISO.  A TC who owns their own transmission system and receives energy from 
external resources and is not a member of SPP Market shall continue to serve their loads under the 
existing contracts.   The non-SPP TC with Pre-OATT transmission agreements with an SPP TO shall 
have “Carve-Out” treatment or “Excluded” treatment depending on the contract and ownership rights.  In 
other words, the Non-SPP load served from non-SPP external resources shall not be exposed to 
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Grandfathered Agreements & SPP Future Markets 
Examples for MWG Discussion 2/10/10 

 
congestion or losses from the market between the interface and the load sink..  Hence, the injection of 
external resources from the SPP External interface to the load sink within SPP’s Market footprint across 
the non-SPP transmission system shall be “Carved Out” or “Excluded” from the Market charges 
associated with losses & congestion.  SPP can hold “Implicit” TCR’s to hedge or protect the non-SPP TC 
from exposure to Day II Market charges.  FERC has accepted this as a mean to protect the GFA and not 
abrogate existing contracts or forcing non-SPP TC’s from paying losses twice.   The non-SPP TC 
continues to pay the SPP TO for existing GFA costs including losses.  The energy flowing across the non-
SPP’s owned transmission is scheduled to provide SPP and the TO’s with needed flows to calculate 
LMPs.    
 
 An example would be the western Nebraska loads served by Tri-State who own their own 
transmission system and is interconnected on the NPPD system with long standing agreements.  Tri-
State’s energy is served from Basin Electric’s External Resources and is scheduled by the Western Area 
Power Administration (WAPA) at the SPP/WAPA Border (external interface).   If Tri-State does not wish to 
participate in the SPP Market as a TC or TO, and has pre-existing agreements with NPPD to serve their 
loads, these agreements shall be Grand Fathered and “Carved Out” of the SPP Market.   The loads are 
registered within SPP as Basin Electric is the Market Participant and Asset Owner.  Basin and WAPA will 
continue to schedule the load in the Day Ahead Market, however, “Carved Out” treatment will provide a 
100% hedge for losses and congestion measured between the external interface and the load sink.   The 
non-SPP TC does not hold the rights for ARRs/TCRs. 
 
The Tri-State load may or may not be exposed to SPP Administrative costs and Market Uplift charges 
based on the difference between the Day Ahead schedules and Real Time actual usage,  The SPP 
Market Tariff needs to identify each GFA and provide the mechanism to make the GFA’s whole. 
 
 
Question: 
If SPP begins the Day II Market with Ancillary Services, will the SPP Market Rules allow non-SPP load 
within the footprint to self supply their own Ancillary Services from existing external resources or must the 
load take service under the SPP Ancillary Market?   
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Grandfathered Agreements & SPP Future Markets 
Examples for MWG Discussion 2/10/10 

 
 

Example 3 – TSA associated with interconnections between a SPP TO and a non-SPP TO 
 
GFA Description: An SPP TO’s load area is adjacent to a non-SPP TO’s load area.  There are bulk 
power tie line interconnections which interconnect the SPP TO and the non-SPP TO transmission 
systems.  These tie lines are metered in real time and form a part of the metered boundary of each TO’s 
Balancing Authorities (“BA”).  In the past (pre-OATT), the non-SPP TO determine it was more cost 
effective to interconnect certain distribution points with the SPP TO’s system and purchase transmission 
service across the SPP TO’s system rather than expanding its own transmission system to the distribution 
points.  In order to implement such a situation, the SPP TO and non-SPP TO enter into a TSA that 
provides (a) compensation to the SPP TO for the use of its facilities and (b) provides for metering so that 
these tie line interconnections become part of the metered boundary between the BAs.  As a result the 
associated non-SPP TO load is not SPP network load and is not part of the SPP market footprint.       
   
Current Tariff Treatment:  In this situation, the non-SPP TO (the TC in this case) has a TSA with the 
SPP TO providing service between the tie line interconnect points.  The SPP TO continues to bill the TC 
under the terms of the GFA.    The SPP TO is taking service under the "non rate terms and conditions" of 
the SPP OATT related to its use of the system.  As a result, the SPP TO is billed under the SPP OATT for 
all related charges except the Schedule 9 charge attributed to their zone.   
 
Future Markets Treatment:  Since these points/loads are not included in the SPP market footprint, 
neither party will be eligible to nominate ARRs associated with the agreement.  The flows on the SPP 
system associated with the agreement will be captured in the same manner that all other third 
party/parallel flows are captured in SPP’s Transmission Service, ARR, TCR, Day Ahead and real-time 
analysis.    
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‐‐‐‐‐ Original Message ‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: WOLF, MATT <hwolf1@entergy.com> 
To: Debbie James; Ross, Richard C. (AEP) 
Cc: McCulla, Mark 
Sent: Fri Feb 26 11:59:28 2010 
Subject: Comments on Mid‐Level Design 
 
Debbie/Richard: 
 
 A number of Entergy representatives attended the two future market workshops that you held in New 
Orleans during January 2010.   We found the workshops very helpful and well done and we appreciate 
the effort that you and others put forth.  While Entergy is still trying to learn about the current and 
future market design, we would like to provide you a few general comments for your consideration on 
four specific issues.   We know you are likely aware of these issues and have debated them at length.  As 
such, we are only describing them at a very high level.  
 
1.         Gas/Power Coordination. 
 
A significant percentage of all generation in the Entergy footprint is gas‐fired.   The current day‐ahead 
bilateral markets trade, for the most part, early in the day so that gas supply and gas transportation 
arrangements can be coordinated with unit commitment plans.   The mid‐level design indicates that 
economic market results will not be made available until 4:00 PM on a day‐ahead basis.   By this time, 
the ability to arrange or modify gas supply plans will be very limited.   This mismatch in market timing 
potentially will limit the depth of the SPP day‐ahead market and therefore limit the benefits realized 
from the market.   Some market participants may make investments in gas 
transportation/storage/supply arrangements in order to have the flexibility to participate in market.  
Other participants may depend more heavily on the day ahead bilateral energy markets.  We 
understand that the timing in the mid‐level design is consistent with other markets.  Nevertheless, this 
may be an area where SPP can develop a design that is much better than other current markets.  
Revising the timing of the next day energy market so that it is coordinated with the current design of the 
gas markets could be beneficial. 
 
2.         “Must Offer” Requirement 
 
Entergy believes that a “must offer” requirement would be a better design choice and would result in a 
much more robust market day‐ahead and lower prices to customers in the long run.  At a minimum, all 
resources that have firm transmission service (PTP and Network) should be subject to a “must offer” 
requirement.  Load serving entities may be able to supply a larger potion of their load with the day‐
ahead market if they knew that all generation resources had a “must offer” requirement for their 
uncommitted and available resources.  This approach will also help ensure consistency between the 
simultaneous feasibility test conducted as part of the financial rights allocation process and the day‐
ahead market results.                        
 
3.         Generation from PURPA Qualified Facilities (QF) 
 
Currently, QF generation supplies about 10% of Entergy’s energy requirements.  The Entergy footprint 
has approximately 8000 MW of installed QF generation.    The mid‐level design document is silent on 
how QF generation will be factored into the day‐ahead market and real‐time balancing market.  While 

1 
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that may have been a practical approach given the quantity of QF generation in the current SPP 
footprint and the exemption from PURPA that has been granted, we believe the future market should 
address QF generation explicitly.   Many of the issues around the QF energy are similar to the issues that 
SPP is now addressing regarding wind generation.   We believe that a forecast or schedule of QF energy 
should be included in the market optimization and dispatch processes.  At the very least, QF generation 
should be treated in the same way that intermittent generation is treated in the current real time 
balancing market.  
 
4.         Financial Transmission Rights 
 
Entergy supports the move towards financial transmission rights.  We also believe that utilizing existing 
physical rights as the starting point for allocating Auction Revenue Rights (ARR) is logical.    However, we 
have two concerns.    First we believe restricting the total amount awarded to 95% of the transmission 
capability may be overly restrictive given the calculation of the nomination cap for network customers.  
Secondly, Entergy believes that long‐term transmission service customers should be given priority in the 
allocation process for ARRs over short‐term transmission service.  As with the allocation of transmission 
capacity on the network to short‐term service, the allocation of ARRs to short‐term service should only 
occur after all ARR nominations related to long‐term service have been satisfied up to the maximum 
amounts eligible.                
 
We appreciate a chance to provide you our comments and would be glad to discuss them with you if 
you so wish.  
 
Matt Wolf 
501‐620‐5761    
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JOINT SUBMITTALOF COMMENTS/CONCERNS BY 
NEBRASKA PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT; 

CITY UTILITIES OF SPRINGFILED, MISSOURI; 
 AND THE ENERGY AUTHORITY 

REGARDING 
SPP’S MID-LEVEL DESCRIPTION  

OF THE 
ENERGY & OPERATING RESERVES MARKET 

AND THE 
TRANSMISSION CONGESTION RIGHTS MARKET 

Upon reviewing SPP’s proposed future market design, and based on our experience with 
other organized markets such as the Midwest ISO and PJM, there are a few select concepts that 
we would like to comment on.  Our comments are broken into two sections.  The first section 
reflects concerns that we have about the proposed design.  These comments are few, but 
significant based on our operating experience in these other organized markets.  The second 
section is primarily questions asking for clarification of the proposed design.   

NPPD, CU, and TEA Concerns 

1.  Voluntary Day-Ahead Market Generation Offer Submission Requirement – 
NPPD, CU, and TEA are concerned that without this day-ahead offer requirement that 
the market could find itself with insufficient generation available to meet the demand 
that is bid into the day-ahead market.  The result could be high prices for the load in the 
day-ahead or SPP implementing steps to reduce load bid into the day-ahead market.  In 
addition, the result of moving some bid loads from the day-ahead market to the real time 
balancing market (RTBM), the loads could lose the hedge that they were expecting from 
the Transmission Congestion Rights (TCR) that they may have been allocated.   

a. This may also promote higher RT prices & RT volatility.  Our experience has 
shown that the Inter-Hour RUC does not often incorporate the most economical 
generators.  Rather, the studies typically start units that can provide most 
immediate relief, which are often higher priced units/ct’s.   

2. Settlement Calculations on a five minute basis – NPPD, CU, and TEA would prefer 
to have settlement based on an integrated hour basis, similar to other markets.  We can 
understand the desire for accuracy that the five-minute settlement creates, however, we 
also recognize the cost of implementing five minute meter submittals on a utility that is 
spread across a broad geographic region such as NPPD.  The need to replace existing 
meters across the NPPD system is no small undertaking requiring a significant amount 
of time, staff, and capital dollars.  On the other hand, relying on SPP state estimator to 
approximate the five minute meter submittals concerns us due to our experience with 
low accuracy levels in the state estimators at other RTOs.  Finally, moving to five 
minute settlement calculations significantly increases the complexity and data 
requirements to prepare accurate shadow settlements to reconcile against market 
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settlement.  Without being able to adequately and accurately prepare these shadow 
settlements (estimates) the market participant is left to rely on RTO’s systems and 
calculations which is not best practices for operating within the organized markets. 

3. Average versus marginal losses - NPPD has concerns with the Marginal Loss concept 
due to the potential amounts of over collection that will result and how this will be 
distributed among Market Participants. This distribution of over collected losses needs 
to be accomplished equally among the entities that paid for the over collection.  Also, 
the complexity of implementing and operating the Marginal Loss concept may outweigh 
the benefits. NPPD would like to have all the Market Participants in the SPP Market be 
treated equally concerning losses.  NPPD would prefer to use the pure DC OPF 
(Optimal Powerflow) concept that SPP and ERCOT is currently using today. 

4. External Regulation – NPPD, CU, and TEA are strongly in favor of allowing external 
regulation within SPP.  NPPD and LES currently use External Regulation to cover 
reliability requirements within our individual balancing authorities concerning 
regulation. With Reliability Zones being created when SPP becomes a Consolidated 
Balancing Authority (CBA) in the Day 2 Market each entity within that zone may be 
required to carry a portion or all of their entire requirement from that zone. NPPD and 
LES would need the External Regulation to assist in fulfilling these reliability 
requirements when SPP becomes a CBA.  

5. Allowing 3rd parties to participate in the TCR/ARR markets – NPPD, CU, and TEA 
believe that if third parties are going to participate in the TCR market that SPP’s credit 
practices be sufficient such that they minimize the negative impact to Market 
Participants for a default by  a third party. This would require a process to make sure 
that the third parties are required to have sufficient credit and allows SPP to have a 
process in place to monitor the net of their total corporate-wide TCR positions. 

NPPD, CU, and TEA Questions or Comments for Clarification 

1. NPPD, CU, and TEA would appreciate further discussion around the must offer 
requirement being in the RTBM and not the DAM.  Specific concerns include: 

a. If TCRs are based upon DA pricing, but the RT market has the must offer 
requirement, will MPs be exposed to additional risk due to the difference in 
pricing? 

b. How will SPP evaluate reliability in the 3-Day RUC process if there is no must 
offer requirement in the Day Ahead market?  Will RT submittals be utilized?  
Will DA offers roll-forward?  Will some sort of “default” be utilized? 

c. How will Fixed Demand Bids be curtailed if insufficient generation exists in the 
Day Ahead market? 
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2. Are all resources required to submit RTBM Offers, or just Designated Network 
Resources (DNR)? 

3. The document states “Submitted Offers roll forward hour to hour until changed within 
each respective market.”  Does this mean offers will roll forward across days as well?  
Both DA and RT markets? (Section 3.1.1 #3)  

4. The document states MPs are “expected to begin submitting Demand Bids and Virtual 
Energy Bids” beginning seven days prior to operating day.  Are submittals required, or 
“expected”? (Section 3.1.2) 

5. Further clarification is requested on RUC commitment logic, specifically as it pertains to 
committing units based on minimizing commitment costs.  Why doesn’t RUC consider 
incremental energy costs when making the decision to commit a unit?  (Section 3.3.1.2 
#3) (Section 3.2.3.2 A) 

6. We have concerns around utilizing the State Estimator as a proxy for unit output when 
meter data is missing or corrupt.  Do we have other options to consider for missing meter 
data? 

7. Further discussion around the impact of 5-minute settlements will be necessary, including 
FERC’s stance and the necessary system/metering investment required to handle 5-
minute settlements. 

8. Why are reserves settled by zone in the DA market, but settled across the footprint in the 
RT market?  

9. What is the cost/benefit to utilizing marginal vs. average losses? 

10. What type of MP will be allowed to participate in the TCR auction and TCR Secondary 
Market?  Can an MP who doesn’t hold ARRs submit bids in the primary market?  Will 
SPP set pricing in the secondary market, or only facilitate the matching of counterparties?   

11. The document references “operating reserve obligations” multiple times.  Does the term 
“obligation” refer to load paying for the supply of operating reserves?  We would like to 
clarify that MPs will not be given an actual obligation to fulfill each day?  Our 
understanding would be that operating reserves clear in the DA market based upon SPP’s 
forecasted requirements for the zones, then MPs will pay for the reserves on a pro-rata 
share. 

a. Is there a requirement for supplying operating reserves in DA/RTBM markets, or 
will they clear based upon voluntary offers? 

b. When utilizing Financial Schedules for transferring reserve obligation, section 
3.4.3 states the FinSched must specify “the percentage of obligation transfer”.  
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Will the MP have the ability to assign or assume a fixed volume amount as 
opposed to a percentage?   

12. Will an MP utilize Financial Schedules when regulation is provided by an external 
counterparty?  

13. SPP states they may clear Operating Reserves above an MP’s “Fixed” submittal based on 
their offers.  In other RTO markets, “Fixed” status would only constitute clearing at the 
specified volume, no higher.  We would like to see a “Fixed” status lock an MPs 
obligation at the stated volume.  (Section 3.1.1.2 – B.2.B) 

14. Why was the decision made to allow Export Interchange Transaction Bids (Across DC 
Tie) to supply supplemental reserves? Why couldn’t other curtailable transactions that do 
not flow across the tie provide supplemental reserves? 

15. The document states SPP Operators have some level of subjectivity in determining RUC 
decisions.  What type of subjectivity?  What rules are in place? (Section 3.2.3.2) 

16. Are there excessive energy exemption flags or penalties associated with brining units 
on/offline given the 7-day and/or 3-day RUC? 

17. Operationally, we would like to see the use of bi-directional ramp rates in the SPP 
market.  Has this decision been finalized one way or the other?  

18. Further detail around virtual transactions are necessary, specifically: 

a. Are RT make whole payments assessed on virtuals? 

b. Are virtuals allowed at interface points? 

19. When tagging transactions into/out of SPP, are entities required to use the RRS system 
before tag submission, or will SPP evaluate and provide ramp if available? 

20. In Section 3.3.2.2 #8, we would like further clarification around Ramp Sharing Logic and 
Scarcity Pricing.  How will ramp be evaluated, and at what point will a shortage of ramp 
result in scarcity pricing? 

21. Have minimum and maximum LMP prices been set for the market? 

22. We would like to recommend making commit status names the same as those in MISO 
and PJM.  I.E. Economic vs. Market, Emergency vs. Reliability. 

23. How frequently will SPP be allowed to switch between configurations on Combined 
Cycle units?  
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Issue 1:  Marginal Losses versus Average Losses 

Golden Spread Electric Cooperative supports the market design concept of using average losses instead of 
marginal losses.  In short, using average losses rather than marginal losses is a fairer and simpler design 
concept.  In support of this position, we supply the following rationale: 

1. Current TO tariffs within the footprint all currently provide for average losses, therefore, this 
potential change to a marginal loss approach is a significant change from the SPP historical 
approach. 

2.  The transmission systems of the current BAs were not generally built in a robust fashion to 
support sales to wholesale loads within their systems.  Therefore, cooperatives and municipal 
systems are many times at the extreme ends of the BAs transmission systems.  This puts these 
wholesale loads, as Market Participants at places in the SPP grid that systematically experience 
losses that are above average, and at times are significantly above average.  It does not seem fair 
to place the burden of the large difference in marginal losses on the backs of these small 
transmission customers. 

3. We started this Market Design process with the concept that “simpler is better.”  It will cost the 
SPP more money to develop marginal losses in the market model and allocate/charge the losses to 
individual market participants.  Allocating losses on an average basis is obviously the simple 
approach. 

4.  The most problematic issue with marginal losses is that the system will systematically 
overcharge for losses.  This overcharge then has to be allocated in some fashion back to the 
market participants.  The loads that pay the highest marginal losses should e allocated this 
overcharge, however, it is not clear how this overcharge will actually be reallocated.  These loads 
are quite concerned that they will be charged more for losses and much of the overcharge will be 
allocated to loads that did not pay as much for losses.  This would provide the worst unintended 
consequence.  It is simply fairer to charge everyone for average losses and therefore avoid an 
overcharge and reallocation problem. 

5. These wholesale loads will have a difficult time trying to hedge against these marginal losses 
because they will not get allocated ARRs and TCRs to sufficient to cover their loads plus 
marginal losses.  Some of these losses could be up to 20 or 30%.  This is a burden these loads 
currently do not suffer.  With an average loss calculation and allocation, all loads within the SPP 
would not have to worry about the cost of losses and would not have to allocate resources and 
risk management personnel to deal with the problems on a day to day basis.  This is the simpler 
approach for loads, too. 
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Issue 2:  Allocating the Cost of Operating Reserves (Average versus Zonal)   

Golden Spread Electric Cooperative supports the market design concept of allocating the cost of operating 
reserves across the entire SPP footprint using an average instead of zonal approach.  In short, this is a 
fairer and simpler design approach.  In support of this position we supply the following rationale: 

1. Operating Reserves Zones (ORZs) are not the same as BA zones.  Currently, the ORWG 
recommends the pool be divided into 6 ORZs.  The ORZ boundaries are significantly different 
than our current BA areas and will be very useful in helping keep reliability high while reducing 
the cost of operating reserves.   The boundaries will be evaluated by the SPP staff, and 
presumably the TWG, every 6 months to determine if they should change as the topology of the 
system changes.  Therefore the zones could change every 6 months.  MPs have no control over 
which zone their load and generation will fall into every 6 months.  This supports the notion that 
since MPs and customers cannot control the boundaries they should not bear any more of the 
burden to pay for reserves as the rest of the customers in the pool.  

2. MPs will not be assured they will have generation within an ORZ in which they have load. At 
least one of the proposed zonal boundaries cut a current BA in half.  

3. MPs cannot hedge against operating reserve costs unless they self-supply, and many do not have 
generation capable of supplying the reserves within these new zones where they have load. 

4. We are in essence creating a “pool” for generation and reserves in this market.  We determined 
that the greatest benefit to the entire pool comes from centralized unit commitment.  We should 
collectively keep our “eye on that ball”, and not encourage MPs to self commit higher cost 
resources just to manage their personal risk of paying higher costs for operating reserves.  

5. The need for having ORZs at all comes from a lack of a robust transmission system.  As the 
transmission system is built out, the need to have ORZs significantly declines and eventually 
disappears.  Do we spend significant money and over complicate the market model with zonal 
allocation rather than just making it average across the system out the outset? 

6. Some have used the argument that the high wind zones may require higher cost operating 
reserves to support the wind and loads to the east do not want to subsidize these zones.  If we buy 
the argument that the western zones will have higher operating reserve costs does that mean that 
loads in the east do not want the wind generation in the west?  Or, do they want the wind energy, 
but not the cost associated with the reserves to support it?  At least one MP supporting the zonal 
allocation is already scheduling energy under a long term PPA from a wind farm in a western BA 
to their loads in an eastern BA.    

7. Co-optimization allows the market to determine in real time where the reserves and energy should 
come from in order to get the cost for both down to the lowest level.  This is where the savings 
lie.  It is much better for MPs to simply offer their resources into the market (reserves and energy) 
and not be concerned about managing and hedging the risk of the location of their loads and 
generation for operating reserves.  As we look at other markets, the cost of these operating 
reserves are not significant.  It does not make sense to build a complicated zonal allocation 
settlement process and ensure it is constantly updated for this small cost.   

8.  We started the market development process with the concept that where we could keep it simple 
we would.  Costing operating reserves on an average basis meets this test.  Furthermore, MPs will 
not have to reconfigure their shadow settlement systems, train and focus personnel on the 
development of risk management systems required to support the zonal allocation process.  We 
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are already injecting significant real time risk by creating a market, adding another risk 
management burden is not in the interest of most, if not all, MPs. 
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  From: Dennis Florom [dflorom@les.com] 
  Sent: 02/12/2010 04:54 PM CST 
  To: Richard Ross 
  Cc: Rich Kosch <rkosch@les.com>; Bruce Merrill <bmerrill@les.com>; "Jason Fortik" 
<jfortik@les.com>; Steve Haun <shaun@les.com>; Lee Anderson <landerson@les.com> 
  Subject: FW: LES comments on mid-level market design 
 
Richard, 
  
You had asked for comments on the existing mid-level market design from each of the individual 
companies.  Below are the comments that LES has regarding the current draft design.  Of course, 
we reserve the right to make comments at a later date as well.  
  

1) Average vs. Marginal costs:  We realize that this issue is very close on preferences.  
LES prefers average losses. 
 

2) Carve Out GFA's:  Given the current market design and suggestion that GFA's should 
not be allowed, we recommend SPP market design/legal investigate more fully the 
various 2004 vintage MISO filings and FERC Orders on this subject matter. This was 
a contested issue in  MISO tariff  proposal/filing. Through a series of orders and 
administrative law judge proceedings, MISO was required  to carve out many GFA's 
from the market.  We don't believe you can naively assume Transmission Customers of 
a GFA will not contest this at FERC when SPP makes its market/tariff  filing 
given FERC orders in the MISO. On the surface the facts and circumstances of the SPP 
situation do not appear materially different than MISO.  If the market TCR/ARR design 
scheme does not include such a possibility, you need to definitely consider such an 
outcome.      
 

3) External Regulation:  LES is strongly in favor of allowing external regulation within 
SPP.  Our understanding of the latest conversations is that it would not be an issue for 
external regulation to be allowed under a dynamic schedule, if the regulation was not 
entered into the market.  If the SPP member wanted to enter the regulation into the SPP 
market, then the regulation would need to be pseudo-tied.  Again, LES believes that 
external regulation is needed and would be willing to comply with those restrictions. 
 

4)   Allowing 3rd parties to participate in the TCR/ARR markets:  LES is not in favor of 
allowing 3rd parties to participate in those markets, but would agree to revisit that issue 
after several years of market participation has passed. 

  
Let me know if you have any questions. 
  
Dennis 
  
Dennis Florom, PE 
Manager, Energy and Environmental Operations 
Lincoln Electric System 
dflorom@les.com 
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To:    SPP Market Working Group 

From:    Shah Hossain, for Westar Energy, Inc. 

Date:    March 1, 2010 

Subject:  Future Market Design Issues 

 

Westar  Energy,  Inc.  (“Westar”)  respectfully  submits  the  following  issues  that we  believe  to  be  poor 
market  design/policy  for  the  future market,  as  framed  in  the  currently  proposed Mid‐Level  Design 
Document.   We understand  that some  issues may not be directly under  the Market Working Group’s 
(“MWG”) control; however, we take this opportunity to point out the relevant issues to MWG and other 
relevant stakeholder group(s). 

Operating Reserves Market 

• We disagree with the market design of after the fact, real‐time market only pricing for Operating 
Reserves for those having obligations for Operating Reserves. 

• We are concerned that there are too many Operating Reserve Zones  (currently, six).   This will 
distort the efficiency of the Operating Reserves Market. 

• We are concerned  that  the Regulating Reserve market  is not  fully vetted.   We have noticed a 
design  gap  between  zonal  allocation  of  Regulating  Reserve  obligations  and  actual  real‐time 
regulation deployment. 

Unit Commitment 

• We disagree with the “Time‐Based Pro Rata Share” methodology for compensating a Resource 
that  was  committed  and  de‐committed  by  SPP  prior  to  its  coming  online.   We  prefer  that 
Resources  should  receive  their  full  start‐up  cost under  these  circumstances.   Also, we prefer 
that,  if  feasible,  the  compensation  for  cancelled  unit  commitment  should  be  collected  from 
those loads/transactions that would have benefited from that commitment, i.e., we prefer that 
SPP utilizes the direct assignment to cost causer(s) methodology if practicable. 

All Markets 

• We  disagree  with  any  design  or  policy  that  utilizes  the  Revenue  Neutrality  Uplift  (“RNU”) 
instrument to maintain SPP’s revenue neutrality instead of direct assignment to cost‐causer(s). 

• We  remain concerned about  the  implications on EQR  reporting  in  light of  the proposed  five‐
minute settlement.   SPP stakeholders should be allowed to revisit the five‐minute settlement 
issue if this results in unacceptable changes in the format of EQR reporting. 

• We  are  concerned  that  MWG  continues  to  work  on  TCR  market  design  without  direct 
involvement from RSC. 
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Comments on SPP’s Future Markets Mid-Level Design  
 

In accordance with the MWG request for submission of comments, OG&E offers the following 

observations and suggestions for consideration and incorporation into the next version of SPP Future 

Markets Design.  Comments are presented in two general, but separate headings.   

 

Items missing or under-emphasized in the Mid-level design 
 

Relationship between Protocols, Tariffs, Technical Designs and Business Practices 

There needs to be a clearly defined change control process to ensure consistency 

between documents and software throughout the Market design and transition to 

operation. 

SPP as a single Balancing Authority 

While the Mid-level design implies that the Day 2 Market will require SPP to act as a 

single Balancing Authority, it is never explicitly stated in the document. This is a key 

design feature that should be included in the overall design including the high-level 

relationship between SPP and the existing Balancing Authorities and the impacts to 

NERC and FERC compliance. 

Credit requirements of Market Participants 

An area of concern for OG&E is the credit requirements for all Market Participants.  The 

current Market Design Summary did not address credit requirements for the various 

markets.  We believe the current Market credit policy should be reviewed by SPP’s 

Credit Task Force and modified to take into account the multiple markets (e.g. Day-

Ahead and TCR) that SPP is moving towards and to consider FERC’s recent secured credit 

NOPR. 
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Allocation of SPP Market Administration expense 

The Mid-level design does not address the allocation of the expenses associated with 

operating the new markets; therefore, it is assumed that they will be allocated similar to 

the EIS market expense thru Schedule 1A.  OG&E believes this may unduly allocate 

Market costs to the Load Serving Entities (LSE) in the market by distributing these 

expenses on a load ratio share instead of on a market volume/activity share, as used in 

other Day 2 Markets.  We believe a market volume/activity cost allocation method 

which ensures that costs are allocated to LSEs, generators and financial participants on a 

cost-causation basis should be considered. 

Intermittent Resources – Additional Data Requirements 

A trend toward centralized forecasting of intermittent generation resources by the 

RTO/ISO is emerging.  Considering this trend and the likelihood of significant volumes of 

wind generation in the SPP Market footprint, it is logical to assume wind generation 

facilities in SPP will be required to provide substantially greater volumes of data to 

facilitate Day 2 Market operations and reliability.  OG&E’s is concerned is that these 

data requirements may have a substantial negative financial impact on existing wind 

facilities and/or contractual relationships. OG&E recommends that before incorporation 

into the final Market design, an estimate of the costs versus benefits be conducted by 

SPP.     

 

Specific design components 
 

Voluntary Day Ahead Generation Offers 

OG&E believes that all Designated Resources, subject to de-ratings and outages, should 

be required to offer into the Day Ahead Market.  With the potential of a thin Day Ahead 

Market, there exists the high likelihood of large Real Time Make Whole Payments due to 

generation being committed in the RUC process.  A “qualified” must offer of generation 

resources into the Day Ahead Market would significantly  lessen the likelihood and 

severity of generation prices being determined by the RUC rather than competitive 

market mechanisms.  In addition, a “must offer” requirement will facilitate the 

convergence of prices between the Day Ahead and Real Time Balancing Markets.   
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Joint-owned Unit Offers 

OG&E’s position is that the Market design should be flexible enough to handle a 

reasonable range of contractual arrangements between joint-owners through either a 

flexible operating arrangement or flexible financial settlements arrangement.  OG&E 

understands there are many different JOU agreements in the SPP and that all the types 

cannot be accommodated in the design without substantial added expense.  OG&E 

recommends that before any of these arrangements are added to the final Market 

design, an estimate of the costs versus benefits be conducted by SPP.     

Combined Cycle Unit Offers 

OG&E’s position is that the Market design should be flexible enough to handle a 

reasonable range of most operational configurations for combined cycles.  Once again 

OG&E understands that the costs versus benefits will need to be investigated before this 

is included in the final Market design.  

TCR Annual Auction 

The language in the Protocols should specify that self-converted ARRs are awarded the 

highest clearing price for that path thus preventing participants from over-bidding the 

ARR holders on that path. 

Financial Schedules 

The Mid-level design does not clearly address the losses and congestion components 

related to the use of financial schedules.  Interpreting the Mid-level Design, Market 

Participants are allowed to schedule all of their energy out of the markets without the 

associated cost (losses and congestion) to use the transmission system. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

Gary D. Clear 

Manager Power Supply Regulatory Support 
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SPP Future Markets Design 

 

EPIC Merchant Energy appreciates the opportunity to comment on SPP‟s future 

markets design.  Our comments will address markets in general as well as aspects of 

SPP‟s Mid-Level Design.   

 

Introduction 

EPIC is a financial marketer that participates in the virtual and congestion rent 

markets of all the ISOs with LMP markets.  EPIC actively participates in each ISO‟s 

stakeholder committee processes, submits filing to FERC and makes proposals and 

presentations to help ensure that markets are efficient and non-discriminatory.  EPIC has 

been instrumental in the design and development of the current ISO markets; providing 

input to the ISOs long before markets are implemented. Currently, EPIC is working with 

ERCOT on their market design, finalizing convergence bidding input at CAISO and 

working with NYISO on Disaggregated Virtual Bidding. 

 

Robust Markets and Participation 

SPP stakeholders must ensure the markets they are currently designing are robust in 

order to guarantee that the benefits competitive markets bring are fully realized.  EPIC 

has found that a pattern develops as the ISOs designed their markets.  It has been EPIC‟s 

experience that once the role of financial participants is understood by all market 

participants, maximizing marketer participation becomes a goal of the ISO.  

Financials‟ participation in the LMP market provides liquidity, price discovery, 

competition, price arbitrage, hedging capability, and reduces price volatility by aiding in 

the convergence of day-ahead and real-time pricing, which improves the day-ahead unit 

commitment, and helps to ensure that market manipulation is mitigated.
1
  Consider these 

quotes:  

 Andrew Ott, Senior VP PJM Markets, “Financial entities play a key role in the 

PJM‟s day-ahead market, and without them that market would effectively be 

crippled.  If we did not have financial participation, we might as well shut it 

down. Essentially, the market could not function without financial participation, 

period.  Along with adding liquidity and enabling price convergence, financial 

entities also bring balance to that market;”  

 Joe Bowring, PJM‟s Independent Market Monitor, “I agree with Andy, the role of 

financial participants in the regional transmission organization markets is 

critical.” 

It is clear that FERC is also a proponent of robust markets and full market 

participation and as such has issued numerous orders promoting open access and fair 

market participation.  It is difficult to see how FERC would approve an ISO‟s market 

structure, or onerous business practices, that would limit market participation. 

As the California ISO designed convergence bidding, the ISO invited representatives 

from each of the operating ISOs to provide comments on their current markets.  I have 

included the link to comments from PJM, MISO, NYISO and ISO-NE that were provided 

                                                 
1
 See, William Hogan, “Revenue Sufficiency Guarantees and Cost Allocation,” 

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/fs/whogan/Hogan_RSG_052506.pdf 
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to CAISO.
2
  All of the ISOs are proponents of nodal (granular) convergence bidding 

markets with full marketer participation.  Note that NYISO is currently in the process of 

moving to Disaggregated Virtual Bidding.  The ISOs are similarly proponents of 

congestion revenue rights markets (TCR, FTR, CRR, and TCC).   

As discussed below, SPP‟s Board, management, Market Working Group and other 

stakeholders should take actions to encourage market participation - instead of baring or 

limiting participation.  It would be helpful, and to the benefit of everyone, if SPP 

stakeholders would move to embrace markets and put no barriers to entry for full market 

participation.  This should not be a leap of faith but based on current ISO markets‟ 

experiences that have been in operation for years. 

  

Marginal Loss Overcollection 

Marginal loss pricing sends the correct price signal to the market.  There are many 

benefits to using marginal losses as opposed to socializing the losses across the system.  

Using marginal losses ensures that each market participant pays the proper marginal cost 

at each location; therefore, marginal losses complement the use of LMPs.  Including 

marginal losses in the LMP calculation would ensure that generation is dispatched in the 

most economical manner, the total cost of meeting load would be reduced and a more 

efficient allocation of resources realized.  

Marginal losses would result in an overcollection by SPP of the actual costs of 

procuring generation to compensate for line losses.
3
  The allocation of that overcollection 

should be distributed on a cost causation basis, by returning the overcollection to those 

paying for the losses.  Those paying for the losses should receive a proportional share by 

volume of the overcollection.  Discussion of the allocation occurs in the Mid-Level 

design on the following pages: 

 Page 2-2 “The surplus collection of revenues associated with marginal losses in 

both the DA Market and RTBM are refunded to physical load in proportion to the 

amount of marginal loss revenue collected from that physical load.” 

 Page 4-49 “The Marginal Loss Surplus includes both collections from the Day-

Ahead Market and deviation based marginal loss collections from the RTBM.  

The surplus is then allocated to physical load and exports that cleared in the Day-

Ahead Market pro-rata based upon the amount of marginal loss revenue collected 

from each physical load and export in the Day-Ahead Market.” 

 Page 3-53 “Each Asset Owner contributing to the Marginal Loss Surplus at a load 

or export Settlement Location will be credited a pro-rata portion of the surplus 

based upon the ratio of the Asset Owner marginal loss charge paid in the hour to 

the total charges paid at load and export Settlement Locations by all Asset 

Owners in the hour.”
4
 

                                                 
2
 http://www.caiso.com/2441/2441ebb749910.html  See Convergence Bidding – The MISO Perspective 

07/22/2008; The ISO-New England Perspective 04/30/2008; NYISO 09/05/2006; Joe Bowring 06/12/2006.  
3
 It is a principle of mathematics that whenever any variable is continuously increasing, the marginal value 

of the last unit exceeds the average of all the units. As a result, marginal losses will always exceed average 

losses. 
4
 Page 1-1 Mid-Level Design Summary, Asset Owner – An owner of any combination of physical assets 

(Resource, load, Import Interchange Transaction, Export Interchange Transaction, Through Interchange 

Transaction), Transmission Congestion Rights or any combination of financial assets (Virtual Energy 

Offer, Virtual Energy Bid, Financial Schedules) within the SPP Region. 
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Where the references to surpluses are ambiguous as they appear to exclude virtuals 

and Up-tos, those references should be clarified to ensure that virtuals and Up-to 

transactions receive a pro-rata share of the overcollection.  SPP should distribute the 

marginal line loss overcollection: 

 So the price signals that are intended to be provided by marginal line loss 

pricing are not distorted.   

o If only loads receive the allocation, the LMP price is distorted, 

because the effective LMP‟s line loss charge for those loads is well 

below the actual line loss charge. 

o A guiding principle of LMP markets is that marginal loss price 

signals should be optimal and not distorted. 

 To those who pay for marginal losses: loads; exports; virtuals; Up-tos. 

o Virtuals and Up-tos do not have the option to pay or not pay the 

marginal loss charge and are subject to paying marginal losses 

comparable to physical transactions.   

o Unlike physical transactions, virtual transactions do not cause 

transmission line losses; therefore, should not virtuals be exempt 

from paying the loss charge?  It is unjust to say on the one hand that 

virtuals must be treated like physicals for the purposes of assessing 

line loss charges, but then to say that they must be treated differently 

for the purposes of distributing line loss surpluses.   

o Virtuals and Up-tos are not asking for preferential treatment - just 

equal treatment. 

 So no Market Participant is subsidizing another for marginal losses. 

o If a MP pays for losses and does not receive an allocation of the 

overcollection, those that do receive the allocation are essentially 

receiving an anti-competitive subsidy from those paying for 

marginal losses. 

o Such a subsidy does not align benefits with burdens or cost causation 

and places virtual transactions at a disadvantage to physical 

transactions.   

 

SPP and Market Membership 

 Exit Fee 

In the future, EPIC intends to become a member of SPP.  First, SPP must address 

its tariff‟s „Exit Fee‟ stipulation.  To ensure the maximum participation in SPP‟s new 

market, SPP‟s tariff must be revised to ensure that the exit fee would not apply to certain 

new market participants e.g., financial marketers.  EPIC understands the reasons for 

SPP‟s original development of an exit fee for members leaving SPP.  SPP will not have 

to outlay large sums to incorporate financial marketers into their market.  The Mid-Level 

design states that certain fees will apply to the virtual and TCR markets.  These fees 

should defray the costs of running those markets; therefore, those markets would be self-

sustaining.      

SPP should design their markets to encourage as much market participation as 

possible.  Limiting the membership or participation of market participants through 

unnecessary or onerous business practices would not facilitate efficient markets and 
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would reduce the benefits bestowed by a robust market.  SPP‟s exit fee would be viewed 

as a barrier to entry for many market participants, and certainly would be considered 

discriminatory by FERC.   

 Virtual Market and Up-to Congestion Participant 

EPIC is unsure of the requirements for participation in the new markets and finds 

the definition of terms related to market participants somewhat confusing.  For example, 

the design document states that, “Virtual Energy can be submitted by a Market 

Participant.”  SPP‟s tariff defines a Market Participant as: Market Participant {MP} is 

any person or entity that directly participates in and/or receives services from SPP's 

Markets and Services. A MP can buy and sell services provided by SPP under its OATT. 

In registration, Market Participant refers to the roles of GenCo, LSE and metering agent. 

Does the term Market Participant include any marketing entity that is a member 

of SPP?  Does Market Participant include Financial Market Participants that do not own 

or operate any assets in SPP?  If so, should the tariff‟s definition be clarified by deleting 

the references to GenCo, LSE and metering agent? 

Please explain how MPs and Asset Owners are related in the following: 
1. The definition of Asset Owner is:  “An owner of any combination of physical 

assets (Resource, load, Import Interchange Transactions, Export Interchange 
Transaction, Through Interchange Transaction), Transmission Congestion Rights 
or any combination of financial assets (Virtual Energy Offer, Virtual Energy Bid, 
Financial Schedules) within the SPP Region.” 

a. Must a MP represent an Asset Owner?  

b. Would a financial marketer be considered an Asset Owner if the financial 

marketer submits an Up-to transaction and a virtual bid?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

2. A Market Participant may submit a single Virtual Energy Offer for each Asset 

Owner at any Settlement Location in the form of a Virtual Energy Offer Curve. 

                  a.    Must a MP be associated with an Asset Owner to submit virtuals? 
3. The Market Participant is the highest hierarchical level in the Commercial Model 

and is the entity in the Commercial Model that is financially obligated to SPP for 

market settlements.  A single Market Participant represents one or more Asset 

Owners.   

a. Must a MP represent a Asset Owner?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 Transmission Congestion Rights  

One unresolved issue presented to the January 2010 MOPC meeting concerns, 

“Third Party participation in the TCR auction.”   At this meeting, it was suggested that 

those third parties participating in the new market would be „Transmission Customers,‟ 

with the only requirement being able to meet credit and collateral obligations.  But the 

term “Transmission Customer” is not an SPP defined term and it seems somewhat out of 

place as market participants submitting virtuals are clearly not transmission customers.  

EPIC would prefer that SPP adopt the following term for those third parties who 

participate in the new markets:  Market Participant – An entity that conducts business in 

one or more SPP market. Specifically, an entity that has filed with the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission (FERC) a Market Participant Service Agreement.  The 
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requirements for third party membership, registration, credit etc. would be defined in 

SPP‟s protocols and business practices.
5
 

 

Nomenclature  

 Convergence Bidding Market 

 Convergence Bidding is a term that is more descriptive of the actual role that 

virtuals would play in SPP.  Would SPP consider entitling their new virtual market the 

Convergence Bidding Market?  California ISO has named their market Convergence 

Bidding.  In the Convergence Bidding Market a market participant may submit Virtual 

Energy offers and bids.  Distinguishing between the name of the market and the bidding 

that takes place in that market would cause less confusion as this market is designed and 

discussed. 

 Financial Congestion Rights 

 The name that SPP chose for its hedging market, Transmission Congestion Rights 

Market, is a much more descriptive name than the names chosen by the other ISOs.  Still 

the name infers that the owner has a physical right to transmission – a „Transmission‟ 

right.  A more precise name, which depicts the actual purpose of this market, is Financial 

Congestion Rights (FCR) and EPIC requests SPP make this change. 

 

Balance of Planning Period  

 SPP plans to offer yearly and monthly TCR auctions.  SPP should also consider 

implementing a Balance of Planning Period (BoPP) auction, as it would allow bidding, 

during monthly auctions, for each of the next twelve months (See illustration below). 

 

 Each monthly auction should offer the next 12 months of TCRs. 

 The diagram below assumes bidding for the months of June and July. 

 

 
 

BoPP auctions would allow participants to assess the value of hedged positions 

and restructure their portfolio in the event that a position goes against a participant.  

BoPP would allow a participant to Mark-to-Market its TCR as the participant could tract 

the market‟s view of a position‟s changing value.  SPP‟s credit department could use this 

forward curve of expected congestion to make credit requirements more accurate and 

give SPP opportunities to liquidate forward positions in the event of a default.  PJM 

adopted Balance of Planning Period auctions and it is working well in their FTR market. 

 

                                                 
5
 Sections 2.16 and 2.17 in the SPP Future Markets – Frequently Asked Questions document are unclear on 

the terms definitions. 
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Questions 

 Independent Market Monitor 

Does SPP intend to appoint an Independent Market Monitor that would oversee the new 

market? 

  LMP Bidding Points 

What is the level of granularity that SPP will use for bidding and the total number of 

points where SPP would facilitate bidding?  Would SPP allow bidding for TCRs and 

virtuals at all points where it generates an LMP, for example: Hubs; Aggregates; Nodes; 

Busses; Zones; Settlement Locations? 

 Virtual Interface Bidding 

Would virtual bids be allowed at Import External Interface and Export External Interface 

settlement locations? 

 Bid Caps 

What is the anticipated bid cap range for bidding in the TCR and virtual markets?  EPIC 

prefers no bid caps but if caps are implemented the spread should be broad, say: negative 

$-999 and positive $+999. 

 Make-Whole Payments 

Will virtual transactions submitted by financial marketers be assessed uplift charges?  If 

SPP intends to charge virtuals uplift, SPP should provide a cost causation study.   

 

Gordon Scott 

EPIC Merchant Energy 

281 760-4562 

glscott@emelp.com 
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SPS ITEMS FOR RECONSIDERATION BY MWG

Issue 

Number

Document 

Section Topic Proposed Change

1 3.1.1 (7bi, ci) Offer Submittal
We should consider a case for SPP to validate (test) to ensure the reserves are actually there. Also, 
SPP should provide a "test" which can be used to allow a resource to self-certify.

2 3.1.1 (9)
Must Offer 
Requirement

Offer submittal for use in the DA market is required for Network Resources. Other option is to create 
a deviation charge for ANY deviation from DAM position. 

3 3.1.1.1
Resource Offer 
Parameters Should include a min/max runtimes at emergency min and emergency max

4 3.1.1.2 (A5) Commitment Status

Commitment Status of "Not-Participating" should not be an option for Network Resources. Any 
resources that don't participate in the DAM should be assessed a deviation charge for deviations 
from the DAM position in the RTBM.

5 3.1.1.2 ( B2c ) Resource Status
Qualification - SPP should have the ability to pull units out of the Operating Reserve Market because 
1) deliverability issues or 2) MP fails a test.  

6 3.1.1.5 (A)
External Contingency 
Reserves

Need to really understand how transfer of CR to another reserve zone is accomplished and the 
impact to operations. The transfer of CR changes the minimum zonal requirements.

7 3.1.4.1 Multi-Day RUC Inputs DAM offer should be used for Multi-Day RUC, not RTBM offer

8 3.3.1 RUC

Need to define circumstances when Intra-Day RUC will be executed. Additionally, Intra-day RUC 
should be executed at least every 4 hours to account for wind forecasting changes. This will ensure 
unit commitment optimization coincident with the most current wind forecast. (This was proposed by 
the WITF) 

9 3.3.4.1 Uninstructed Deviation UD Band should consider ramp rate offer and capacity of resource. 

10 3.3.4.1 Uninstructed Deviation

If SPP is going to hold the generator to given output level, the MP should have someway to provide 
SPP with what the MP expects the output to be. Need to provide some sort of real time component 
(imbedded forecasting or schedule) could be done by SPP or provided by the MP. 

11 3.3.4.1 (2) Uninstructed Deviation

Resources currently ignore dispatch instructions because BAs are responsible for ACE. Sometimes, 
chasing ACE and following SPP dispatch don’t coincide. When SPP becomes the BA, this should be 

mitigated. If one of the benefits of the 5 min dispatch and settlement is better response from 
resources, do we really need to tighten the tolerance band? With both of these items in mind, did we 
cut too deep with the reduction to 5%?

12 3.4.5.9 (7) RT MWP Dist Amt

Should be: "For Resource that Self-Committed following the Day-Ahead Market" rather than the 
"Day Ahead RUC" or should create another bucket(s) that assess a deviation charge for any 
deviation from DAM position. 

SPP Future Markets Design Energy and Operating Reserve Markets and 
Transmission Congestion Rights Markets Mid-Level Description
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COMMENTS OF TENASKA POWER SERVICES CO. 

 TO THE SPP MARKET WORKING GROUP 

REGARDING THE SPP FUTURE MARKETS DESIGN 

 

Use of Marginal Losses vs. Average Losses 

 The SPP Future Markets Design envisions the use of a marginal loss methodology 

instead of the average loss methodology that is currently used by SPP.  Tenaska Power 

Services Co. (“Tenaska”) recognizes that a marginal loss methodology may enable SPP 

to be more efficient in the manner in which SPP dispatches resources as compared to the 

use of an average loss methodology.  However, unless the marginal loss methodology is 

properly designed, a marginal loss methodology will result in SPP charging market 

participants significantly more for electrical losses than the actual cost of electrical losses 

experienced on the SPP system.  Such over-collections have occurred in other centrally-

cleared markets (e.g., PJM), and SPP’s market design consultant has indicated that the 

use of a marginal loss methodology by SPP will typically result in charging market 

participants about twice as much for losses as SPP actually incurs. 

 This consultant’s estimate of the potential over-collection resulting from a 

marginal loss methodology may be significantly less than the over-collection SPP 

actually imposes on market participants.  It has been reported that prior to implementing 

its marginal loss methodology, PJM estimated that PJM would over-collect 

approximately $300 to 500 million per year.  Actual over-collections by PJM since it 

implemented its marginal loss methodology have been approximately $1.2 billion per 

year.  (Furthermore, the over-collections experienced in PJM have far exceeded the 

potential gains in resource dispatch efficiency.)  Tenaska cannot support a loss 

methodology that results in such dramatic over-collections of actual costs from market 

participants. 

 Tenaska can support the use of a marginal loss methodology by SPP if the 

marginal loss methodology adopted by SPP is designed in a manner that provides SPP the 

potential benefits (improved dispatch efficiency) without creating disproportionate over-

collections.  Accordingly, Tenaska urges SPP and its stakeholders to either develop a 

marginal loss methodology that will not result in significant over-collections or, if such a 
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Comments of TPS to SPP Market Working Group 

SPP Future Markets Design  Page 2 

methodology is not forthcoming, Tenaska urges SPP to continue its present practice of 

using an average loss methodology. 

 In the alternative, if SPP and its stakeholders choose to adopt a marginal loss 

methodology that results in significant over-collections, Tenaska would support the 

crediting of such over-collections (referred to as the Marginal Losses Surplus Amount in 

the Mid-Level Description) to market participants as described in the Mid-Level 

Description.  However, Tenaska recognizes that FERC may not be willing to approve the 

crediting mechanism described in the Mid-Level Description.  To the extent that FERC is 

not willing to approve a crediting methodology that credits the Marginal Losses Surplus 

Amount to market participants in proportion to the marginal loss charges paid by the 

market participants, then Tenaska would support an alternate crediting mechanism that 

credits the Marginal Losses Surplus in the following priority: 

a) First, the Marginal Losses Surplus should be used by SPP to offset any revenue 

shortfall SPP experiences as the result of defaults by market participants; 

b) Second, any remaining Marginal Losses Surplus (after offsets for defaults) should 

be used by SPP to offset any revenue shortfall arising from the Transmission 

Congestion Rights Markets administered by SPP; 

c) Third, any remaining Marginal Losses Surplus (after offsets for defaults and TCR 

shortfalls) should be used by SPP to offset any charges that otherwise would 

accrue to market participants via SPP’s Revenue Neutrality Uplift mechanism; 

and 

d) Finally, any remaining Marginal Losses Surplus (after offsets for defaults, TCR 

shortfalls and RNU) should be allocated to transmission customers consistent with 

FERC policy. 

 

Dispatchable Bids and Offers in Real Time Balancing Market 

 

 The SPP Future Markets Design as described in the Mid-Level Description 

indicates that Dispatchable Bids and Offers are available for use only in the Day Ahead 

Market.  See sections 3.1.1.5 and 3.1.2.3 of the Mid-Level Description.  Likewise, Price 

Sensitive Demand Bids are described for the DA Market, but not for the Real Time 
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Comments of TPS to SPP Market Working Group 

SPP Future Markets Design  Page 3 

Balancing Market.  See section 3.1.2.1.  Tenaska urges SPP and its stakeholders to 

consider modifying the SPP Future Markets Design to make Dispatchable Bids, 

Dispatchable Offers and Price Sensitive Demand Bids available for use in the Real Time 

Balancing Market.  Adding this functionality to the Future Markets Design would be a 

particularly valuable enhancement in that such functionality would enable market 

participants to more efficiently respond to changing market conditions, including market 

conditions during which scarcity pricing may occur.          
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Omaha Public Power District (OPPD) became a full member of SPP on April 1, 2009.  At this 
time, the Future Markets project was underway and OPPD began the process of becoming part of 
the project.  OPPD recognizes the work that Southwest Power Pool (SPP) staff, Market Working 
Group (MWG) members, consultants, and numerous other parties have done in regards to Future 
Markets.  The information below addresses OPPD’s concerns with certain areas of Future 
Markets. 
 
 
Credit worthiness of participants in the Future Markets is one concern.  As reported in Platts 
Megawatt Daily (February 4, 2010), “the hurdle is very low for any entity to become such a 
customer.”  To reassure SPP members of credit concerns the MWG has “opted to pursue the idea 
of strict credit requirements” (Platts Megawatt Daily, February 4, 2010).  OPPD, and several 
other SPP members, experienced default obligations in the PJM market.  As a result, OPPD 
withdrew our membership in PJM.  SPP needs to have robust standards to insure that SPP 
members are protected from defaults. 
 
 
OPPD has concerns with Transmission Congestion Rights (TCR) in the Future Markets.  
Concern arises as to who is getting the benefit of the TCRs.  According to Megawatt Daily 
(February 8, 2010), “The once obscure markets for financial transmission rights, thrust into the 
spotlight by a turf battle between federal regulators, are dominated by proprietary trading shops 
rather than physical players looking to hedge against congestion, an analysis of 2009 monthly 
auction data shows.”  The article goes on to state that this is the case in PJM, ISO New England, 
CAL-ISO and MISO.  In the PJM market, “seven out of top ten participants in terms of total MW 
bought in the auction are not utilities or merchant generators, but rather have a focus on 
speculative trading.“  TCR’s do not improve reliability or energy flow for OPPD, yet they 
provide a speculation tool and perceived liquidity.  According to Mike Proctor, consultant to 
Regional State Committee, “It’s a gamble. You are buying something in order to get a financial 
gain, not to ensure (reliability).” (Platts Megawatt Daily, February 4, 2010).  OPPD is not in 
favor of a market structure that benefits participants with no physical stake in SPP. 
 
 
FERC requires each transmission organization with an organized electricity market to implement 
a transmission planning process that accommodates Long Term Transmission Rights (LTTRs) 
that are awarded by ensuring they remain feasible. 
 

In July 2006, the Commission finalized guidelines for independent transmission 
organizations to follow in developing LTTRs (Order No. 681, Final Rule on Long-term 
Firm Transmission Rights in Organized Electricity Markets). The final rule implemented 
section 1233(b) of the Energy Policy Act of 2005, which directed the Commission to 
facilitate the planning and expansion of transmission facilities to meet the reasonable 
needs of load-serving entities (LSEs) and enable LSEs to secure LTTRs to meet such 
needs. 
 
The rule directed organizations such as independent system operators (ISOs) and regional 
transmission organizations (RTOs) to make LTTRs available. Such rights provide an 
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added degree of certainty to LSEs that plan to enter into power supply agreements. This 
in turn will help LSEs in obtaining financing for new infrastructure. 

 
 
The Grandfathered Agreements (GFA) previsions of the MWG presumes that SPP can abrogate 
the GFA rights of existing members.  The United States Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia Circuit has found that FERC does not have authority to abrogate existing contracts 
rights unless it is required by ‘the public interest’ so it seems unlikely that the courts will extend 
those rights to SPP.  FERC has consistently ruled that existing members of an RTO cannot be 
forced to give up their carved-out GFA rights (the Mobile Sierra doctrine).  RTOs cannot impose 
requirements such as scheduling and settlement requirements on existing transmission owner 
members for eligible GFAs during the startup of an energy market.  In MISO’s case, many of the 
members voluntarily exchanged their GFAs for FTR rights (SPP members should be given the 
same opportunity).  FERC recognizes that members cannot unilaterally modify existing 
agreements with transmission owners and has ruled that RTOs cannot require their member to 
cover any addition costs associated with converting the GFA to service under the Tariff while 
still providing service under the term of the GFA. 
 
 
The following is an excerpt from Platts Megawatt Daily on February 4, 2010 regarding MISO 
pricing methodology: 
 

“MISO is looking into replacing its locational marginal pricing method with “convex 
hull” pricing.  Convex hull pricing allows various units, such as inflexible on-or-off 
block-loaded units, generators operating at their minimum output levels and demand 
response resources, to set clearing prices.  The LMP method does not allow these 
resources to set clearing prices.  The new method, MISO said, would reflect the true cost 
of supplying the marginal amount of energy needed to serve load and reduce uplifts, 
which are imposed on the rest of the market to pay for the marginal load.” 
 

With MISO possibly changing pricing methodology, should SPP be buying into a potential 
obsolete pricing scheme? 
 
 
OPPD questions the costs/benefits of the Future Markets.  OPPD questions whether all costs 
have been adequately captured in Future Market studies.  SPP staff and facilities are projected to 
increase significantly.  The SPP members will be left to bear the brunt of these increased costs.  
The current economic state has put OPPD in a position to reduce costs, while Future Markets 
will require OPPD to incur increased expenses.  Future Market benefits were shown to decrease 
with lower gas prices.  Future Market benefit studies should be reran to capture today’s lower 
gas prices and determine if the ‘big dollars’ benefits are still relevant.  The Cost Benefit Study 
for Future Market Design showed that for 50% of the cost ($128/$258 million) you can get 79% 
of the benefit ($706/$889 million) with just the Ancillary Services Market (ASM) co-optimized 
with the current EIS market:  
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Case III, ASM Only  $128 m cost $706 m benefit B/C = 5.52 
Case IIA, Day 2 + ASM $258 m cost $889 m benefit B/C = 3.45 
 
 
The Incremental Cost to add the Day 2 market to ASM is:  
Day 2 Market   $130 m cost $183 m benefit B/C = 1.41  
 
 
 
OPPD offers several suggestions covering the areas of concern.  First, reanalyze the benefits of 
the Future Markets.  Offer a range of gas prices and costs that will instill more confidence in the 
forecast.  If the benefit is not there, then we must step back and see if this project should be 
continued.  What is the cost of delaying or cancelling Future Markets altogether if the benefits 
are not there?  For OPPD, and other SPP members, the cost would be minimal right now.  It is 
better to decide this now before staff, software, and facilities are increased at SPP and its 
member companies.  We believe most of the day ahead commitment benefits are already being 
realized through day ahead bilateral contracts.  When we need a gas turbine the next day, we buy 
next day power to decommit that unit.  If we have excess coal generation, we sell that excess to 
those that can decommit gas generation or have higher priced coal generation.        
 
 
If the Future Market benefit is still there, then certain things can be done.  First, limit outside 
participants for a certain amount of time in the market.  Let the market mature so SPP members 
can learn how to operate in the Future Market.  OPPD does not want to participate in a market 
that benefits organizations with no physical stake in the market.  OPPD does not want to have the 
price of learning magnified by other outside entities that know how to participate and garner 
benefits from this type of market structure.  Do we really believe we can be smarter than the 
Warren Buffets of the world?   
 
 
Once outside entities are allowed to participate, establish credit policies that protect SPP 
members.  Credit worthiness should be asset based or acceptable financial guarantees.  It should 
not be easy for companies to create multiple subsidiary organizations that participate in the 
market and keep profitable companies open and fold up shop on losers. 
 
 
OPPD appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Future Markets.  OPPD’s decision to join 
SPP was based on the principles that SPP works for the reliability and benefit of its members.  
OPPD hopes this continues in the process of Future Markets. 
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10865 Willows Rd NE – Willow Creek Bldg. E&F – Redmond, WA 98052 – USA 
Tel : (425) 822-6800 – Fax : (425) 250-1400 
AREVA T&D Inc. 

 
February 28, 2010 

 
Subject:  SPP Future Markets Design, Energy and Operating Reserve Markets and 

Transmission Congestion Rights Markets Mid-Level Description  
 
The following memo contains comments from AREVA T&D staff on an initial review of 
the SPP Future Markets Design, Energy and Operating Reserve Markets and 
Transmission Congestion Rights Markets Mid-Level Description document.  These 
comments are intended to indicate initial concerns and to start a discussion with SPP 
staff where in AREVA T&D may better understand the requirements SPP has for their 
next generation market system.   Many of the comments address a level of detail that 
apply to either the mid-level design or associated implementation risks.  
 
General comments:  
 
As it is stated, the document is a mid-level design.  We feel that SPP has done an 
excellent job with the document.  It is more detailed than a high level design and 
provides a clear skeleton view how the SPP future market will be designed and 
structured.  This level of detail allows us to provide specific feedback to SPP. 
 
The design appears to be heavily based on the technology that we have already 
provided to MISO for their ancillary service market, blending in different flavors from 
the other US RTO/ISOs. 
 
1. Jointly Owned Resource 

 
The design indicates that commitment and dispatch rules for Jointly Owned 
Resources (JORs) are still under discussion. 
 
There are a number of approaches to modeling JORs but all reduce to a set of rules 
by which individual owner offers are aggregated for commitment and economic 
dispatch and then optionally disaggregated for real-time dispatch.  There are a 
number of issues that need to be addressed in a design: 
• Any approach requires special processing for the resource type which flows 

through the entire system and adds additional complexity to processing.   
Performance issues need to be addressed, especially in the aggregation logic.  
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The design should try to reduce differences in processing logic from other 
resource types, since any change impacting all resources will require special 
analysis in relation to JORs.    

• By making commitment and dispatch decisions based on collective processing of 
discrete information isolated in individual owner offers, the market system 
becomes the focal point for disputes.  Individual owners may no longer 
coordinate offers and the action of one owner will effect the commitment and 
dispatch of the resource in a way not expected by the other owners.  The market 
takes on the responsibility of both mitigating and resolving the issues. 

• Aggregation and disaggregation logic must be defined.  This logic will need to 
consider the entire business flow: SCADA, network modeling, generation 
modeling, market system modeling, physical scheduling, outage management, 
and settlements.  Every area will likely require special processing for JORs. 

 
Prior to the ASM market, participants in the Midwest ISO were able to offer in 
JORs.  Aggregation rules were applied to individual participant shares creating a 
single offer used by market clearing.  The participants indicated how the resource 
was to be dispatched, either as a single unit or as individual shares.  Individual 
share dispatch was disaggregated based on offer weighting.   In the ASM market, in 
part because of the issues raised above, JORs were not explicitly modeled.  
Participants may have the JOR modeled as a single unit, or as multiple units, each 
representing a single owner share; in either case, the units are offered in, 
committed, dispatched, controlled, and settled as discrete units.  

 
2. Combined Cycle Resource Modeling 

 
The design indicates that each configuration is modeled as a separate resource 
with rules defining from which configuration (‘resource’) the combined cycle can be 
started, and the configuration (‘resource’) paths the combined cycle can transition 
between.  Configurations, valid transitions, transitions costs, and minimum run 
times between configurations are defined during asset registration (and are not part 
of the offer).  Configuration changes are determined on an hourly basis and are 
fixed during the entire hour.  Configuration of the combined cycle unit is the 
responsibility of the market operator. 
 
What is proposed for SPP is basically the ERCOT model.  This model is currently in 
market trials and has not gone into live operation, but is scheduled to go live later 
this year.  We are not aware of any live market that contains a full complement of 
combined cycle resource models. 
 
The Midwest ISO models combined cycle units in one of two configurations: as an 
aggregate containing all the resources and as the individual resources making up 
the aggregate.  The configuration of combined cycle is specified for the entire day 
but may be different between the day-ahead and the real-time markets.  This model 
is operational.  Configuration of the combined cycle unit is the responsibility of the 
market participant. 
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AREVA is currently prototyping a configuration based combined cycle model which  
is also part of the reference system development effort for 2010.    The direction 
that all future markets take will drive the decision about what this model will look 
like.   
 
While AREVA believes that mathematically the proposed combined cycle model is 
feasible, the concern is the level of complexity that has not been operationally 
tested.  Operational concerns include: 
• Performance – Every place resource processing is performed, special logic must 

be executed for the combined cycles; for example, the mapping physical 
resources to ‘resource’ configurations would require special processing. 
Furthermore, modeling each individual configuration as a separate resource will 
significantly increase the number of resources and hence it may impact the 
performance of Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) based unit commitment 
processes. 

• Business Process – What happens when …; for example, what action is taken 
when an emergency outage makes the current operating ‘resource’ configuration 
invalid. 

• Configuration of a combined cycle unit may be changed hourly 
• Monitoring and control – The operator needs to be able to monitor and control 

combined cycle units.  The market participant needs to be able to determine how 
the combine cycle unit is being operated and respond.  The asset owner needs 
to be able to determine how the combined cycle unit is being dispatched and 
provide the EMS and ultimately the market system with the information it needs. 

Typically, it takes about a year of operation to work out the major issues with a new 
resource model.  Lessons learned greatly reduce risk.  Timing becomes critical in 
determining the impact of the combined cycle model. 
 
Although this could be implemented for SPP, we view it as an incremental risk for 
SPP to include it in the initial go-live plans for the future market, and one method 
could be to include it in a future release after SPP has gained experience with the 
new market. 
 
 

3. Operating Reserves 
 
The design indicates there will be minimum and maximum operating reserve 
requirements.  The typical constraint is for a minimum level of operating reserves.  
AREVA needs to better understand the specific concern SPP is trying to address 
with a maximum operating reserve requirement. There is a concern that enforcing 
maximum requirements may lead to negative MCPs for reserves. 
 
There is an implicit understanding within the document that market participants are 
assigned reserve zone operating reserve obligations.  It is unclear how these 
obligations are determined (a study function potentially external to the market is 
mentioned).  It is likely that the market will be responsible for clearing the operating 
reserve obligation on the participant owned resources and externally offered 
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supplies the participant has obtained.  The market will need to communicate the 
operating reserve obligation, the external operating reserves, and details about 
what has been cleared to meet the obligation. 
 
The design indicates that operating reserves may be supplied externally for reserve 
zone obligations.  Externally supplied operating reserves must meet certain criteria 
and it is assumed that at least some of these criteria will require checks within the 
market system.  It appears from the document that these external operating 
reserves offset obligations directly and are not price based.  There are market 
implementation and settlement issues which need to be addressed on how to 
handle the offsets.  For example, a rule will need to be established in how to set 
price when all the operating reserves are externally supplied for a reserve zone. 
 
A more important issue about externally supplied operating reserves is how the 
system will deploy the reserves and verify compliance.  Regulating resources are 
pseudo-tied to the network but will also have to have the capability of responding to 
real-time dispatch and market control signals such as cleared and deployed 
regulation up and regulation down.  The market will require return telemetry to 
verify that the resources are following dispatch.  Contingency reserve deployment 
requires similar market connectivity.  Resources will need to be able to respond to 
deployment control messages and will need to provide actual deployment 
information back. 

 
4. Ramp Sharing 

 
The design states that, “Ramp sharing logic will be applied to ensure that short-term 
ramping deficiencies within an Operating Hour do not initiate unjustified Scarcity 
Pricing (i.e. Scarcity Pricing should only be initiated when there is a capacity 
shortage).”  This logic needs to be defined. 
 
One way to interpret the ramp sharing statement is that ancillary reserve products 
will share ramp with energy. When a resource is cleared for an ancillary product, 
the ramp required to provide the entire amount of the product is reserved.  Since 
offers for ancillary products are limited by ramp, this will often result in no ramp 
available for energy on units cleared for operating reserves and push load following 
to the units that cleared only for energy. Since regulation is socialized across all 
regulation cleared units and contingency reserves are rarely deployed, units cleared 
for operating reserves will likely move less than units cleared for energy. It is 
unclear what impact sharing ramp will have on the market. Participants may find 
that it is more advantageous to clear for ancillary products which will likely be 
reflected in price. 
 
Since RUC will be clearing just for capacity, sufficient headroom may not be 
available.  Relaxation logic will likely need to be applied during all daily ramping 
events.  If operating reserves are then backed down on the units deployed for 
energy, there will be shortage in operating reserves resulting in pricing events or 
may require over commitment of energy to provide the required overhead. 
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In designing ramp sharing, special care must be taken so that market response is 
carefully controlled, sharing should likely be weighted based on the probability of 
being deployed and the weighing should be able to be modified.  This would allow 
tuning of unit response to price signals and would also allow units to be dispatched 
beyond offered ramp rates when major frequency and contingency reserve events 
occur.    
 

5. Settlements 
 
The design indicates that the system will be solved every 5 minutes rather than 
every hour.  There are concerns that: 
• The volume of data that will need to be retained will be dramatically increased 

(both for initial settlement calculations and for archiving) 
• Upgrading the settlements calculation engine to the latest version will benefit 

from enhanced performance gains. 
• Upgrading the settlements calculation engine to the latest version will benefit 

from the explicit interval setting capability. 
 
The market system has the capability of solving every 5 minutes and will be able to 
provide the necessary data to the settlements system.  There is concern however 
with some of the determinants now being discussed, outside of the mid-level 
design, that will require additional 'snapshots' of the system to provide system state 
information.  These snapshots will need to be sequentially processed to determine 
what a market asset is in on a 5 minute boundary rather than a 1 hour boundary. 
 
The participant will also need to interface to the settlement system at a 5 minute 
granularity.  They will need to provide 5 minute meter data and will need to be able 
to at least download 5 minute determinant data to support settlement statement 
analysis in their shadow settlement systems.  The participants will need to update 
their shadow settlement systems to perform 5 minute settlements.  Given that they 
will already have to update their shadow settlement systems to support ancillary 
markets, it is not clear how big an effort this will be. 
 
The market system dispatches at a specific time forward to a target time. For 
example, the dispatch time is every 5 minutes starting on the hour, and the look 
ahead target time is 10 minutes forward.  At 5 minutes prior to the hour, the 
resource will be dispatched using the current hour offer data.  If the resource is 
coming on at the top of the hour, the market may not see the unit as being able to 
be dispatched (not at economic minimum) and the unit may not be dispatched in the 
first 5 minutes of the next hour.  At the bottom of the dispatch hour, the question 
arises as to which hourly offer to use – the market system currently defines the 
offer as being valid up to the end of the hour, the next offer hour starting thereafter.  
SPP will need tune operational behavior to provide expected settlements and must 
do so prior to the development of either component. 
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Hourly settlement masks performance issues by the inherent averaging of results.  
There will be a number of issues, particularly in the area dispatch following, that will 
require fine tuning. 

 
6. Other Potential Issues 

 
• Separate markets for regulation up and down.  This is a difference from the 

MISO market, which SPP seems to be following in the whole. 
• There is a multi-day RUC process to determine the commitment of long lead time 

resources. RUC is SCUC based and only to minimize commitment costs. RUC 
uses RT energy offers but does not consider reserve offers. 

• RUC's commitment costs include start-up, no-load and incremental energy cost 
up to economic minimum in the submitted curve. While MISO just scales down 
the incremental energy cost curve, SPP proposes to ignore the energy cost 
above economic minimum. Potentially, ignoring energy costs completely could 
have a negative impact on MIP performance and could also make transmission 
constraints modeled in RUC unrealistic. 

• A decision is needed on the loss model.  Currently, the design indicates marginal 
losses but there are discussions about using average losses. 

• Design notes that SCUC and SCED will be simultaneously performed.  It is 
unclear what this means but the new DSPD does combine commitment and 
dispatch. 

• Design discusses an inter-day commitment process similar to MISO IDRAC.  
SPP may want to modify this based on what has been done at PJM with SKED1 
or what is in the design stage at MISO referred to as LAC. 

• Special contingency reserves recovery. 
• Utilization of financial schedules need to be clarified. 
• For annual auction, SPP wants to have 24 network models (on/off peak for 12 

months). It is not clear from the document whether these network models are 
coupled. If they were coupled in the LP engine, it would be very challenging to 
solve such a large problem. 

• The statement, "submit TCR Bids to purchase or TCR Offers to sell TCRs (for 
which the entity is the owner of record) separately for On-Peak and Off-Peak 
periods in the annual TCR Auction for each month in the annual period", is 
made.  There is no mention of 24hr or 12 month product.  We interpret this as 
non-coupling between on-peak and off-peak or between months. 

• TCR purchase through OASIS will need to be clarified. 
 
7. Potentially Missing Items 

 
• There is no mention of Independent Market Monitor (IMM) requirements. It is 

likely that the IMM will need interfaces to and from the Real-time and Day-ahead 
markets to mitigate offers and bids. 

• There is no mention of Market to Market (M2M) requirements. Clarification will 
be needed on what the expectations are for external market coordination. 
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• What are the plans for handling bilateral contracts, including ancillary services?  
What will be provided by the financial scheduler?  Will there be additional 
information provided through a physical scheduling system? 

• What approach is envisioned for outage scheduling? 
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SPP Staff Comments 

On the Future Markets 

Mid-Level Design Document  

 

1. There should be a must-offer requirement for Designated Resources in 

the Day Ahead Market. 

a. Withholding of offers in day ahead can cause congestion (new 

constraints) in certain locations. Since TCRs clear against day-

ahead prices the settlement of TCRs will be impacted. 

b. It is likely that more resources will be committed through RUC 

than would be the case if resources were required to offer in the 

Day-Ahead Market thus significantly increasing Real-Time 

Balancing Market Make-whole payments.  Make-whole 

payment cost allocation for unit commitment decisions made 

after DA is calculated substantially different from the DA 

make-whole payment cost allocation. 

c. No must-offer requirement in the Day-Ahead Market may also 

degrade SPP’s ability to ensure resource adequacy for the 

upcoming Operating Day because of the significant amount of 

RUC commitments that may need to be communicated on a 

shortened time frame (16:00 for DA Market versus 20:00 for 

RUC).    

2. Mechanisms should be in place to prevent a resource from changing 

dispatchable range after it is committed by RUC. 
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a. This issue has been addressed for Resources committed in the 

DA Market through inclusion of operating limit changes in the 

Real-Time Make-Whole payment cost allocation. 

b. This issue has been partially addressed for RUC committed 

Resources through a reduction in Real-Time Make-Whole 

payments for increases in minimum limits following 

commitment.  A reduction in maximum limits following 

commitment has not been addressed. 

c. Propose limiting changes in Econ Max to only allow for 

physical derates of the resource. 

3. Consideration should be given to whether/how OOMC units should 

set price (e.g., market versus cost-based). 

4. There are concerns around A/S co-optimization and deliverability of 

ancillary services around real-time constraints.  For example, 

dispatching a unit down for congestion creates an opportunity for 

more UpReg to be carried on a unit. There could be times when 

delivering regulation from such a unit can cause issues.  These 

concerns need to be addressed as part of the Regulation deployment 

methodology.  

5. SPP should have the capability to perform random testing of 

supplemental resources to ensure that supplemental reserves can be 

deployed as required.  
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